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INTERNET ACCESS
AND BROADBAND
TELEPHONY
HAVE IN COMMON
WITH PIZZA
AND BALLOON GRAMS?

NOW YOU CAN DELIVER THEM ALL IN A
SINGLE VEHICLE.
WITH THE SUPER-RELIABLE 5ESS-2000
SWITCH AND OUR NEW 5E10 SOFTWARE.
When you're adding telephony and data services to your cable system,
you need the most versatile, most reliable switch and software on the market.

5ESS9-2000 Switch. And our new 5E10 software.
Only the 5ESS Switch lets you combine landline and wireless on the same

The

switching platform. So you can offer landline features to wireless customers.
It also has Advanced Intelligent Network capabilities. Which gives you the
advantage of offering "follow-me" numbers to your PCS customers.
Plus, our new

5E10 software allows fast, easy provisioning of high-speed

Internet access. And adds residence features like enhanced Call Waiting, which
identifies the calling party before customers interrupt their current call.
And with the

5ESS switch and software your investment is always protected.

New services can be offered without upgrading hardware or waiting for anew
software release.
All this on the most reliable digital switch in the world. Whose nearest
competitor, according to FCC data, had over four times more downtime.

The 5ESS-2000 Switch and 5E10 Software Release are available now.
Call your AT&T Network Systems representative for more information

Everything you need. To do everything you want.
Come see us at Western Cable Show, Booth #1246.

AT&T Network Systems
Circle Reader Service No. 1
C1995 AT&T
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echose this month's cover photo to reflect the theme of the 1995
Western Cable Show—and because it seemed like an appropriate
image, given the pace of technological development that is impacting the broadband video market. Make no mistake about it: technology is rocketing forward, and network providers are
invited along for the ride, if they're willing to go.
In fact, the focus on broadband technology has been
heating up since the late 1980s, when MSOs slowly realized that fiber optics could provide many benefits, both
operational and strategic. When those benefits came to
fruition, it put cable TV network operators squarely in
the race to become full service providers.
In 1991, digital video compression was the story. The
advent of the digital age would vastly increase the number of available channels and allow consumers to "personalize" their TVs and give them instant access to myriad entertainment and information choices. While that
effort has been delayed by alack of product, it appears
1996 will be the year digital set-tops finally emerge on
the scene.
Last year, telephony was the buzz. Evey major MSO
professed adesire to enter the local loop as atelecommunications provider in some capacity. Equipment suppliers
began building hardware, the bulk of which will emerge
from the labs next year. However, given the amount of
capital necessary to construct highly reliable switched
networks, and major challenges surrounding interconnection, number portability and other issues, telephony has
become along-term play that will require patience and
significant investment.
Now, the focus is squarely on high-speed data provision. Once again, alack of affordable product has kept
network providers from rolling out service, even though there
appears to be pent-up demand from both businesses and residential
customers. But several trials and expected commercial roll outs will
result in real products at lower prices.
What's missing in all these visions of grandeur is the interactivity
needed to make it all come true. There is awoeful amount of active
two-way cable plant, and even fewer technical people who have
experience maintaining and troubleshooting such networks. The
cable industry largely abandoned two-way cable systems years ago
because they were expensive to maintain and were flawed technically. With fiber, return networks should be easier to maintain, but the
hypothesis remains unproven.
Wouldn't it be great to simply press the fast forward button, hurtle
through time and land in an environment filled with digital content,
instant access to the Internet at tolerable speeds and true competition
in the local loop?

Fast
forward
into
the future
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TELECOM SYSTEMS, INC.

With 20.5 dBm of fiber optic power, the revolutionary Javelin 1550 optical link provides all the power you need to
simplify your transmission networks. Let our applications engineers show you how launching Javelin into your current
B system can dramatically reduce the cost. Call Aix today at (708) 778-2900, or fax us at (708) 369-4299.
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ALL GUTS= SUPERIOR ATTENUATION
Center conductor totally
bonded to polyethylene.
100% bonded construction increases
mechanical strength and minimizes
possibility of suck-out.

Polyethylene enclosed air
"THE PERFECT" dielectric
-93% velocity of propagation.

Medium density jacketing.

Aluminum sheath totally bonded
to polyethylene structure.

NO FOAM TO
DAMPEN YOUR SIGNAL

Anyway you slice it, manufacturers of
foamed cables have been scrambling to
attain the superior attenuation characteris
tics of MO The attempt means increasing our
familiar MC' diameter of .500" to .565" or
.625 "; and our .750" must becone .840"
or .860" or .875 "
You may still use MC' in one size smaller
than the old foamed diameters. Even more
MC' per duct, and easier handling. In aeria.

installations, the effects of wind and iceloacing are reduced even furtner.
And with the superior attenuation of MO
you don't have to clutter your lines with as
many amplifiers - about 20% fewer than
with foamed cables.
Low-loss MC 2 is' your gain in many ways.
TRILOGY LEADS IN TECHNOLOGY

Call or write for afree sample and brochure:

COMMUNICATIONS INC.

TRILOGY COMMUNICATIONS INC., 2910 Highway 80 East, Pearl, Mississippi 39208
Circle Reader Service No. 3

800-874-5649
601-939-6637
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50 High-speed data over HFC

By Robert W Harris, Norte! Broadband Access Networks

If cable operators are to capitalize on the pent-up demand for
high-speed, affordable data service, they must have aframe of
reference to evaluate data transport and processing products.
This article discusses the key service and functionality elements
necessary for success with data over HFC.

58 Set-top operating systems
By Roger Brown

About the Cover

Photo by Umphoto.

There's atug-of-war brewing over set-top operating systems.

64 Network management

By Pete Cona, GI Communications Division, General
Instrument Corp.

As new multimedia services begin to place greater demands on
telecommunications networks, support systems will be key to
keeping those networks healthy. Standard interfaces and protocols will ensure compatibility at every level in the network.

42 Wireless companies
face chi▪
cken-and-egg

1
AIndex of technical articles

By Dana Cervenka
Both LMDS (Local Multipoint Distribution
Service) and IVDS (Interactive Video and
Data Service) companies are taking the wireless road to interactivity, with varying degrees
of progress. Which comes first: markets, regulation or technology? And what will wireless
technologies mean to wired operators?

This special section contains acomplete alphabetical listing of
all technology-oriented articles appearing in CED, Multichannel
News, Convergence and Cablevision during the past year. Pull it
out, file it, and use it as areference tool throughout the year.

70 Mediation between systems
By Gerard B. Moersdorf, Applied Innovation Inc.

Sophisticated services will mean nothing if dependability is left
to chance. Cable companies must quickly get up to speed on
operational support systems, as well as the missing link that
connects network elements with OSS.

76 Future cable networks
By Alan Stewart, Network Interface Corp.

Is today's hybrid fiber/coax network capable of handling
advanced, multimedia services? Or will it stumble over the
return path and its tree-and-branch topology? Tests conducted
by Bellcore and other industry bodies reveal the answers.

t
SCTE

84 Museum coming to Denver
By Michael Lafferty

CED magazine is recognized by the Society of
Cable Telecommunications Engineers.

8

The National Cable Television Center and Museum will be relocated to the University of Denver from Penn State. With that
change in scenery will come new educational and industry programs to benefit the general public and the cable industry.
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Standard eut the FCC offer the perfect plan to improve your cash flow.
By now, the FCC's "Going Forward"
rules are old news. But this unique
opportunity to improve your cash
flow, by adding up to 6new channels,
is as fresh as ever.
Here's the easiest way to take full
advantage.
Plug in achannel today,
cash in tomorrow.
Since the inception of our receivers
and modulators, Standard has consistently advanced frequency-agile
headend technology With our anychannel-in, any-channel-out convenience, plus awhole host of options,
you can be up and running in no
time, to cash in on "Going Forward."
The easy way.
:Start with our Agile IRD II, an RS
250 broadcast certified integrated
receiver/descrambler that offers all
the features you'll need: an industry

standard dual conversion 70 MHz IF
with TI loop, factory pre-calibrated
video and audio controls and afully
synthesized PLL tuning circuit accurate to 100 KHz. And because the
internal 950-1450 MHz active loop
thru eliminates splitters and signal
loss, adding multiple receivers is no
problem. The IRD II is the receiver
of choice when adding achannel.
Next, add our TVM550 series frequency agile modulator to achieve
noise and spurious free performance,
coupled with ultra-stable, artifactfree PLL synthesized tuning
throughout the spectrum from 54 to
550 MHz. You want stereo? The
TVM550S has stereo, eliminating
the need for separate components,
hassling with calibration, and additional rack space.
It makes sense.
Whether you add asingle channel or

the maximum six, generate the cash
flow you need to upgrade your headend to the highest level of performance
—Standard's Agile IRD II receiver
and TVM550 series modulator.
Add achannel... the easy way Call
Standard today and go forward while
it's still to your advantage.
The right technology.., for right now.

Standard

@, Communications
PRODUCTS

P.O. Box 92151 •Los Angeles. CA 90009-2151
310/532-5300 ext. 280 •Toll
Fax: 800/722-2329 .Toll
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Canadian Address: 41 Industrial Pkwy S., Units 5& 6
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905/841-7557 Main • Fax: 905/841-3693
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While others
continue to promise,
the trialed and true
CABLESPANTM
telephony-over-cable
system delivers.
While others talked, we listened.
While others still promise, we deliver
today. We deliver an advanced
telecommunication system that
provides basic and advanced
telephony services over your
broadband cable network.
The CABLESPAN system provides
the flexibility to economically serve
awide range of residential and
business applications. It integrates
seamlessly with your existing cani
architecture while offering one of the
lowest start-up costs in the industry.
It provides incremental growth apace
with your subscriber penetration rate
—with ahost of unmatched options
to keep per-subscriber-cost low.
All of this and more. To assure
quality service, the CABLESPAN
system provides robust fault
recovery and comprehensive
monitoring, maintenance and
diagnostic capabilities. To meet
the future needs of your subscribers,
the CABLESPAN system provides a
platform supporting tomorrow's
multitude of advanced
telephony services.
Twenty-first century communications
technology is here. For aglimpse at
the future of your network, see the
CABELSPAN system at:
WesternCable Booth #3130
Or call 1.800.445.6501
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Tellabs and Ttellabs are registered U.S. trademarks of Tellabs Opeations, Inc.
CI995 All rights reserved. Tellabs Operations. inc.
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C OLOR BURSTS

New semiconductor developments
promise to lower hardware costs
While most of the new product focus within
this publication is on finished products, significant progress is being made within semiconductor fabrication houses that promises to
reduce the cost of anumber of digital video
products, including the in-home set-top box
and high-speed modems designed for use with
cable plant. Over the past several weeks, major
announcements from MicroUnity, AT&T and
Broadcom could have amajor impact.
In particular, it appears the huge gamble on
MicroUnity 's top-secret research and development effort to build a"multimedia chip" from
the ground up will indeed pay off. According
to early press reports, MicroUnity has developed aprogrammable chip that can process
digital signals 100 times faster than products
presently available, which could revolutionize
applications like interactive TV, Internet access
and data encryption. Chip prototypes are due
next year, and deployment on amass scale is
expected to begin in 1997.
The $100 million R&D effort undertaken by
the Sunnyvale, Calif. company has been funded by anumber of huge computer and media
companies, including Tele-Communications
Inc., Time Warner, Microsoft, Hewlett-Packard
and others.
MicroUnity CEO John Moussons said that
today's microprocessors have been inefficiently designed for arithmetical computation and
require other processors to modulate signals,
process graphics and compress audio and
video. The MicroUnity chip, on the other
hand, was designed for communications from
the ground up.
Because it is software programmable, the
1
-GHz chip also promises to enable functions
that presently have to be burned into the
firmware and application specific ICs that
reside within today's hardware. For example,
new encryption codes could be embedded in
the software, making it easier to be updated
and distributed.
Meanwhile, astrategic technology alliance
between Hewlett-Packard and Broadcom Corp.
has resulted in anew digital transmission chip
that promises to drastically reduce the manufacturing cost of digital set-top boxes by
reducing the number of necessary chips.
The new Broadcom BCM3115 QAMLink
dual channel receiver features both 64- and
256-QAM (quadrature amplitude modulation)
and integrates concatenated Viterbi/ReedSolomon forward error correction along with

12

QPSK demodulation, adaptive equalization
and de-interleaving RAM into asingle chip.
Broadcom's previous product required three
QAM chips, plus chips for forward error correction, RAM de-interleaving and QPSK
demodulation, to perform the same functions.
"The level of integration we have accomplished with the (new chip) reduces the total
cost of the transmission portion of the set-top
box by afactor or two," said Steve Tsubota,
director of Broadcom's cable TV strategic
business unit.
As aresult, the 100-pin device can now perform more than 1billion operations per second
and utilizes more than amillion transistors (by
comparison, an Intel Pentium processor has
about 3million transistors). The upshot?
Suppliers of digital set-tops can reduce their
manufacturing cost from more than $400 to
about $250 each, according to Broadcom estimates.
HP intends to utilize the new chip in its first
generation Kayak set-top, which is scheduled
to be delivered to Tele-Communications Inc.,
Comcast and Cox in mid-1996. To support the
initial roll-out, HP has already committed to
purchase 500,000 QAMLink chips from
Broadcom. The new chip, which is priced at
$70 in 1,000-piece quantities, is already being
sampled by strategic customers.
The chip is the first to feature integrated
forward error correction, which is critical to
error-free network transmission. Error correction works by adding redundancy to the video
payload to help detect and correct errors. The
redundant information is used to set up mathematical relationships in the user payload; the
receiver looks for the relationships, and if they
aren't present, it changes the data to restore the
relationship.
Compatible with General Instrument's
DigiCipher II de facto standard for digitally
compressed video, the chip features trellis and
Reed-Solomon coding while an interleaving
scheme corrects burst errors up to 88
microseconds in length. The chip achieves
error-free performance with asignal-to-noise
ratio as low as 22.5 dB.
Meanwhile, the QPSK receiver provides a
dedicated fixed frequency, 2Mbps control
channel, which allows network providers to
individually address subscriber set-tops.
Broadcom officials say the fixed channel
method eliminates wasteful use of precious
downstream bandwidth in every channel.

Although Broadcom has already locked up
one customer for the device, it plans to offer it
to other network providers, including telcos,
DBS providers and MMDS licensees, as well
as suppliers of high-speed data modems.
Meanwhile, AT&T Microelectronics has
developed achipset that transmits switched
digital video signals over ordinary twisted pair
telephone wire. The chips are an outgrowth of
ajoint development agreement with
BroadBand Technologies and will be integrated into BBT's FLX system deployment by
France Telecom and into AT&T's SLC 2000
Access with FLX system that will be implemented by Southwestern Bell and Disney's
Celebration planned community.
Also, Fujitsu is incorporating the chips in
its FACTR system for Singapore Telecom, and
NEC is said to be looking at the platform.
With the new Multipoint Broadband Access
chips, digital bits of audio, video or data can
be transmitted at 51.84 megabits per second,
and QPSK return signals can travel at 1.6
Mbps. They are compatible with ATM and
incorporate 16-CAP (carrierless
amplitude/phase) modulation to deliver the
signals at such ahigh rate of speed.
The chipset will allow any combination of
up to six TVs, PCs, telemetry or remote-control systems to be attached and controlled by
the switched network. The chips are now being
sampled and will be priced at $45 for asettop; under $40 for each home served by an
ONU.
In aset-top environment, three chips perform
the front end modem function, and produce separate MPEG-2 video and ATM data streams. In
an ONU, three chips frame outgoing data,
unpacking incoming data and providing the
modem function for four video channels.

SNET tires up network,
develops new powering

While the cable industry apparently remains
mired in legislative limbo, Southern New
England Telephone continues to move on a
fast track toward delivering integrated voice,
video and data over ahybrid fiber/coax network—and it's patenting new ways to do it.
Even as the telco fired up voice service over
the new plant at the end of October, it
announced anew network design that could
lower the cost of providing backup power in
case of catastrophic failure (see figure, page
14). Specifically, the design uses anew cable
design consisting of both fiber and copper, the
latter of which is used to deliver power to
nodes located deep within the network.
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After 29 Peaceful Years In The Cable Industry,
Wendell Woody Helped Start ARevolution.

Wendell Woody
Sprint/North Supply
Executive Direchn; Gable Television Sales

Meet Wendell Woody. Then again, you probably already know him. His name is recognized throughout
the cable industry. His leadership is honored by the Society of Cable Television Engineers. And now, his
years of experience have culminated at Sprint/North Supply, right where you'd expect to
find him — at the forefront of an industry revolution.
Woody had already helped introduce leading edge advancements to the CATV industry, including
FM Fiber Optics, AM Fiber Optics and Cable Alternate Access. So when Sprint announced alliances
with major cable operators, Woody's new Broadband Group at Sprint/North Supply was positioned
to bring you Cable Telephony. Through his cable experience and Sprint/North Supply's distribution
expertise, new technological and distribution doorways are openingfor you.
At Sprint/North Supply, we've put together an unbeatable distribution team —
cable industry veterans dedicated to providing the quality customer service you deserve. So when you
need broadband or telephony products, call Sprint/North Supply, your full-line national distributor.
Just take it from Woody — you'll really like what we deliver.
Call to request acopy of our new broadband catalog or any of the complete family of cellogs offered
by Sprint/North Supply.

1-800 639CATV

On Line, On Call, On Tinr

Circle Reader Service No. 6
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C OLOR BURSTS
SNET full service network

the popular traffic and
billing systems.
Powered fiber
And already
optic cable
Optical/
SeaChange has two cusNetwork
power
tomers for the new prodinterlace
conversion
uct,
including Time
unit
mode
Warner Cable in New
(60-90 volts)
York City and Prevue
(48 volts,
(with 480 volt
Network. Time Warner
60 volts
power supply)
will
use the server to add
while
Home/business
ringing)
24 more channels of digiCoaxial cable
tal ad insertion (for atotal
of 40 channels); Prevue
will purchase hundreds of
Central office
specially modified units to
develop anew digital programming delivery systo Edward McGrath, SeaChange vice president
The new cable consists of fiber strands in
tem, which is scheduled to be rolled out to
of engineering and chief technology officer.
the center surrounded by copper cables. The
more than 3,500 cable headends.
The unit will come stocked with 12, 4-gigacopper is used to transport power, while the
Prevue will use the vast network to deliver
byte drives, giving it a48-gigabyte capacity in
fiber carries the video signals.
both its existing products as well as interactive
The new cable will carry up to 480 volts AC just six headend rack units. However, those driservices, Prevue Express and ahost of ancilves can be upgraded to 9-gigabyte drives when
from the central office to remote power nodes,
lary services and near video-on-demand capathose become more readily available in 1996,
where fiber cable connects to coax lines. At
bility. It can also be used by third-party users,
McGrath said. If more capacity is needed, addithe node, astep-down power supply is used to
including interactive service providers, home
provide low-power current (60 volts), which is
tional units can be daisy chained together. In its
shopping programmers, on-line data services,
common in today's telephony networks.
most basic configuration, the server is expected
infomercials and more.
to cost about $20,000, SeaChange officials said.
The unique design leverages existing battery
The new server is compatible with
technology and generators, which are located
SeaChange's ad insertion system, which has
in the central office. It avoids having to rely on
the commercial power grid and also avoids
already been deployed by several cable
using adistributed powering architecture,
Scientific-Atlanta has introduced anew
which typically moves the lead-acid batteries
fiber optic transmission system that promises
and potentially noisy generators out into the
to greatly enhance network reliability while
neighborhoods.
allowing network providers to cost-effectively
By using the existing power architecture,
drive more fiber deeper into their systems for
SNET customers will continue to receive
narrowcasting purposes.
power independent of the local power compaDubbed "System 70," the new platform is a
ny, making the network more reliable.
complementary upgrade to the company's popSNET officials said they plan to have
ular System 60 platform that features greater
80,000 customers on the new network by the
reliability, modularity and maintainability,
end of 1996, and 500,000 customers connected
while taking up less headend space than its
in three years.
predecessor, said Andy Meyer, director of marketing for transmission systems at S-A.
When compared to its present product, S-A
has made anumber of upgrades to its fiber
transmission system, including:
V More modules per chassis. By removing
After previously announcing atechnology
The Video Server 100, from SeaChange
Technology
power supplies from each module and placing
exchange and licensing agreement with Prevue
it on the backplane, each chassis can now hold
Networks to develop new interactive television
MSOs in more than 50 locations. The sysup to 10 modules, not just four;
enabling technology, SeaChange Technology
V Adjustable optical power. Previously, lasers
tem's flexible software architecture accomlast month announced it has entered the video
had to be specially chosen for acertain link and
file server market with the introduction of the
modates various lengths of video for ad
were set at the factory. By utilizing drive curinsertion, digital movie applications such as
Video Server 100.
rent attenuation, the number of laser choices has
near video-on-demand, and others, company
The new platform is based on the Windows
been reduced to about three families of product;
NT operating system and features an Intel
spokesmen said.
With the Video Server 100, SeaChange will
V New powering options. Whereas System 60
Pentium processor. The unit, which holds up to
offered 120 VAC power with 24 VDC backup,
12 disk drives, has amaximum bit rate output
support several networks, including T-1,
Ethernet, FDDI, ATM and Sonet, as well as
the new system offers auniversal AC supply or
of about 150 megabits per second, according

S-A unveils new fiber
transmission system

SeaChange jumps into
video server market

14
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In network monitoring,
it's the A.M. of a new age.
AM Communicat ons offers a
decade of experience in cable network monitoring. More than 400 AM
systems are at work today, under our
own name or within the products of
some pretty famous strategic allies.
Our new products include not
only Echo, a low-cos: end-of-line
monitor, but also a truly exciting
second generation cable network
monitoring system featuring easyto-use OmniVu software. It's a
Windows-based, open architecture
system that's powelul, rich in

features, and distinctly affordàble
in price.
AM's total monitoring solutions
include hardware, software, and
technical service that's in-depth and
on time. Please call (215-536-1354,
1-800-248-9004), fax (215-536-1475),
or write (1900 AM Drive, Quakertown,
PA 18951-9004). And give us the
opportunity to do a little crowing
írtTiut
about what we
can do f
or you.
.îàithirkigeteilleAle COMMUNICATIONS
GUARDRAILS FOR THE INFORMATION SUPERHIGHWAY

Ecno".. and OmniVu".'are trademarks of AM Communications, Inc.
Windows" is a trademark of Microsoft

Circle Reader Service No. 7
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41 C OLOR BURSTS
-48 VDC, making it compatible with all common worldwide powering options.
In addition, the new platform will soon be
able to support 1550 nm technology, which is
becoming more commonplace as operators
collapse remote headends and interconnect
systems to cover wider geographical areas.

Probita develops solution
to huge data file transfer

As the video networking industry begins its
headlong plunge into the digital era, one challenge will be finding away to distribute bits
simultaneously to several different headends.
But then again, maybe it won't be aproblem.
Software provider Probita Inc. has introduced
its "Proclaim" software, which is designed to
do just that.
For example, aregional advertising interconnect might want to distribute ads or an
infomercial to some locations, but not others.
The Proclaim product was specifically
designed to transmit huge data files to specific,
targeted locations over avariety of different
transport mechanisms, said Don Burt, president of Boulder, Colo.-based Probita.
The software, which is presently capable of
supporting more than 2,000 connected sites,
can be upgraded to support an unlimited number of sites. Furthermore, it supports arange of
different transport link technologies, including
microwave, fiber rings, ATM network, frame
relay, SMDS, ISDN (switched or dedicated),
DDS lines, satellite or modems.
The new Proclaim software also features
network management capabilities and can be
integrated with Digital Equipment Corp.'s
TeMIP network management platform. In fact,
Probita and DEC have formed astrategic partnership to deploy, integrate and support the
TeMIP system, which is popular among telephone switching systems, for cable MSOs and
other video providers.
Within the TeMIP modular architecture,
Probita intends to build application modules to
identify possible failures in hardware and
determine how to fix them; presentation modules to graphically display the information to
CSRs; and will use TeMIP tools to develop
interfaces to operations support systems.

Stanford Telecom shows
headend burst receiver

Maybe interactive TV isn't as dead as some
people think. Stanford Telecom last month
took the wraps off anew burst receiver
designed for cable TV headend equipment.
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The STEL-9244 provides demodulation functions that enable upstream signals transmitted
by subscribers to be received by headend gear.
The board-level QPSK headend receiver has
been designed to exist in anoisy and ingresssusceptible return channel. Prototype products
have been tested using actual upstream echo
profile measurements from cable networks, and
signal degradation is typically less than 0.5 dB,
according to reports from the company.
The unit operates within the 5MHz to 40
MHz return band at 2.59 Mbps, which allows
operators to efficiently use the return bandwidth for both telephony and data applications.
Stanford Telecom ayear ago announced a
companion product which provides either
QPSK or BPSK modulation of upstream signals from aset-top or cable modem. Such
robust modulation schemes are deemed to be
necessary in return channels that could be
plagued by noise and distortion.
The burst receiver is expected to be available in production quantities in April 1996.

CED adds two
to Denver office

To cap off ahighly successful year, CED
magazine is pleased to announce the addition
of two new staff members in the publication's
Denver headquarters.
Mike Lafferty has joined the editorial staff
as an associate editor and will concentrate his
efforts on writing about telecommunications
and data communications issues as they apply
in the broadband world.
Prior to coming to CED, Mike spent two
years in Denver as afreelance writer and most
recently was part of ateam that put together
the soon-to-be-released Jones Interactive CDROM encyclopedia on the information superhighway.
Alan Ring comes to CED as national
accounts manager. Ring comes to CED from
within the Chilton organization, where he
served as aregional sales manager for Energy
User News and Instrumentation and
Automation News. Prior to that, he managed
sales regions for several technology-based
publications, including Fiberoptics Product
News, Lasers and Applications (now Lasers
and Optronics) and Microwave Systems News.
"I am excited to add these dynamic individuals to our team," said Rob Stuehrk, publisher of CED. "Mike's diverse background
and Alan's experience with high technology
will be agreat asset to CED magazine and
will help propel us to new heights in the
future."

Jottings

To correct amistatement in the October "In
Perspective," the frequency agile modulators
in the Jones Alexandria, Va. headend were
manufactured by Barco. In fact, the entire
headend and control system consists of Barco
equipment. CED regrets the error.. .
November must have been "old home" month.
Two long-time industry veterans returned to
their former employers last month in key leadership positions. First, Steve Necessary parted
ways with Antec after four years to return to
Scientific-Atlanta as vice president and general manager of analog subscriber systems,
and will direct the development of new analog
set-tops and related system management
equipment. Second, Dave Robinson left his
post at AT&T Network Systems to be vice
president and general manager of the digital
network systems business unit at General
Instrument, where he worked for 10 years
before going to AT&T in 1993. Robinson will
manage the development and deployment of
terrestrial digital technologies ... Solidifying
its role as the sole standards-developing body
for the cable television industry, the Society
of Cable Telecommunications Engineers
(SCIE) has been recognized by the American
National Standards Institute. Now that the
organization has been accredited by ANSI, it
plans to submit 16 standards developed by its
interface practices subcommittee for approval,
including drop cable and connector specifications, as well as several test procedures ...
Got an idea for atechnical paper? The SCTE
is currently accepting proposals for technical
papers and/or workshops to be presented at
Cable-Tec Expo '96, slated for June 10-13,
1995 in Nashville. Abstracts are due by
December 15. Fax submissions to: 610/3635898 ... Viacom Cable plans to test the
Tellabs Cablespan 2300 cablephone system
over its Castro Valley system to about 200 single-family homes, beginning next month. The
six-month test will focus on delivering integrated cable TV and telephony services over
the hybrid fiber/coax network. Viacom is the
fifth MS0 to test Tellabs gear, joining Time
Warner, Adelphia, Tele West and Time
Warner/Advanced Newhouse ... The David
Sarnoff Research Center and ACTV will
jointly develop new digital products designed
to "personalize" TV viewing options. ACTV
software, which allows users to determine
video and audio sources, will be combined
with technology developed by Sarnoff, which
includes video compression equipment, video
servers, three-dimensional TV and distance
learning technologies .... CIED
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The power of cable
is the key that
unlocks the mysteries
of the InFobahn.
It is the power
of possibilities.
Of seeing aworld
of opportunities
brought into every
home through cable.
It will be an evolution
that will bring forth a
sweeping revolution.
Arenaissance at
the speed of light.
It is the stuff that
dreams are made of.
But it is not adream.
It is here, it is now,
it is reality.
The dawn of the
interactive age
is upon us.
And Motorola's
CableComm
technology is the
empowering force
on the horizon
heralding this
bright, new age.

CableComm
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C

raig Tanner is aguy who likes order. All the details
pinned down, and all the loose ends tied up in abow.
And that, he says, is precisely why he chose electronics
as acareer. "You can design acircuit or
asystem," says Tanner, "and know precisely what it's going to do, and that it
will do it for years, very reliably."
The value of order, precision and the
scientific method were driven home to a
very young Tanner one Christmas night
long ago. His father, aprecise and
deliberate chemist, gave his son achemistry set as apresent. Not waiting for
his father's guiding hand, the younger
Tanner, on the sly, took the kit, snuck
into another room in the house, and
closed the door. "I took as many chemicals as Icould, mixed them into one jar
and shook them up," he recalls.
"Something fizzed, and Iwound up
with black spots sprayed all over the
walls. My father spent about three hours
Christmas night washing those walls."
So much for acareer in chemistry.
These days, as the recently-appointed
senior vice president, Advanced
Technologies for Tele-TV Systems,
Tanner will probably have all the order
and structure he could wish for, working within the guidelines provided by
three RBOCs: Bell Atlantic, Nynex and
Pacific Telesis. Part of his job includes
evaluating the blitzkrieg of new technologies for delivering broadband services, making sure that Tele-TV
picks the right technologies and vendors which will
complement its internal development efforts.
"We are trying to put in aplatform at Tele-TV that
will serve as abase for the development of services not
yet thought of," Tanner elaborates. The consortium's
task, and that of other broadband, interactive service
providers, is analogous to what happened with the
World Wide Web, acomputer network of networks, he
explains. "The platform was aPC, adata network, some
client software, some server software," notes Tanner.
"But it was generalized enough and easy enough to use
that there are now Web masters at many, many companies who are creating attractive pages and Web sites
which reflect the company's personality and products."
Tele-TV's recruitment of Tanner was quite acoup; he
has held engineering and management positions with a
manufacturer (Sony Corporation of America), amajor
broadcast network (CBS Inc.) and aresearch and development consortium (CableLabs), where he served as
vice president, Advanced Television Projects. After
working in so many different environments, he's finding
out alot about the world of telephone companies.
"Telcos are extremely strong in the information technology that surrounds the delivery of asignal and aservice," he reflects. "That includes business support sys-

Tanner
ponders
technology
for Tele-TV

Craig Tanner
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tems, the things that allow you to provide customer service, to market effectively."
Keeping with that theme, Tanner's strategic planning
for the consortium includes afocus on signal quality
issues. "It's not enough to just marginally beat VHS,"
he notes. "It's not enough to equal the quality of
NTSC. We have the opportunity to provide video and
audio quality that are substantially better. And HDTV
is another level of improvement that's going to come."

Making cable's voice heard
In fact, Tanner is well-versed in the issues surrounding quality and HDTV. During asix-and-a-half year
stint with CableLabs, he went head-to-head with broadcast representatives participating in the FCC's Advisory
Committee on HDTV, as he made certain that the cable
industry's interests were considered in the HDTV standard. He also managed the issuance of CableLabs' RFP
for digital compression systems, formalizing the industry's requirements and encouraging vendors to respond.
Not only has Tanner switched industries afew times
during his career, but he's switched disciplines as well.
Fresh out of college, he joined the engineering and
development department of CBS in 1976, starting out
as an audio/video design engineer. But in atwist that's
atypical for most technical gurus, he was soon invited
to put hands to keyboard and write copy, in a"technical PR" position as manager of information services.
And simultaneous with finishing his MBA in finance,
CBS asked him to join the investor relations department as director of shareholder communications.
"The reason they went after me for the investor relations department," says Tanner, "is that it was at atime
when Wall Street was saying the broadcast networks
were going to have their lunch eaten by the new media."

Achannel for every mood
Tanner is one of the fortunate few who has managed
to marry two of his loves, electronics and entertainment,
into one career. He and wife Valerie are avid watchers
of suspense films with unexpected plot twists, like "No
Way Out," with Kevin Costner. He also catches the
occasional "Gary Shandling" show. What is less attractive about his chosen career path is how much time it
requires Tanner to be on the road, and away from his
wife and two children: Lindsay and Daniel. "I tend not
to do alot of other things on my own time:' he adds,
"simply because Ilike to spend time with my family."
From his experiences as aconsumer of entertainment
services, Tanner has composed apersonal vision of the
future of broadband communications. "The range of
human moods is much broader than anything that can
be encompassed by even 100 channels," he theorizes.
"Television is going to be enormously enriched when
you have access to things without having to plan too
carefully.... Television will be so good, that it will be
hard to tear yourself away from it, and do all the things
that we have to do in life."
—Dana Cervenka
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Introducing Reliable Power
That Grows With You
F

inally, there's an expandable power system that combines

legendary Alpha reliability with total design flexibility. Alpha's
new CPS Series provides centralized power to all HFC node
architectures. Your network's future power requirements

•Flexible Configurations Match Your Backup Needs.
You choose acombination ofpower supplies, batteries (çz generator.

•Open 19" Rack Architecture Allows Future Expansion.
Power 500 to 2.500 homes from asingle node.

may vary, but two things are sure: the system you choose

•Field-Selectable Output Adapts to Your System Design.

had better give you room to grow, and it better not leave your

You decide: 60. 75 or 90 YAC output—all at 1350 VA per module.

customers powerless. Count on Alpha's CPS Series to fill your

•Proven Technology Keeps Your System On-Line.
CableUPS® products deliver an incredible 325,000 hour MTBF.

power requirements today—and into the next century.
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See us at th Western Show,
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Reliable Power. Nothing Less Will Do.
-Far more information on Alpha's new CPS Series or other communication powering solutions, call: 1-800-421-8089 or 360-647-2360
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With the continued growth of the Internet (millions

of regular users and hundreds of database sites) and
the cable television industry's interest in offering highspeed data access to existing on-line
services (such as Prodigy, AOL and
Compuserve), an interesting shift in
technology is beginning to take place.
The cable industry has an outstanding
opportunity to offer its subscribers new,
high-speed services, but sometimes I
think the rest of the telecommunications world knows only about cable's
retail product and nothing about its network capabilities.
While cable operators can bring a
new level of interest and capability to
those who struggle along with a14.4
baud rate or slower modem, there may
be other ways that they can improve the
situation. Several things have happened
lately to bring into focus the real ability
of the industry's native resources to
change the world of telecommunications.

Net surfers
need
cable's
bandwidth

Astrain on the Net

By Wendell Bailey,
VP of Science
and Technology, NCTA
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It's nearly impossible to read amagazine, newspaper or book these days
without coming across an article or letter about the amazing usefulness, value
and plain growth of the Internet.
Likewise, one cannot read for long
without seeing an accolade or two about the absolutely
phenomenal interest in and growth of the World Wide
Web. Lately, however, there is anew refrain. It seems
that the very benefits that the availability of free-to-all
Web browsers have bestowed on would-be net surfers
have put aremarkable strain on the infrastructure of the
Internet itself.
Yes, it appears that once everyone got aNetscape
or Prodigy Web browser and found out how truly
easy and fun Web browsing could be, that asort of
reverse chicken-and-egg cycle was initiated. As soon
as afew people had easy-to-use Web navigators, a
few more people put up home pages. As soon as a
few people put up home pages, more people heard
about them and got access to the Web (usually
through Prodigy and AOL, but also by many other
means), and more newly computer literate people
became Web browsers themselves.
None of this in and of itself is all that unusual, but
what is different about this sequence is that the traditional Internet users were (and perhaps still are) primarily text-oriented browsers. The new, enthusiastic
Web junkies turn out to be alot more image and sound
fixated—and not just with simple graphics, but photos
and even film clips.
As we all know, images are many times more capacity hungry than plain old text. This has put anew strain

on the basic Net connections. When this change in the
type of Internet traffic is coupled with the geometric
daily growth of new Web users, it all leads to trouble
right here in River City, and that is nowhere good.
Capacity needs are not just limited to the connection
from the last server to the end user. Capacity is an
important commodity in literally tens of thousands of
links between one machine and the next all over the
global Internet.

Sophisticated users
All of this leads to the following series of logic tidbits. If the Internet is growing (it seems to be), and the
greatest area of growth is in the World Wide Web (or
so the newspapers say), and the users of the Web are
growing their use of graphics, and the number of Home
Page sites on the Web is growing in response to this
demand, and those who are building their new sites are
doing so that they have what the majority of Web
browsers apparently want, then, the major need for the
continued usefulness of the Internet is—drum roll,
please—bandwidth!
There are acouple of places and/or ways to get
bandwidth, and the cable television industry is sitting
on the best, most efficient, most available source of the
stuff currently known. If we were to think of the managers of the Internet network infrastructure as the customer of this substance, we could find ourselves as the
vendor of the primary enabling substance in the continued importance of the Internet.
And the nice thing about this type of customer, for
this type of service, is that it doesn't care what program is on or what channels the operator carries. They
also have the ability to diagnose faults (frequently with
sophisticated automatic software), and they understand
technical problems in away that cable's regular subscribers usually do not.
So Iwould suggest that cable companies which are
looking at the issues involved in offering high-speed
data service access to their subscribers also look into
whether or not there is aneed in their communities for
high-capacity interconnect-type services.

Cable's opportunity
Several cable companies have been offering this
type of service for many years, but most of those connections are involved in the I-Net type of service,
which pays very little.
Operators should give some thought to the connection between the customers they are seeking to connect up to on-line services, and the needs of the online services themselves to have improved inter-node
linkage.
Now that the Internet is no longer going to be maintained by the U.S. government, those who will have to
maintain it will be looking for ways to make it more
robust, more reliable and more capable. Maybe the
cable industry has achance to meet some or all of
their needs. CUED
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networks. Power
Guard is aworld
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these complex
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discuss your
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requirements.
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FARMER'S M ARKET

S

ometimes asubject cannot be adequately addressed
in one column, so now, at the end of the year, acouple
of soup pots must be stirred once more.

Stirring
the
soup pots
again

By Jim Farmer,
Chief Technical Officer,
Antec Technology Center

Have acomment?
Contact Jim via e-mail at:
jfarmer@ix.netcom.com
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Return Path

Last month, this column discussed
some of the implications of blocking
signals emanating from the home. This
was based on the premise that something must be done to prevent energy in
the home from getting onto the return
path. Several published and unpublished reports suggest that the home
plays amajor role in introducing interference onto the reverse path.
Had this role been recognized earlier, could the return have been used
more effectively in the days of treeand-branch architectures? Because
there were few economic motivations
to make the reverse work, no one
worked all that hard to optimize return
path performance.
Now, nodal architectures have
emerged, primarily to improve reliability and quality. As an added benefit,
anodal architecture yields more
capacity in the return direction. This is
true because the same return frequencies may be reused from one node to
another. Because each node serves
only asmall number of homes, fewer
homes contribute noise in any one path back to the
headend. Some people feel that, as aresult, it is not
necessary to do anything special at the home to prevent interference from escaping. The reasoning is that
fewer homes contribute noise, so there is less need to
clean up the noise.
Furthermore, filters on the drop make it more difficult to get signals out of the home. Some are advocating band stop filters that pass 5-15 MHz and block 1540 MHz (with some reasonable transition band). The
band 5-15 MHz includes anumber of existing RF
IPPV module return bands.
A hidden danger is anecdotal evidence that not all
homes on anode contribute equally to return interference. Some investigators report finding individual
homes which place the bulk of the noise on the return.
Worse, the noise is intermittent, making it difficult to
predict or to troubleshoot problems. If this is indeed
the case, then it would be prudent to filter all drops
even if noise doesn't exist at the moment the return
path is examined.
The kinds of services put on the return will largely
be digital in nature, using robust modulation methods.
This is good. And dangerous. When aproblem exists,
an operator may not know anything is wrong until the
return is completely broken. This will be very visible
to customers and will make the cable operator vulner-

able to attacks by the competition, who will say cable
is not reliable.
Another column afew months ago attempted to give
some tips for working with vendors when buying new
systems not previously employed. The column was
inspired by the number of systems which claimed they
would revolutionize the industry, but which went bust
instead of boom. Some months earlier, when Iwas visiting aclient, apossible column of suggestions for
working with suppliers was mentioned. My client had
his roots in military contracting. He joked that the government, with its unlimited resources, has been buying
electronics for more than 50 years and still hasn't
learned to do it right. However, we agreed that equipment buyers can improve their chances somewhat with
acritical look at what they are being told. Anyone else
have any suggestions? By the way, to the several salestype friends who took exception to the statement,
"(Risks) always exist, regardless of what the salesman
says," Iwasn't talking about you—it was the other guy.
(Is there justice in this old joke? Q: How can you tell
when asalesman is lying? A: His mouth is moving.)
An operator needs tools to help analyze avendor's
offerings, as that column attempted to address. Had
space permitted, the column would also have covered
the problems an operator is up against, which makes
bringing up new systems so critical. It's not enough to
deal with new technology, but there are always subscribers and franchising authorities who are looking for
rocks to throw. There are competitors today who make
alot of aggressive claims as to what they would do if
they had the franchise (it's easy to promise when you
don't have to deliver). Seems as if some franchising
agencies are the cable equivalent of speed traps.
Finding the cable operator in some infraction is agood
way to maybe get some trees planted.
The operator deserves to be told the truth. Of
course, as Larry Clayton, my mentor, liked to say,
"Hope springs eternal." Vendors are as bad as anyone
at thinking the solution lies just beyond the next modification.

And, powering

Finally, when this column discussed distributing
power at other than 60 volts, 60 Hertz, one statement
suggested that direct current was frowned upon for
power distribution. It is awell known principle of
physics that direct current passing through the junction
of two different metals will, in the presence of an electrolyte (humidity plus impurities in the air will do nicely), cause migration of metal from one surface to the
other. The result is failed connections, sooner or later.
A friend, ametallurgy specialist, called my attention to
the fact that the old L3 long distance coax telephony
system used 2,200 volts direct current for power distribution. When asked how the system was connectorized,
he replied, "very carefully and very expensively."
OK, the soup has been stirred for the last time.
Hope you have the best holiday season yet. CED
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-1---- interceptor Combination Meter
Greater VersatiMy... The new Interceptor

presents leakage detection and MicroStealth
measurement capability in asingle, handheld
installer meter.
The Interceptor Leakage/Signal Level Meter with
0.5 11V sensitivity finds even the smallest leaks
and automatically converts distances to equivalent
10-foot readings, maximizing freedom from error.

Tagging CapahMtty— Falseslarms are virtually
eliminated with head-end video "tagging" that
differentiates leaks and increases detection range.
Installers save time and unnecessary aggravation.
It's even compatible with existing tagging systems.
Value... You'll wonder how we squeezed so much

capability into amulti-channel tester, yet offer it at
afraction of the price you'd expect.

MicroStealth Multi-Channel Capability...
The Interceptor also includes the industry's most
popular installer meter features:
•Multi-channel, high
resolution LCD display
on asingle screen
•Up to 890 MHz
•Lightweight/hand-held
•Rugged/water resistant
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The Interceptor leakage/signal level mete s
part of the complete line of quality test and
measurement equipment from Wavetek. Each
product offers powerful performance and is
designed to meet your specific testing needs.
All the performance, speed, and ease of use you
demand—at aprice you expect from aleader..
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C APITAL C URRENTS

T
he strategic implications of technical standards play a
major role in the joint EIA/NCTA standards committees. There is strategic jockeying between the consumer
electronics (CE) industry and the cable
industry, and even within the CE industry. Never fear, though. Eventually, we
will have standards—lots of them, just
like the computer industry.

Standards
and
strategic
jockeying

By Jeffrey Krauss,
obfuscator of technobabble and President of
Telecommunications and
Technology Policy

Have acomment?
Contact Jeff via e-mail at:
jkrauss@cpcug.org
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The Decoder Interlace

The EIA and NCTA are working on
the final stages of an interface between
TVs and cable decoders that won't disable the tuner in the TV set. The cable
decoder would use the TV's tuner. This
interface is similar, but not exactly
identical, to aconsumer electronics
specification called "AVBus" which
could be used for linking the TV and
the VCR. AVBus and aclosely-related
home automation standard known as
"CEBus" both use acommand language called "CAL."
The Decoder Interface will become a
bottleneck that could limit the interactions between cable subscribers and the
cable system. The Decoder Interface
requires the TV to receive the infrared
control signals from ahandheld remote
control, translate them into CAL commands and send them to the decoder.
Some cable folks think the IR signals
are the "crown jewels" of the business and are not too
happy about this.
Meanwhile, the CAL language would become established as astandard for communications not only
between TV and cable decoders, but also communications among all consumer electronics and home automation products. Echelon, acompany that designs home
automation networks, uses acompeting approach, and
feels it would be placed at amarketplace disadvantage.
Echelon has raised antitrust concerns, concerns
which are buttressed by the EIA/NCTA voting procedures. On important issues, the cable industry gets one
vote, and the consumer electronics industry gets one
vote, and both must agree. Outsiders like Echelon,
computer companies or telephone companies aren't
allowed to vote. None of this "one company-one vote"
requirement that applies to other standards committees.
This voting policy has already created confusion. At
one recent meeting, aproposal passed by avote of 173of those companies present. At the next meeting, the
EIA said that the 17-3 vote didn't count, because it did
not conform to the voting procedures. Evidently,
Japanese company representatives, who attend the
meetings but never say aword, threw their political
weight around within EIA and persuaded EIA to overrule those CE companies that supported the proposal.
Because of minor differences between the Decoder

Interface and the AVBus, it looks like TV sets will
need two new interfaces: the Decoder Interface for the
cable decoder, and aslightly different one, the AVBus,
for the VCR. That's for analog video. For digital video,
another EIA committee is deciding on what was going
to be one, but now looks like will be two, local area
network designs to interconnect TVs, VCRs and cable
boxes. A new TV set that meets the FCC's "cable
ready" specifications and receives both analog NTSC
and digital MPEG video is going to need awhole
bunch of new connectors on the back.

Renewable security
There is general agreement that security is enhanced
if the video descrambling or decryption capability is on
areplaceable circuit card. For digital MPEG video, the
National Renewable Security System (NRSS)
Subcommittee is working on the interface between this
card and the TV set or cable box. In principle, an
NRSS card slot could be built into TV sets, eliminating
the need for cable boxes.
The NRSS committee co-chairman was, until recently,
aThomson employee. Consequently, the initial NRSS
design was based on the European smart card, because
that's the approach that Thomson now uses for its
DirecTV boxes. But the European smart card is too thin
to contain abattery and other circuitry needed to make
the card tamper-proof. The PCMCIA card is thicker,
plus, it has more electrical contacts (a smart card has
only eight contacts). The additional contacts will permit
parallel rather than serial transmission of high speed data,
which provides cost, power and temperature advantages.
At the last NRSS meeting, the co-chairman revealed
that he had seen the light and now supported aPCMCIA
interface. Perhaps his new employer has different strategic interests than Thomson. Don't ever think that these
standards committees consist of objective, disinterested
engineers. Standards have important strategic consequences, and companies are well aware of this.
In any event, it now looks like there will be two
NRSS standards, and TV set makers will have to put
both smart card slots and PCMCIA slots into TVs if
they hope to stamp out cable boxes.

Lots of video standards

Idon't have space to write in detail about the
EIA/NCTA Digital Standards Working Group, but it
will probably adopt multiple standards for digital cable
TV video compression and transmission, including
MPEG-2, DigiCipher, 16 VSB, 64 QAM and avariety
of error correction techniques. Anything that is proposed will be included in the standard, whether it will
be used by any cable operator or not. Maybe this activity is premature, and they should wait and see what
actually gets used.
The cable industry used to be characterized by an
absence of technical standards. It's now following the
lead of the computer industry. Their motto is "Standards?
We love standards! We've got thousands of 'em!!" CED
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T
he Decoder Interface work continues to grind onward,

making progress, but at apace slower than most would
like. This is partly because the issues are difficult, and
no easy solution exists. If we are constrained to use the tuner that is in the TV
or VCR, the choices are limited.
Some on the committee have
become discouraged over the complexity of the Decoder Interface and have
argued that asimpler approach should
be taken. There are two proponents of
simpleminded solutions. The first
argues that we are trying to do more
than the 1992 Cable Act requires. They
believe all that is required is to just do
"the three things" of the Cable Act for
basic. The second group says that the
Decoder Interface is so complex and
expensive that it must be phased into
the product line for TVs and VCRs.

Simple and
dangerous
interface
solutions

Just do "the three things"

By Walter S. Ciciora,
PhD.

26

Both of these positions are wrong and
dangerous. They will lead to frustrated
consumers, more headaches for cable
operators and possibly onerous rules or
legislation. We would be better off with
no solution than asolution which gives
"lip service" to the Cable Act but really
disadvantages the consumer.
The proponents of the "just do the
three things" approach list only the
requirements of the 1992 Cable Act which suit their purposes. They quote the portion of the Cable Act which
says that cable operators are required to use conditional
access technology so as to: "minimize interference with
or nullification of the special functions of subscribers'
television receivers or videocassette recorders, including
functions that permit the subscriber
(i) to watch aprogram on one channel while simultaneously using avideocassette recorder to tape aprogram on another channel;
(ii) to use avideocassette recorder to tape two consecutive programs that appear on different channels; and
(iii) to use advanced television picture generation
and display features."
They claim that these "three things" applied to
today's basic services are all that is required. They
advise against any attempt to anticipate or accommodate future services as beyond what the law requires
and more complex than necessary.
The proponents of this approach fail to note the following language from the Cable Act:
"(2) Regulations required
The regulations prescribed by the Commission
under this section shall include such regulations as are
necessary—...
(B) to require cable operators offering channels
whose reception requires aconvertor box—

(i) to notify subscribers that they may be unable to
benefit from the special functions of their television
receivers and videocassette recorders...".
From apractical perspective, this precludes the
application of "the three things" to just the current or
basic service. A cable operator is required by law to
notify subscribers of any situation in which their consumer electronics products—"cable ready" or not—
will fail to allow the "three things." Any cable service
which is not accommodated by the Decoder Interface
would require this warning. This warning will chill the
demand for "cable ready" products and cause them to
be amarketplace failure. Knowingly taking this route
involves adeliberate attempt to frustrate the intentions
of the Cable Act and the FCC's rules on compatibility.
The second simpleminded approach argues that
rather than implement the full Decoder Interface, a
step-by-step approach should be used. The first "cable
ready" products would have avery simplified version
of the Decoder Interface. Later, more advanced versions of the Decoder Interface would be implemented
as the electronics became less expensive.
There are at least two problems with this approach.
The first is the requirement that cable operators warn
consumers that certain desirable cable services would
still need aset-top box. The second problem is in conveying sufficient information to consumers so that they
understand the different levels of "cable ready." The
marketing of such products will only result in massive
consumer confusion, leading to frustration and anger.

No hurdles allowed!
From acable operator's perspective, it is critical that
no hurdles be placed in the way of subscribers trying
and taking new services. The subscriber who buys a
"cable ready" TV or VCR—especially one which complies with FCC definitions for "cable ready"—will be
reluctant to take any new service which cannot be
enjoyed directly with that product and its plug-in modules. He will resist putting aset-top on top of his "cable
ready" TV or VCR. This will create asignificant barrier
to entry for new services for the consumers most likely
to be interested in such services; i.e., those who are candidates for advanced "cable ready" TVs and VCRs.
The cable industry cannot agree to any such hobbles. Subscribers must have an easy time of trying new
services. This must be done at minimum expense and
maximum convenience. A "cable ready" product
should not become "non-cable ready" just because an
advanced cable service is tried.
Those who are overwhelmed by the apparent complexity of the Decoder Interface need to appreciate that
modern microelectronics easily and inexpensively
accommodates apparent complexity. The Decoder
Interface's software complexity makes possible user
simplicity. It is designed to be self-configuring and
self-adjusting. The "complex" software handles the setup and configuration of the electronics to integrate new
Decoder Interface components into the system. CED
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arly cable/telephony networks have been deployed as
an overlay to the hybrid fiber/coax network. An overlay
network is characterized by separate facilities to connect the telephony subscriber to the digital exchange.
Figure 1illustrates ahigh-level view of the overlay network. Multiple fibers are deployed from the headend to
the fiber nde, typically apair for downstream video signals, one for upstream video signals, and one for the
telephony signals. Distribution to the home contains
separate feeds—coaxial cable for the video signals and
copper twisted pair for the telephony signals. The main
disadvantage here is that the narrowband copper drop
limits the service provider to only narrowband (64
Kbps) service delivery, typically voice telephony (Plain

Figure 1: Overlay HFC architecture

Local
digital
exchange

11113

•• • •

¡I]
Video
sources

Cable TV forward channels
Cable TV return channels
Telephony channels

Old Telephone Service—POTS).
New cable/telephony networks are being deployed
with telephony integrated right into the HFC network.
An integrated network is characterized by using the
same access facility for both the video services and the
telephony services. Figure 2illustrates ahigh-level
view of these networks. Here, telephony signals are
integrated with the video signal in the radio frequency

30

(RF) spectrum, both downstream and upstream.
Distribution to the home is through asingle feed—coaxial cable for both signals. The main advantage of this
scheme is that the broadband coax drop enables the service provider to deliver arange of telephony services.
Low-speed and high-speed data, video telephony, and
LAN interconnection are some of the many services
that can be delivered to residential and business customers from this integrated HFC network.

Integrated cable/telephony network topologies
Residential and business service delivery require different types of integrated solutions. This section examines the different topologies that can be used to meet
these service needs.
There is one common element in all integrated
topologies—the host digital terminal (HDT), located at
the service provider's headend. The HDT provides the
telephony interface between the public switching network and the HFC distribution network. But there are a
variety of remote terminals, located at the customer's
residence or business, depending on the application.

Residential applications
The first industry implementation for residential
applications is the in-house remote terminal for individual homes. This device splits the coaxial drop input
into two outputs—typically another coaxial
drop to the television or set-top convertor for
video services, and astandard telephony
plug to the telephone for telephony services.
Advantages of the in-house terminal center
on its straightforward deployment.
Environmental conditions and security within the home allow these terminals to be
developed simply like consumer electronics
devices. One disadvantage of the in-house
terminal is the powering scheme. This terminal needs to be powered from the subscriber's home, plus contain multiple-hour
battery backup to provide (lifeline) telephony services in the event of power outages.
Another disadvantage arises when considering maintenance issues. For some service
calls, the service provider may need access
inside the home to repair the remote terminal; this creates scheduling problems for the
service provider and the subscriber alike.
Lastly, there may be "marketing" issues with
the in-house unit. Consumers' perceptions
that their phone service now requires anew
device in addition to the telephone handset,
plus powering that separate device, may be adisadvantage to an alternate service provider who provides competitive service to the national carrier. Nevertheless, an
in-house remote terminal may be the only option for
service delivery.
Current industry focus for residential applications is
directed on external remote terminals'. Mounted outside the house, this device splits the integrated signal
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FIBERLINE
ing in-building copper wiring. The
premises-based unit has the same
advantages as the pedestal-based
unit, and usually requires less stringent environmental features.
The main advantage of both
multi-subscriber options is the economics of high-density areas. For
pedestal-based units, it is atradeoff
against external remote terminals
per home; for premises-based units,
it is atradeoff against in-house
remote terminals per apartment. In
both cases, the key factor is the
anticipated telephony subscription
rate. Depending on this rate and the
actual HFC topology, these multisubscriber units are less expensive
to deploy.
Residential applications can
range widely depending on location
(metropolitan, suburban or rural),
subscriber demographics and anticipated subscription rates. A portfolio of remote terminal solutions—
in-house remote terminals, external

Figure 4: Residential applications: high density
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remote terminals, pedestal-based multi-subscriber terminals and premises-based multi-subscriber terminals—is critical to meet the varying residential service requirements of the service provider.
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II much the same \Act), aportfolio of remote terminal solutions is
necessary to meet varying business service requirements. The service
provider can utilize the broadband coaxial drop from the integrated
HFC network to deliver awide range of business services. Depending
on the size and location of the business, several services and interfaces
are required to meet those customers' needs. Figure 5shows the range
of remote terminal options. In combi-
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nation with the HDT, these terminals
seamlessly add business services onto
the cable TV infrastructure.
Enhanced remote terminal: This
business terminal is used for telecommuting applications. The target customer would be small businesses within
ahome, or small offices within or nearby residential communities. Service
interfaces are provided for Nx64Kbps
data and video conferencing applications, in addition to basic voice telephony.

Remote service terminal: This business terminal can serve many businesses, either in an office tower (with a
premises-based terminal) or in an office
park (with apedestal-based terminal).
A full array of service interfaces are provided for the typical business
applications, such as voice, dedicated leased line, video conferencing
and LAN interconnect.
Mini-remote service terminal: This business terminal can serve several small businesses, co-located in ashopping district or business park.
Essentially, this is ahybrid between the enhanced remote terminal and
the remote service terminal. Service interfaces would remain the same,
but the capacity changes to meet the different density of businesses.
Although not shown in the diagram, these business terminals can coexist on the same HFC branch as the residential terminals previously
discussed. In fact, within metropolitan and suburban areas, this co-existence is the typical requirement. In rural areas, only residential terminals are typically required. These terminals may require additional flexibility to interface with more traditional rural video systems, like
microwave video distribution systems (MVDS). The broad portfolio of
residential terminals and business terminals discussed here meets all the
needs of the service provider.
Several enabling technologies are required to build these integrated
cable/telephony networks over HFC architectures. This section examines some of those critical elements.

fault tolerance

RF subsystem
The first dimension of the RF subsystem is the modulation scheme the algorithm used to encode/decode digital signals to/from the radio
frequency spectrum. Figure 8lists several modulation schemes and their
two key characteristics.
Bandwidth efficiency refers to how much digital bandwidth can be
encoded into aspecified frequency range. This characteristic is very
important, since the frequency range available for telephony services is
limited, particularly in the return channel (typical networks specify
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return channel bandwidth in the 5-30 MHz
range). This efficiency is measured as digital
bits-per-second per unit frequency (Hz). For
example, QPSK provides 1.5 Bps/1 Hz, or
equivalently, 1.5 Mbps/1 MHz. QPSK modulation, then, allows an entire T-1 signal to be
encoded in 1MHz of frequency, and an entire
E-1 signal in approximately 1.5 MHz of frequency. Required S/N refers to the minimum
signal-to-noise ratio required in the forward
and return RF channels to allow the modulation scheme to operate at the listed efficiency.
As noted in the table, more complex modulation schemes allow more bandwidth efficiency,
but there are more stringent noise requirements
to achieve that bandwidth. These two characteristics have an impact on network engineering.
Newbuild HFC networks will have advantages due to their topology. Typical HFC networks are currently built with fiber nodes serving 500 to 600 subscribers, which reduces the
bandwidth requirements per fiber node. Also,
with fiber trunks, new coax, and new forward
and return channel amplifiers, noise can be
minimized in this HFC system. Under these
conditions, higher modulation schemes can be
used to meet or exceed the bandwidth requirements per fiber node. Existing HFC or coaxonly networks may not have the same advantage. Existing networks typically serve more
subscribers per network segment. Existing
HFC networks currently serve about 2,000
subscribers per fiber node, and existing coaxonly networks can serve up to 10,000 subscribers per coax trunk. Also, larger amounts
of noise will exist in all-coax networks.
Network engineering may help solve these
issues. HFC networks can be split into smaller,
500- to 600-subscriber fiber nodes, and coax
networks can be cleaned up for noise problems. However, this may still not be sufficient
to enable higher modulation schemes to meet
larger bandwidth requirements. Other methods,
such as concentration, may be required to
address this capacity issue.
The second dimension of the RF subsystem
is frequency agility. This refers to the size of
the RF carriers (independent of the modulation
scheme) and the location of the carriers in the
frequency spectrum. Early implementations of
RF subsystems required full 6MHz or 8MHz
channels, as big as astandard NTSC or PAL
television channel. Also, these implementations required positions in the low frequency
ranges, in place of television channels. These
disadvantages in both size and location are
addressed with newer implementations.
Channel sizes have been reduced down to 1.4
MHz or 2MHz, and channels can be placed in
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the higher frequency spectrum. Both changes
provide greater flexibility to the service
provider. With higher frequency ranges, telephony services can be added to the system
without eliminating atelevision channel. With
smaller channel sizes, telephony services can
be spread throughout the spectrum to improve
fault tolerance. For example, a1.5 MHz RF
carrier using QPSK modulation carries 30 64Kbps circuits, and a6MHz carrier using

QPSK carries 120 circuits. If there is noise in
any part of the 6MHz carrier, all 120 circuits
are impacted and have to be recovered. With
the 1.4 MHz carrier, the affected circuits are
much fewer.

Concentration schemes
Concentration can be used to supplement
the RF subsystem, to further address high
capacity requirements and fault recovery. Of
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Figure 5: Business applications
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course, concentration applies best when
considering residential switched voice
service and its typical traffic loading statistics. For integrated cable/telephony,
concentration is defined as using less RF
bandwidth than the total number of subscriber lines. An example of a2:1 concentration scheme has 60 subscriber line terminations at the digital exchange and 60
remote terminals, but only asingle RF
channel that carries 30 6-Kbps channels.
With concentration, that single RF channel can be used to serve 60, 90, or even
more subscribers, depending on telephone
usage. By using concentration, the
cable/telephony system allows more subscribers to be served like the higher modulation schemes, but without the stricter
SNR requirements of those modulation
schemes.
Concentration can also be used in fault
recovery schemes for RF channel error
conditions. These errors are temporarily
created in the presence of noise from
direct radio interference or environmental
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conditions, which can be expected even in new HFC
networks or very clean coax networks. A simple error
recovery mechanism would switch an RF channel that
is experiencing noise problems to aspare RF channel.
A more robust error recovery scheme is needed, however, if there are no spare RF channels available. With
concentration, all circuits within the failed RF channel
can be recovered, assuming statistically normal traffic
conditions without all circuits being occupied. Figure 6
illustrates this scenario. Active circuits within the failed
RF channel are transparently moved to unused circuits
in other RF channels. Idle circuits from that failed RF
channel would be dynamically reassigned to other RF
channels. When service is required, these additional
circuits would contend with the circuits previously
assigned to that RF channel.

Powering methods

Another key element for integrated cable/telephony
solutions is the delivery of network power to the
remote terminals, particularly the external remote terminals. As discussed earlier, this seems to be the preferred method for the service provider to deliver
power. The state of the network affects the powering
scheme.

Figure 6: RF fault recovery
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incremental cost of aSiamese
drop versus coax only at installation provides alarge
amount of flexibility for the service provider. Existing
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It would likely be cost-prohibitive to re-install a
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However, network power may be delivered to the home
from power-passing taps in the distribution network
through the center conductor of the coaxial cable.
Current industry development efforts are focused on the
operating characteristics of this scheme.
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Economics
With these enabling technologies, there are several
cable/telephony solutions on the market today. This
section examines the economics of three types of solutions:
V Overlay networks
V Integrated to the pedestal networks
V Integrated to
Figure 7: Cable/telephony economics
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Kingdom'. The
network topology for this study is an HFC network with fiber nodes
sized at 500 homes passed; each fiber node serves four
pedestals at 125 homes each. The costs represent
installed first costs (IFC) for the telephony distribution
equipment, facilities and labor. Digital exchange port
costs are not included, but are assumed to be equivalent
in all three cases.
The first two options, overlay and integrated to the
pedestal, are primarily fixed cost models. Each configuration requires some common equipment at the headend, but more significantly, requires common equipment in every pedestal, even for few subscribers.
Therefore, there are
high costs per line
Figure 8: Modulation schemes and key characteristics
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fiber node or pedestal. Almost all costs are associated
with the remote terminal at the home. Costs are
incurred incrementally when the units are deployed to
new subscribers, so the cost curve is relatively flat over
all penetration rates.
TWO observations can be made from the graph. First,
an integrated solution to the pedestal is always less
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expensive than an overlay solution to the pedestal,
regardless of the penetration rate. Secondly, an integrated solution to the home is less expensive than an
integrated solution to the pedestal, up to penetration
rates of 25 percent. Using both integrated solutions, the
service provider can employ aleast-cost formula for
delivering telephony service—home units for low penetration rates or low density areas (like rural communities), and pedestal units for high penetration rates or
high density areas (like suburban or urban areas). It is
also likely that these integrated solutions will provide
additional benefits for life cycle costs, such as power
and maintenance.

Conclusion
Integrated cable/telephony solutions strongly support an evolution path for network operators to deliver
broadband cable TV and telephony services. These
solutions allow the seamless addition of telephony services onto new or existing cable TV systems. Through
RF technologies, these services can be added without
disrupting or changing the existing infrastructure.
Through cost-effective platforms, telephony services
can be added at costs less than those of other traditional telephony distribution technologies. And through
flexibility, the broadband connection provided by the
coaxial drop offers migration to business services and
value-added residential services, thereby protecting the
service provider's investment. The portfolio of integrated cable/telephony solutions—in-house and external
remote terminals; pedestal-based and premises-based
multi-subscriber terminals; and business
terminals—delivers flexibility to the service provider to
meet awide range of their customers' needs, now and
into the future. Cap
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Wireless cos
grapple with
age-old
dilemma
Which comes first?

The chicken? Or
the egg?

By Dana Cervenka

W

hile cable operators and telcos are wrestling
with the technical and business issues surrounding the
implementation of interactive, multimedia services
over awired network, there are other service providers
and manufacturers who are taking the wireless path to
interactivity, with varying degrees of progress. Though
wireless services are certainly competitive to wired
networks, there may be more synergies between the
two than many would have thought. Maybe the issues
for those with wired networks won't turn out to be
fiber-to-the-curb vs. HFC vs. switched digital video,
or how to fire up the return path, after all.
For the moment, though, both LMDS and IVDS
operators and manufacturers are facing asevere case
of chicken-and-the-egg syndrome: which comes
first—technology, regulation or markets?

New entrant
Even though market and regulatory issues are muddying up in the waters in the United States, manufacturing giant Texas Instruments is gearing up to offer
end-to-end systems for the LMDS (Local Multipoint
Distribution Service) market by mid-1996. Ti's version of LMDS, awireless delivery system which utilizes aone gigahertz pipe to send two-way, digital
voice, video and data to subscribers, is being touted
as away for service providers to quickly get into the
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multimedia business without the expense of upgrading their existing, hardwired plant. It's also being
touted as aquick way for service providers to start
from scratch.
Although TI is initially targeting local and interexchange carriers with its LMDS line, company officials
were "pleasantly surprised" that cable companies and
competitive access providers were interested in the
technology as well, as ameans to overlay the competition's plant, says Bruce Robidou, LMDS business
development manager for Texas Instruments LMDS, a
business unit within TI Communications & Electronics
Systems. Telcos see it as aquick way to get into
video; cable companies see it as ameans to deliver
telephony, elaborates Robidou, and "everyone wants to
deliver data."
In fact, TI, which has had aworking LMDS system
at its Dallas facility for more than ayear, has been
conducting trials of the technology with both telcos
and MS0s, though it's under non-disclosure agreements with the players involved. "It seems to be asensitive topic for them (customers), as everyone here, at
least in the U.S., starts to look toward the spectrum
auctions," explains Robidou. "They don't wish to tip
their hands as to who they are aligned with."
The current regulatory picture does complicate
things somewhat. Though the FCC plans to auction
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asmall, roof-top antenna and the network interface
(MU) which converts the transmission into its separate components: video, voice and data. "We are going
to bring apartner on board, which we will be
announcing shortly, to help us with the [digital] set-top
box, so that we can provide acomplete, end-to-end
system," says Robidou. TI will also partner with a
"major supplier" in the telephony world to secure
access to atelephony interface.

The incumbent

spectrum for LMDS at 28 GHz, probably by mid-1996,
the Commission has not resolved whether it will allow
cable operators, telcos and MMDS providers to bid for
the spectrum (see Multichannel News, August 7, 1995,
page 7). At the same time, the Commission is concerned that acable prohibition could hamper the industry's ability to enter the telephony business.
TI is not waiting for the domestic picture to resolve
itself, though. The manufacturer has been conducting
trials not just in the United States, but around the
world. "And it's really our belief that the first deployment contract will be international," says Robidou.
"Many countries around the world have not
waited—they have granted licenses to many companies
at a28 GHz frequency. And we have been working
with those people for some time."

Ti's technology
Called MulTIpoint, TI's LMDS line is scalable, and
the company says that anetwork can be set up and
serving subscribers in amatter of weeks, if buildings
and power are in place, or amatter of months, if towers need to be erected. TI supplies all of the equipment
necessary to go from the node to the home, which
includes all the electronics at the base of the tower;
the transmitter/receivers for the nodes, or RF base stations; the customer premise equipment, which includes

While TI may be the latest to enter the LMDS arena,
it is not the first. Incumbent LMDS provider—and manufacturer—CellularVision received aspecial commercial
license from the FCC in 1991 to deliver the service to
the New York PMSA (primary metropolitan statistical
area), which includes the five borroughs of New York
City and the three surrounding counties—Rockland,
Putnam and Westchester. CellularVision of New York,
the operating entity, currently offers consumers a49channel service from acell site in Brooklyn. It has
plenty of wired and wireless competition in its serving
area, going up against the likes of Time Warner Cable,
Cablevision, Liberty Cable and DBS.
While CellularVision's LMDS technology has the
capability to provide afull range of interactive, multimedia services, the company is currently licensed to
provide one-way video only, though company officials
anticipate that will change this January, when the FCC
is expected to grant them permission to offer telephony-based services as well, as part of aPioneer's
Preference.
CellularVision is really two entities, with two different strategies. CellularVision Technologies &
Telecommunications (CT&T, L.P.) is the technology
company which holds all patent rights and is concentrating on licensing its technology to diverse service
providers around the world. Currently, the company
has licensed its technology to entities in about 17 different countries, with an expectation that by year's end,
that number will have climbed to 40. One of those
licensing agreements has been inked with Western
International Communications in Canada, the country's
largest private broadcaster, which owns radio and TV
stations, in addition to specialty cable channels. AG
Telecom of Brazil has also licensed the CellularVision
technology. "Our licensees are interested in introducing
the technology for various applications," says a
CellularVision spokesperson. "Some licensees have
proposed introducing it as an interactive broadband
video distribution system; others want to introduce it as
atelephony-based system."

CellularVision
execs refer
to their
technology as
"fiber in the
sky"

CellularVision's technology
CellularVision's LMDS system uses the "millimeter" portion of the spectrum, at 27.5 GHz to 29.5 GHz,
and provides bandwidth equal to fiber, according to
company officials, which has prompted them to refer to
the technology as "fiber in the sky." Interestingly,
unlike other wireless technologies such as MMDS,
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CellularVision's technology does not require
line-of-sight transmission: though skeptics initially doubted that the technology would work
at all, it works well, in that an omnidirectional
transmitter bounces signals off obstacles with
no loss in signal quality. Eventually, those signals reach their intended destination, the customer's six-inch by six-inch receiver.
Unlike Ti's offering, CellularVision's technology is analog, not digital. "We foresee that

is probably where the market is going," says
the company's spokesperson. He adds that
"once digital technology becomes areality,
and commercially feasible, we envision that
we can implement it as easily as anyone else."

More eggs
CellularVision has had its own set of obstacles to contend with, one of those being abattle with companies wanting to offer fixed

satellite services (FSS) in the 28 GHz band. A
coalition of satellite companies tried to persuade the FCC to move LMDS all the way up
to the 41 GHz area, reasoning that the 28 GHz
band was too crowded for satellite and
LMDS. The Commission, however, based on
the arguments of CellularVision, TI and others
that LMDS would not be economically viable
at 41 GHz, came up with acompromise ruling
which divided up the contested spectrum
among LMDS and satellite interests (see
MCN, July 17, 1995, page 1).
Battles aside, CellularVision the operator
is looking forward to participating in the
upcoming LMDS auctions and rolling out its
service on anationwide basis. And CT&T
will continue to talk to those interested in
using its technology to enter new service arenas. "The CellularVision technology could
accelerate the convergence process," says the
company's spokesperson. "Simply put, the
technology has the capacity of fiber optics, at
afraction of the cost. It doesn't matter
whether you wish to provide voice, video or
data services."
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Meanwhile, another service slated to
deliver wireless interactivity is making
valiant efforts to get off the launch pad. In
1992, the FCC adopted the rules governing
Interactive Video and Data Service (IVDS),
aservice for short distance communications
to provide subscribers with interactivity via
wireless data transmission. The point-tomultipoint, multipoint-to-point service
reserves one megahertz in the 218-219 MHz
band to deliver applications which may
include viewer polls, home shopping, feedback to advertisers, home banking and
remote meter reading.
In General Docket No. 91-2, the
Commission defined 734 service areas (306
MSAs and 428 RSAs), with two licenses per
serving area. Each license is for a500 kilohertz channel. The "A" IVDS channel operates from 218.0-218.5 MHz; B operates from
218.5-219 MHz.
The FCC divied up the first licenses for the
service via alottery, held in 1993, where 18
licenses were awarded for the first nine markets. The next batch of licenses was auctioned
off in July of 1994, for atotal of 594 licenses
that cover the MSAs. The next IVDS auction
will be held in the first quarter of 1996.

Pushing arope
Though the regulatory framework is in
place, the service has yet to take off. One
IVDS license holder who characterized the
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Figure 1: Technology cost comparison
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IVDS subscribers
could answer
viewer polls,
order the
proverbial pizza

Fiber

Cable

market as "squishy" may have been too conservative.
Only ahandful of license holders are running test
applications, and most of them are looking for solutions that will enable them to offer service.
"Once the equipment is working, and once it is in
place, and once you have applications, and once you
have subscribers, and once you have sponsors, you
have one heck of anice system," says Buzz Sawyer, a
consultant to ACOMA, an IVDS partnership which
holds licenses in Texas. "It's like pushing arope."
In other words, to be successful, IVDS providers
will have to affiliate with video programming
providers such as cable, advertisers and broadcast networks. An IVDS license, after all, has about onetwelfth the capacity of astandard broadcast television
station. Some speculate its best utility is probably as a
response path for limited interactivity.
Provided that IVDS providers can meet the technological and market challenges they face, the potential
applications are many. Subscribers could answer
viewer polls, order the proverbial pizza, request
coupons from vendors, and even transmit their vital
signs. Sawyer describes an application in which elder-

MMDS

DBS

Cellular Vision

ly, homebound subscribers could be prompted to take
their medication via an onscreen interruption of their
favorite television programs, ensuring better compliance and care.
And if providers get their wish, the FCC could clear
the way by the end of the year to allow IVDS operators to offer ancillary mobile communications services
in their service areas. Several companies are already
working on mobile applications for the spectrum,
including two-way paging, where one pager would
communicate directly with another, without utilizing
telephone lines.
EON Corporation is testing areal-time data transmission application in Monterey, Mexico which is set
up to monitor soft drink vending machines. That test
tells the soft drink franchise dealer if amachine is out
of inventory or change, is jammed, is out of optimum
temperature range, etc., allowing the dealer to better
manage the loading and routing of his delivery trucks.

Strategies
Strategies for launching IVDS are as numerous as
the licensees and manufacturers themselves.

Figure 2: A typical cell
Omni-directional transmitter
(27.5-28.5 GHz)
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Dr. Fernando Morales, founder of TV
Answer (now EON Corp.) and the original
IVDS crusader who persuaded the FCC to
allocate spectrum for the service, is still committed to the concept of IVDS, but not the frequencies he originally lobbied for. Now the
head of Interactive Return Service Inc.,
Morales has turned his attention to developing
interactive products for the 900 MHz band:
specifically, ahandheld device with awireless

connection to the Internet that allows users to
respond to video programming they're watching, sending messages to advertisers.
For cable operators, Morales sees IVDS
and like services as achance to add interactive services slowly, before they activate fully
interactive plant, with all the expense that
entails. "More than half of all cable subscribers don't even have addressable decoders
today," notes Morales. "How can [network
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Speculation and default
Further complicating the IVDS picture is
the number of license winners who have
defaulted, or will default. Those markets whch
are declared to be in default will again be put
up for sale at the next IVDS auction, according to the Commission.
Not only that, but the Federal Trade
Commission issued an Alert for Consumers
last spring cautioning the public about
"unscrupulous promoters" who were sucking
in IVDS investors, and noted that "consumers
who invest in IVDS licenses typically pay too
much."

Up to the challenge

6743 KINNE STREET
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operators] dream that [subs] would all have
$700 decoders," when today, less than half
have any decoders at all?
Another approach is that of Welcome to the
Future Inc., aprovider of integrated interactive television technology, which is going the
set-top route, providing licensees such as
Dispatch Interactive Television Inc. with hardware, software and network services.
The two companies are currently testing a
wireless, real-time interactive response system known as HEAT (home entertainment
advanced technology) in Columbus, Ohio
and Indianapolis, Ind. Viewers use aremote
control to interact with news, information
and transactional services. The interactive
response travels back via the IVDS spectrum.
If IVDS providers manage to define their
service and make it viable before cable operators realize their dreams of firing up the return
path and offering full, two-way interactivity,
they may have awindow of opportunity to
provide acomplementary service for MS0s.
One possibility is that IVDS could provide
asmall, overlay system for various applications, allowing cable operators to cheaply add
unique applications, according to Ron Wilson,
adirector with manufacturer GLB, which
manufacturers radio links and modems for
218 MHz, but which, at the moment, has put
the technology on the back burner.
"If you look at cable, at the Bell telephone
networks, all those services that are out there
today," says Wilson, "radio will play acomplementary role, but avery small role."

Regardless of the many uncertainties in
regulation, technology and market factors that
they face, providers of wireless, interactive
services and equipment seem ready to take on
these challenges.
For now, at least, they're not going to
worry about which comes first. CIED
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Transportin
hipspee
data over HFC nets
eleme

By Robert W. Harris, Senior Manager,
Marketing, Norte! Broadband Access Networks

Acommon phrase heard during the 1980s

was "I want my MTV" as millions of frenzied
consumers demanded the popular music video
service. An analogous phrase for the 1990s
may become "I want my high-speed data" as
millions of PC users venture into the multiple
applications available through the Internet and
various on-line services.
For the first time since its introduction,
sales of PCs for home usage outpaced sales
for business usage during 1994. Perhaps more
significantly, the growth rate in sales of data
modems has actually outpaced that of PCs, a
strong indication that PC users have the desire
to use their PCs for communication purposes.
This is evident in the double digit growth rate
of on-line service providers (AOL,
Compuserve, Prodigy) and the Internet.
Further, the number of people "telecommuting" is well over 6million, with an expected
30 million part- and full-time telecommuters
by the year 2000.
However, there is agenuine level of frustration among current users with respect to the
available modem speeds as well as the

requirement to "tie-up" the user's primary
phone line when using adata service. The latter could be avoided with the addition of a
dedicated second phone line to the home, but
at acost of about $20 per month, and the user
is still stuck with slow modem speeds.
Another alternative for providing moderately high-speed data service is ISDN (integrated
services digital network) which is offered by
many telcos with symmetrical data rates of 64
or 128 kbps. While ISDN is often used in
business applications, it can be cost prohibitive and difficult to activate for home PC
applications.
The rapid growth in PC and modem sales,
the acceptance of the Internet and on-line services and the expansion of work-at-home, coupled with the frustration of slow modem
speeds points to apent up demand for ahighspeed and affordable data service. With few
regulatory barriers and little competition in
terms of bandwidth capacity, the cable industry is poised to capitalize on these activities
and begin delivering avariety of data services
over the HFC infrastructure at significantly
higher data rates and lower costs than currently available. This will lead to anew and potentially significant revenue stream.

Figure 1: Key service and network elements for high-speed data over HFC
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For cable TV operators to capture these
revenue streams, the products used for transporting and processing high-speed data must
possess anumber of key service and functionality elements that address such issues as the
types of services supported, the level or grade
of service for individual users, fair access to
network facilities, standard interfaces, spectrum management, simplified installation of
"cable modems" and others. The following
provides adiscussion of these key service and
functionality elements required for successful
delivery of high-speed data via HFC networks.

Services supported
The key services supported by adata over
HFC system should include the following: 1)
access to commercial, cable operator, government and educational on-line services, 2)
access to corporate LANs for work-at-home
applications and 3) access to the Internet. See
Figure 1.
V Access to on-line service providers. The top
four on-line service providers (Compuserve,
America Online, Microsoft Network and
Prodigy) are experiencing double-digit growth
rates, and combined, have over 8million users
connected. These companies provide their own
specialized services (news, education, chat
groups, etc.) as well as providing access to the
Internet and the World Wide Web. High-speed
data access will enable these service providers
to enhance their service offerings with
increased graphics and the use of video content. The faster data rates from cable TV
delivered high-speed cable modems should
greatly enhance users' satisfaction with these
services.
V Internet access. Incredible growth rates
have been reported for the Internet—both in
terms of number of users and number of host
computers connected. In
this application, IP
(Internet protocol) packets
are transported between the
PC and the Internet router
via the cable access network. The router would
provide Internet connection
using standard routing
techniques.
V Access to corporate
LANs. A potentially large
target application is "workat-home." In this application the personal computer
accesses an office local
area network and computing facilities. The home
computer runs network
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software (such as Novell IPX/SPX or Internet
TCP/IP) compatible with the office environment and connects to acorporate LAN via the
cable access network. The corporate router
will have secure connections to the carrier network, while the home office is connected to
the carrier network through the HFC plant. In
cases where the home and corporate offices are
located within the same cable TV network,
data can be routed between locations without
the need to route traffic through acarrier network.
V Access to local content servers. Cable
providers have aunique opportunity to provide
local and/or regional community information.
By owning and maintaining afile server in a
local or regional headend, cable operators can
provide services of alocal nature to on-line
subscribers and enable anew distribution
channel for local businesses and community
organizations. Possible services that could be
offered include: local on-line chat services,
restaurant or theater selections and reservations, community calendar, local maps, local
weather and cable service selections including
pay-per-view.
In addition to these applications, other
value-added services such as e-mail and
remote file backup capability could be offered
on the same platform. Users could even create
their own World Wide Web home pages to be
stored and accessed from the cable provider's
local content server. By providing access to
local content and offering value-added information services, cable operators gain access to
the lucrative revenue streams available to content providers and have the opportunity to differentiate their data service from competitors.

Functionality
1he following section provides adescription of the key elements, in terms of functionality, for successful transport of high-speed
data over HFC networks:
Standard interfaces at the network endpoints
V Fair and efficient access over the HFC network
V Multiple grades of service
V RF spectrum management
V Network management
V Simplified installation of cable modem
units
6/ Data security.

Key elements
V Standard interfaces at network endpoints.A
successful high-speed data over cable system
must first begin with open and standardized
interfaces at the network endpoints (the home
and the headend). Standard interfaces at the
network endpoints will lead to lower product
costs and ensure compatibility between various
network and service elements.
To maximize service penetration, the data
system must be compatible with awide range
of PCs including DOS-based, Windows-based
or Macintosh products. A widely accepted and
commonly used worldwide local area network
standard is the IEEE 802.3 Ethernet standard
which is capable of achieving 10 Mbps and
100 Mbps data rates. By operating adata
transport system that is Ethernet compatible,
the user needs only to install alow-cost
Ethernet card and communications software
inside the PC. The subscriber-located cable

modem then serves as atransparent interface
between the subscriber's Ethernet compatible
PC and the HFC network. It's important to
note that the use of anon-standard interface
that requires cable operators to install hardware and/or software in the PC would lead
directly to increased installation costs, and
more importantly, increased customer service
and product evolution costs for the data service.
Standard interfaces should also be utilized
for managing the individual data network elements. Using astandard SNMP-based (simple
network management protocol) management
system, the headend data interface terminal,
cable modems, routers, etc., can all be monitored and controlled under acommon platform
that will simplify operational activities and
subsequently lower costs.
V Fair and efficient access over the HFC network. With many different user types expected, the cable TV data network will require an
efficient means to allocate bandwidth to users
and to provide statistical multiplexing. An
ATM-based transport mechanism in both the
downstream and upstream directions provides
such aplatform. Encapsulating the Ethernet
frames into fixed length packets results in
superior bandwidth management capabilities.
Specific downstream and upstream data rates
can then be allocated to each user, allowing
cable operators to deliver multiple grades of
service (GOS) for multiple tier services (discussed in the next section).
Further, this technique may optionally be
used to shape the data traffic to constrain each
user to amaximum data rate, ensuring that
early users of the data network do not experi-
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Figure 2: Grade of service capabilities and features
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ence aservice degradation as subscribers are
added to the system.
Access fairness must be achieved for all
subscribers within their service class, regardless of their distance from the headend or the
number of users contending for bandwidth.
Network users will only experience frustration
and dissatisfaction if network throughputs are
drastically reduced due to multiple collisions
of data traffic as users contend for bandwidth.
To achieve bandwidth access fairness in the
available upstream bandwidth, the ATM transport can make use of the TDMA (Time
Division Multiple Access) protocol. TDMA
can be used to efficiently manage media access
by eliminating traffic collisions and avoiding
network contention as each cable modem is
given aspecific time slot for sending its data.
The amount of bandwidth given to each user
would be determined by the subscriber grade
of service. Further, the network could be configured so that only authorized cable modems
may transmit their upstream data traffic.
In the downstream direction, aTDM-based
traffic protocol within the ATM structure could
be used to allow multiple priority levels. The
headend data interface terminal would assign
the appropriate priority level within the data
stream, and ATM cells would flow to every
cable modem. At that point, only those cells
destined for that cable modem are selected and
admitted for Ethernet processing.
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For transporting the data signals over the
HFC network, arobust modulation format
must be chosen—particularly in the noise prone
return path. QPSK modulation is proving to
be aworthy choice for the return path in that
it's an exceptional compromise between bandwidth efficiency and robust performance in the
presence of noise. For the downstream, most
manufacturers are choosing 64-QAM for modulating data within the 6MHz bandwidth.
6/ Multiple grades of service. A key element
for providing users with aflexible method of
choosing aparticular service level is the concept of "multiple grades of service." With multiple GOS, the cable operator is capable of setting up market-driven service tiers with different data speeds depending on the subscriber's
service requirements and ability or willingness
to pay. To maximize the benefit, the data network should be capable of establishing multiple grades of service independently in both the
downstream or upstream direction for any user.
When Ethernet data is encapsulated in
fixed-length packets, it's asimple matter to
equitably distribute bandwidth between anumber of subscribers of agiven grade of service.
The transport mechanism allows for the provisioning of minimum guaranteed data rates as
well as maximum burst rates. Multiple tiers,
or grades of service, can then be established to
allow the operator to segment the data market.
For instance, those who are willing to pay a
C

premium for higher data rates, such as
telecommuters or small businesses, can be
charged ahigher monthly fee relative to those
who use the data system for casual usage suc
as Internet or on-line applications.
For example, telecommuters could be allocated higher throughput levels via a"telecommuter" GOS, while casual users could be
given "best effort" GOS (see Figure 2). For
best effort delivery, the transport protocol also
allows the system to make use of statistical
multiplexing techniques, providing bandwidth
to those subscribers who need it. As mentioned earlier, with defined maximum user
burst rates, early subscribers on the network
won't experience aslowdown in network traffic with new subscribers being added onto the
network, since amaximum allowable data rate
would already be in place.
Best effort delivery schemes that do not
incorporate guaranteed minimum data rates
lead to aslowdown in traffic throughput,
resulting in acustomer perceived service
degradation. By providing aGOS as define
above, the highest levels of customer satisfaction with the data service can be maintained.
V Simplified installation and operation of
cable modems. The cable modem in the subscriber's location is acritical element, as it
must provide high-speed access to the data
network at reasonable costs. Key to its success
the cable modem must be external to the PC,
be completely transparent to the user and be
easy to install. In other words, it should be
"plug-and-play" with no requirement to install
the device within the users' PCs. The subscriber would then only need to have installed
asimple Ethernet card and associated softwar
within the PC.
While this could be performed by the cable
operator, it may make more sense, from aliability standpoint, to require the customer to
perform that task. In fact, many new PCs
already come fully equipped with astandard
Ethernet card and communications software.
As the cable modem is installed and powered up, an automated initialization and registration routine should occur which permits discovery of the modem on the network. A network management system would determine the
validity of the cable modem and, in conjunction with an RF spectrum manager, determine
frequency and amplitude levels as required for
data transmission.
This completely eliminates the need for the
installer to perform time-consuming software
loads and set-up procedures, minimizing customer activation time and lowering the overall
cost of installation.
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The cable modem itself should also come
equipped with the capacity to receive new software downloads via the network. In this fashion, future software capabilities, such as new
network features, may be delivered to subscribers without hardware upgrades or field
truck rolls and would require no intervention
on the part of the end user.
V Spectrum management. In the noise prone 5
MHz to 42 MHz RF return path, it's critical
that there be amethod for monitoring and
dynamically shifting return path signals in the
presence of excessive noise. An RF spectrum
manager, located within the headend data
interface terminal, would be responsible for
managing the return path spectrum.
An RF spectrum manager continually monitors acable system's upstream path by rapidly scanning frequency segments between 5
MHz and 42 MHz for clear upstream channels. Clean frequency slots are identified by
comparing the measured power level within a
given bandwidth against apre-determined
threshold level.
In the event an active channel becomes corrupted, the spectrum manager would identify a
clear channel for spectrum reassignment. The
RF spectrum should be monitored continuously in real-time, and frequency changes should
occur even while the system is carrying traffic
to ensure the highest quality transmission of
subscriber traffic.
RF spectrum management implemented in
this manner provides significant value to the
cable operator in that it directly leads to better
service quality for its subscribers. Since it
looks for and determines the "cleanest"
upstream frequency segments, upstream channels are assigned bandwidth that has less
noise. Less noise leads to lower bit error rates,
thereby improving network performance and
leading to greater customer satisfaction and
retention.
The RF spectrum manager also lowers operational costs by automating the frequency
agility process, therefore eliminating the need
for craftsperson intervention. Further, it provides amore efficient use of the limited
upstream bandwidth, especially when
deployed in conjunction with other services
such as telephony.
Cable TV system tests have shown that
much of the impulse noise on the return path is
generated from within homes and tends to be
confined to small segments of bandwidth.
Typically, the noise is likely to affect asegment of bandwidth that's less than 2MHz
wide. Because the return path has limited
available bandwidth, and most impulse noise
sources occupy less than 2MHz, it makes little
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sense to have upstream channels occupy more
than 2MHz of bandwidth. Dividing the return
channel bandwidth into 2MHz rather than 6
MHz segments provides greater spectrum
management flexibility. For example, it's
much easier to find noise-free spectrum in 2
MHz increments as opposed to finding noisefree segments for an entire 6MHz wide return
channel.
V Complete network management and control.
A data over HFC system should incorporate
comprehensive
network management and
control using
an SNMPbased protocol.
Such asystem
would be
responsible for
storing, displaying and
accessing the
data for the
functions
including:
modem marshaling and
initialization,
alarm logging
and fault
reporting and performance monitoring and
testing. Additionally, the network management and control would be responsible for
determining conditional access of cable
modem units and all security and key management.
These capabilities allow the data transport
system to provide the automated "plug-andplay" installation function and provisioning
that minimize costs and customer service activation time. The network management system
should also provide both default and custom
configurations to permit rapid service initiation
and individually tailored service characteristics.
V Security. With the increase in transaction
based businesses over the Internet and workat-home applications, the need for secure
transport of data also increases. As afirst level
of security, the cable modem should be physically resistant to tampering. As an added level
of security, each cable modem should have a
unique address to be validated by the network
each time the cable modem is powered up.
Further, cable modems would translate
from ATM into Ethernet traffic only those
cells specifically addressed to it, even though
downstream traffic may pass by many subscribers' homes.

DES encryption

could optionally
provide

an additional

level of security
in the upstream

and downstream

directions

DES encryption could optionally provide an
additional level of security in both the
upstream and downstream directions. The
headend data interface terminal would store
and manage the distribution of the necessary
public and private keys. Finally, applicationlevel security in the form of software encryption could also be applied as an option and
would be transparent to the data transport network.

Summary
With the rapid growth in PC usage, the
Internet, on-line services and work-at-home
applications comes anew and potentially
large revenue source for MS0s. This should
serve as sufficient motivation to provide
high-speed data access and services via their
HFC networks.
The key technological elements, in terms of
services and product functionality, necessary
for successful HFC deployment of high-speed
data, have been reviewed and are summarized
below:
V Provide secure high-speed and standardsbased access to on-line services, the Internet,
corporate LANs and other Internet protocol
(IP) destinations.
V Maximize data service penetration by supporting any Ethernet-capable PC.
V Minimize customer support costs by not
installing hardware or software in users' PCs.
V Incorporate ATM transport to enable efficient utilization of spectrum, fair access to all
users, sophisticated system management and
service evolution.
V Support multiple grades of service and traffic sharing that accommodate flexible, marketdriven service tiers.
V Provide RF return path spectrum management with real-time frequency agility for channel re-assignment in the presence of excessive
return path noise.
V Deploy low-cost cable modems with automated configuration and remote software
downloading for simplified installation and
low-cost upgrading.
Meeting these service and functionality
requirements will allow cable operators to capitalize on the growing data communications
market and should go along way to quiet
those frenzied PC users who are shouting, "I
want my high-speed data."
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SET-TOPS

The tug-of-war over
set-top
operating systems
clearIswinner?
there
.
a

scene about 18 months ago when ScientificAtlanta hired several members of the former
Kaleida Labs team (Kaleida was ajoint development team set up by IBM and Apple to
develop acommon scripting language that
both computing platforms could use).
Although PowerTV to date has just asingle
set-top licensee (Scientific-Atlanta), company
officials note it's already in the market, working in networks built by Ameritech, Pacific
Bell, Southern New England Telephone and
BellSouth. Furthermore, it says more network
providers have come calling in search of a
fully-featured operating system that costs less
and does more.
And there are others. Hyundai Electronics
America, for example, just last month
announced its selection of Wind River to provide areal-time, multitasking operating system for its planned family of digital set-tops.
Hyundai was impressed by Wind River's support of awide range of processor platforms
and chose the VxWorks system as the heart of
the unit.
Wind River officials also note that reliability and integrated development tools are key
attributes of an operating system that network
providers should look for. "In consumer electronics applications, the products are expected
to work all the time," notes Stephen Li, vice
president of telecom and multimedia at Wind
River. "You can't afford to have computer
bugs or other OS problems."

Why should anyone care?

By Roger Brown
The battle for the top of the TV is expected to
escalate as traditional cable TV networks
become digitized, and as competition comes
to fruition. Already, consumer electronics
giants like Thomson, Sony, Mitsubishi,
Samsung and others are saying they'll challenge traditional set-top makers General
Instrument, Scientific-Atlanta, Zenith and
Pioneer for the valuable real estate as content
becomes adigital, interactive product.
But there's yet another, less apparent, tugof-war brewing—and it's inside the set-top.
Just as there are two rival platforms for personal computers, it's looking like there's going
to be contention for the set-top operating system, with companies like Microware Systems
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Corp., PowerTV, Wind River Systems and others all making major plays for marketshare.
Already, the war of words between these
companies has started, with each touting its
particular advantage as the one MSOs and telcos should be most attracted to.
For example, Microware has leveraged its
OS/9 and DAVID real-time operating systems
into the set-top arena by signing some 20
licensees to the product, including General
Instrument, the set-top box market leader.
With OS/9 resident in hundreds of applications
and products, company officials count ubiquity, the plethora of development tools and a
wide variety of available feature sets as examples of key advantages Microware holds over
the competition.
PowerTV, on the other hand, burst on the

Is all the debate over operating systems
really necessary? Or is it akin to having a
choice over several automobiles, all of which
offer adifferent look and different color, but
each of which features an eight-cylinder, high
output engine that virtually no one can discern
any difference between?
Cable TV engineers are just now realizing
that future set-tops will require them to come
calling with alot more knowledge of software
and its functions. Gone are the days when all
the functionality of aset-top was derived out
of the internal guts of the box. Instead, network operators will be counting on third-party
software developers to offer the "killer apps"
that keep their customers tuned into game
channels, home shopping programs and other
interactive programs.
Until today, MSOs never had to look outside
the box they were buying. All content was controlled by them, and additional functions relied
on the power built into the box at the factory.
The operating system was deeply embedded
into the set-top, and each was proprietary.
General Instrument, for example, would embed
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• SET-TOPS
Metrotec's VRTXsa system or aPSOS system
into aset-top and no one cared as long as
everything worked as advertised. And typically,
they did, because all the software was written
specifically for that platform.
Going forward, that model is being tossed
out in favor of amodular, hierarchical one that
allows third-party software developers to port
their games and applications through the settop and on to the TV screen. GI, after doing
some initial work with Microsoft, last year
signed on as aMicroware licensee and will
utilize the DAVID system in the IDT 1500 second generation digital set-top.
The heart of such asystem is the core, or
kernel (see Figure, page 62). The kernel consists of only the most vital, low-level functions
performed by an OS, and serves as the foundation upon which all other functionality is built.
According to Wind River officials, good kernels provide several key functions, including:
V Real-time multitasking. It's the kernel's
job to allow multiple events to be processed
simultaneously by allowing access to the central
processing unit in the most efficient manner;
V fast intertask communication and syn-

chronization so that the application is run
effectively;
V easy communication between OS levels
that handle simple, predictable tasks and realworld events that manifest themselves as interrupts. The work is better handled at the work
level to provide effective queueing, prioritization and reduced latency; and
V bounded performance, where akernel is
optimized for worst-case performance. For
example, asystem that performs afunction in
50 microseconds consistently may be better
than one that averages 10 microseconds, but
occasionally takes 75 microseconds to perform
the function.
While areal-time, multitasking kernel is
important, much of the focus comes on the
layers built around it. As the diagram shows,
each concentric ring builds upon the previous
one, adding features and functions as it grows.
It's in these layers that the battle over the dominant OS will be fought.
There's actually asurprising amount of
agreement between companies about what
makes agood operating system. Typically, the
list includes: availability of third-party applica-

tions; extensive scalability that enables the
software to run everything from an inexpensive "broadcast" set-top to the most elaborate
unit; access to extensive graphics and networking libraries; and development tools from outside sources so that content developers are
encouraged to write applications that run on
the operating system software.
Wind River also believes its important to
cover an entire range of microprocessors.
VxWorks has been designed to cover awide
range of devices, including the PowerPC.
But in an environment where cost is the
overriding factor, the size of the operating system, or its footprint, may be the most important short-term issue. With each megabyte of
RAM or ROM comes additional cost to the
network provider. Pressure is therefore being
exerted on these companies to keep RAM or
ROM needs to less than amegabyte.
That's where PowerTV believes it holds
the advantage over everyone else. "Our solution was drawn on aclean sheet of paper 18
months ago, "says Ken Morse, chief technical officer. "We're not trying to leverage an
existing product." Morse says the PowerTV

Sadelco's New IGHz Calibrators
Portable, ±1/4 dB Flatness, 4.5-1000 MHz
Ideal
for Calibrating
Signal Level Meters
and all CATV Equipment.
,71 Expanded Freq. Range
SC600: 4.5-600 MHz
SC1000: 4.5-1000 MHz
L
I
]Increased Noise Output
Level: +20 dB
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Sadelco was 1st to advocate using H. Sadel's patented
White Noise Application to calibrate Signal Level Meters
and other CATV equipment, more than a decade ago.
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Testing our systems is something
we take very seriously at SDI. That's why
every StarNet Digital Inserter runs and
verifies thousands of spots— before they're
shipped. Our quality control department
loads each system with commercials and
connects it to the live tone feed. And the

testing is not done until the system verifies
insertions at over 99% accuracy.
We think our testing and quality control
is the best in the industry. If you don't
believe us, just ask our customers. With over
35 systems installed, SDI is aleader in the
digital insertion market.
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Figure 2: TMN management model
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I Configuration,
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fault, performance, security

Element monitoring and provisioning

Headend, RF and fiber distribution, set-tops

various technologies and equipment become
unified, so must their management systems.
Vendors will provide distributed operations
support and network management in astandardized format in order to interoperate with
peer and higher-level operational support systems. They will also use standard interfaces
and protocols as ameans to remain compatible
with industry-wide, current and emerging
management systems.

I\ / M

The simple network management protocol
(SNMP) provides aproven, industry-accepted
standardized protocol for delivering network
management datagrams in an open network
management architecture. A majority of industry vendors have adopted SNMP as acosteffective means of managing heterogeneous,
distributed networks.
In addition to SNMP, the common management information protocol (CMIP) is emerging
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1GHz 2-way amps

1GHz A/B switches

In stock • Low cost • 5 year warranty
Qintar, Inc. • 700 Jefferson Ave.
Ashland, OR 97520-3703 • U.S.A.

Ph. (503) 488-5500 •Fax (503) 488-5567

to take on the challenge of providing services
level management in telecommunications and
broadband networks. A proxy agent can coordinate communications between SNMP, CMIP,
TUT and vendor-specific network management
protocols. Proxy agents are becoming more
common in today's network management systems as operators seek enterprise-wide control
of networks. Proxy agents provide asmooth
migration path into an SNMP management
system to allow the SNMP manager to control
the device in its native mode. Most of the
SNMP management platforms and enabling
tools today offer dual model protocol support
for both OSI's CMIP and the Internet's SNMP.

TMN management model
Operational support systems come in many
flavors. However, some of the emerging OSS
and network management platforms are taking
the shape of the ITU's Telecommunications
Management Network (TMN) model. This layered model supports network operations by
configuring arelational hierarchy throughout
the enterprise, starting with the network elements (NEs). Categories of network element
equipment are managed by element managers
(EMs) that report into network managers
(NMs) that are tied to service and business
management platforms. Communication
between the TMN layers calls for open interfaces and standard communications protocols
in an effort to operate in amultivendor environment.
Other issues such as increased competition
and FCC testing and quality mandates also
drive the need for network management systems. As the variation of service offerings and
competition increases, managing service initialization, provisioning and customer churn
will become increasingly important in managing business operations. Network management
can assist by providing network configuration,
statistics, intelligence and usage reports to
more advanced services and business management systems.
Network management systems and OSS are
essential to improving the quality of services,
reducing network operations expenses and providing greater efficiencies associated with service management. This translates into more
competitive services that will reduce customer
churn and increase subscriber satisfaction.
Another area this level of network management will address is the use of operations
data. The evolution is towards acentralized
data repository that stores all operationsrelated data.
This data will be coordinated through relational database models where schemas or
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challenge
750 MHz fiberoptic systems cannot
provide more than 80 analog channels
without increased distortion.

solution
Ortel's fiberoptic solution provides over
30 more analog channels FREE of additional
distortion. [CSO -63dBc, CTB-65 dBc]
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Before digital compression becomes
commonplace, operators can use Ortel's
new fiberoptic solution to provide Near
Video On Demand and other revenue
producing services NOW.
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more information about how Ortel's linear

fiberoptic solutions for HFC systems can make
your choices easier, please talk to your sales
representative. Otherwise call, write, fax or
e-mail Ortel directly.
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Make Your Quality
Cable Connection
With Pirelli.
As an ISO 9001 registered
company, Pirelli manufactures a
full range of fiber optic cables for
the cable television industry.
Make your quality cable connection by calling these Pirelli
representatives:

Communications Supply Group
680 Industrial Cir S
Shakopee MN 55379
1-800-451-9032 •FAX 612-445-8423
CO, IA, MN, ND, NE, NM, SD, WI, WY
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APIs will be provided for systems that need
to access this data.

Costs
Although these systems add value to daily
operations, their costs are not trivial. In the
early stages of network management deployment, the costs associated with these systems
can be justified through aprocess re-engineering and analysis. Business and network operations functions may be consolidated and automated to improve efficiency. In the latter stages
of business and services management, the cost

time and improve mean time between failures
(MTBF) as critical information gets into the
hands of the people who can act upon it. To
take this concept astep further, the next generation of network management will contain commands to autonomously act on network events.
These intelligent systems are often labeled
"expert systems." Expert system development
will rely heavily on the cable system experts to
properly assess the causes of network events
and recommend the proper remedies that will
be integrated into an automated system.
Multimedia networking has emerged to

Figure 3: Network elements
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should not be associated with the systems
themselves, but with the lack of systems. The
lack of these advanced systems could equate to
delayed service deployment, duplicated operational functions and operational inefficiencies.

Benefits
What does this mean to network providers
and operators? The following four points
could summarize all the benefits of integrated
network management:
1. Improved reliability.
2. Information about the network—what is
happening and who needs to know.
3. Control over network configuration and
pathological conditions.
4. Improved customer care through
enhanced customer service and timely provisioning of new services.
As monitoring and management systems
become deployed throughout the network, it
will be important that these systems interconnect to form an integrated network management
platform. This integration is critical to assure
network reliability, minimize network down-

engender ahost of new applications. These
new applications place great demands on the
network. Multivendor enterprises and
increased network complexity, coupled with
attractive revenue potential adds more to the
argument for deploying network management
systems. These network management systems
will use standard protocols and interfaces to
communicate with network elements, peer
management systems and higher level operational support systems.
As competition heightens, and the variety
of services broadens, service management
becomes critical to maintaining efficient network operations. Network management can
improve network availability and reliability
and provide better information about the network and the customers. This intelligence contributes to the ultimate goal of providing premium quality services in accordance with the
time frames demanded by subscribers. As the
challenge of managing heterogeneous networks and services increases, this strategy is
the first step in ensuring the health of the network, and therefore, the business. aED
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Ad insertion
Adlink to offer DEC ad system to local operators (MCN), Linda Moss. 5/22/95. P. 30. Adlink's
cable affiliates will be given achance to use anew
digital ad insertion system for local advertising.
Antec to start testing ad-insertion system
(MCN), Linda Moss, 1/9/95. p. 20. Antec looks to
begin testing an integrated digital ad insertion system with an eye toward release by mid-I995.
Bay Cable forges ahead with StarNet digital
(MCN). Linda Moss, 4/24/95. p. 46. Bay decides to
use StarNet in its $5 million upgrade.
Chicago interconnect studies going hard-wired
(MCN), Linda Moss. 11/28/94. p.I32. The Chicago
Cable Interconnect ponders spending $3 million for
afiber optic network.
Digital ad arena grows crowded, competitive
(MCN), Linda Moss. 12/12/94. p. 42. Several large
newcomers announce plans to jump on digital ad
bandwagon.
Digital set-tops complicate local ad picture
(MCN). Linda Moss and Leslie Ellis. 5/29/95. p. 1.
MSOs will need new headend gear to multiplex
local digital ads into their video streams and have
them decoded at the set-top.
How DEC's file-server system won over Adlink
(MCN). Linda Moss. 116/95. p. 20. Adlink's
choice of DEC for hardware came as asurprise to
some.
Milwaukee places Channelmatic order (MCN).
Linda Moss. 2/20/95. p. 58. As it plans to expand
digital ad insertion throughout the area. Milwaukee
Cable Advertising orders more Channeimatic gear
Ops budgeting big time for digital ad gear in 95
(MCN). Linda Moss. 11/28/94. p. 130. More and
more cable systems and interconnects are budgeting
to add digital ad insertion equipment in 1995.
Op support systems hot at Cable-Tec Expo
I('ED). Roger Brown. Dana Cervenka. Leslie Ellis.
July 1995. p. 64. An overview of the technology.
software, sundry systems and other developments
that debuted during SCTE's 1995 Cable-Tee Expo.
Several major interconnects ready to go digital
(MCN). Linda Moss, 5/1/95, p. 68. Several groups.
including Chicago and St. Louis. are poised to
make their digital hardware selections.
Sony allows first look at ad insertion system
(MCN), Leslie Ellis. 12/5/94. p. 14. Sony gives an
early look at its digital ad insertion ger. which is
scheduled tbr introduction in mid-I995.
TCI picks SeaChange for Chicago digital insertion f
MCN). Linda Moss. 8/14/95. p. 26.
SeaChange wins another contract from TCI.
TCI selects SeaChange, StarNet for digital site
(MCN), Linda Moss. 2/20/95. p. 58. The big MS0
makes hardware selections for two of its cable markets.

Addressable technologies
ADC targets MSOs; partners with Electroline
(CED), Dec. 1994. p. 18. News item on ADC
Telecommunications' announcement that it will
market new video and telephony products to MSOs
through new agreement with Electroline.

4A

Addressable half-ASCII, anew compromise
(CED), Walt Ciciora, Oct. 1995, P. 24. Details surrounding the compromise struck on the decoder
interface.
CableData unveils new transactional billing system (CED), Jan. 1995. p. 12. News item on the
debut of CableData's new transactional management system. the Intelecable software system.
Cable modems: The MSO's link to the PC boom
(CED), Jack Mann, Scientific-Atlanta Inc.. April
1995. p. 64. A critical mass of new and improved
technologies and demonstrated consumer demand
indicate alucrative revenue stream could inundate
operators who are prepared to take advantage of it.
Future set-tops begin to take shape (('ED). Dec.
1994. p. 18. News item on latest activity - by HP.
Zenith, DiviCom and Broadband Technologies in developing first-generation digital set-tops.
Looking back on what was to be (CED), Roger
Brown. Dec. 1994. p. 56. A brief look back on the
1994 promises that were made, kept and broken, as
well as those that have been put off.
The need for support systems (CED). Gregory
Hardy. Scientific-Atlanta Inc.. Jan. 1995. p. 58. The
case is made for "one highly reliable, transaction
oriented full service network" where each element
manager "must be able to talk to the other." i.e.. an
Operational Support System.
New products bring hype closer to reality (CED).
CED staff. Jan. 1995. p. 40. Summary of new products, technologies, field test partnerships and
alliances that made their debut at the 1994 Western
Cable Show
Siemens, Sun and S-A combine to offer turnkey
HFC system I('ED). Jan. 1995. p. 12. News item
on announcement of "turnkey end-to-end hybrid
fiber/coax platforms" for cable operators and telcos
alike
TCI unveils software platform tied to frame
relay network (('ED). April 1995. p. 14. News
item on TC1's sneak preview of its advanced software platform for back office operations. e.g..
billing. customer service and workforce management.
Unleashing the power of the PC (CED). LANcity
staff. April 1995. p. 26. (Part 1of two-part series)
A detailed discussion of cable TV's unique position
to provide high-speed data services.

Advanced television
Broadcast quality technical standards (CED).
Archer Taylor. Malarkey-Taylor Associates. Nov.
1994. p. 84. Discussion urging the cable industry to
continue its work on developing interface standards, in lieu of the FCC doing so. to facillitate the
transition between NTSC and ATV.
Broadcasters must repent before it's too late
(CED). Jeffrey Krauss. consultant. June 1995. p.
28. Broadcasters who want to use compressed
HDTV signals to carry multiple SDTV channels arc
missing the point...and probably the boat as well.
Critical time nears for setting HDTV standard
(MCN), Marty Levine, b 12/95. p. 12A. The time is
now for those who challenge the HDTV modulation
method.

Data revenues waiting for two-way plant (MCN),
Leslie Ellis, 5/1/95, p. 85. Cable operators are
poised to get revenue from interactive services, if
there's atwo-way path activated.
Despite live demonstration, HDTV still in distance (MCN), Leslie Ellis, 2/20/95. p. 84. In spite
of recent demonstrations, commercial HDTV is a
long way off because of testing delays and other
factors.
Get out the aspirin: HDTV headaches ahead
ICED), Jeffrey Krauss, consultant, July 1995. p. 12.
A review of the HDTV situation and why it still has
away to go before it's afait accompli.
GI goes FTTC, RBI finds partner (('ED). April
1995. p. 16. News item on General Instrument's
equity acquisition in developer of switched digital
networks and BroadBand Technologies announced
partnership with Texas Instruments to produce
components for the Fiber Loop Access system in
Austin.
HDTV field tests shine: FCC decision on SDTV
unclear (MCN). Leslie Ellis. 9/11 195. p. 39. While
the Charlotte tests went well, will apending decision on standard TV affect cable operators' digital
plans?
HDTV field tests show VSB shines I('ED). Nov.
1994. p. 12. News item on successful field tests that
support HDTV's "broadcast coverage and cable
robustness to the performance of the current NTSC
television systems."
ICTV, Sybase partner to deliver interactivity
(('ED). Nov 1994. p. 14. News item on partnership
announced hetween ICTV Inc. and Sybase Inc. to
integrate Sybase products and services with ICTV's
interactive TV system.
Looking back on what was to be (('ED), Roger
Brown. Dec. 1994. p. 56. A brief look back on the
1994 promises that were made, kept and broken, as
well as those that have been put off.
MPEG encoders make their debut ICED), Nov.
1994. p. 14. News item reporting the debut of two
MPEG-2 real-time digital video encoders. one from
Toshiba. the other from DiviCom.
Quest for open standards begins for new group
ICED). Dec. 1994. p. 16. News item on the ti)rmation of the North American Digital Group by more
than 60 companies and organizations to develop a
non-proprietary digital television standard.
Technical overview of digital music services
I('ED). Ed Krom. Krom Technical Services. Dec.
1994. p. 78. Summary of results from field test of
three major suppliers of digital music programming
and equipment for cable transmission.
The return system: A historical perspective
(CED). Jerry Marketos. Philips Broadband
Networks, Sept. 1995, p. 84. A look at what happens to signals in the reverse hand.
Reverse issues stump cable engineers (
MCN),
Leslie Ellis. 6/12/95. p. 9A. Designing reverse path
capabilites aren't fin the faint of heart.
Which is the best modulation? QAM vs VSB
(('ED). Henry Samueli. Broadcom Corp.. Leo
Montreuil. Scientific-Atlanta Inc.: Woo H. Paik.
General Instrument Corp.. Ron Lee, Zenith
Electronics Corp.: Dec. 1994, p. 44. Proponents for
the two competing digital modulation technologies
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go head-to-head to make the case for their respective sides.
Will broadcasters, FCC derail digital TV?
(CED), Fred Dawson, March 1995, P. 92. The
future of digital TV is far from clear with competing standardization pressures from cable and telco
industries.
Zenith sells company to LGE; cash infusion
should help network group (CED), Sept. 1995,
p. 12. News item about acquisition of controlling
interest in Zenith by Korea's LGE.

Back to Basics
Five ways to enhance the life of test gear (CED),
Michael McCaffery, CICV Inc., Oct. 1995, p. 74.
Tips on how to keep test gear in tip-top shape and
accurate.
How to measure carrier-to-noise (CED), Rex
Bullinger, Hewlett-Packard Co., Nov. 1994, P. 68.
Review of two important concepts (noise correction
factors & measuring noise in-service) in measuring
the visual carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR) prompted by
new FCC technical standards.
Making it work: Return systems 101 (CED),
Thomas Staniec, Time Warner EntertainmentAdvance/Newhouse, August 1995, p. 66. The basics
on operating areturn network.
Making the color measurements (CED), Adolfo
Rodriguez, Tektronix Inc., Jan. 1995, p. 74. Final
part of series examining the entire suite of video
tests required by the FCC.
Measuring visual and aural levels (CED), Mike
Long, Zenith Electronics, Dec. 1994, p. 85. A
detailed report on the NCTA recommended practice
for signal level measurements that satisfy FCC technical standards.
The return system: A historical perspective
(CED), Jerry Marketos, Philips Broadband
Networks, Sept. 1995, p. 84. A look at what happens to signals in the reverse band.
Reverse testing and alignment for cable TV
(CED), Steve Windle, Wavetek Corp., April 1995,
p. 68. The reverse sweep option, which provides
fast, accurate measurements of the reverse bandwidth, is detailed.
Spectrum analyzer in-service measurement
(CED), Jerry Harris, Tektronix Inc., March 1995, p.
86. Gated and non-gated in-service measurement
techniques (applied to CSO, C/N and ICR) are compared, as well as their practical application.
Two-way activation for telephony (CED), Fred
Rogers, Quality RF Services, June 1995, p. 135.
Some basic concerns about return path reliability
that should be kept in mind when setting up telephony services.

CableLabs
CableLabs, CCTA plan interoperability showcase (MCN), CableLabs staff, 11/7/94, p. 55. A preview of the CableNET project that appeared at the
1994 Western Show.
CableLabs hosts convergence confab (CED),
March 1995, p. 16. News item on CableLabs'
successful convergence forum held during the

ComNet '95 trade show.
CableLabs issues new datacomm RFP (MCN),
Leslie Ellis, 4/24/95, p. 55. An addendum to the $4
billion telecom RFP goes out to 200 companies.
CableLabs issues RFP, is awarded 2patents
(CED), June 1995, p. 16. News item on CableLabs'
call to over 200 companies for telecommunications
study and its acquisition of two wireless technology
patents.
CableLabs to spend $13.1 million in '95 (CED),
Feb. 1995, p. 16. News item on CableLabs 1995
budget.
CableNET '94 doubles in size (MCN), Leslie
Ellis, 11/28/94, p. 173. More than 50 companies
plan to take part in the massive integration project.
Data warehouses atool for telecom (CED),
CableLabs staff, Sept. 1995, p. 30. A seminar
examines how enterprise management will converge
MIS and plant/engineering functions.
'Evangelizing' for server solutions (CED), Robert
Wells, CableLabs Inc., Jan. 1995, p. 16. Initial
impressions from soon-to-be-issued summary by
CableLabs on an RFI analysis of digital media
servers.
The further adventures of Eng (CED), Dana
Cervenka, Feb. 1995, p. 18. A profile of CableLabs'
manager of technical services, David Eng.
Nine co.'s join CableLabs forum (MCN), Fred
Dawson, 1/30/95, p. 57. In order to speak more
directly with the computer industry, CableLabs
starts the Information Technology Convergence
Forum.
Quest for open standards begins for new group
(CED), Dec. 1994, p. 16. News item on the formation of the North American Digital Group by more
than 60 companies and organizations to develop a
non-proprietary digital television standard.
The return band: Open for business? (CED),
Roger Brown, Dec. 1994, p. 40. A discussion of the
ramifications of an upcoming report from the
CableLabs Network Integrity Group that challenges
the industry to actually produce what it's always
advertised, i.e., a"two-way ready" capability.
Return path afantastic voyage? (CED), May
1995, p. 28. A brief review of CableLabs' study
(and its findings) entitled: "Two-Way Cable
Television System Characterization."

Capital Currents
(Capital Currents is amonthly CED column written
by Jeffrey Krauss, consultant.)
Broadcasters must repent before it's too late
(CED), Jeffrey Krauss, consultant, June 1995, p. 28.
Broadcasters who want to use compressed HDTV
signals to carry multiple SDTV channels are missing the point...and probably the boat as well.
Cable piracy and the schizoid FCC (CED),
Jeffrey Krauss, consultant, August 1995, p. 22. The
FCC falls short in its enforcement of cable signal
piracy ban.
Further developments in location technologies
(CED), Jeffrey Krauss, consultant, Feb. 1995, p. 12.
A review of technology available that could meet
the FCC's proposal that cellular operators provide
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caller location information for 911 calls.
Get out the aspirin: HDTV headaches ahead
(CED), Jeffrey Krauss, consultant, July 1995, p. 12.
A review of the HDTV situation and why it still has
away to go before it's afait accompli.
Girding for the next big interface debate (CED),
Jeffrey Krauss, consultant, April 1995, p. 12. A
review of technical questions to be considered in
developing abaseband digital interface (i.e., ahighspeed local area data network for the home).
Hanging ten on the Internet (CED), Jeffrey
Krauss, consultant, March 1995, p. 12. Some
important content resources found on the Internet.
The need for telephone portability (CED), Jeffrey
Krauss, consultant, Dec. 1994, p. 5. A call for interim solutions to the question of service provider
portability, i.e., being able to keep your telephone
number when switching between telephone
providers.
RBOCs are out of control (CED), Jeffrey Krauss,
consultant, May 1995, p. 12. The cross-subsidization of RBOC's broadband services continues and
the FCC is just catching up to that fact.
Resolving conflict and making progress (CED),
Jeffrey Krauss, consultant, Nov. 1994, p. 5. Results
of two months of negotiation between LMDS, FSS
and MSS proponents regarding 27.5 GHz to 29.5
GHz spectrum sharing.
Retail sales of boxes and cable pirates (CED),
Jeffrey Krauss, consultant, Sept. 1995, p. 24. The
prospects of cable boxes being sold at retail and
associated problems.
The V Chip ratings controversy (CED), Jeffrey
Krauss, consultant, Oct. 1995, p. 22. A look at some
of the controversies surrounding the "violence"
chip.
Video dial tone sputters along (CED), Jeffrey
Krauss, consultant, Jan. 1995, p. 5. Potentially a
strong competitor to cable, telco video dial tone
(VDT) service is mired in an ongoing debate about
who pays for its implementation.

Ciciora's Corner
(Ciciora 's Corner is abimonthly CED column written by Walter Ciciora, consultant.)
Addressable half-ASCII, anew compromise
(CED), Walt Ciciora,consultant, Oct. 1995, p. 24.
Details surrounding the compromise struck on the
decoder interface.
EIA suffers from set-top schizophrenia (CED),
Walter Ciciora, consultant, May 1995, p. 118. The
Electronic Industries Association's change of position on set-top boxes is explored.
From the couch to the module (CED), Walter
Ciciora, consultant, March 1995, p. 26. Ciciora puts
his spin on the raging decoder interface debate.
Importance of the decorder interface (CED),
Walter Ciciora, consultant, Nov. 1994, p. 22
Discussion on the importance of the decoder interface and an explanation why cable industry professionals must continue to be active participants in the
debate on the issue.
Reaching acompromise within abox (CED),
Walter Ciciora, consultant, July 1995, p. 24. The
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decoder interface debate and negotiations have put
the cable industry into abox itself.
SC'fE standards effort needs you (CED), Walter
Ciciora, consultant, Jan. 1995, p. 20. The case is
made for the SCTE to be the cable industry's standard bearer when it comes to negotiating technical
standards for the industry in this age of convergence.

Competing technologies
ADSL advocates tout major tech advances
(MCN), Fred Dawson, 3/20/95, p. 1A. There's alot
of progress being made in the ADSL arena.
AlphaStar picks Samsung to build its DBS settops (CED), Oct. 1995, P. 14. The new DBS
provider picks Samsung to build its receivers.
AT&T Paradyne develops new ADSL system
(CED), Sept. 1995, p. 14. News item about
advances made with video over copper technology.
Ahead of the pack (CV), Chris Nolan, 9/18/95, p.
17. Most voice-over-coax service is offered by
cable operators—but not in Deerfield, Mich., arural
telco.
Ameritech Corp. lays out deliberate VDT strategy (MCN), Fred Dawson, 11/14/94, p. 1. Ameritech
begins to lay out astrategy that includes Disney,
BellSouth and SBC Communications.
Ameritech sorts out video plans (MCN), Fred
Dawson, 1/23/95, p. 39. The regional Bell company
lays groundwork for next-generation TV service.
Ameritech talking of Jones overbuild (MCN),
Ted Hearn, 5/8/95, p. 3. Ameritech plans to seek a
cable franchise in Naperville, Ill.
Ameritech vendor choices spell big play in analog (MCN), Fred Dawson, 2/27/95, p. 45. The
RBOC selects Scientific-Atlanta to supply most of
its broadband gear.
AT&T touts transmission system (MCN), Fred
Dawson, 7/31/95, p. 33. New equipment from
AT&T Paradyne may be good news to RBOCs
interested in pursuing ADSL technology.
Bandwidth management in an HFC network
(CED), G. Keith Cambron, Pacific Bell and Fred
Kemmerer, AT&T Bell Labs, Sept. 1995, p. 78. A
look at how Pac Bell has engineered its broadband
network.
Bell Atlantic adds fiber to VDT diet (MCN), Kent
Gibbons, 5/15/95, p. 2. It appears the RBOC will
re-file its VDT application, but will include much
more fiber and much less coaxial cable.
Bell Atlantic slams brakes on VDT nets (MCN),
Ted Hearn and Leslie Ellis, 5/1/95, p. 1. Faced with
long delays from the FCC and changing technology
options, the RBOC decides to wait to upgrade its
networks to broadband capability.
Bellcore delves into HFC amid support for FITL
(CED), Fred Dawson, Oct. 1995, p. 80. Bellcore
reaches out to MSOs, but seems to have abias
toward FITL architectures.
BellSouth to test Intel cable modems in Ga.
(MCN), Leslie Ellis, 6/26/95, p. 4. The first RBOC
jumps on the high-speed data bandwagon and will
test gear in Chamblee, Ga.
Cable networks in the next millennium (CED),
Dana Cervenka, Dec. 1994, p. 30. A crystal ball
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discussion of engineering professionals — five
MSO representatives and three manufacturer representatives — on the network of the future and
cable's future in telephony among other things.
Cablephone not ringing yet (CED), Dana
Cervenka, March 1995, p. 32. The rush to provide
telephony services has created ahardware crunch.
Manufacturer's product lines, trials and deployment
schedules are reviewed.
Cable +wireless =Cablemaxx (CV), Tom Kerver,
4/5/95, p. 41. A profile of how one MMDS operator
is performing against cable.
Cambron's HFC network lies in wait (CED),
Dana Cervenka, Sept. 1995, p. 16. Profile of Keith
Cambron, director of systems engineering for
broadband services at Pacific Bell.
Changing the cost picture (MCN), Leslie Ellis,
6/26/95, p. 49. Thomson thinks it can build adigital
set-top for switched digital networks at acost much
cheaper than cable boxes.
DBS companies ready interactive technology
(MCN), Marty Levine, 3/20/95, p. 12A. The second
genreation Thomson decoder will include some
level of interactivity.
DBS: We're walking the walk (MCN), Kent
Gibbons, 1/16/95, p. 3. The DBS backers plow alot
of resources back into the industry.
Defensive driving on the infoban (Cony), Craig
Kuhl, Nov. 1994, p. 12. Cable operators and telcos
are eyeing each other warily as they gear up for
head-to-head competition.
Delivering the promise (CED), Andrew Paff,
Antec Corp., May 1995, p. 32. The evolutionary
path of HFC infrastructure development, both its
unexpected problems and its unforseen potential, is
detailed and brought up-to-date.
Delivering video without set-tops (CED), Roger
Pience, Watson Technologies Corp., June 1995, p.
73. A new signal delivery and control architecture
that is completely compatible with existing coax
and HFC systems is detailed.
Dialing for dollars (Cony), Judith Lockwood, May
1995, p. 18. A close look at four major telcos
involved in video service trials.
Digital tests hearten wireless cable execs (MCN),
Leslie Ellis, 3/13/95, p. 6. Digital video compression tests undertaken recently have MMDS operators ecstatic over their prospects for success.
'Evangelizing' for server solutions (CED), Robert
Wells, CableLabs Inc., Jan. 1995, p. 16. Initial
impressions from soon-to-be-issued summary by
CableLabs on an RFI analysis of digital media
servers.
FCC gives boost to LMDS wireless technology
(MCN), David Kaut, 7/17/95, p. 4. CellularVision is
pleased with the FCC's decision to carve up the
spectrum between LMDS and satellite users.
FCC okays spate of VDT networks, (MCN), Kent
Gibbons, 1/2/95, p. 1. The FCC clears afew VDT
requests off the docket.
FCC will not enforce ISDN rule: major boost to
high-speed service (MCN), Kent Gibbons, 6/5/95,
p. 37. The FCC won't enforce arule that would
have forced telcos to raise ISDN rates.
The great convergence poker game (Cony), Larry
Yokell, Feb. 1995, p. 18. The stakes are high as

telecommunication high rollers roll the dice in the
big convergence game.
Hardware is real; MSOs begin to commit (CED),
Fred Dawson, Jan. 1995, p. 62. Behind all the razzledazzle of the 1994 Western Show, anumber of
developments show the industry is finally on the
move towards its multimedia, interactive future.
Hartford: Where the action is (MCN), Fred
Dawson, 10/9/95, p. 3. Forget about Orlando and
Castro Valley, the brutal action between MSOs and
telcos is in and around Hartford, Conn.
Hazardous driving in the local loop (Cony),
David Smith, April 1995, p. 32. Long distance carriers, cable operators and competitive access
providers are racing to get apiece of the local telephone pie.
The Iof the hurricane (Cony), Price Colman,
October 1995, p. 16. Cyberspace is competing with
television for attention.
IVDS coming to the Midwest; testing to begin
(CED), Oct. 1995, p. 14. The new interactive service is coming to Columbus, Ohio.
Keep your eye on the bear (CED), Ted Harston,
Post-Newsweek Cable, March 1995, p. 24. Harston
believes cable's future depends on customer service, quality control, increased education and the
ability not to get too overconfident.
Long distance repairs (CV), Chris Nolan, 10/9/95,
p. 24. The new Sony DirecTv receivers suffers a
few glitches.
MSOs ally with Sprint; telcos turn up the heat
(CED), Dec. 1994, p. 16. News item about t\‘ o
alliances in the competitive cable and telco camps:
Sprint, TCI, Comcast and Cox in one corner,
Nynex, Bell Atlantic, Pacific Telesis and Creative
Artists Agency in the other.
Network powering: Looking beyond 60 volts
(CED), Leslie Ellis, Nov. 1994, p. 58. A discussion
of the technical and economic challenges the cable
industry faces in powering telephony services.
New life for ADSL (MCN), Fred Dawson, 12/5/94,
p. 101. As the Bell companies push to offer multimedia to the business sector, it's breathing new life
into ADSL technology.
New wireless cable system hits snags (MCN),
Fred Dawson, 1/23/95, p. 3. The once-promising
LMDS, or "cellular TV" service is running into
problems.
Nynex, BellSouth get FCC nod on VDT networks
(MCN), Kent Gibbons, 2/13/95, p. 4. The two
RBOCs plans for video dialtone are approved.
Nynex Corp. outlines broadband future (MCN),
Fred Dawson, 7/31/95, P. 33. After completing its
HFC tests, Nynex wants to test ADSL and other
options related to its embedded plant.
Nynex pushes for VDT delay (MCN), Ted Hearn,
7/17/95, p. 3. The company pushes for the FCC to
delay ruling on VDT ground rules.
Oracle, Hewlett-Packard to supply interactive
system to Pacific Bell (MCN), Leslie Ellis,
6/12/95, p. 1A. Oracle software will be meshed
with HP's MediaStream video server to provide
interactive TV capability for the RBOC.
PacBell defends hybrid fiber/coax: 'Right
technology at right price' (MCN), Leslie
Ellis, 7/3/95, p. 33. The RBOC details its
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California construction plans.
PacTel finds video plans too ambitious (MCN),
John Higgins, 10/2/95, p. 1. The RBOC refocuses
its efforts toward the Bay Area, agrees that the revolution will take time.
Probita, GI will team on gateways (MCN), Leslie
Ellis, 1/9/95, p. 41. The two companies plan to codevelop Level 1gateways for telco video dialtone
applications.
RBOC group issues set-top RFP (CED), April
1995, p. 14. News item on request for proposals for
up to 4million analog and digital set-tops by consortium of Nynex, Bell Atlantic and Pacific Telesis.
RBOCs invest in MMDS provider (CED), May
1995, p. 14. News item on the boost the "wireless
cable" industry has received with the $100 million
investment of two telcos looking for an alternative
to wireline systems.
RBOCs on track with digital TV rollout by '96
(MCN), Fred Dawson, 2/6/95, p. 1. Several RBOCs
predict that, with swift FCC action, they could be
offering digital TV to the market in about ayear.
Resolving conflict and making progress (CED),
Jeffrey Krauss, consultant, Nov. 1994, p. 5. Results
of two months of negotiation between LMDS, FSS
and MSS proponents regarding 27.5 GHz to 29.5
GHz spectrum sharing.
Satellites have operators looking skyward (CED),
Fred Dawson, Nov. 1994, p. 62. A detailed
overview of the challenges and opportunities presented by advanced satellite systems to providers of
all landline services.
SBC's VOD effort drawing eyes to Texas (MCN),
Kent Gibbons, 5/1/95, p. 3. The telco's trial in
Richardson is worth watching.
Smith pushes ADSL strategy (MCN), Fred
Dawson, 9/25/95, p. 49. Bell Atlantic chief Ray
Smith touts the VOD trial that was performed with
ADSL technology.
SNET drops digital from VDT trial plan (MCN),
Kent Gibbons, 9/11/95, p. 3. Because digital technology won't be ready in time, SNET decides to
add more analog capacity to its one-year VDT trial.
Standards (CED), Return Path poll, March 1995, p.
114. Operators express growing approval of setting
standards, but disagree on what standards should be
set and who should set them.
Telco networks have come full-circle (CED), Fred
Dawson, Dec. 1994, p. 90. Fast moving technology
developments and the slow moving Section 214
approval process have telcos considering ahybrid
HFC /FTTC topology to deliver their video dialtone.
Tele-TV issues RFP for wireless set-tops (MCN),
Leslie Ellis, 7/17/95, p. 4. The telco consortium has
received eight responses for adigital wireless settop.
TI jumps into LMDS fray (MCN), Fred Dawson,
10/9/95, p. 65. Texas Instruments announces aplan
to offer acomplete "cellular TV" system.
Unleashing the power of the PC (CED), LANcity
staff, April 1995, p. 26. (Part 1of two-part series) A
detailed discussion of cable TV's unique position to
provide high-speed data services.
US West details working ADSL model as alaboratory concept (MCN), Leslie Ellis, 7/10/95, p. 45.
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A working prototype of ADSL is shown.
US West pulls VDT; eyes wireless, DBS (MCN),
Fred Dawson, 6/5/95, p. 1. Following in the footsteps of Bell Atlantic, US West pulls its VDT applications and re-evaluates its video approach.
US West sets ambitious Atlanta plans (MCN),
Fred Dawson, 7/3/95, p. 33. The company plans to
spend $200 million to upgrade Atlanta—and it's in
ahurry.
Where in the world are we headed? (CED),
Archer Taylor, Malarkey-Taylor Associates, Dec.
1994, p. 124. Cable's dive into residential voice and
data telephony services is just amatter of time,
technology and aclearly defined strategy.
Which is the best modulation? QAM vs VSB
(CED), Henry Samueli, Broadcom Corp.; Leo
Montreuil, Scientific-Atlanta Inc.; Woo H. Paik,
General Instrument Corp.; Ron Lee, Zenith
Electronics Corp.; Dec. 1994, p. 44. Proponents for
the two competing digital modulation technologies
go head-to-head to make the case for their respective sides.
Why the PC will rule the interactive house
(CED), Roger Brown, August 1995, p. 60. A PC
professional (Avram Miller/Intel Corp.) explains
why he believes the PC will be the interactive gateway in consumer homes.
Wireless op receives $100M from Baby Bells
(MCN), Kent Gibbons, 4/3/95, p. 1. Bell Atlantic
and Nynex invest in CAI Wireless so they can get
into the video arena in ahurry.
Wireless operators prepare for battle after conference (MCN), Fred Dawson, 7/24/95, p. 53.
MMDS operators now know that digital transmission works, so they're drawing up battle plans
against cable operators.

Construction issues
1995 construction plans (CED), Return Path poll,
April 1995, p. 90. Operators provide details of
upcoming capital expenditures spurred by increased
competition.
Construction from acontractor's point of view
(CED), Jeff Michaud, Cable Constructors Inc., Oct.
1995, p. 42. Some things to think about to help your
rebuild go more smoothly.
Construction outlook strong for summer (MCN),
Leslie Ellis, 6/12/95, p. 1A. Despite asmall slump
in hardware purchases, indicators point to astrong
construction season.
The drop cable dilemma continues (CED), Chris
Bowick, Jones Intercable, April 1995, p. 22. Some
recommendations to curb drop cable waste.
A field-installable fusion connector (CED),
Rodney Throckmorton and Rudolf Brugger, Siecor
Corp. and Siemens AG, August 1995, p. 24. Details
of anew field-installable connector are revealed.
The great disappearing drop cable issue (CED),
Chris Bowick, Jones Intercable, March 1995, p. 22.
Results and implications of study on the apparent
increased deployment drop cable throughout the
industry
Hardware is real; MSOs begin to commit (CED),
Fred Dawson, Jan. 1995, p. 62. Behind all the razzledazzle of the 1994 Western Show, anumber of

developments show the industry is finally on the
move towards its multimedia, interactive future.
In-home wiring: an arm wrestling match (CED),
Dana Cervenka, June 1995, p. 62. Cable operators
are in areal tug-of-war with their competitors over
in-home wiring.
PacBell defends hybrid fiber/coax: 'Right technology at right price' (MCN), Leslie Ellis, 7/3/95,
p. 33. The RBOC details its California construction
plans.
Preparing the drop for digital services (CED),
John Grothendick, Antec, Oct. 1995, p. 36. The
weak link in digital will be the in-home wiring and
the drop. But there are some steps that can be taken.
SCTE group drafts construction guidelines
(CED), Dana Cervenka, Oct. 1995, p. 48. An update
on the work being done by the SCIE Basic
Construction Working Group.
Skepticism abounds (MCN), Leslie Ellis, 9/4/95,
p. 35. US West plans an aggressive build in Atlanta,
but few believe it can be done on schedule.
Suppliers squeezed to meet demand (CED),
Leslie Ellis, Nov. 1994, p. 34. Worldwide demand
for high bandwidth, high-quality equipment is
putting abig pinch on U.S. operators who want to
rebuild or upgrade their networks.
US West sets ambitious Atlanta plans (MCN),
Fred Dawson, 7/3/95, p. 33. The company plans to
spend $200 million to upgrade Atlanta—and it's in
ahurry.

Consumer Interlace
Addressable half-ASCII, anew compromise
(CED), Walt Ciciora, consultant, Oct. 1995, p. 24.
Details surrounding the compromise struck on the
decoder interface.
Amendment threatens decoder interface work
(CED), July 1995, p. 14. News item about aproposed amendment to the telecommunications bill
that could jeapordize NCTA/EIA negotiations on
decoder interface standard
Application of standards adelicate balance
(CED), Wendell Bailey, NCTA, April 1995, p. 20.
Before jumping on any standards bandwagon, the
industry has to determine whether they will degrade
the delivered product or hinder competitiveness
because they're too expensive.
Bell Atlantic backs off HFC builds, cites reduction in costs for digital nets (CED), June 1995, p.
14. News item about FCC delays that have prompted Bell Atlantic to forgo HFC based systems and
change to switched digital video network build outs.
Broadcast quality technical standards (CED),
Archer Taylor, Malarkey-Taylor Associates, Nov.
1994, p. 84. Discussion urging the cable industry to
continue its work on developing interface standards,
in lieu of the FCC doing so, to facillitate the transition between NTSC and ATV.
Cable networks in the next millennium (CED),
Dana Cervenka, Dec. 1994, p. 30. A crystal ball
discussion of engineering professionals — five
MS0 representatives and three manufacturer representatives — on the network of the future and
cable's future in telephony among other things.
Cablephone not ringing yet (CED), Dana
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Cervenka, March 1995, P. 32. The rush to provide
telephony services has created ahardware crunch.
Manufacturer's product lines, trials and deployment
schedules are reviewed.
Combating cable signal theft (CED), Rhea
Kaston, Henry Schwab, Stephen Pagano, Staten
Island Cable, July 1995, p. 58. Edited text of the
winning entry in NCTA's 1995 signal security ideas
competition.
Compatibility fighters find some common
ground (CED), Roger Brown, June 1995, p. 66. An
agreement on adecoder interface standard between
the NCTA and EIA may finally be in sight.
Delivering the promise (CED), Andrew Paff,
Antec Corp., May 1995, p. 32. The evolutionary
path of HFC infrastructure development, both its
unexpected problems and its unforseen potential, is
detailed and brought up-to-date.
Delivering video without set-tops (CED), Roger
Pience, Watson Technologies Corp., June 1995, p.
73. A new signal delivery and control architecture
that is completely compatible with existing coax
and HFC systems is detailed.
Digital set-top approaches become clearer
(CED), Fred Dawson, May 1995, p. 91. A report
on how designs for digital set-tops have finally
begun to crystalize.
Disabled must have easy NH access (CED),
Wendell Bailey, NCTA, May 1995, p. 22. A plea to
cable operators to think about access problems of
the disabled before interactive hardware and software solutions are finalized.
Don't lose sight of the pivot point (CED), Chris
Bowick, Jones Intercable, Dec. 1994, p. 24. A reasoned warning not to forget the pivatol figures in all
the fast-breaking developments in the industry, i.e.,
consumers, and aplea to avoid developing proprietary interfaces to reach them.
EIA drops bombshell on NCTA, decides to scrap
decoder standard (CED), March 1995, p. 14.
News item on the abrupt halt of talks on anew
decoder interface standard.
EIA stirs up set-top box compatibility effort
(MCN), Leslie Ellis, 2/13/95, p. 12. The EIA files
with the FCC, asking that cable operators be prohibited from scrambling.
EIA suffers from set-top schizophrenia (CED),
Walter Ciciora, consultant, May 1995, p. 118. The
Electronic Industries Association's change of position on set-top boxes is explored.
Eshoo's new stance aids decoder interface, cable
(MCN), Leslie Ellis, 7/24/95, p. 54. After an initial
bill that caused problems, Rep. Eshoo stands in
favor of the decoder interface work performed by
the NCTA and EIA.
From the couch to the module (CED), Walter
Ciciora, consultant, March 1995, p. 26. Ciciora puts
his spin on the raging decoder interface debate.
Girding for the next big interface debate (CED),
Jeffrey Krauss, consultant, April 1995, p. 12. A
review of technical questions to be considered in
developing abaseband digital interface (i.e., ahighspeed local area data network for the home).
The good old days (CED), Archer Taylor,
Malarkey-Taylor Associates, May 1995, p. 124.
"Interoperability" seems to be the key to the future
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and cable should consider getting behind it before
it's too late.
HDTV field tests show VSB shines (CED), Nov.
1994, p. 12. News item on successful field tests that
support HDTV's "broadcast coverage and cable
robustness to the performance of the current NTSC
television systems."
Importance of the decorder interface (CED),
Walter Ciciora, consultant, Nov. 1994, p. 22.
Discussion on the importance of the decoder interface and an explanation why cable industry professionals must continue to be active participants in the
debate on the issue.
In-home wiring: an arm wrestling match (CED),
Dana Cervenka, June 1995, p. 62. Cable operators
are in areal tug-of-war with their competitors over
in-home wiring.
The irksome interface impediment (CED), Archer
Taylor, Sept. 1995, p. 116. Archer buys anew TV
set and has problems getting everything hooked up
to cable.
Looking through adim crystal ball (CED), Jim
Farmer, Antec Technology Center, August 1995, p.
12. Farmer speculates on future trends and technology developments in the industry.
NCTA, EIA reach accord on compatibility issues
(MCN), Roger Brown, 5/8/95, p. 165. The two
sides reach an agreement in principle on the
decoder interface standards.
New products bring hype closer to reality (CED),
CED staff, Jan. 1995, p. 40. Summary of new products, technologies, field test partnerships and
alliances that made their debut at the 1994 Western
Cable Show.
No agreement as ruling nears on compatibility
(MCN), Leslie Ellis, 1/23/95, p. 39. Agreement on
the decoder interface is still elusive as the EIA and
NCTA squabble over details.
Northern Telecom debuts RFC architecture,
products (CED), Dec. 1994, p. 14. News item on
NT's development of anew architecture and related
products to assist in the provision of digital telephony, video and data over HFC networks.
OSS: The backbone of interactive television
(CED), Ed Means, CableData, August 1995, p. 54.
Factors to consider when searching for an
Operations Support System for interactive services.
PacBell poised and ready to proceed with HFC
network; awaits FCC OK (CED), August 1995, p.
14. News item on PacBell opening its broadband
laboratory to the press and reaffirming its committment to aHFC deployment.
Prepare to enter the fray (CED), Wendell Bailey,
NCTA, March 1995, p. 20. Bailey warns cable
operators to be prepared to enter the decoder interface battle when the FCC targets the issue for resolution.
Reaching acompromise within abox (CED),
Walter Ciciora, consultant, July 1995, p. 24. The
decoder interface debate and negotiations have put
the cable industry into abox itself.
Rep's move eschews compatibility (MCN), Leslie
Ellis, 6/5/95, p. 1. A new bill offered by Rep. Eshoo
could undo alot of agreements between cable interests and the EIA.
A robust digital link for in-residence distribution

(CED) Alastair Warwick and Robert Thomas,
Broadband Access Technology Applications, Nov.
1994, p. 40. A new look at an old technology —
BPSK, Bipolar Phase Shift Keying — proves to be
aviable solution for improving digital cable reception in the home.
Sega Channel poised for take-off (CED), June
1995, p. 16. News item about developments that
have moved Sega Channel closer to becoming an
reality.
Synergistic swap meet, or no deal? (CED), Dana
Cervenka, May 1995, p. 52. As more cable operator/utility partnerships are announced, the pros and
cons for each partner are detailed, as well as alook
at what asuccessful partnership might entail.
TCI ventures into on-line data services (CED),
June 1995, p. 14. News item on TCI's announced
partnership to provide on-line data services.
Time Warner shows off telecommunications
nerve center (CED), Dec. 1994, p. 14. News item
on the unveiling of TW's new National Operations
Center (NOC) that will serve as anetwork monitoring facility and aone-stop shop for cable/telephony
transactions between customers and NOC staffers.
Two-way activation for telephony (CED), Fred
Rogers, Quality RF Services, June 1995, p. 135.
Some basic concerns about return path reliability
that should be kept in mind when setting up telephony services.
The ubiquitous cable box (CED), Archer Taylor,
Oct. 1995, p. 108. Cable has experimented with lots
of technologies, but always comes back to the settop box.
User-perceived availability of HFC networks
(CED), David Large, Connections Group, June
1995, p. 118. A reliability analysis of several architectures with performance comparisons.

Data communications
Antec, Nortel pen 3alliances (CED), Sept. 1995,
p. 14. The two companies agree to form alliance
companies to develop telecom and datacom products.
Apple petitions FCC to create NH Band (CED),
July 1995, p. 14. News items on Apple's petition to
the FCC to create aNational Information
Infrastructure band of the radio spectrum for highspeed data communications.
BellSouth to test Intel cable modems in Ga.
(MCN), Leslie Ellis, 6/26/95, p. 4. The first RBOC
jumps on the high-speed data bandwagon and will
test gear in Chamblee, Ga.
Cable data in tandem with online services (CED),
Fred Dawson, July 1995, p. 78. The dynamic, rapidly-developing synergies between cable data communication capabilities and on-line services are
explored.
Cable hooks up to data at NCTA (CED), CED
staff, June 1995, p. 104. Attendees to the NCTA
National Show are encouraged by the progress manufacturers have made with the introduction of new
equipment at the show.
CableLabs hosts convergence confab
(CED), March 1995, p. 16. News item on
CableLabs' successful convergence forum
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held during the ComNet '95 trade show.
CableLabs issues new datacomm RFP (MCN),
Leslie Ellis, 4/24/95, p. 55. An addendum to the $4
billion telecom RFP goes out to 200 companies.
CableLabs issues RFP, is awarded 2patents
(CED), June 1995, p. 16. News item on CableLabs'
call to over 200 companies for telecommunications
study and its acquisition of two wireless technology
patents.
Cable modems: The MSO's link to the PC boom
(CED), Jack Mann, Scientific-Atlanta Inc., April
1995, p. 64. A critical mass of new and improved
technologies and demonstrated consumer demand
indicate alucrative revenue stream could inundate
operators who are prepared to take advantage of it.
Cablephone not ringing yet (CED), Dana
Cervenka, March 1995, p. 32. The rush to provide
telephony services has created ahardware crunch.
Manufacturer's product lines, trials and deployment
schedules are reviewed.
Cable TV data network system security (CED),
Stephen Holmes, Zenith Electronics Corp., Dec.
1994, p. 60. A report on the security issues cable
TV-based data communication systems face and
some of the methods that can thwart system abuse.
Cable/utility groups see many synergies (CED),
March 1995, p. 14. News item about the increased
talk and activity in developing interactive broadband communication links with utility companies.
Cablevision Systems offers on-line services in
N.Y. (MCN), Fred Dawson, 11/28/94, p. 186.
Customers in Yonkers and Long Island are slated to
have high-speed access to several online providers.
Canada MSOs commit to datacom services
(MCN), James Careless, 6/5/95, p. 37. Canada's
three largest MSOs are working together to launch a
national access service for PCs.
CATV bandwidth assessment (CED), Gino Caira,
GLA International, June 1995, p. 32. Current development of spectrum-saving technology provides a
practical approach to system design.
Is CDMA aviable choice for the upstream path?
(CED), Gihad Ghaibeh, Ericsson-Raynet Corp.,
August 1995, p. 40. The allure of Code Division
Multiple Access is explored.
Comcast Corp. plots bold online strategy for '95
(MCN), Leslie Ellis, 12/12/94, p. 3. The MSO plans
to roll out Comcast PC Connect by the end of 1995.
Counting on high-speed applications (MCN),
James Careless, 10/9/95, p. 65. Rogers
Cablesystems hooks up to the World Wide Web.
Datacom emerges as next wave (MCN), Leslie
Ellis and Fred Dawson, 5/15/95, p. 1. The National
Show is dominated by news surrounding cable data
modems.
Data communications (CED), Return Path poll,
July 1995, p. 94. While interest is high, actual
deployment of data communication technology is
still limited in the industry.
Data crusader rails against vaporware (CED),
Dana Cervenka, August 1995, p. 18. Profile of
LANcity founder and data communications proponent, Rouzbeh Yassini.
Data revenues waiting for two-way plant (MCN),
Leslie Ellis, 5/1/95, p. 85. Cable operators are
poised to get revenue from interactive services, if

there's atwo-way path activated.
Data transmission interference in CATV systems
(CED), William Sward, XEL Communications Inc.,
April 1995, p. 36. The potential for interference
between data and video on CATV systems is
explored.
Data warehouses atool for telecom (CED),
CableLabs staff, Sept. 1995, p. 30. A seminar
examines how enterprise management will converge
MIS and plant/engineering functions.
The door is open, but ITV stumbles (CED),
Roger Brown, August 1995, p. 30. Reasons why the
bloom is definitely off the interactive TV rose.
Early adopters take to it (MCN), Fred Dawson,
10/23/95, p. 47. Continental nearing commercial
roll-out of datacom services.
For afew pennies more (CED), Dana Cervenka,
April 1995, p. 18. A profile of Media General
Cable's vice president of technical projects,
Michael Nelson.
GI, Novell team on broadband LAN (MCN),
Leslie Ellis, 11/21/94, p. 2. Novell plans to work
with GI to develop residential local area networks.
Girding for the next big interface debate (CED),
Jeffrey Krauss, consultant, April 1995, p. 12. A
review of technical questions to be considered in
developing abaseband digital interface (i.e., ahighspeed local area data network for the home).
GI to debut ATM gear (MCN), Leslie Ellis,
5/1/95, p. 85. GI plans to debut an ATM front end
for it's PCLinX datacom platform.
Hanging ten on the Internet (CED), Jeffrey
Krauss, consultant, March 1995, p. 12. Some
important content resources found on the Internet.
Harnessing the power of the PC (CED), LANcity
staff, May 1995, p. 74. (Part 2of two-part series.)
How to turn cable plant into ahigh-speed Local
Area Network is discussed.
Hearst @Home with Internet (MCN), Leslie Ellis,
7/3/95, p. 1. Q&A with Will Hearst III, who has
been charged to run the @Home service.
Hewlett Packard details cable modem (MCN),
Leslie Ellis, 9/25/95, p. 49. HP gives MSOs and
analysts look at new cable modem it will develop.
The high-speed CATV data revolution (CED),
Ken Pyle, E/O Networks, April 1995, p. 52. An
overview of the issues, business motivations and
implementation concerns behind one of the industry's newest (and potentially most lucrative) revenue streams — data communications.
High-speed data for the consumer market
(CED), Ed Moura, Hybrid Networks Inc., April
1995, p. 44. An overview of anew system network
architecture (i.e., Hybrid Access System) being tested in Castro Valley, Calif. by Viacom, Intel Corp.
and General Instrument.
How one MS0 got started in datacom (CED),
Roger Brown, May 1995, p. 46. An inside look at
"ET Net," ametropolitan area network that ties 12
manufacturing companies together in Arizona.
The Iof the hurricane (Cony), Price Colman,
October 1995, p. 16. Cyberspace is competing with
television for attention.
IEEE hopes to lock in data standard next
year (MCN), Leslie Ellis, 5/22/95, p. 38. An
update on what the IEEE 802.14 cable TV
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protocol working group is doing.
Implementing telecom on broadband nets (CED),
Richard Lyford, Antec Corp., March 1995, p. 56. A
discussion of some incremental service opportunities available that can keep revenue flowing while
operators strive for full service telecommuncation
systems.
Intel, cable eye TV/Web bridge (MCN), Kent
Gibbons, 10/23/95, p. 47. An Intel idea that brings
the Internet and TV together is getting alot of support.
Intel signs six software companies for CablePort
(MCN), Leslie Ellis, 11/28/94, p. 182. Intel adds six
software companies to the list of companies that
will adapt software for delivery over cable systems.
Interactive group accelerates practices (CED),
August 1995, p. 14. News item on steps taken by
participants in the Interactive Multimedia
Association to developing common protocols.
Interconnect (CED), Return Path poll, Feb. 1995,
p. 94. Operators sound off on the pros and cons of
interconnecting with their cable neighbors and
beyond.
Internet pioneer eyes cable (MCN), Leslie Ellis,
2/6/95, p. 35. A look at what Paul Baran and Corn21 propose to do with data over cable TV.
LANCity and Motorola debut new cable modems
(MCN), Leslie Ellis, 4/24/95, p. 55. New hardware
is poised to make its debut.
Microsoft's broadband course (MCN), Leslie
Ellis, 5/8/95, p. 3. A Q&A interview with Nathan
Myhrvold of Microsoft.
Microsoft takes wraps off on-line network
(MCN), Kent Gibbons, 11/21/94, p. 81. The company unveils plans to start the Microsoft Network to
compete with other online services.
MSOs ally with Sprint; telcos turn up the heat
(CED), Dec. 1994, p. 16. News item about two
alliances in the competitive cable and telco camps:
Sprint, TCI, Comcast and Cox in one corner,
Nynex, Bell Atlantic, Pacific Telesis and Creative
Artists Agency in the other.
MSOs encouraged so far (MCN), Leslie Ellis,
10/2/95, p. 37. Cable operators are encouraged that
high-speed data will generate cash.
'My kingdom for amodem' (CED), Fred Dawson,
June 1995, p. 127. The progress made and the challenges that lie ahead in the development of highspeed, low-cost cable modems.
New products bring hype closer to reality (CED),
CED staff, Jan. 1995, p. 40. Summary of new products, technologies, field test partnerships and
alliances that made their debut at the 1994 Western
Cable Show.
Nine co.'s join CableLabs forum (MCN), Fred
Dawson, 1/30/95, p. 57. In order to speak more
directly with the computer industry, CableLabs
starts the Information Technology Convergence
Forum.
Northern Telecom debuts HFC architecture,
products (CED), Dec. 1994, p. 14. News item on
NT's development of anew architecture and related
products to assist in the provision of digital telephony, video and data over HFC networks.
Online at 64 kbps (MCN), Fred Dawson, 4/24/95,
p. 55. Prodigy and IBM will support ISDN access.
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Ops eye high-speed data as big business (MCN),
Gene Koprowski, 12/5/94, P. 101. High-speed data
and Internet access becomes anew priority among
major cable operators.
Ops may gain from games via PC (MCN), Fred
Dawson, 7/3/95, p. 33. As PCs become the platform
of choice for games, cable operators seem poised
for revenue from high-speed access.
OSS: The backbone of interactive television
(CED), Ed Means, CableData, August 1995, P. 54.
Factors to consider when searching for an
Operations Support System for interactive services.
Phone vendors consider data modems (MCN),
Leslie Ellis, 3/27/95, p. 39. Several of the cablephone vendors are working to adapt products for
use in the high-speed data arena.
Picking up speed online (MCN), Fred Dawson,
2/20/95, p.77. Next generation on-line services
move forward with initiatives from Oracle, AT&T
and CompuServe.
Quest for open standards begins for new group
(CED), Dec. 1994, p. 16. News item on the formation of the North American Digital Group by more
than 60 companies and organizations to develop a
non-proprietary digital television standard.
Rogers will link IBM workers at home (MCN),
Leslie Ellis, 12/5/94, p. 101. Rogers will test workat-home service to 20 IBM workers in Ontario.
Six more ope team with Microsoft (MCN), Leslie
Ellis, 11/28/94, p. 1. Microsoft adds several more
operators to its "Insight" development program.
Standards threaten high-speed data (MCN), Fred
Dawson, 10/30/95, p.57. Actually, it's the lack of
standard protocols that could slow cable's roll out
of high-speed data services.
Synergistic swap meet, or no deal? (CED), Dana
Cervenka, May 1995, p. 52. As more cable operator/utility partnerships are announced, the pros and
cons for each partner are detailed, as well as alook
at what asuccessful partnership might entail.
Talking networks (CV), Chris Nolan, 10/23/95, p.
26. Computer companies stand ready and willing to
help cable companies go two-way.
TCI's @Home (CV), Chris Nolan, 10/9/95, p. 26.
The Microsoft Network is only part of what the
cable company hopes to offer.
TCI, Microsoft form on-line partnership (CED),
Feb. 1995, p. 16. News item on 20 percent investment of TCI into partnership with Microsoft to
develop high-speed, interactive computing service.
TCI plots nationwide Internet path (MCN),
Leslie Ellis, 5/8/95, p. 2. The MS0 starts up
@Home, an on-line service intended to be pushed
over cable plant.
TCI ventures into on-line data services (CED),
June 1995, p. 14. News item on TCI's announced
partnership to provide on-line data services.
Telcos look to ADSL for high-speed data services
(MCN), Fred Dawson, 10/23/95, p. 51. The telcos
are searching for way to send high-speed data over
existing copper plant, and ADSL might fit the bill.
Three cos. reveal modem plans (MCN), Fred
Dawson, 9/11/95, p. 39. ADC, Nortel and Zenith
detail their cable modem plans—and they're all different.
Time Warner does online homework in Elmira
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(MCN), Fred Dawson and Richard Katz, 7/24/95, p.
4. The MS0 chooses its Elmira, N.Y. system to do
atest of on-line services.
Time Warner goes online in Elmira, N.Y. (CED),
Sept. 1995, p. 12. News item about the MSO's
plans to offer high-speed datacom.
Time Warner provides aglimpse of online strategy (MCN), Leslie Ellis, 5/29/95, p.35. The MS0
jumps on the on-line service bandwagon, but begs
for more time to detail its full plan.
Time Warner wins technical Emmy for HFC
(CED), Nov. 1994, p. 12. News item on Time
Warner's Emmy win for developing hybird fiber
coax, "the architectural bridge spanning existing
and future network applications."
A trip down memory lane (CED), Chris Bowick,
Jones Intercable, Jan. 1995, p. 22. Bowick argues
that many of the "hot" issues the industry is debating today are far from new.
Unleashing the power of the PC (CED), LANcity
staff, April 1995, p. 26. (Part 1of two-part series) A
detailed discussion of cable TV's unique position to
provide high-speed data services.
Utlilities energized for telecom business (Cony),
Judith Lockwood, Nov. 1994, p. 20. Utilities are
looking to generate new revenues by building
advanced telecommunication networks.
Utilities and outages (CED), Return Path poll,
August 1995, p. 88. Operators express high interest
in joining forces with local utilities, but outages
continue to raise concerns about providing fullfledged telephony services.
Vows aggressive test (MCN), Leslie Ellis, 7/17/95,
p. 89. ICI plans to issue acable modem RFP with
an eye toward early 1996 deployment.
Why the PC will rule the interactive house
(CED), Roger Brown, August 1995, p. 60. A PC
professional (Avram Miller/Intel Corp.) explains
why he believes the PC will be the interactive gateway in consumer homes.
Zenith deal could boost cable modems (MCN),
Fred Dawson, 7/24/95, p. 3. South Korea's LG
Group acquires Zenith and the new capital could be
aboost for cable modem products.
Zenith sells company to LGE; cash infusion
should help network group (CED), Sept. 1995,
p. 12. News item about acquisition of controlling
interest in Zenith by Korea's LGE.
Digital technologies
1550 nm gear back on radar screen (CED), Leslie
Ellis, Feb. 1995, p. 44. For those cable operators
strapped for capacity or wanting turbo-charged
throughput, dense-WDM may be the answer.
Adlink to offer DEC ad system to local operators
(MCN), Linda Moss, 5/22/95, p. 30. Adlink's cable
affiliates will be given achance to use anew digital
ad insertion system for local advertising.
AlphaStar picks Samsung to build its DBS settops (CED), Oct. 1995, p. 14. The new DBS
provider picks Samsung to build its receivers.
Antec to start testing ad-insertion system (MCN),
Linda Moss, 1/9/95, p. 20. Antec looks to begin
testing an integrated digital ad insertion system with
an eye toward release by mid-1995.

Apple details interactive TV strategy (MCN),
Leslie Ellis, 4/17/95, p. 41. The company unveils
the set-top it plans to use with British Telecom.
ATM: Sure thing, or leap of faith? (CED), Alan
Stewart, March 1995, p. 68. Many consider
Asynchronous Transfer Mode switches acrucial
linchpin in the Information Superhighway, but is
the hardward where it needs to be for MSOs to
make such an expensive change?
Bay Cable forges ahead with StarNet digital
(MCN), Linda Moss, 4/24/95, p. 46. Bay decides to
use StarNet in its $5 million upgrade.
Bell Atlantic backs off HFC builds, cites reduction in costs for digital nets (CED), June 1995, p.
14. News item about FCC delays that have prompted Bell Atlantic to forgo HFC based systems and
change to switched digital video network build outs.
Broadcasters must repent before it's too late
(CED), Jeffrey Krauss, consultant, June 1995, p. 28.
Broadcasters who want to use compressed HDTV
signals to carry multiple SDTV channels are missing the point...and probably the boat as well.
Broadcasters score big in digital (MCN), Fred
Dawson, 5/29/95, p. 1. The House telecom bill
gives broadcasters additional spectrum, with few
restrictions on how to use it.
Cable, b'casters progress on set-top standards
(MCN), Fred Dawson, 5/22/95, p. 38. Progress is
being made on components of the digital set-top by
the VESA standards group.
Cable hooks up to data at NCTA (CED), CED
staff, June 1995, p. 104. Attendees to the NCTA
National Show are encouraged by the progress manufacturers have made with the introduction of new
equipment at the show.
CableLabs issues RFP, is awarded 2patents
(CED), June 1995, p. 16. News item on CableLabs'
call to over 200 companies for telecommunications
study and its acquisition of two wireless technology
patents.
Cable launches new initiative to find digital common ground (MCN), Fred Dawson, 9/4/95, p. 4.
MSOs want to determine which digital video compression approach is the best one for cable TV.
Cable looks at true VOD by '96 (MCN), Fred
Dawson, 12/5/94, p. 1. Cablevision Systems commits to deploy 20,000 digital set-tops by the end of
1995 with AT&T providing hardware.
Cable modems: The MSO's link to the PC boom
(CED), Jack Mann, Scientific-Atlanta Inc., April
1995, p. 64. A critical mass of new and improved
technologies and demonstrated consumer demand
indicate alucrative revenue stream could inundate
operators who are prepared to take advantage of it.
Cable networks in the next millennium (CED),
Dana Cervenka, Dec. 1994, p. 30. A crystal ball
discussion of engineering professionals — five
MS0 representatives and three manufacturer representatives — on the network of the future and
cable's future in telephony among other things.
Cable, telecom convergence on display (CED),
CED staff, May 1995, p. 88. Important developments and product debuts at Supercomm '95 are
detailed.
Cablephone not ringing yet (CED), Dana
Cervenka, March 1995, p. 32. The rush to provide
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telephony services has created ahardware crunch.
Manufacturer's product lines, trials and deployment
schedules are reviewed.
Cablevision box will use AT&T encryption system (MCN), Leslie Ellis, 1/16/95, p. 47. A new
encryption system, developed by AT&T and VLSI
Technology, will be resident in the digital set-top
Cablevision will use.
Can coax support digital? (CED), Bruce Carlson,
General Instrument Corp., Nov. 1994, p. 52.
Revisiting vital coaxial cable characteristics with a
"digital perpsective."
The care and feeding of your existing plant
(CED), Joseph Waltrich, General Instrument Corp.,
Nov. 1994, p. 50. A brief discussion of factors that
should be considered when introducing digital video
into current analog systems.
C-Cube introduces real-time MPEG encoder
(CED), Dec. 1994, p. 14. News item on the introduction of anew family of MPEG-2 real-time
encoder products for digital TV by C-Cube and
some of the customers already in line to receive the
products.
Changing the cost picture (MCN), Leslie Ellis,
6/26/95, p. 49. Thomson thinks it can build adigital
set-top for switched digital networks at acost much
cheaper than cable boxes.
Cheaper and cheaper? Time will tell (CV), Chris
Nolan, 2/6/95, p. 18. Is it realistic to expect an inexpensive digital set-top soon?
Compression comprehension: The quest for standards (Cony), David Smith, June 1995, p. 27.
Digital video compression is the key to vastly
expanding content delivery options.
DAVIC approaches completion of end-to-end
specs (MCN), 9/25/95, p. 52. Agreement has been
reached on awide number of specifications for a
digital networking standard.
DAVIC completes draft for standards proposal
(MCN), Fred Dawson, 3/20/95, p. 2A. The group
completes its first draft proposal for an end-to-end
system standard.
DAVIC makes some progress, falls short (MCN),
Fred Dawson, 6/26/95, p. 49. More progress made
toward astandard, but thorny set-top issues remain.
DAVIC standards group progresses (MCN), Fred
Dawson, 1/30/95, p. 47. Update on DAVIC standards progress after the Orlando, Fla. meeting.
DAVID wants to be the operating standard for
digital set-tops (MCN), Fred Dawson, 2/20/95, p.
77. A look at how Microware is approaching the
set-top operating system environment.
DBS companies ready interactive technology
(MCN), Marty LEvine, 3/20/95, p. 12A. The second
genreation Thomson decoder will include some
level of interactivity.
DBS competition (CED), Return Path poll, June
1995, p. 146. While operators deny DBS has has
had little impact on their customer base, it has sped
up the pace of upgrading systems and bandwidth.
DEC pursues fast-track digital strategy (MCN),
Fred Dawson, 12/12/94, p. 49. Digital Equipment
moves forward in its plan to be adigital hardware
systems integrator and video server supplier.
Different things to different people (CV), Chris
Nolan, 5/8/95, p. 42. There are alot of different

kinds of MPEG available, depending on what features you want.
Delivering video without set-tops (CED), Roger
Pience, Watson Technologies Corp., June 1995, p.
73. A new signal delivery and control architecture
that is completely compatible with existing coax
and HFC systems is detailed.
Digital set-top approaches become clearer
(CED), Fred Dawson, May 1995, p. 91. A report
on how designs for digital set-tops have finally
begun to crystalize.
Digital set-tops complicate local ad picture
(MCN), Linda Moss and Leslie Ellis, 5/29/95, p. 1.
MSOs will need new headend gear to multiplex
local digital ads into their video streams and have
them decoded at the set-top.
Digital standards tied to broadcast (MCN),
2/6/95, p. 3. The FCC's push to develop digital
standards is tied to allowing broadcasters to use
new spectrum for standard TV.
Digital tests hearten wireless cable execs (MCN),
Leslie Ellis, 3/13/95, p. 6. Digital video compression tests undertaken recently have MMDS operators ecstatic over their prospects for success.
The door is open, but ITV stumbles (CED),
Roger Brown, August 1995, p. 30. Reasons why the
bloom is definitely off the interactive TV rose.
Emerging technologies/services, (CED), Return
Path poll, Nov. 1994, p. 78. While the potenially
huge impact of new technologies is readily recognized, operators are split on when those technologies will be commonplace.
Establishing areliable network (CED), Brian
Bentley, Broadband Transmission Systems; Michael
Pritz, Antec Corp.; Feb. 1995, p. 38. The Sonet
solution to broadband network survivability is
described and discussed.
'Evangelizing' for server solutions (CED), Robert
Wells, CableLabs Inc., Jan. 1995, p. 16. Initial
impressions from soon-to-be-issued summary by
CableLabs on an RFI analysis of digital media
servers.
FCC digital standards warning shocks ope
(MCN), Leslie Ellis, 1/16/95, p. 1. The FCC warning about treading in the digital realm sends tremors
through the industry.
FCC official warns cable over '95 digital
advances (MCN), Leslie Ellis, 1/9/95, p. 2. Senior
FCC engineer warns cable operators not to wander
too far into the digital realm before standards set.
FCC's chief engineer promised action on digital
standards soon (CED), Feb. 1995, p. 14. News
item on announcement that FCC plans to begin a
new proceeding on digital transmission standards
for the cable industry soon (and reaction to it).
Future set-tops begin to take shape (CED), Dec.
1994, p. 18. News item on latest activity — by HP,
Zenith, DiviCom and Broadband Technologies —
in developing first-generation digital set-tops.
Get out the aspirin: HDTV headaches ahead
(CED), Jeffrey Krauss, consultant, July 1995, p. 12.
A review of the HDTV situation and why it still has
away to go before it's afait accompli.
Getting close to the edge (CED), Dana Cervenka,
July 1995, p. 34. The coming switch from analog to
digital will be abig leap of faith and abig jump
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into awhole new world of digital tests and training.
GI focuses on telecom, expands training program (CED), June 1995, p. 18. News item on
General Instrument's establishment of business unit
targeted to serve telco customers and its stepped-up
broadband training program.
GI goes FTTC, BBT finds partner (CED), April
1995, p. 16. News item on General Instrument's
equity acquisition in developer of switched digital
networks and BroadBand Technologies' announced
partnership with Texas Instruments to produce components for the Fiber Loop Access system in
Austin.
Girding for the next big interface debate (CED),
Jeffrey Krauss, consultant, April 1995, p. 12. A
review of technical questions to be considered in
developing abaseband digital interface (i.e., ahighspeed local area data network for the home).
Hardware is real; MSOs begin to commit (CED),
Fred Dawson, Jan. 1995, p. 62. Behind all the razzledazzle of the 1994 Western Show, anumber of
developments show the industry is finally on the
move towards its multimedia, interactive future.
Harnessing the power of the PC (CED), LANcity
staff, May 1995, p. 74. (Part 2of two-part series.)
How to turn cable plant into ahigh-speed Local
Area Network is discussed.
HDTV field tests shine; FCC decision on SDTV
unclear (MCN), Leslie Ellis, 9/11/95, p. 39. The
Charlotte tests go well, but will apending decision
on standard TV affect cable operators' digital
plans?
HDTV field tests show VSB shines (CED), Nov.
1994, p. 12. News item on successful field tests that
support HDTV's "broadcast coverage and cable
robustness to the performance of the current NTSC
television systems."
Headend interconnects: Sonet or non-Sonet?
(CED), Robert Harris and Thomas Hall, Nortel Ltd.,
May 1995, p. 58. A network cost comparison
between Sonet and non-Sonet systems.
HFC gathers steam as telco solution (CED), Fred
Dawson, August 1995, p. 74. Pacific Bell and
Southern New England Telephone take the lead in
promoting HFC as the solution to video dialtone
delivery.
HFC, SDV cost differential still muddy (CED),
Leslie Ellis, Sept. 1995, p. 48. Comparing the cost
of installing HFC and SDV is atough exercise.
High-end analog set-top boxes bridge digital gap
(MCN), Leslie Ellis, 12/5/94, p. 3. Cable operators
are asking for more advanced analog set-tops as
they wait for digital boxes to be introduced.
High-end boxes to stay costly (MCN), Leslie Ellis,
9/25/95, p. 49. It'll be at least two more years
before digital set-tops drop below $500, unless you
want astripped model.
The high-speed CATV data revolution (CED),
Ken Pyle, E/O Networks, April 1995, p. 52. An
overview of the issues, business motivations and
implementation concerns behind one of the industry's newest (and potentially most lucrative) revenue streams — data communications.
High-tech trials: Wait 'fil '95 (MCN), Leslie
Ellis, 11/7/94, p. 3. Looking back, it's clear that
1994 was the year of limited field trials of new
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technology like interactive and digital.
HITS: Cable's best shot? (CV), Tom Kerver,
2/6/95, p. 40. Inside the Headend in the Sky.
Home wiring worries (CV), Chris Nolan, 1/23/95,
p. 18. Digital TV poses achallenge for installers
and do-it-yourselfers who tackle home repairs.
How one MSO got started in datacom (CED),
Roger Brown, May 1995, p. 46. An inside look at
"ET Net," ametropolitan area network that ties 12
manufacturing companies together in Arizona.
Hundt throws wrench into digital TV future
(MCN), Fred Dawson, 5/15/95, p. 1. The FCC will
develop its own standards for digital broadcast TV,
throwing cable's digital future into uncertainty.
Importance of the decorder interface (CED),
Walter Ciciora, consultant, Nov. 1994, p. 22.
Discussion on the importance of the decoder interface and an explanation why cable industry professionals must continue to be active participants in the
debate on the issue.
The info highway: Who's going to be first?
(CED), Robert Stanzione, AT&T Network Systems,
Sept. 1995, p. 44. Switched digital video and HFC
networks are compared and contrasted.
Interactivity comes on line (CED), Fred Dawson,
Feb. 1995, p. 86. Assessing the impact of Time
Warner's debut of its Full Service Network trial in
Orlando, Fla.
Interactivity on-ramp (CV), George Mannes,
5/8/95, p. 46. Sony and Mitsubishi form separate
pacts to provide set-top boxes.
It's no game (CV), Chris Nolan, 2/20/95, p. 22.
Sega offers apeek at the challenges of the digital
world.
Long distance repairs (CV), Chris Nolan, 10/9/95,
p. 24. The new Sony DirecTv receivers suffer afew
glitches.
Looking back on what was to be (CED), Roger
Brown, Dec. 1994, p. 56. A brief look back on the
1994 promises that were made, kept and broken, as
well as those that have been put off.
Microsoft puts focus on broadband networks
(CED), Dec. 1994, p. 16. News item on Microsoft's
announcement that it is working with an array of
companies to develop "an end-to-end software solution for interactive broadband networks."
Microsoft, TCI consider set-tops for Seattle trial
(MCN), Leslie Ellis, 1/23/95, p. 44. The two companies appear ready to select aset-top vendor for
the video trial in Seattle.
Microunity aims new ICs at cable modems,
boxes (MCN), Leslie Ellis, 10/16/95, p.55. A new
chip promises to obsolete custom ASICs, pack more
punch than today's best processors, and handle
every multimedia communication function conceived.
Microware moves in on GI licensing deal (MCN),
Fred Dawson, 4/17/95, p. 41. Microware will be
providing operating system for GI's digital set-tops.
Milwaukee places Channehnatic order (MCN),
Linda Moss, 2/20/95, p. 58. As it plans to expand
digital ad insertion throughout the area, Milwaukee
Cable Advertising orders more Channelmatic gear.
MPEG encoders make their debut (CED), Nov.
1994, p. 14. News item reporting the debut of two
MPEG-2 real-time digital video encoders, one from
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Toshiba, the other from DiviCom.
MPEG patent holders report progress (MCN),
Fred Dawson, 4/3/95, p. 44. Progress is made on
determining intellectual property rights issues.
MSOs prepare employees for digital literacy
(MCN), Gene Koprowski, 5/8/95, p. 184. As the
industry prepares for the digital revolution, anumber of companies are struggling to train their
employees.
New ICs shrink in size, cost (MCN), Leslie Ellis,
4/10/95, p. 57. The guts of digital set-tops are
undergoing change toward smaller and cheaper.
New products bring hype closer to reality (CED),
CED staff, Jan. 1995, p. 40. Summary of new products, technologies, field test partnerships and
alliances that made their debut at the 1994 Western
Cable Show.
Northern Telecom debuts HFC architecture,
products (CED), Dec. 1994, p. 14. News item on
NT's development of anew architecture and related
products to assist in the provision of digital telephony, video and data over HFC networks.
Novell nudges Netware into set-tops (MCN),
Leslie Ellis, 5/22/95, p. 37. Novell allies with
Microware to nudge its Netware connectivity software into set-tops.
Oracle, HP team on PacTel ITV system (CED),
July 1995, p. 16. News item on Oracle/HP team
effort to provide scalable interactive TV system to
Pacific Telesis.
Orlando to boast 2nd interactive network (CED),
Sept. 1995, p. 14. Disney and AT&T will build an
interactive network in anew planned community.
OS players Microware, S-A form alliances
(MCN), Fred Dawson, 5/15/95, p. 101. Microware
and S-A sign up partners, but have radically different agendas.
Preparing the drop for digital services (CED),
John Grothendick, Antec, Oct. 1995, p. 36. The
weak link in digital will be the in-home wiring and
the drop. But there are some steps that can be taken.
Prevue, SeaChange team on server (MCN), Linda
Moss, 10/16/95, p. 55. Prevue chooses SeaChange
to be its partner to create adigital video server network reaching 3,500 sites.
Quest for open standards begins for new group
(CED), Dec. 1994, p. 16. News item on the formation of the North American Digital Group by more
than 60 companies and organizations to develop a
non-proprietary digital television standard.
RBOC group issues set-top RFP (CED), April
1995, p. 14. News item on request for proposals for
up to 4million analog and digital set-tops by consortium of Nynex, Bell Atlantic and Pacific Telesis.
RBOCs on track with digital TV rollout by '96
(MCN), Fred Dawson, 2/6/95, p. 1. Several RBOCs
predict that, with swift FCC action, they could be
offering digital TV to the market in about ayear.
The return band: Open for business? (CED),
Roger Brown, Dec. 1994, p. 40. A discussion of the
ramifications of an upcoming report from the
CableLabs Network Integrity Group that challenges
the industry to actually produce what it's always
advertised, i.e., a"two-way ready" capability.
Rings, clamshells and spurs (CED), Staff, Cox
Communications Inc., Feb. 1995, p. 24. A detailed
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explanation of Cox's ground-breaking "Ring-inRing" fiber optic architecture.
A robust digital link for in-residence distribution
(CED) Alastair Warwick and Robert Thomas,
Broadband Access Technology Applications, Nov.
1994, p. 40. A new look at an old technology —
BPSK, Bipolar Phase Shift Keying — proves to be
aviable solution for improving digital cable reception in the home.
Rogers buys 190K GI DigiCable set-tops (MCN),
Leslie Ellis, 10/16/95, p. 2. The Canadian MSO
hopes to roll out digital boxes in 1996.
S-A forms PowerTV to seek software for digital
(MCN), Fred Dawson, 12/5/94, p. 20. ScientificAtlanta forms anew subsidiary to develop digital
TV software.
SDV: delivering multimedia to the home (CED),
Don McCullough, BroadBand Technologies, Sept.
1995, p. 36. The virtues of building networks in the
switched digital video model.
Set-tops (CED), Return Path poll, Oct. 1995, p. 96.
Survey reveals it will be years before digital settops are widely deployed.
Set-tops cranking out, but have nowhere to go?
(CED), Oct. 1995, p. 12. News item about
Philips/CLI production of digital set-top boxes.
Set-top vendors weigh new switched digital chip
set (MCN), Leslie Ellis, 10/9/95, p. 65. A new chip
set from AT&T and BroadBand Technologies
promises to reduce the cost of digital boxes.
Several major interconnects ready to go digital
(MCN), Linda Moss, 5/1/95, p. 68. Several groups,
including Chicago and St. Louis, are poised to make
their digital hardware selections.
Slow and steady? (CV), Chris Nolan, 3/20/95, p.
22. Microsoft says it could dominate the two-way
video future.
SNET drops digital from VDT trial plan (MCN),
Kent Gibbons, 9/11/95, p. 3. Because digital technology won't be ready in time, SNET decides to
add more analog capacity to its one-year VDT trial.
Standards in adigital world (CED), Roger
Brown, June 1995, p. 44. As the interactive future
comes closer to reality, standards-making groups
are popping up all over.
Tandem, Compaq form alliance on video servers
(MCN), Leslie Ellis, 10/23/95, p. 49. A strategic
alliance calls for Tandem's ServerNet technology to
be integrated in Compaq's application servers.
TCI selects SeaChange, StarNet for digital site
(MCN), Linda Moss, 2/20/95, p. 58. The big MSO
makes hardware selections for two of its cable markets.
Technical overview of digital music services
(CED), Ed Krom, Krom Technical Services, Dec.
1994, p. 78. Summary of results from field test of
three major suppliers of digital music programming
and equipment for cable transmission.
Telco cash jumpstarts set-tops (MCN), Leslie
Ellis, 4/10/95, p.57. The $100 million infusion into
MMDS by the telcos will spawn new digital technology, including set-tops.
Telco networks have come full-circle (CED), Fred
Dawson, Dec. 1994, p. 90. Fast moving technology
developments and the slow moving Section 214
approval process have telcos considering ahybrid
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HFC /FTTC topology for their video dialtone.
Three Baby Bells issue set-top RFP (MCN),
Leslie Ellis, 3/6/95, P. 1. The consortium of Bell
Atlantic, Nynex and Pacific Bell issue an RFP for 3
million digital set-tops.
Three more MSOs plan cablephone tests (CED),
April 1995, p. 16. Time Warner Cable, Cablevision
Systems and Comcast join NewChannels Corp. to
test telephony-over-cable hardware.
Time Warner eyes fast start into digital TV
(MCN), Fred Dawson, 12/19/94, p. 41. TWC is
poised to get into digital TV in other locations by
leveraging what it has learned in the construction of
the Full Service Network.
Time Warner unwraps Full Service Network
(CED), Feb. 1995, p. 14. News item on the debut of
TW's new interactive network in amuch touted
(and long delayed) field test in Orlando.
Trouble in the house (MCN), Leslie Ellis, 1/9/95,
p. 41. Engineers say existing in-home wiring may
not be good enough to support digital signals.
Unleashing the power of the PC (CED), LANcity
staff, April 1995, p. 26. (Part 1of two-part series) A
detailed discussion of cable TV's unique position to
provide high-speed data services.
WDM technology poised to enter fiber market
(CED), Fred Dawson, April 1995, p. 74.
Compelling options the industry should keep in
mind when thinking about implementing wavelength division multiplexing.
Which is the best modulation? QAM vs VSB
(CED), Henry Samueli, Broadcom Corp.; Leo
Montreuil, Scientific-Atlanta Inc.; Woo H. Paik,
General Instrument Corp.; Ron Lee, Zenith
Electronics Corp.; Dec. 1994, p. 44. Proponents for
the two competing digital modulation technologies
go head-to-head to make the case for their respective sides.
Will broadcasters, FCC derail digital TV?
(CED), Fred Dawson, March 1995, p. 92. The
future of digital TV is far from clear with competing standardization pressures from cable and telco
industries.
Wireless technologies and PSC applications
(CED), Raymond Schulz, GLA International,
March 1995, p. 60. Personal Communication
Service offers an array of opportunities and pitfalls
for MS0s.
Zenith, Teledyne ally on digital encryption
(CED), Jan. 1995, p. 14. News item on announcement that Zenith will use Teledyne's military-grade
encryption technology in its new "Media Access"
set-tops.

Distortions and interference
Can coax support digital? (CED), Bruce Carlson,
General Instrument Corp., Nov. 1994, p. 52.
Revisiting vital coaxial cable characteristics with a
"digital perpsective."
The care and feeding of your existing plant
(CED), Joseph Waltrich, General Instrument Corp.,
Nov. 1994, p. 50. A brief discussion of factors that
should be considered when introducing digital video
into current analog systems.
Is CDMA aviable choice for the upstream path?
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(CED), Gihad Ghaibeh, Ericsson-Raynet Corp.,
August 1995, p. 40. The allure of Code Division
Multiple Access is explored.
The complexity of simple coax (CED), Chris
Bowick, Jones Intercable, May 1995, p. 24. The
critical importance of having source and load
impedances matched to the charactistic impedance
of acoaxial cable being used.
Data transmission interference in CATV systems
(CED), William Sward, XEL Communications Inc.,
April 1995, p. 36. The potential for interference
between data and video on CATV systems is
explored.
Get out the aspirin: HDTV headaches ahead
(CED), Jeffrey Krauss, consultant, July 1995, p. 12.
A review of the HDTV situation and why it still has
away to go before it's afait accompli.
Getting wired over in-home wiring (CED),
Wendell Bailey, NCTA, Jan. 1995, p. 18. A (shakeyour-head-in-wonder) summary of the arguments
being bandied about in the FCC regarding its ruling
of who owns and can use the privately-installed
cable wires.
Laser chirp in linear fiber optic links (CED),
Hank Blauvelt, Ortel Corp., Sept. 1995, p. 72.
Managing the trade-off between chirp and performance levels.
Looking through adim crystal ball (CED), Jim
Farmer, Antec Technology Center, August 1995, p.
12. Farmer speculates on future trends and technology developments in the industry.
Making it work: Return systems 101 (CED),
Thomas Staniec, Time Warner EntertainmentAdvance/Newhouse, August 1995, p. 66. The basics
on operating areturn network.
The mystique of reflection (CED), Markus Giebel,
Siecor Corp., Nov. 1994, p. 30. A discussion on
whether or not APC connectors are needed to deal
with reflectivity when upgrading systems or deploying new architecture.
Optimizing the return path (CED), Jim Harris,
Trilithic, July 1995, p. 50. How easier, more effective return maintenance can be achieved.
PacBell poised and ready to proceed with HFC
network; awaits FCC OK (CED), August 1995, p.
14. News item on PacBell opening its broadband
laboratory to the press and reaffirming its committment to aHFC deployment.
Resolving conflict and making progress (CED),
Jeffrey Krauss, consultant, Nov. 1994, p. 5. Results
of two months of negotiation between LMDS, FSS
and MSS proponents regarding 27.5 GHz to 29.5
GHz spectrum sharing.
The return band: Open for business? (CED),
Roger Brown, Dec. 1994, p. 40. A discussion of the
ramifications of an upcoming report from the
CableLabs Network Integrity Group that challenges
the industry to actually produce what it's always
advertised, i.e., a"two-way ready" capability.
Return path afantastic voyage? (CED), May
1995, p. 28. A brief review of CableLabs' study
(and its findings) entitled: "Two-Way Cable
Television System Characterization."
The return system: A historical perspective
(CED), Jerry Marketos, Philips Broadband
Networks, Sept. 1995, p. 84. A look at what hap-

pens to signals in the reverse band.
Reverse testing and alignment for cable TV
(CED), Steve Windle, Wavetek Corp., April 1995,
p. 68. The reverse sweep option, which provides
fast, accurate measurements of the reverse bandwidth, is detailed.
A robust digital link for in-residence distribution
(CED) Alastair Warwick and Robert Thomas,
Broadband Access Technology Applications, Nov.
1994, p. 40. A new look at an old technology —
BPSK, Bipolar Phase Shift Keying — proves to be
aviable solution for improving digital cable reception in the home.
The scalpel versus the machete (CED), Archer
Taylor, Malarkey-Taylor Associates, March 1995,
p. 124. The development of the Cumulative
Leakage Index established an important precedent
on how private and public sector groups can solve
problems.
Selecting DFB transmitters for broadband services (CED), Dr. Yaron Simler, Transmission
Systems; Dr. Chien-Yu Kuo, Harmonic Lightwaves
Inc.; Feb. 1995, p. 58. Important parameters that
affect DFB laser transmitter operation that can be
used when evaluating laser performance.
Spectrum analyzer in-service measurement
(CED), Jerry Harris, Tektronix Inc., March 1995, p.
86. Gated and non-gated in-service measurement
techniques (applied to CSO, C/N and ICR) are compared, as well as their practical application.
Time to re-examine 1550? (CED), Don Vassel,
Corning Inc., March 1995, p. 28. As cable evolves
from television to full service telecommunications,
1550 nm transmission represents an important operating window of opportunity.
Two-way activation for telephony (CED), Fred
Rogers, Quality RF Services, June 1995, p. 135.
Some basic concerns about return path reliability
that should be kept in mind when setting up telephony services.
Unleashing the power of the PC (CED), LANcity
staff, April 1995, p. 26. (Part 1of two-part series) A
detailed discussion of cable TV's unique position to
provide high-speed data services.

Emerging technology
The 1994 Western Show Anaheim Convention
Center (CED), Dec. 1994, p. 106. Floor plan and
exhibitor list and exhibitor contact information for
1994 Western Show.
Advances, lower cost giving ATM anew life
(MCN), Fred Dawson, 11/21/94, p.83. There are
divergent opinions about the short-term need for
ATM technology.
Amendment threatens Decoder Interface work
(CED), July 1995, p. 14. News item about aproposed amendment to the telecommunications bill
that could jeapordize NCTA/EIA negotiations on
decoder interface standard
ATM accord may spur VOD (MCN), Fred
Dawson, 2/6/95, p.35. The ATM Forum makes
progress on routing compressed video.
ATM goes to the head of the class (CV), Ken
Freed, 1/23/95, p.20. What's ATM switching,
who's using them, and what's next?
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BellSouth first to file wide ATM services tariff
(MCN), Fred Dawson, 2/20/95, p.77. Southern Bell
of North Carolina is first to file aterritory-wide
ATM tariff, signaling ATM's rapid advance.
Broadband networks demand operations support (CED), Richard Schwarz/AT&T Network
Systems and Steven Kreutzer/AT&T Bell
Laboratories, June 1995, p. 92. A well-designed
operations system can help MSOs negotiate all the
changes that lie ahead.
CableData unveils new transactional billing system (CED), Jan. 1995, p. 12. News item on the
debut of CableData's new transactional management system, the Intelecable software system.
Cable hooks up to data at NCTA (CED), CED
staff, June 1995, p. 104. Attendees to the NCTA
National Show are encouraged by the progress manufacturers have made with the introduction of new
equipment at the show.
CableLabs, CCTA plan interoperability showcase (MCN), CableLabs staff, 11/7/94, p. 55. A preview of the CableNET project that appeared at the
1994 Western Show.
Cable modems: The MSO's link to the PC boom
(CED), Jack Mann, Scientific-Atlanta Inc., April
1995, p. 64. A critical mass of new and improved
technologies and demonstrated consumer demand
indicate alucrative revenue stream could inundate
operators who are prepared to take advantage of it.
Cable's link to the future (Cony), Sue Marek,
October 1995, p. 46. TCI's headend in the sky
hopes to usher in anew era in cable service.
Cable/utility groups see many synergies (CED),
March 1995, p. 14. News item about the increased
talk and activity in developing interactive broadband communication links with utility companies.
Compatibility fighters find some common
ground (CED), Roger Brown, June 1995, p. 66. An
agreement on adecoder interface standard between
the NCTA and EIA may finally be in sight.
Counting on cablephone (MCN), Fred Dawson,
12/12/94, p. 49. The pace is fast, but it will be mid1996 before MSOs can roll out cablephone service.
Data revenues waiting for two-way plant (MCN),
Leslie Ellis, 5/1/95, p. 85. Cable operators are
poised to get revenue from interactive services, if
there's atwo-way path activated.
Delivering the promise (CED), Andrew Paff,
Antec Corp., May 1995, p. 32. The evolutionary
path of HFC infrastructure development, both its
unexpected problems and its unforseen potential, is
detailed and brought up-to-date.
Delivering video without set-tops (CED), Roger
Pience, Watson Technologies Corp., June 1995, p.
73. A new signal delivery and control architecture
that is completely compatible with existing coax
and HFC systems is detailed.
The door is open, but ITV stumbles (CED),
Roger Brown, August 1995, p. 30. Reasons why the
bloom is definitely off the interactive TV rose.
EIA drops bombshell on NCTA, decides to scrap
decoder standard (CED), March 1995, p. 14.
News item on the abrupt halt of talks on anew
decoder interface standard.
EIA suffers from set-top schizophrenia (CED),
Walter Ciciora, consultant, May 1995, p. 118. The

Electronic Industries Association's change of position on set-top boxes is explored.
Emerging technologies/services (CED), Return
Path poll, Nov. 1994, p. 78. While the potenially
huge impact of new technologies is readily recognized, operators are split on when those technologies will be commonplace.
Engineers head to Orlando for SCTE conference
(MCN), Leslie Ellis, 1/2/95, p. 20. A preview of the
SCTE Conference on Emerging Technologies.
FCC's chief engineer promised action on digital
standards soon (CED), Feb. 1995, p. 14. News
item on announcement that FCC plans to begin a
new proceeding on digital transmission standards
for the cable industry soon (and reaction to it).
From the couch to the module (CED), Walter
Ciciora, consultant, March 1995, p. 26. Ciciora puts
his spin on the raging decoder interface debate.
Further developments in location technologies
(CED), Jeffrey Krauss, consultant, Feb. 1995, p. 12.
A review of technology available that could meet
the FCC's proposal that cellular operators provide
caller location information for 911 calls.
Get out the aspirin: HDTV headaches ahead
(CED), Jeffrey Krauss, consultant, July 1995, p. 12.
A review of the HDTV situation and why it still has
away to go before it's afait accompli.
Girding for the next big interface debate (CED),
Jeffrey Krauss, consultant, April 1995, p. 12. A
review of technical questions to be considered in
developing abaseband digital interface (i.e., ahighspeed local area data network for the home).
GI to debut ATM gear (MCN), Leslie Ellis,
5/1/95, p. 85. GI plans to debut an ATM front end
for it's PCLinX datacom platform.
The good old days (CED), Archer Taylor,
Malarkey-Taylor Associates, May 1995, p. 124.
"Interoperability" seems to be the key to the future
and cable should consider getting behind it before
it's too late.
HDTV field tests show VSB shines (CED), Nov.
1994, p. 12. News item on successful field tests that
support HDTV's "broadcast coverage and cable
robustness to the performance of the current NTSC
television systems."
High-tech trials: Wait 'di '95 (MCN), by Leslie
Ellis, 11/7/94, p. 3. Looking back, it's clear that
1994 was the year of limited field trials of new
technology like interactive and digital.
Hitachi expanding ATM technology development
(MCN), Fred Dawson, 1/9/95, p. 32. Fresh of success in Orlando with Time Warner, Hitachi looks to
expand its ATM efforts in broadband.
Hitachi Ltd. will make products with ADC,
Oracle (MCN), Fred Dawson, 10/9/95, p. 78. Deals
are made to build new lines of products around
ATM switches, file servers and set-tops boxes.
Hooked up in Rochester (MCN), Leslie Ellis,
2/27/95, p. 45. Time Warner announces plans to test
telephone over cable gear from Tellabs.
ICTV, Sybase partner to deliver interactivity
(CED), Nov. 1994, p. 14. News item on partnership
announced between ICTV Inc. and Sybase Inc. to
integrate Sybase products and services with ICTV's
interactive TV system.
Implementing telecom on broadband nets (CED),
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Richard Lyford, Antec Corp., March 1995, p. 56. A
discussion of some incremental service opportunities available that can keep revenue flowing while
operators strive for full-service telecommuncation
systems.
Interactivity comes on line (CED), Fred Dawson,
Feb. 1995, p. 86. Assessing the impact of Time
Warner's debut of its Full Service Network trial in
Orlando, Fla.
Internet pioneer eyes cable (MCN), Leslie Ellis,
2/6/95, p. 35. A look at what Paul Baran and Corn21 propose to do with data over cable TV.
IVDS coming to the Midwest; testing to begin
(CED), Oct. 1995, p. 14. The new interactive service is coming to Columbus, Ohio.
Just the fax (CV), Ken Freed, 2/20/95, p. 24. Some
think we'll be faxing via the TV; others say e-mail
will kill the fax in afew years.
Microsoft outlines ATM migration path (MCN),
Leslie Ellis, 9/4/95, p. 35. Work being done to help
network operators get to an ATM environment.
Microsoft puts focus on broadband networks
(CED), Dec. 1994, p. 16. News item on Microsoft's
announcement that it is working with an array of
companies to develop "an end-to-end software solution for interactive broadband networks."
Microsoft, Sony reach deal (MCN), Fred Dawson,
1/30/95, p. 47. The two companies agree to develop
set-tops and highly specialized servers.
MPEG-2 market heats up at NAB (CED), May
1995, p. 16. News item on the debut of new MPEG2encoders and servers and the announcement of an
initial royalty model for digital decoders, videodisk
players and pre-recorded storage media.
MSOs ally with Sprint; telcos turn up the heat
(CED), Dec. 1994, p. 16. News item about two
alliances in the competitive cable and telco camps:
Sprint, TCI, Comcast and Cox in one corner,
Nynex, Bell Atlantic, Pacific Telesis and Creative
Artists Agency in the other.
'My kingdom for amodem' (CED), Fred Dawson,
June 1995, p. 127. The progress made and the challenges that lie ahead in the development of highspeed, low-cost cable modems.
Networking, in every sense of the word (CED),
Dana Cervenka, Dec. 1994, p. 96. CableNET '94:
The Convergence Laboratory exhibit at the 1994
Western Show offers great opportunity to network
literally and figuratively.
NewChannels, Tellabs to test cable phone
(MCN), Leslie Ellis, 12/5/94, p. 2. NewChannels
says it will test Tellabs cable telephone gear in
Syracuse.
New life for ADSL (MCN), Fred Dawson, 12/5/94,
p. 101. As the Bell companies push to offer multimedia to the business sector, it's breathing new life
into ADSL technology.
New products bring hype closer to reality (CED),
CED staff, Jan. 1995, p. 40. Summary of new products, technologies, field test partnerships and
alliances that made their debut at the 1994 Western
Cable Show.
New services on your old network: cable (Cony),
Larry YokeII, April 1995, p. 24. How cable operators are coping with all the new services on the
horizon.
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PacBell poised and ready to proceed with HFC
network; awaits FCC OK (CED), August 1995, p.
14. News item on PacBell opening its broadband
laboratory to the press and reaffirming its committment to aHFC deployment.
NT details strategy for telco platform (MCN),
Fred Dawson, 11/21/94, p. 81. Nortel outlines its
approach to several new products that will provide
telephony over cable networks.
Ops eye high-speed data as big business (MCN),
Gene Koprowski, 12/5/94, p. 101. High-speed data
and Internet access becomes anew priority among
major cable operators.
Prepare to enter the fray (CED), Wendell Bailey,
NCTA, March 1995, p. 20. Bailey warns cable
operators to be prepared to enter the decoder interface battle when the FCC targets the issue for resolution.
Powering options for cable telephony (CED),
Chris Bowick, Jones Intercable, Nov. 1994, p. 20.
Examination of the current options for powering
cable telephony services.
RBOCs invest in MMDS provider (CED), May
1995, p. 14. News item on the boost the "wireless
cable" industry has received with the $100 million
investment of two telcos looking for an alternative
to wireline systems.
Reaching acompromise within abox (CED),
Walter Ciciora, consultant, July 1995, p. 24. The
decoder interface debate and negotiations have put
the cable industry into abox itself.
Residential shared tenant services (CED), C.
Derrick Huang and Dick Swan, Northern Telecom,
March 1995. p. 52. Residential shared tenant service may just be the stepping stone into telephony
that cable has been looking for.
The return system: A historical perspective
(CED), Jerry Marketos, Philips Broadband
Networks, Sept. 1995, p. 84. A look at what happens to signals in the reverse band.
Reverse issues stump cable engineers (MCN),
Leslie Ellis, 6/12/95, p. 9A. Designing reverse path
capabilites aren't for the faint of heart.
Rings, clamshells and spurs (CED), Staff, Cox
Communications Inc., Feb. 1995, p. 24. A detailed
explanation of Cox's ground-breaking "Ring-inRing" fiber optic architecture.
Rogers will link IBM workers at home (MCN),
Leslie Ellis, 12/5/94, p. 101. Rogers will test workat-home service to 20 IBM workers in Ontario.
Rollout of Canadian ATM service on track for
December (MCN), Fred Dawson, 3/27/95, p. 40.
New Brunswick Telephone is on track to launch
ATM services to customers by the end of the year.
Sega Channel poised for take-off (CED), June
1995, p. 16. News item about developments that
have moved Sega Channel closer to becoming an
reality.
Siemens, Sun and S-A combine to offer turnkey
HFC system (CED), Jan. 1995, p. 12. News item
on announcement of "turnkey end-to-end hybrid
fiber/coax platforms" for cable operators and telcos
alike.
Sony wants into set-top box biz (CED), March
1995, p. 16. News item on Sony's announced intention to enter the cable set-top box market.
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Talking back to the tube (CV), Ken Freed, 2/6/95,
p. 20. Everyone loves the idea of voice-operated
TVs, but it's just talk.
Tandem unveils switching server (MCN), Leslie
Ellis, 7/17/95. p. 89. Tandem unveils anew server
architecture for multimedia applications.
TCI, Microsoft form on-line partnership (CED),
Feb. 1995, p. 16. News item on 20 percent investment of TCI into partnership with Microsoft to
develop high-speed, interactive computing service.
TCI ventures into on-line data services (CED),
June 1995, p. 14. News item on TCI's announced
partnership to provide on-line data services.
Telco networks have come full-circle (CED), Fred
Dawson, Dec. 1994, p. 90. Fast moving technology
developments and the slow moving Section 214
approval process have telcos considering ahybrid
HFC /FTTC topology for their video dialtone.
Three more MSOs plan cablephone tests (CED),
April 1995, p. 16. Time Warner Cable, Cablevision
Systems and Comcast join NewChannels Corp. to
test telephony-over-cable hardware.
Time Warner pursues voice as new remote
(MCN), Fred Dawson, 1/9/95, p. 41. Look at the
progress in voice recognition technology as it
applies to TV remote controls.
Time Warner takes stake in ITV venture (CED),
June 1995, p. 16. News item on TW's plans to
become an equity partner in aventure to provide
integrated multimedia software platforms for interactive TV
Time Warner unwraps Full Service Network
(CED), Feb. 1995, p. 14. News item on the debut of
TW's new interactive network in amuch touted
(and long delayed) field test in Orlando
Time Warner wins technical Emmy for HFC
(CED), Nov. 1994, p. 12. News item on Time
Warner's Emmy win for developing hybird fiber
coax, "the architectural bridge spanning existing
and future network applications."
Two-way services will finally work (CED), Jim
Farmer, Antec Technology Center, July 1995, p. 22.
Farmer believes two-way service is (finally) just
around the corner.
Unleashing the power of the PC (CED), LANcity
staff, April 1995, p. 26. (Part 1of two-part series) A
detailed discussion of cable TV's unique position to
provide high-speed data services.
Video dial tone sputters along (CED), Jeffrey
Krauss, consultant, Jan. 1995, p. 5. Potentially a
strong competitor to cable, telco video dial tone
(VDT) service is mired in an ongoing debate about
who pays for its implementation.
WDM technology poised to enter fiber market
(CED), Fred Dawson, April 1995, p. 74.
Compelling options the industry should keep in
mind when thinking about implementing wavelength division multiplexing.
Wireless technologies and PCS applications
(CED), Raymond Schulz, GLA International,
March 1995, p. 60. Personal Communication
Service offers an array of opportunities and pitfalls
for MSOs.
Zenith, AT&T partner on interactive device
(CED), Feb. 1995, p. 14. News item on new partnership that will bring voice and text (phone mes-
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sages, headline news, etc.) to TVs via phone line
and in-home box.
Zenith, Teledyne ally on digital encryption
(CED), Jan. 1995, p. 14. News item on announcement that Zenith will use Teledyne's military-grade
encryption technology in its new "Media Access"
set-tops.
Zing, 3MSOs agree to distributiion deal (CED),
August 1995, p. 16. News item on agreement by
three MSOs who have agreed to distribute Zing's
interactive encoded TV signals over their networks.

Engineering management
Antec, TCI draw near on materials venture
(MCN), Leslie Ellis, 2/13/95, p. 6. Two companies
move closer to signing amaterial management deal.
Bellcore delves into HFC amid support for FITL
(CED), Fred Dawson, Oct. 1995, p. 80. Bellcore
reaches out to MSOs, but seems to have abias
toward FITL architectures.
Cable engineers cope with new economics
(MCN), Leslie Ellis, 5/8/95, p. 165. A Q&A session
on avariety of topics with the industry's leading
engineers.
Charting acourse for success (CED), Roger
Brown, Jan. 1995, p. 24. A detailed profile of
CED's 1994 Man of the Year, Nick Worth, vice
president of engineering at TeleCable Inc.
Data warehouses atool for telecom (CED),
CableLabs staff, Sept. 1995, p. 30. A seminar
examines how enterprise management will converge
MIS and plant/engineering functions.
Ending the paper chase (CED), Bill Snyder,
AT&T Network Systems, March 1995, p. 97.
Taking Subscriber Management Systems to ahigher
(automated) level, i.e., aField Operations
Management System.
Engineers juggle today's and tomorrow's challenges (MCN), Leslie Ellis, 11/28/94, p.173.
Roundtable discussion with leading engineers on a
variety of current topics.
MSOs seek vendor participation on UPC bar
codes (MCN), Leslie Ellis, 10/23/95, p. 47.
Purchasing execs want vendor participation in a
move toward paperless materials management.
Process re-engineering hones new systems
(CED), John Greening and Jan Lubin, Arrowsmith
Technologies, Inc., June 1995, p. 80. Future success
means cable operators should take aclose look at
re-engineering some of their business processes.
TCI, Antec team up for supply management
plan (MCN), Leslie Ellis, 1/30/95, p. 47. TCI contracts with Antec to provide material management
services.
TCI previews software (MCN), Leslie Ellis and
Roger Brown, 2/27/95, p. 1. TCI gives the first public sneak peak of its proprietary network management system, dubbed Summit by TCI.
TCI unveils software platform tied to frame
relay network (CED), April 1995, p. 14. News
item on TCI's preview of its advanced software
platform for back office operations, e.g., billing,
customer service and workforce management.
Tech personnel fear being swallowed up (CED),
Dana Cervenka, August 1995, p. 79. Increased corn-
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petition from within and out of the industry is fueling job-security concerns on industry personnel in
this annual salary survey.
Warehouses on wheels (CV), Simon Applebaum,
8/7/95, P. 22. Sprint joins Comcast to deploy acustomized inventory management process.

Farmer's Market
(Farmer's Market is amonthly CED column written
by Jim Farmer of Antec Technology Center.)
Delivering more power to the plant (CED), Jim
Farmer, Antec Technology Center, Sept. 1995, p.
22. Looking at powering fundamentals, and how
they may change in the short-term.
Looking through adim crystal ball (CED), Jim
Farmer, Antec Technology Center, August 1995, P.
12. Farmer speculates on future trends and technology developments in the industry.
Revolution is in our midst (CED), Jim Farmer,
Antec Technology Center, Oct. 1995, p. 20. How to
determine what's real, and what's not.
Two-way services will finally work (CED), Jim
Farmer, Antec Technology Center, July 1995, p. 22.
Farmer believes two-way service is (finally) just
around the corner.

Fiber optics
1995 construction plans (CED), Return Path poll,
April 1995, p. 90. Operators provide details of
upcoming capital expenditures spurred by increased
competition.
ADC pens agreements with OSI and Optivision
(CED), Oct. 1995, p. 12. News item about new
business relationships resulting in new products.
ALS doubles size of facility; may begin building
RF gear soon (CED), Nov. 1994, p. 12. News item
on major expansion of manufacturing and R&D
facilities at American Lighwave Systems announced
by ADC Telecommunications.
AT&T, BBT unveil new FTTC system (MCN),
Fred Dawson, 3/27/95, p. 39. The two companies
work together to develop anext generation FTTC
system.
AT&T will combine FTTC, HFC designs (MCN),
by Fred Dawson, 11/7/94, p. 51. AT&T and
BroadBand Technologies have developed away to
use existing copper and tie it to aHFC network to
support ATM video delivery.
Bandwidth management in an HFC network
(CED), G. Keith Cambron, Pacific Bell and Fred
Kemmerer, AT&T Bell Labs, Sept. 1995, p. 78. A
look at how Pac Bell has engineered its broadband
network.
Bell Atlantic adds fiber to VDT diet (MCN), Kent
Gibbons, 5/15/95, p. 2. It appears the RBOC will
re-file its VDT application, but will include much
more fiber and much less coaxial cable.
Bell Atlantic backs off HFC builds, cites reduction in costs for digital nets (CED), June 1995, p.
14. News item about FCC delays that have prompted Bell Atlantic to forgo HFC based systems and
change to switched digital video network build outs.
Bellcore delves into HFC amid support for FITL

(CED), Fred Dawson, Oct. 1995, p. 80. Bellcore
reaches out to MS0s, but seems to have abias
toward Flit architectures.
Bell Labs boasts cheaper all-optical network
(MCN), Fred Dawson, 3/6/95, p. 52. Researchers
believe they've developed away to dramatically
lower the cost of fiber to the curb networks.
Best details Cox's "Ring in ring" plan (MCN),
Leslie Ellis, 12/5/94, p. 101. A detailed explanation
of anew network architecture being developed and
deployed by Cox Communications.
Brooks Fiber preps launches (MCN), Fred
Dawson, 9/11/95, p. 39. Brooks unveils planst to
construct switched telecom networks.
Brooks to build 3more CAP nets (CED), Sept.
1995, p. 12. News item about Brooks Fiber's plans
to build CAP networks in Albuquerque, Tucson and
Bakersfield, Calif.
Cable hooks up to data at NCTA (CED), CED
staff, June 1995, p. 104. Attendees to the NCTA
National Show are encouraged by the progress manufacturers have made with the introduction of new
equipment at the show.
Cable networks in the next millennium (CED),
Dana Cervenka, Dec. 1994, p. 30. A crystal ball
discussion of engineering professionals — five
MSO representatives and three manufacturer representatives — on the network of the future and
cable's future in telephony among other things.
Cablephone not ringing yet (CED), Dana
Cervenka, March 1995, p. 32. The rush to provide
telephony services has created ahardware crunch.
Manufacturer's product lines, trials and deployment
schedules are reviewed.
Cable, telecom convergence on display (CED),
CED staff, May 1995, p. 88. Important developments and product debuts at Supercomm '95 are
detailed.
Cable will surpass telcos on fiber (MCN), Leslie
Ellis, 3/6/95, p. 51. A market study by Corning predicts that cable TV could overtake the telcos as the
largest purchaser of fiber cable.
Cambron's HFC network lies in wait (CED),
Dana Cervenka, Sept. 1995, p. 16. Profile of Keith
Cambron, director of systems engineering for
broadband services at Pacific Bell.
Is CDMA aviable choice for the upstream path?
(CED), Gihad Ghaibeh, Ericsson-Raynet Corp.,
August 1995, p. 40. The allure of Code Division
Multiple Access is explored.
Comprehensive testing of fiber infrastructures
(CED), Steve Grady, ADC Telecommunications
Inc., July 1995, p. 40. Details of how successful
management of fiber systems can be accomplished
through thorough testing and on-line documentation
techniques.
Denenberg and the new math (CED), March
1995, p. 18. Leader of Southern New England
Telephone's leap into the fiber optic future, Dr.
Charlotte Denenberg, is profiled.
The door is open, but ITV stumbles (CED),
Roger Brown, August 1995, p. 30. Reasons why the
bloom is definitely off the interactive TV rose.
Emerging technologies/services, (CED), Return
Path poll, Nov. 1994, p. 78. While the potenially
huge impact of new technologies is readily recog-
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nized, operators are split on when those technologies will be commonplace.
A field-installable fusion connector (CED),
Rodney Throclunorton and Rudolf Brugger, Siecor
Corp. and Siemens AG, August 1995, p. 24. Details
of anew field-installable connector are revealed.
Future proofing with hybrid fiber/coax (CED),
John Frederick, ADC Telecommunications, Sept.
1995, p. 52. Today's HFC networks can be
designed to fit the future, too.
GI goes FTTC, BBT finds partner (CED), April
1995, p. 16. News item on General Instrument's
equity acquisition in developer of switched digital
networks and BroadBand Technologies' announced
partnership with Texas Instruments to produce components for the Fiber Loop Access system in
Austin.
Harmonic, Augat take aggressive steps toward
1550 (MCN), Fred Dawson, 6/5/95, p. 41. The
number of hardware manufacturers supporting 1550
nm technology is about to grow.
Harnessing the power of the PC (CED), LANcity
staff, May 1995, p. 74. (Part 2of two-part series.)
How to turn cable plant into ahigh-speed Local
Area Network is discussed.
Headend interconnects: Sonet or non-Sonet?
(CED), Robert Harris and Thomas Hall, Nortel Ltd.,
May 1995, p. 58. A network cost comparison
between Sonet and non-Sonet systems.
HFC gathers steam as telco solution (CED), Fred
Dawson, August 1995, p. 74. Pacific Bell and
Southern New England Telephone take the lead in
promoting HFC as the solution to video dialtone
delivery.
HFC, SDV cost differential still muddy (CED),
Leslie Ellis, Sept. 1995, p. 48. Comparing the cost
of installing HFC and SDV is atough exercise.
The high-speed CATV data revolution (CED),
Ken Pyle, E/O Networks, April 1995, p. 52. An
overview of the issues, business motivations and
implementation concerns behind one of the industry's newest (and potentially most lucrative) revenue streams — data communications.
IBM develops 20-wavelength multiplexers
(MCN), Fred Dawson, 1/16/95, p. 43. Wavelength
division multiplexing takes astep forward with this
announcement.
The info highway: Who's going to be first?
(CED), Robert Stanzione, AT&T Network Systems,
Sept. 1995, p. 44. Switched digital video and HFC
networks are compared and contrasted.
An integrated telecom network trial (CED),
Thomas Staniec, Time Warner EntertainmentAdvance/Newhouse, May 1995, p. 38. The varied
aspects that should be taken into account to provide
awide area and regional telecommunciations network are discussed.
Jones fires up nations' first passive HFC network in Alexandria, Va. (CED), Oct. 1995, p. 12.
News item talking about Jones' unique network
design.
Jones goes passive actively in Alexandria, Va.
(MCN), Kent Gibbons, 9/4/95, p. 10. Jones builds
an innovative fiber system to serve the Alexandria
market
Laser chirp in linear fiber optic links (CED),
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Hank Blauvelt, Ortel Corp., Sept. 1995, p. 72.
Managing the trade-off between chirp and performance levels.
Lightwave leaps lead OFC show (MCN), Fred
Dawson, 3/6/95, p. 51. Multi-wavelength lightwave
technology is making significant progress.
Looking back on what was to be (CED), Roger
Brown, Dec. 1994, p. 56. A brief look back on the
1994 promises that were made, kept and broken, as
well as those that have been put off.
Looking through adim crystal ball (CED), Jim
Farmer, Antec Technology Center, August 1995, p.
12. Farmer speculates on future trends and technology developments in the industry.
The mystique of reflection (CED), Markus Giebel,
Siecor Corp., Nov. 1994, p. 30. A discussion on
whether or not APC connectors are needed to deal
with reflectivity when upgrading systems or deploying new architecture.
Narrowcast and broadcast fiber optic technology
(CED), Gregory Hardy, Scientific-Atlanta, July
1995, p. 26. A properly prepared business plan can
be akey factor in deciding which fiber optic transmission architecture and technology is best.
New products bring hype closer to reality (CED),
CED staff, Jan. 1995, p. 40. New products, technologies, field test partnerships and alliances that
made their debut at the 1994 Western Cable Show.
Northern Telecom debuts HFC architecture,
products (CED), Dec. 1994, p. 14. News item on
NT's development of anew architecture and related
products to assist in the provision of digital telephony, video and data over HFC networks.
Ops eye new optical gear (MCN), Leslie Ellis,
12/19/94, p. 41. Cable operators are keeping aclose
eye on anew concept called dense wave division
multiplexing.
Op support systems hot at Cable-Tec Expo
(CED), Roger Brown, Dana Cervenka, Leslie Ellis,
July 1995, p. 64. An overview of the technology,
software, sundry systems and other developments
that debuted during SCTE's 1995 Cable-Tec Expo.
Optus Vision awards key technology contracts
(CED), June 1995, p. 16. Australian joint-venture
taps American suppliers for its integrated network.
Orlando to boast 2nd interactive network (CED),
Sept. 1995, p. 14. Disney and AT&T will build an
interactive network in anew planned community.
PacBell defends hybrid fiber/coax: 'Right technology at right price' (MCN), Leslie Ellis, 7/3/95,
p. 33. The RBOC details its California construction
plans.
PacBell poised and ready to proceed with HFC
network; awaits FCC OK (CED), August 1995, p.
14. News item on PacBell opening its broadband
laboratory to the press and reaffirming its committment to aHFC deployment.
Pirelli's WDM systems get cable MSOs' attention (MCN), Leslie Ellis, 2/27/95, p. 48. Pirelli
does deal with BellSouth for WDM gear; plans
include cable MSOs as well.
Putting fiber to the test (CED), Todd Jennings,
Siecor Corp., Oct. 1995, p. 26. Some real-world tips
on how to test fiber in the field.
RBOC group issues set-top RFP (CED), April
1995, p. 14. News item on request for proposals for
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up to 4million analog and digital set-tops by consortium of Nynex, Bell Atlantic and Pacific Telesis.
Rings, clamshells and spurs (CED), Staff, Cox
Communications Inc., Feb. 1995, p. 24. A detailed
explanation of Cox's ground-breaking "Ring-inRing" fiber optic architecture.
S-A allies with two new partners (CED), April
1995, p. 16. News item on Scientific-Atlanta's
long-term agreement with Optical Transmission
Labs to produce fiber gear that operates in the 1550
nm window and its announced joint venture with
Siemens Public Communications Network Group to
develop telephony-over-cable products.
S-A in fiber amp deal with Synchronous (MCN),
Fred Dawson, 3/6/95, p. 2. Scientific-Atlanta looks
to Synchronous to supply 1550 nm fiber gear.
SDV: delivering multimedia to the home (CED),
Don McCullough, BroadBand Technologies, Sept.
1995, p. 36. The virtues of building networks in the
switched digital video model.
Siemens, Sun and S-A combine to offer turnkey
HFC system (CED), Jan. 1995, p. 12. News item
on announcement of "turnkey end-to-end hybrid
fiber/coax platforms" for cable operators and telcos
alike.
Sizzle and spark: HFC power safety (CED), Tom
Osterman, Comm/net Systems Inc., May 1995, p.
26. New network services by both MSOs and telcos
are generating new powering approaches and new
concerns over safety as well.
Streamlining headend fiber organization (CED),
William Seim, 3M Telecom Systems, Dec. 1994, p.
28. A brief description of the "hub in abox" concept, ahigh-density fiber organization for the headend or hub office.
Suppliers squeezed to meet demand (CED),
Leslie Ellis, Nov. 1994, p. 34. Worldwide demand
for high bandwidth, high-quality equipment is
putting abig pinch on U.S. operators who want to
rebuild or upgrade their networks.
The survivable network's next question (CED),
Jonathan Morgan, Fujitsu, Sept. 1995, p. 64. Which
fiber design is best for survivable networks?
TCI details new architecture (MCN), Leslie Ellis,
4/3/95, p. 43. After all those RFIs, TCI publicly
details its network architecture for the future.
TCI issues RFI on node platforms (MCN), Leslie
Ellis, 1/30/95, p. 47. TCI issues the first of several
planned RFIs on network platforms that provide
flexibility to deliver targeted services.
TCI issues second network RFI (MCN), Leslie
Ellis, 2/20/95, p. 77. The second RFI on network
platforms goes out.
Technology race tightens for MSOs, telcos
(CED), Fred Dawson, Sept. 1995, p. 88.
Technology advances on all fronts make choosing a
network architecture even tougher.
Telco networks have come full-circle (CED), Fred
Dawson, Dec. 1994, p. 90. Fast moving technology
developments and the slow moving Section 214
approval process have telcos considering ahybrid
HFC /FITC topology to deliver their video dialtone.
Telcos considering use of solar power for networks (MCN), Fred Dawson, 10/9/95, p. 66. Solar
power is gaining ground as an option for powering

end-of-line components in fiber networks.
Telephone system engineering (CED), Steve Day,
Comm DOC Services, March 1995, p. 46. Given
the increased demands on CATV networks that are
just around the corner, anew approach to designing
CATV/HFC systems is discussed.
Time to re-examine 1550? (CED), Don Vassel,
Corning Inc., March 1995, p. 28. As cable evolves
from television to full service telecommunications,
1550 nm transmission represents an important operating window of opportunity.
Time Warner wins technical Emmy for HFC
(CED), Nov. 1994, p. 12. News item on Time
Warner's Emmy win for developing hybird fiber
coax, "the architectural bridge spanning existing
and future network applications."
Two-way services will finally work (CED), Jim
Farmer, Antec Technology Center, July 1995, p. 22.
Farmer believes two-way service is (finally) just
around the corner.
Unleashing the power of the PC (CED), LANcity
staff, April 1995, p. 26. (Part 1of two-part series) A
detailed discussion of cable TV's unique position to
provide high-speed data services.
User-perceived availability of HFC networks
(CED), David Large, Connections Group, June
1995, p. 118. A reliability analysis of several architectures with performance comparisons.
Vyvx eyes video delivery service by 1997 (MCN),
Fred Dawson, 10/30/95, p. 22. WilTech has begun
putting in place adigital media distribution infrastructure to allow access of remote video sources.
WDM technology poised to enter fiber market
(CED), Fred Dawson, April 1995, p. 74.
Compelling options the industry should keep in
mind when thinking about implementing wavelength division multiplexing.

From the Headend
(From the Headend is amonthly CED column written by Chris Bowick of Jones Intercable.)
The complexity of simple coax (CED), Chris
Bowick, Jones Intercable, May 1995, p. 24. The
critical importance of having source and load
impedances matched to the charactistic impedance
of acoaxial cable being used.
Don't lose sight of the pivot point (CED), Chris
Bowick, Jones Intercable, Dec. 1994, p. 24. A reasoned warning not to forget the pivatol figures in all
the fast-breaking developments in the industry, i.e.,
consumers, and aplea to avoid developing proprietary interfaces to reach them.
The drop cable dilemma continues (CED), Chris
Bowick, Jones Intercable, April 1995, p. 22. Some
recommendations to curb drop cable waste.
The great cable drop conspiracy (CED), Chris
Bowick, Jones Intercable, Feb. 1995, p. 22. An
ingenious, if "biting," theory on the voracious consumption of drop cable in the industry every year.
The great disappearing drop cable issue (CED),
Chris Bowick, Jones Intercable, March 1995, p. 22.
Results and implications of study on the apparent
increased deployment drop cable throughout the
industry.
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Powering options for cable telephony (CED),
Chris Bowick, Jones Intercable, Nov. 1994, p. 20
Examination of the current options for powering
cable telephony services.
Reflections on my final column (CED), Chris
Bowick, Jones Intercable, June 1995, p. 26. Bowick
bows out of his weekly column with reflections on
some of the topics he has covered.
A trip down memory lane (CED), Chris Bowick,
Jones Intercable, Jan. 1995, p. 22. Bowick argues
that many of the "hot" issues the industry is debating today are far from new.

Frontline
(Frontline is amonthly opinion column that appears
in CED written by Wendell Bailey of NCTA.)
Application of standards adelicate balance
(CED), Wendell Bailey, NCTA, April 1995, P. 20.
Before jumping on any standards bandwagon, the
industry has to determine whether they will degrade
the delivered product or hinder competitiveness
because they're too expensive.
The computer ate my homework (CED), Wendell
Bailey, NCTA, Oct. 1995, p. 18. Why is it that no
one complains about computer reliability when it
seems to crash all the time?
Disabled must have easy NH access (CED),
Wendell Bailey, NCTA, May 1995, p. 22. A plea to
cable operators to think about access problems of
the disabled before interactive hardware and software solutions are finalized.
Electronic community mirrors the real one
(CED), Wendell Bailey, NCTA, June 1995, p. 24.
Cyperspace community reflects the good, bad and
ugly of our physical community.
A feast for the eyes and service, too (CED),
Wendell Bailey, NCTA, August 1995, p. 20. Cable
professionals can learn about customer service by
visiting their favorite restaurant.
Getting wired over in-home wiring (CED),
Wendell Bailey, NCTA, Jan. 1995, p. 18. A (shakeyour-head-in-wonder) summary of the arguments
being bandied about in the FCC regarding its ruling
of who owns and can use the privately-installed
cable wires.
Imitation is sincerest form of flattery (CED),
Wendell Bailey, NCTA, Nov. 1994, p. 18.
Speculation on how cable operators, programmers
and hardware suppliers will fare "in the new, competitive world."
In the spirit of the giving season (CED), Wendell
Bailey, NCTA, Dec. 1994, p. 22. A holiday wish
list for resolution of major industry problems and
some goodwill for deserving industry personnel.
The new Congress and the cable industry (CED),
Wendell Bailey, NCTA, Feb. 1995, p. 20. The
newly elected GOP majority in Congress and what
possible impact it may have on revising or repealing
the 1992 Cable Act.
Prepare to enter the fray (CED), Wendell Bailey,
NCTA, March 1995, p. 20. Bailey warns cable
operators to be prepared to enter the decoder interface battle when the FCC targets the issue for resolution.

Telecom reform coming up fast (CED), Wendell
Bailey, NCTA, July 1995, p. 20. Progress on the
telecommunication bill is reviewed.
Winning at the numbers game (CED), Wendell
Bailey, NCTA, Sept. 1995, p. 18. Some thoughts
about the North American Numbering Plan.

Headend issues
1550 nm gear back on radar screen (CED), Leslie
Ellis, Feb. 1995, p. 44. For those cable operators
strapped for capacity or wanting turbo-charged
throughput, dense-WDM may be the answer.
ATM: Sure thing, or leap of faith? (CED), Alan
Stewart, March 1995, p. 68. Many consider
Asynchronous Transfer Mode switches acrucial
linchpin in the Information Superhighway, but is
the hardward where it needs to be for MSOs to
make such an expensive change?
Cablephone not ringing yet (CED), Dana
Cervenka, March 1995, p. 32. The rush to provide
telephony services has created ahardware crunch.
Manufacturer's product lines, trials and deployment
schedules are reviewed.
Cable TV data network system security (CED),
Stephen Holmes, Zenith Electronics Corp., Dec.
1994, p. 60. A report on the security issues cable
TV-based data communication systems face and
some of the methods that can thwart system abuse.
'Evangelizing' for server solutions (CED), Robert
Wells, CableLabs Inc., Jan. 1995, p. 16. Initial
impressions from soon-to-be-issued summary by
CableLabs on an RFI analysis of digital media
servers.
HDTV field tests show VSB shines (CED), Nov.
1994, p. 12. News item on successful field tests that
support HDTV's "broadcast coverage and cable
robustness to the performance of the current NTSC
television systems."
Headend interconnects: Sonet or non-Sonet?
(CED), Robert Harris and Thomas Hall, Nortel Ltd.,
May 1995, p. 58. A network cost comparison
between Sonet and non-Sonet systems.
ICTV, Sybase partner to deliver interactivity
(CED), Nov. 1994, P. 14. News item on partnership
announced between ICTV Inc. and Sybase Inc. to
integrate Sybase products and services with ICTV's
interactive TV system.
Interconnect (CED), Return Path poll, Feb. 1995,
p. 94. Operators sound off on the pros and cons of
interconnecting with their cable neighbors and
beyond.
Jones fires up nations' first passive HFC network in Alexandria, Va. (CED), Oct. 1995, p. 12.
News item talking about Jones' unique network
design.
Looking through adim crystal ball (CED), Jim
Farmer, Antec Technology Center, August 1995, p.
12. Farmer speculates on future trends and technology developments in the industry.
Microsoft puts focus on broadband networks
(CED), Dec. 1994, p. 16. News item on Microsoft's
announcement that it is working with an array of
companies to develop "an end-to-end software solution for interactive broadband networks."
Op support systems hot at Cable-Tec Expo
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(CED), Roger Brown, Dana Cervenka, Leslie Ellis,
July 1995, p. 64. An overview of the technology,
software, sundry systems and other developments
that debuted during SCTE's 1995 Cable-Tec Expo.
New products bring hype closer to reality (CED),
CED staff, Jan. 1995, p. 40. Summary of new products, technologies, field test partnerships and
alliances that made their debut at the 1994 Western
Cable Show.
Powering options for cable telephony (CED),
Chris Bowick, Jones Intercable, Nov. 1994, p. 20.
Examination of the current options for powering
cable telephony services.
Satellites have operators looking skyward (CED),
Fred Dawson, Nov. 1994, p. 62. A detailed
overview of the challenges and opportunities presented by advanced satellite systems to providers of
all landline services.
Selecting DFB transmitters for broadband services (CED), Dr. Yaron Simler, Transmission
Systems; Dr. Chien-Yu Kuo, Harmonic Lightwaves
Inc.; Feb. 1995, p. 58. Important parameters that
affect DFB laser transmitter operation that can be
used when evaluating laser performance.
Streamlining headend fiber organization (CED),
William Seim, 3M Telecom Systems, Dec. 1994, p.
28. A brief description of the "hub in abox" concept, ahigh-density fiber organization for the headend or hub office.
Time to re-examine 1550? (CED), Don Vassel,
Corning Inc., March 1995, p. 28. As cable evolves
from television to full service telecommunications,
1550 nm transmission represents an important operating window of opportunity.
Two-way services will finally work (CED), Jim
Farmer, Antec Technology Center, July 1995, p. 22.
Farmer believes two-way service is (finally) just
around the corner.
Unleashing the power of the PC (CED), LANcity
staff, April 1995, p. 26. (Part 1of two-part series) A
detailed discussion of cable TV's unique position to
provide high-speed data services.

Interactive TV
Analog architectures are alive and well (CED),
Gregory Hardy, Scientific-Atlanta Inc., Feb. 1995,
p. 70. Some analog system design alternatives that
can also expand analog services (while waiting for
full digital deployment) are discussed.
Apple details interactive TV strategy (MCN),
Leslie Ellis, 4/17/95, p. 41. The company unveils
the set-top it plans to use with British Telecom.
AT&T says future is now, via the phone (MCN),
Fred Dawson, 1/16/95, p. 43. AT&T has avision
where people on their TVs and access ahost of
information ,and interact with it.
BT's video-on-demand technology trial (CED),
Alec Livingstone, British Telecom, Oct. 1995, p.
50. A look behind the scenes at the hardware and
technology being used in Britain.
Cable looks at true VOD by '96 (MCN), Fred
Dawson, 12/5/94, p. 1. Cablevision Systems commits to deploy 20,000 digital set-tops by the end of
1995. It signs with AT&T to provide the hardware.
Cable trials leave Sega execs ecstatic (MCN),
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Marty Levine, 11/28/94, p. 173. Based on a12-city
test, it looks like the Sega Channel will be abig
winner in interactive TV.
CableData will roll out cable-telephony system
(MCN), Linda Haugsted, 11/21/94, p. 26. The
billing company announces asoftware package for
joint cable/telephony networks.
The challenge of the return path (CED), John
Stroman, Ortel Corp., Feb. 1995, p. 50. The challenging task of developing aviable return path laser
that's affordable is discussed.
A chicken and egg solution from Wink (CV), Ken
Freed, 9/18/95, p. 18. Wink Communications
promises cross-platform interactivity without waiting for digital set-tops.
Continental eyes first interactive TV tests
(MCN), Linda Moss, 3/13/95, p. 1. The MS0 plans
to test interactive ads and near-VOD service in the
Boston suburbs later in the year.
Convergence conference tackles the I-phrase
(CED), Dana Cervenka, Jan. 1995, p. 84. The
Convergence '94 conference clears up ajust afew
of the nagging questions about the development of
the Info Superhighway.
Cox taps power utilities for interactive trials
(MCN), Fred Dawson, 5/15/95, p. 87. Cox and
Virginia Power plan to test interactive energy management services in Hampton Roads.
Data revenues waiting for two-way plant (MCN),
Leslie Ellis, 5/1/95, p. 85. Cable operators are
poised to get revenue from interactive services, if
there's atwo-way path activated.
DBS market should get crowded as new entrants
make launch plans (CED), May 1995, p. 14. News
item about another DBS player (AlphaStar) that is
poised to enter the market and Primestar's
announcement of a new satellite dish configuration
that will receive programming from high-powered
satellites.
DEC-Sybase latest effort to boost interactivity
(MCN), Fred Dawson, 6/26/95, p. 50. The partnership is an initiative to broaden the appeal of the ITV
hardware platform.
Delivering the promise (CED), Andrew Paff,
Antec Corp., May 1995, p. 32. The evolutionary
path of HFC infrastructure development, both its
unexpected problems and its unforseen potential, is
detailed and brought up-to-date.
Designing an interactive services architecture
(CED), Mark Myslinski, General Instrument, Oct.
1995, p.64. Coming up with common interfaces and
protocols will be key for future interactive networks.
Disney, AT&T plan futuristic home (MCN), Fred
Dawson, 7/31/95, p. 2. Disney will build astate-ofthe-art communications network in anew, planned
community in Florida, called Celebration.
The door is open, but ITV stumbles (CED),
Roger Brown, August 1995, p. 30. Reasons why the
bloom is definitely off the interactive TV rose.
'Evangelizing' for server solutions (CED), Robert
Wells, CableLabs Inc., Jan. 1995, p. 16. Initial
impressions from soon-to-be-issued summary by
CableLabs on an RFI analysis of digital media
servers.
Future set-tops begin to take shape (CED), Dec.
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1994, p. 18. News item on latest activity — by HP,
Zenith, DiviCom and Broadband Technologies —
in developing first-generation digital set-tops.
GI launches 50-home near-VOD trial in Florida
(MCN), Linda Haugsted, 2/20/95, p. 8. General
Instrument and asmall cable company plan to test
near-VOD in Hunters Creek, Fla.
High-tech trials: Wait 'di '95 (MCN), by Leslie
Ellis, 11/7/94, p. 3. Looking back, it's clear that
1194 was the year of limited field trials of new
technology like interactive and digital.
IBM pinpoints specific on-ramps (MCN), Fred
Dawson, 12/19/94, p. 41. IBM attempts to refocus
on interactive broadband business opportunities.
ICTV, Sybase partner to deliver interactivity
(CED), Nov. 1994, p. 14. News item on partnership
announced between ICTV Inc. and Sybase Inc. to
integrate Sybase products and services with ICTV's
interactive TV system.
IDS lays out road map for content developers
(MCN), Fred Dawson, 5/15/95, p. 90. Integrated
Digital Services partnership lays out its hardware
and software arsenal in battle for content support.
Implementing telecom on broadband nets (CED),
Richard Lyford, Antec Corp., March 1995, p. 56. A
discussion of some incremental service opportunities available that can keep revenue flowing while
operators strive for full-service telecommuncation
systems.
Interactivity comes on line (CED), Fred Dawson,
Feb. 1995, p. 86. Assessing the impact of Time
Warner's debut of its Full Service Network trial in
Orlando, Fla.
Interactivity: Hype gives way to reality (MCN),
Leslie Ellis, 10/2/95, p. 37. Convergence conferees
note that hype and missed deadlines have resulted
in apoor public perception of interactive TV.
Interactivity on-ramp (CV), George Mannes,
5/8/95, p. 46. Sony and Mitsubishi form separate
pacts to provide set-top boxes.
IVDS coming to the Midwest; testing to begin
(CED), Oct. 1995, p. 14. The new interactive service is coming to Columbus, Ohio.
Looking back on what was to be (CED), Roger
Brown, Dec. 1994, p. 56. A brief look back on the
1994 promises that were made, kept and broken, as
well as those that have been put off.
Making it work: Return systems 101 (CED),
Thomas Staniec, Time Warner EntertainmentAdvance/Newhouse, August 1995, p. 66. The basics
on operating areturn network.
Microsoft puts focus on broadband networks
(CED), Dec. 1994, p. 16. News item on Microsoft's
announcement that it is working with an array of
companies to develop "an end-to-end software solution for interactive broadband networks."
New products bring hype closer to reality (CED),
CED staff, Jan. 1995, p. 40. Summary of new products, technologies, field test partnerships and
alliances that made their debut at the 1994 Western
Cable Show.
Nuts and bolts issues of interactivity (CED), Dana
Cervenka, August 1995, p. 64. Customer service
and training concerns of the coming interactive age.
Optus Vision awards key technology contracts
(CED), June 1995, p. 16. Australian joint-venture

taps American suppliers for its integrated network.
Oracle, Hewlett-Packard to supply interactive
system to Pacific Bell (MCN), Leslie Ellis,
6/12/95, p. 1A. Oracle software will be meshed
with HP's MediaStream video server to provide
interactive TV capability for the RBOC.
Oracle, HP team on PacTel ITV system (CED),
July 1995, p. 16. News item on Oracle/HP team
effort to provide scalable interactive TV system to
Pacific Telesis.
Orlando to boast 2nd interactive network (CED),
Sept. 1995, p. 14. Disney and AT&T will build an
interactive network in anew planned community.
OS players Microware, S-A form alliances
(MCN), Fred Dawson, 5/15/95, p. 101. Microware
and S-A sign up partners, but have radically different agendas.
OSS: The backbone of interactive television
(CED), Ed Means, CableData, August 1995, p. 54.
Factors to consider when searching for an
Operations Support System for interactive services.
RBOCs on track with digital TV rollout by '96
(MCN), Fred Dawson, 2/6/95, p. 1. Several RBOCs
predict that, with swift FCC action, they could be
offering digital TV to the market in about ayear.
The return system: A historical perspective
(CED), Jerry Marketos, Philips Broadband
Networks, Sept. 1995, p. 84. A look at what happens to signals in the reverse band.
Reverse issues stump cable engineers (MCN),
Leslie Ellis, 6/12/95, p. 9A. Designing reverse path
capabilites aren't for the faint of heart.
Studies predict how ITV will take shape ((ED),
August 1995, p. 16. News item on Anderson
Consulting research how telecommunication leaders
think interactive services will eventually come about.
Sun expands effort into digital area (CED), Feb.
1995, p. 16. News item on two Sun Microsystems
alliances to develop aMPEG-2 encoding system
and anew interactive TV product.
Sybase on interactive TV development: Get it on
(MCN), Fred Dawson, 7/24/95, p. 54. The company
wants to spur the development of interactive TV.
Time Warner takes stake in ITV venture (CED),
June 1995, p. 16. News item on TW's plans to
become an equity partner in aventure to provide
integrated multimedia software platforms for interactive TV.
Time Warner unwraps Full Service Network
(CED), Feb. 1995, p. 14. News item on the debut of
TW's new interactive network in amuch touted
(and long delayed) field test in Orlando.
Two-way plant "performing well" at Cablevision
(MCN), Fred Dawson, 2/27/95, p. 47. Cablevision's
test of PC service over two-way plant suggests telephony tests should be OK, too.
Why the PC will rule the interactive house
(CED), Roger Brown, August 1995, p. 60. A PC
professional (Avram Miller/Intel Corp.) explains
why he believes the PC will be the interactive gateway in consumer homes.
Zenith, AT&T partner on interactive device
(CED), Feb. 1995, p. 14. News item on new partnership that will bring voice and text (phone messages, headline news, etc.) to TVs via phone line
and in-home box.
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Zenith sells company to LGE; cash infusion
should help network group (CED), Sept. 1995,
p. 12. News item about acquisition of controlling
interest in Zenith by Korea's LGE.
Zing, 3MSOs agree to distributiion deal (CED),
August 1995, p. 16. News item on agreement by
three MSOs who have agreed to distribute Zing's
interactive encoded TV signals over their networks.

In the Loop
(In the Loop is abimonthly CED column written by
Tom Robinson of River Oaks Communications Corp.)
Cities of light for our age (CED), Tom Robinson,
River Oaks Communications Corp., Sept. 1995, p.
26. An overview of what cities look for from telecom providers.

My View
(My View is amonthly opinion column appearing in
CED magazine written by Archer Taylor of
Malarkey-Taylor Associates.)
Broadcast quality technical standards (CED),
Archer Taylor, Malarkey-Taylor Associates, Nov.
1994, p. 84. Discussion urging the cable industry to
continue its work on developing interface standards,
in lieu of the FCC doing so, to facillitate the transition between NTSC and ATV.
The future is now — or the next decade (CED),
Archer Taylor, Malarkey-Taylor Associates, Jan.
1995, p. 100. The fast-evolving, ever-converging
cable industry had best keep its eye on the true
weathervane of success — the consumer.
The good old days (CED), Archer Taylor,
Malarkey-Taylor Associates, May 1995, p. 124.
"Interoperability" seems to be the key to the future
and cable should consider getting behind it before
it's too late.
The irksome interface impediment, (CED),
Archer Taylor, Malarkey-Taylor Associates, Sept.
1995, p. 116. Archer buys anew TV set and has
problems getting everything hooked up to cable.
Milton Jerrold Shapp 1912-1994 (CED), Archer
Taylor, Malarkey-Taylor Associates, Feb. 1995, p.
116. Taylor tips his hat to one of CATV's pivotal
personalities, Milton Jerrold Shapp.
Origins of British televsion (CED), Archer Taylor,
Malarkey-Taylor Associates, June 1995, p. 162.
British inventor John Baird pioneers television in
the British Isles.
Philo Taylor Farnsworth: TV pioneer (CED),
Archer Taylor, Malarkey-Taylor Associates, July
1995, p. 100. Famsworth's contributions to the
development of modern television are explored.
Revisiting the green scene (CED), Archer Taylor,
Malarkey-Taylor Associates, April 1995, p. 100.
Operators FYI — recycling electronic equipment
has caught on in Europe and is heading this way.
The scalpel versus the machete (CED), Archer
Taylor, Malarkey-Taylor Associates, March
1995, p. 124. The development of the
Cumulative Leakage Index established an

important precedent on how private and public
sector groups can solve problems.
The ubiquitous cable box, (CED), Archer Taylor,
Malarkey-Taylor Associates, Oct. 1995, p. 108.
Cable has experimented with lots of technologies,
but always comes back to the set-top box.
Where in the world are we headed? (CED),
Archer Taylor, Malarkey-Taylor Associates, Dec.
1994, p. 124. Cable's dive into residential voice and
data telephony services is just amatter of time,
technology and aclearly defined strategy.
Zworykin's practical electronic television (CED),
Archer Taylor, Malarkey-Taylor Associates, Dec.
1994, p. 100. Zworykin's invaluable contribution
to modern TV — an all-electronic TV system — is
detailed.

Network architecture
1550 nm gear back on radar screen (CED), Leslie
Ellis, Feb. 1995, p. 44. For those cable operators
strapped for capacity or wanting turbo-charged
throughput, dense-WDM may be the answer.
ADC, Electroline sign partner agreement on taps
(MCN), Leslie Ellis, 11/7/94, p. 52. The two companies sign adeal whereby ADC sells power passing and addressable taps made by Electroline.
Analog architectures are alive and well (CED),
Gregory Hardy, Scientific-Atlanta, Feb. 1995, p. 70.
Some analog system design alternatives that can
also expand analog services (while waiting for full
digital deployment) are discussed.
ATM: Sure thing, or leap of faith? (CED), Alan
Stewart, March 1995, p. 68. Many consider
Asynchronous Transfer Mode switches acrucial
linchpin in the Information Superhighway, but is
the hardward where it needs to be for MSOs to
make such an expensive change?
AT&T, BBT unveil new FTTC system (MCN),
Fred Dawson, 3/27/95, p. 39. The two companies
work together to develop anext generation FTTC
system.
AT&T outlines San Jose network interface unit
(MCN), Leslie Ellis, 8/14/95, p. 50. The company
thinks it has an answer to integrated service delivery while avoiding reverse path problems.
AT&T preps cable platform (MCN), Fred
Dawson, 10/16/95, p. 55. The company plans to
offer acable-centric version of the integrated services platform based on the HFC system it built for
the telcos.
AT&T will combine FTTC, HFC designs (MCN),
Fred Dawson, 11/7/94, p. 51. AT&T and
BroadBand Technologies have developed away to
use existing copper and tie it to aHFC network to
support ATM video delivery.
Bandwidth management in an HFC network
(CED), G. Keith Cambron, Pacific Bell and Fred
Kemmerer, AT&T Bell Labs, Sept. 1995, p.78. A
look at how Pac Bell has engineered its broadband
network.
Best details Cox's "Ring in ring" plan (MCN),
Leslie Ellis, 12/5/94, p. 101. A detailed explanation
of anew network architecture being developed and
deployed by Cox Communications.
Cable networks in the next millennium (CED),
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Dana Cervenka, Dec. 1994, p. 30. A crystal ball
discussion of engineering professionals — five
MS0 representatives and three manufacturer representatives — on the network of the future and
cable's future in telephony among other things.
Cablephone not ringing yet (CED), Dana
Cervenka, March 1995, p. 32. The rush to provide
telephony services has created ahardware crunch.
Manufacturer's product lines, trials and deployment
schedules are reviewed.
Cable, telecom convergence on display (CED),
CED staff, May 1995, p. 88. Important developments and product debuts at Supercomm '95 are
detailed.
Cable TV data network system security (CED),
Stephen Holmes, Zenith Electronics Corp., Dec.
1994, p. 60. A report on the security issues cable
TV-based data communication systems face and
some of the methods that can thwart system abuse.
Can coax support digital? (CED), Bruce Carlson,
General Instrument Corp., Nov. 1994, p. 52.
Revisiting vital coaxial cable characteristics with a
"digital perpsective."
The challenge of the return path (CED), John
Stroman, Ortel Corp., Feb. 1995, p. 50. The challenging task of developing aviable return path laser
that's affordable is discussed.
CATV bandwidth assessment (CED), Gino Caira,
GLA International, June 1995, p. 32. Current development of spectrum-saving technology provides a
practical approach to system design.
Is CDMA aviable choice for the upstream path?
(CED), Gihad Ghaibeh, Ericsson-Raynet Corp.,
August 1995, p. 40. The allure of Code Division
Multiple Access is explored.
Data revenues waiting for two-way plant (MCN),
Leslie Ellis, 5/1/95, p. 85. Cable operators are
poised to get revenue from interactive services, if
there's atwo-way path activated.
Debate still stirs over power-passing taps (MCN),
Leslie Ellis, 6/12/95, p. 20A. A group of manufacturers is addressing the need for power-passing
cable TV taps.
Delivering the promise (CED), Andrew Paff,
Antec Corp., May 1995, p. 32. The evolutionary
path of HFC infrastructure development, both its
unexpected problems and its unforseen potential, is
detailed and brought up-to-date.
Designing an interactive services architecture
(CED), Mark Myslinski, General Instrument, Oct.
1995, p. 64. Common interfaces and protocols will
be key for future interactive networks.
The door is open, but ITV stumbles (CED),
Roger Brown, August 1995, p. 30. Reasons why the
bloom is definitely off the interactive TV rose.
Establishing areliable network (CED), Brian
Bentley, Broadband Transmission Systems; Michael
Pritz, Antec Corp.; Feb. 1995, p. 38. The Sonet
solution to broadband network survivability is
described and discussed.
'Evangelizing' for server solutions (CED), Robert
Wells, CableLabs Inc., Jan. 1995, p. 16. Initial
impressions from soon-to-be-issued summary by
CableLabs on an RFI analysis of digital media
servers.
FCC official warns cable over '95 digital
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advances (MCN), Leslie Ellis, 1/9/95, P. 2. Senior
FCC engineer warns operators not to wander too far
into the digital realm before standards are set.
FSN up and running: just the first step (MCN),
Kent Gibbons, 12/19/94, p. 1. Time Warner's Full
Service Network in Orlando is up and running, but
much more is planned for the future.
Future proofing with hybrid fiber/coax (CED),
John Frederick, ADC Telecommunications, Sept.
1995, p. 52. Today's HFC networks can be
designed to fit the future, too.
Harnessing the power of the PC (CED), LANcity
staff, May 1995, p. 74. (Part 2of two-part series.)
How to turn cable plant into ahigh-speed Local
Area Network is discussed.
Headend interconnects: Sonet or non-Sonet?
(CED), Robert Harris and Thomas Hall, Nortel Ltd.,
May 1995, P. 58. A network cost comparison
between Sonet and non-Sonet systems.
HFC, SDV cost differential still muddy (CED),
Leslie Ellis, Sept. 1995, p. 48. Comparing the cost
of installing HFC and SDV is atough exercise.
The high-speed CATV data revolution (CED),
Ken Pyle, E/O Networks, April 1995, P. 52. An
overview of the issues, business motivations and
implementation concerns behind one of the industry's newest (and potentially most lucrative) revenue streams — data communications.
High-speed data for the consumer market
(CED), Ed Moura, Hybrid Networks Inc., April
1995, p. 44. An overview of anew system network
architecture (i.e., Hybrid Access System) being tested in Castro Valley, Calif. by Viacom, Intel Corp.
and General Instrument.
The info highway: Who's going to be first?
(CED), Robert Stanzione, AT&T Network Systems,
Sept. 1995, p. 44. Switched digital video and HFC
networks are compared and contrasted.
An integrated telecom network trial (CED),
Thomas Staniec, Time Warner EntertainmentAdvance/Newhouse, May 1995, p. 38. The varied
aspects that should be taken into account to provide
awide area and regional telecommunciations network are discussed.
Jones fires up nations' first passive HFC network in Alexandria, Va. (CED), Oct. 1995, p. 12.
News item talking about Jones' unique network
design.
Jones goes passive actively in Alexandria, Va.
(MCN), Kent Gibbons, 9/4/95, p. 10. Jones' innovative fiber system to serve the Alexandria market.
Looking through adim crystal ball (CED), Jim
Farmer, Antec Technology Center, August 1995, p.
12. Farmer speculates on future trends and technology developments in the industry.
Making it work: Return systems 101 (CED),
Thomas Staniec, Time Warner EntertainmentAdvance/Newhouse, August 1995, p. 66. The basics
on operating areturn network.
The mystique of reflection (CED), Markus Giebel,
Siecor Corp., Nov. 1994, p. 30. A discussion on
whether or not APC connectors are needed to deal
with reflectivity when upgrading systems or deploying new architecture.
A new power paridigm in the making (CED),
Roger Brown, March 1995, p. 80. Those rushing to
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provide an expanded array of broadband services
are taking anew look at abasic network building
block: power. Who's doing what and why.
Network powering: Looking beyond 60 volts
(CED), Leslie Ellis, Nov. 1994, p. 58. A discussion
of the technical and economic challenges the cable
industry faces in powering telephony services.
Northern Telecom debuts HFC architecture,
products (CED), Dec. 1994, p. 14. News item on
NT's development of anew architecture and related
products to assist in the provision of digital telephony, video and data over HFC networks.
NT details strategy for telco platform (MCN),
Fred Dawson, 11/21/94, p. 81. Nortel outlines its
approach to several new products that will provide
telephony over cable networks.
Optimizing the return path (CED), Jim Harris,
Trilithic, July 1995, p. 50. How easier, more effective return maintenance can be achieved.
Orlando to boast 2nd interactive network (CED),
Sept. 1995, p. 14. Disney and AT&T will build an
interactive network in anew planned community.
PacBell defends hybrid fiber/coax: 'Right technology at right price' (MCN), Leslie Ellis, 7/3/95,
p. 33. The RBOC details its California construction
plans.
PacBell poised and ready to proceed with HFC
network; awaits FCC OK (CED), August 1995, p.
14. News item on PacBell opening its broadband
laboratory to the press and reaffirming its committment to aHFC deployment.
Powering options for cable telephony (CED),
Chris Bowick, Jones Intercable, Nov. 1994, p. 20.
Examination of the current options for powering
cable telephony services.
The return band: Open for business? (CED),
Roger Brown, Dec. 1994, p. 40. A discussion of the
ramifications of an upcoming report from the
CableLabs Network Integrity Group that challenges
the industry to actually produce what it's always
advertised, i.e., a"two-way ready" capability.
Return path afantastic voyage? (CED), May
1995, p. 28. A brief review of CableLabs' study
(and its findings) entitled: "Two-Way Cable
Television System Characterization."
The return system: A historical perspective
(CED), Jerry Marketos, Philips Broadband
Networks, Sept. 1995, p. 84. A look at what happens to signals in the reverse band.
Residential shared tenant services (CED), C.
Derrick Huang and Dick Swan, Northern Telecom,
March 1995. p. 52. Residential shared tenant service may just be the stepping stone into telephony
that cable has been looking for.
Rings, clamshells and spurs (CED), Staff, Cox
Communications Inc., Feb. 1995, p. 24. A detailed
explanation of Cox's ground-breaking "Ring-inRing" fiber optic architecture.
A robust digital link for in-residence distribution
(CED) Alastair Warwick and Robert Thomas,
Broadband Access Technology Applications, Nov.
1994, p. 40. A new look at an old technology —
BPSK, Bipolar Phase Shift Keying — proves to be
aviable solution for improving digital cable reception in the home.
S-A allies with two new partners (CED), April
C

1995, p. 16. News item on Scientific-Atlanta's
long-term agreement with Optical Transmission
Labs to produce fiber gear that operates in the 1550
nm window and its announced joint venture with
Siemens Public Communications Network Group to
develop telephony-over-cable products.
SDV: delivering multimedia to the home (CED),
Don McCullough, BroadBand Technologies, Sept.
1995, p. 36. The virtues of building networks in the
switched digital video model.
Siemens, Sun and S-A combine to offer turnkey
HFC system (CED), Jan. 1995, p. 12. News item
on announcement of "turnkey end-to-end hybrid
fiber/coax platforms" for cable operators and telcos
alike.
Streamlining headend fiber organization (CED),
William Seim, 3M Telecom Systems, Dec. 1994, p.
28. A brief description of the "hub in abox" concept, ahigh-density fiber organization for the headend or hub office.
The survivable network's next question (CED),
Jonathan Morgan, Fujitsu, Sept. 1995, p. 64. Which
fiber design is best for survivable networks?
ICI details new architecture (MCN), Leslie Ellis,
4/3/95, p. 43. After all those RFIs, ICI publicly
details its network architecture for the future.
ICI issues RFI on node platforms (MCN), Leslie
Ellis, 1/30/95, p. 47. TCI issues the first of several
planned RFIs on network platforms that provide
flexibility to deliver targeted services.
ICI issues second network RFI (MCN), Leslie
Ellis, 2/20/95, p. 77. The second RFI on network
platforms goes out.
Telco networks have come full-circle (CED), Fred
Dawson, Dec. 1994, p. 90. Fast moving technology
developments and the slow moving Section 214
approval process have telcos considering ahybrid
HFC /FTTC topology for their video dialtone.
Telcos considering use of solar power for networks (MCN), Fred Dawson, 10/9/95, p. 66. Solar
power is gaining ground as an option for powering
end-of-line components in fiber networks.
Telephone system engineering (CED), Steve Day,
Comm DOC Services, March 1995, p. 46. Given
the increased demands on CATV networks that are
just around the corner, anew approach to designing
CATV/HFC systems is discussed.
Time Warner wins technical Emmy for HFC
(CED), Nov. 1994, p. 12. News item on Time
Warner's Emmy win for developing hybird fiber
coax, "the architectural bridge spanning existing
and future network applications."
Unleashing the power of the PC (CED), LANcity
staff, April 1995, p. 26. (Part 1of two-part series.)
A detailed discussion of cable TV's unique position
to provide high-speed data services.
User-perceived availability of HFC networks
(CED), David Large, Connections Group, June
1995, p. 118. A reliability analysis of several architectures with performance comparisons.
WDM technology poised to enter fiber market
(CED), Fred Dawson, April 1995, p. 74.
Compelling options the industry should keep in
mind when thinking about implementing wavelength division multiplexing.
Where in the world are we headed? (CED),
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POWERING AND OUTAGES

REGULATORY ISSUES

that debuted during SCTE's 1995 Cable-Tec Expo.
Powering options for cable telephony (CED),
Chris Bowick, Jones Intercable, Nov. 1994, p. 20.
Examination of the current options for powering
cable telephony services.
Selecting DFB transmitters for broadband services (CED), Dr. Yaron Simler, Transmission
Systems; Dr. Chien-Yu Kuo, Harmonic Lightwaves
Inc.; Feb. 1995, p. 58. Important parameters that
affect DFB laser transmitter operation that can be
used when evaluating laser performance.
Sizzle and spark: RFC power safety (CED), Tom
Osterman, Comm/net Systems Inc., May 1995, p.
26. New network services by both MSOs and telcos
are generating new powering approaches and new
concerns over safety as well.
Telcos considering use of solar power for networks (MCN), Fred Dawson, 10/9/95, p. 66. Solar
power is gaining ground as an option for powering
end-of-line components in fiber networks.
User-perceived availability of HFC networks
(CED), David Large, Connections Group, June
1995, p. 118. A reliability analysis of several architectures with performance comparisons.
Utilities and outages (CED), Return Path poll,
August 1995, p. 88. Operators express high interest
in joining forces with local utilities, but outages
continue to raise concerns about providing fullfledged telephony services.

Rebuilds and upgrades
1995 construction plans (CED), Return Path poll,
April 1995, p. 90. Operators provide details of
upcoming capital expenditures spurred by increased
competition.
Analog architectures are alive and well (CED),
Gregory Hardy, Scientific-Atlanta Inc., Feb. 1995,
p. 70. Some analog system design alternatives that
can also expand analog services (while waiting for
full digital deployment) are discussed.
ATM: Sure thing, or leap of faith? (CED), Alan
Stewart, March 1995, p. 68. Many consider
Asynchronous Transfer Mode switches acrucial
linchpin in the Information Superhighway, but is
the hardward where it needs to be for MSOs to
make such an expensive change?
The care and feeding of your existing plant
(CED), Joseph Waltrich, General Instrument Corp.,
Nov. 1994, p. 50. A brief discussion of factors that
should be considered when introducing digital video
into current analog systems.
CATV bandwidth assessment (CED), Gino Caira,
GLA International, June 1995, p. 32. Current development of spectrum-saving technology provides a
practical approach to system design.
Construction from acontractor's point of view
(CED), Jeff Michaud, Cable Constructors Inc., Oct.
1995, p. 42. Some things to think about to help your
rebuild go more smoothly.
DBS competition (CED), Return Path poll, June
1995, p. 146. While operators deny DBS has has
had little impact on their customer base, it has sped
up the pace of upgrading systems and bandwidth.
Denenberg and the new math (CED), March
1995, p. 18. Leader of Southern New England
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Telephone's leap into the fiber optic future, Dr.
Charlotte Denenberg, is profiled.
The drop cable dilemma continues (CED), Chris
Bowick, Jones Intercable, April 1995, p. 22. Some
recommendations to curb drop cable waste.
A field-installable fusion connector (CED),
Rodney Throckmorton and Rudolf Brugger, Siecor
Corp. and Siemens AG, August 1995, p. 24. Details
of anew field-installable connector are revealed.
For afew pennies more (CED), Dana Cervenka,
April 1995, p. 18. A profile of Media General
Cable's vice president of technical projects,
Michael Nelson.
The great disappearing drop cable issue (CED),
Chris Bowick, Jones Intercable, March 1995, p. 22.
Results and implications of study on the apparent
increased deployment drop cable throughout the
industry
Harris: Up to the (constant) challenge (CED),
Dana Cervenka, Nov. 1994, p. 16. Spotlight on
Michael Harris, senior vice president of engineering
and technology for Century Communications Corp.
and Centennial Cellular.
How one MSO got started in datacom (CED),
Roger Brown, May 1995, p. 46. An inside look at
"ET Net," ametropolitan area network that ties 12
manufacturing companies together in Arizona.
In-home wiring: an arm wrestling match (CED),
Dana Cervenka, June 1995, p. 62. Cable operators
are in areal tug-of-war with their competitors over
in-home wiring.
An integrated telecom network trial (CED),
Thomas Staniec, Time Warner EntertainmentAdvance/Newhouse, May 1995, p. 38. The varied
aspects that should be taken into account to provide
awide area and regional telecommunciations network are discussed.
Multimedia's $150M rebuild (MCN), Fred
Dawson, 11/14/94, p. 53. Multimedia's rebuild
plans include entering the telecom market.
A new power paridigm in the making (CED),
Roger Brown, March 1995, p. 80. Those rushing to
provide an expanded array of broadband services
are taking anew look at abasic network building
block: power. Who's doing what and why.
Optus Vision awards key technology contracts
(CED), June 1995, p. 16. Australian joint-venture
taps American suppliers for its integrated network.
Preparing the drop for digital services (CED),
John Grothendick, Antec, Oct. 1995, p. 36. The
weak link in digital will be the in-home wiring and
the drop. But there are some steps that can be taken.
Residential shared tenant services (CED), C.
Derrick Huang and Dick Swan, Northern Telecom,
March 1995. p. 52. Residential shared tenant service may just be the stepping stone into telephony
that cable has been looking for.
SCTE group drafts construction guidelines
(CED), Dana Cervenka, Oct. 1995, p. 48. An update
on the work being done by the SCIE Basic
Construction Working Group.
Sizzle and spark: HFC power safety (CED), Tom
Osterman, Comm/net Systems Inc., May 1995, p.
26. New network services by both MSOs and telcos
are generating new powering approaches and new
concerns over safety as well.

Suppliers squeezed to meet demand (CED),
Leslie Ellis, Nov. 1994, p. 34. Worldwide demand
for high bandwidth, high-quality equipment is
putting abig pinch on U.S. operators who want to
rebuild or upgrade their networks.
TCI issues RFI on node platforms (MCN), Leslie
Ellis, 1/30/95, p. 47. ICI issues the first of several
planned RFIs on network platforms that provide
flexibility to deliver targeted services.
US West rethinks broadband deployment, wants
to contemplate MMDS and DBS (CED), July
1995, p. 14. News item on how FCC approval
delays have forced the telco to expand their options
when it comes to delivering video to consumers.

Regulatory issues
Addressable half-ASCII, anew compromise
(CED), Walt Ciciora, Oct. 1995, p. 24. Details surrounding the compromise struck on the decoder
interface.
Alert system worries ops (MCN), David Kaut,
2/13/95, p. 47. Cable operators worry that new
Emergency Alerting System rules will cost alot.
Amendment threatens decoder interface work
(CED), July 1995, p. 14. News item about aproposed amendment to the telecommunications bill
that could jeapordize NCTA/EIA negotiations on
decoder interface standard.
Apple petitions FCC to create NII Band (CED),
July 1995, p. 14. News items on Apple's petition to
the FCC to create aNational Information
Infrastructure band of the radio spectrum for highspeed data communications.
Application of standards adelicate balance
(CED), Wendell Bailey, NCTA, April 1995, p. 20.
Before jumping on any standards bandwagon, the
industry has to determine whether they will degrade
the delivered product or hinder competitiveness
because they're too expensive.
Beyond the basics of FCC test compliance
(CED), Bruce McPherran, HP CaLan, July 1995, p.
46 .Full-time video signal monitoriing can lead to
improved customer satisfaction and retention.
Broadcasters must repent before it's too late
(CED), Jeffrey Krauss, consultant, June 1995, p. 28.
Broadcasters who want to use compressed HDTV
signals to carry multiple SDTV channels are missing the point...and probably the boat as well.
Broadcasters score big in digital (MCN), Fred
Dawson, 5/29/95, p. 1. The House telecom bill
gives broadcasters additional spectrum, with few
restrictions on how to use it.
Cable piracy and the schizoid FCC (CED),
Jeffrey Krauss, consultant, August 1995, p. 22. The
FCC falls short in its enforcement of cable signal
piracy ban.
Cable Watch: one way to view outage time
(CED), Jan. 1995, p. 14. News item on simple
device distributed by New Era Technology that
allows cable operators (and customers) to keep
track of signal outages.
Cities of light for our age (CED), Tom Robinson,
Sept. 1995, p. 26. An overview of what cities look
for from telecom providers.
Compatibility fighters find some common
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Digital set-top approaches become clearer
(CED), Fred Dawson, May 1995, P. 91. A report on
how designs for digital set-tops have finally begun
to crystalize.
Emerging technologies/services, (CED), Return
Path poll, Nov. 1994, P. 78. While the potenially
huge impact of new technologies is readily recognized, operators are split on when those technologies will be commonplace.
Getting close to the edge (CED), Dana Cervenka,
July 1995, p. 34. The coming switch from analog to
digital will be abig leap of faith and abig jump
into awhole new world of digital tests and training.
GI focuses on telecom, expands training program (CED), June 1995, p. 18. News item on
General Instrument's establishment of business unit
targeted to serve telco customers and its stepped-up
broadband training program.
The great convergence poker game (Cony), Larry
YokeII, Feb. 1995, p. 18. The stakes are high as
telecommunication high rollers roll the dice in the
big convergence game.
Hardware is real; MSOs begin to commit (CED),
Fred Dawson, Jan. 1995, p. 62. Behind all the razzledazzle of the 1994 Western Show, anumber of
developments show the industry is finally on the
move towards its multimedia, interactive future.
HFC gathers steam as telco solution (CED), Fred
Dawson, August 1995, p. 74. Pacific Bell and
Southern New England Telephone take the lead in
promoting HFC as the solution to video dialtone
delivery.
High-tech trials: Wail 'Ti! '95 (MCN), Leslie
Ellis, 11/7/94, p. 3. Looking back, it's clear that
1194 was the year of limited field trials of new
technology like interactive and digital.
Hooked up in Rochester (MCN), Leslie Ellis,
2/27/95, p. 45. Time Warner announces plans to test
telephone over cable gear from Tellabs.
How one MS0 got started in datacom (CED),
Roger Brown, May 1995, p. 46. An inside look at
"ET Net," ametropolitan area network that ties 12
manufacturing companies together in Arizona.
How they work on Silicon Mountain (CV), Simon
Applebaum, 9/18/95, p. 19. Century, MCI and
Digital team up for atelecommuting trial in
Colorado Springs.
Hughes Network enters cable phone market
(MCN), Leslie Ellis, 10/30/95, p. 22. Hughes is
girding to enter the market, already is testing with
TeleWest in Britain.
Implementing telecom on broadband nets (CED),
Richard Lyford, Antec Corp., March 1995, p. 56. A
discussion of some incremental service opportunities available that can keep revenue flowing while
operators strive for full service telecommuncation
systems.
An integrated telecom network trial (CED),
Thomas Staniec, Time Warner EntertainmentAdvance/Newhouse, May 1995, p. 38. The varied
aspects that should be taken into account to provide
awide area and regional telecommunciations network are discussed.
Interconnect (CED), Return Path poll, Feb. 1995, p.
94. Operators sound off on the pros and cons of interconnecting with their cable neighbors and beyond.
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Keep your eye on the bear (CED), Ted Harston,
Post-Newsweek Cable, March 1995, p. 24. Harston
believes cable's future depends on customer service, quality control, increased education and the
ability not to get too overconfident.
Key attributes of modern OSS (CED), Steven
Wright, consultant, April 1995, p. 58. (Part 2of
three-part series.) What to look for from vendors
when shopping around for an operational support
system.
Looking back on what was to be (CED), Roger
Brown, Dec. 1994, p. 56. A brief look back on the
1994 promises that were made, kept and broken, as
well as those that have been put off.
MDUs could be first telephony target (MCN),
Kent Gibbons, 1/9/95, p. 31. Some small cable
operators are already offering telephony via shared
tenant services.
Moderate costs propel MSOs to accelerate telephony trials (MCN), Fred Dawson, 8/28/95, p. 53.
Telephony gets the green light from MSOs who
note that the costs are less than budget-busting.
MSOs ally with Sprint; telcos turn up the heat
(CED), Dec. 1994, p. 16. News item about two
alliances in the competitive cable and telco camps:
Sprint, TCI, Comcast and Cox in one corner,
Nynex, Bell Atlantic, Pacific Telesis and Creative
Artists Agency in the other.
MSOs stepping up to plate in PCS auction
(MCN), Kent Gibbons and Ted Hearn, 11/7/94, p.
1. It appears cable operators will be big bidders in
the FCC's PCS spectrum auctions.
'My kingdom for amodem' (CED), Fred Dawson,
June 1995, p. 127. The progress made and the challenges that lie ahead in the development of highspeed, low-cost cable modems.
The need for telephone portability (CED), Jeffrey
Krauss, Telecommunications and Technology
Policy, Dec. 1994, p. 5. A call for interim solutions
to the question of service provider portability, i.e.,
being able to keep your telephone number when
switching between telephone providers.
NewChannels connected (MCN), 1/16/95, p. 43.
The NewChannels test of telephony over cable plant
works—with just afew minor snags.
NewChannels, Tellabs to test cable phone
(MCN), Leslie Ellis, 12/5/94, p. 2. NewChannels
says it will test Tellabs cable telephone gear in
Syracuse.
NewChannels tests Philips Broadband phone
gear (MCN), Leslie Ellis, 3/27/95, p. 40.
NewChannels agrees to test cablephone gear from
Philips in Syracuse.
A new power paridigm in the making (CED),
Roger Brown, March 1995, p. 80. Those rushing to
provide an expanded array of broadband services
are taking anew look at abasic network building
block: power. Who's doing what and why.
New services on your old network: telcos (Cony),
Larry Yokell, June 1995, p. 34. How telcos are coping with the expansion of their services.
Network powering: Looking beyond 60 volts
(CED), Leslie Ellis, Nov. 1994, p. 58. A discussion
of the technical and economic challenges the cable
industry faces in powering telephony services.
New products bring hype closer to reality (CED),

CED staff, Jan. 1995, p. 40. Summary of new products, technologies, field test partnerships and
alliances that made their debut at the 1994 Western
Cable Show.
The North American numbering plan (CED),
Neal McLain, Communication Technologies Inc.,
Dec. 1994, p. 66. An overview report on previous
telephone numbering plans (1952, 1960 & 1975)
and areview of the new plan being introduced in
1995.
Northern Telecom debuts HFC architecture,
products (CED), Dec. 1994, p. 14. News item on
NT's development of anew architecture and related
products to assist in the provision of digital telephony, video and data over HFC networks.
NT details strategy for telco platform (MCN),
Fred Dawson, 11/21/94, P. 81. Nortel outlines its
approach to several new products that will provide
telephony over cable networks.
Operational Support Systems (CED), Steven
Wright, consultant, March 1995, p. 74. (Part 1of
three-part series.) How to develop aprocess-based
view of operations when implementing asuccessful
OSS.
Optus Vision awards key technology contracts
(CED), June 1995, p. 16. Australian joint-venture
taps American suppliers for its integrated network.
An OSS model with staged deployment (CED),
Steven Wright, consultant, May 1995, p. 66. (Part 3
of three-part series.) An overall structure of operational support systems is described in terms of basic
building blocks.
OSS: The backbone of interactive television
(CED), Ed Means, CableData, August 1995, p. 54.
Factors to consider when searching for an
Operations Support System for interactive services.
PacBell poised and ready to proceed with HFC
network; awaits FCC OK (CED), August 1995, p.
14. News item on PacBell opening its broadband
laboratory to the press and reaffirming its committment to aHFC deployment.
Powering options for cable telephony (CED),
Chris Bowick, Jones Intercable, Nov. 1994, p. 20.
Examination of the current options for powering
cable telephony services.
Probita, GI will team on gateways (MCN), Leslie
Ellis, 1/9/95, p. 41. The two companies plan to codevelop Level 1gateways for telco video dialtone
applications.
RBOCs are out of control (CED), Jeffrey Krauss,
consultant, May 1995, p. 12. The cross-subsidization of RBOC's broadband services continues and
the FCC is just catching up to that fact.
RBOC group issues set-top RFP (CED), April
1995, p. 14. News item on request for proposals for
up to 4million analog and digital set-tops by consortium of Nynex, Bell Atlantic and Pacific Telesis.
Residential shared tenant services (CED), C.
Derrick Huang and Dick Swan, Northern Telecom,
March 1995. p. 52. Residential shared tenant service may just be the stepping stone into telephony
that cable has been looking for.
Resolving conflict and making progress (CED),
Jeffery Krauss, Telecommunications and
Technology Policy, Nov. 1994, pg. 5. Results of
two months of negotiation between LMDS, FSS
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TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS

and MSS proponents regarding 27.5 GHz to 29.5
GHz spectrum sharing.
The return band: Open for business? (CED),
Roger Brown, Dec. 1994, P. 40. A discussion of the
ramifications of an upcoming report from the
CableLabs Network Integrity Group that challenges
the industry to actually produce what it's always
advertised, i.e., a"two-way ready" capability.
S-A allies with two new partners (CED), April
1995, p. 16. News item on Scientific-Atlanta's
long-term agreement with Optical Transmission
Labs to produce fiber gear that operates in the 1550
nm window and its announced joint venture with
Siemens Public Communications Network Group to
develop telephony-over-cable products.
Satellites have operators looking skyward (CED),
Fred Dawson, Nov. 1994, p. 62. A detailed
overview of the challenges and opportunities presented by advanced satellite systems to providers of
all landline services.
Siemens takes on expanded S-A telephony role
(MCN), Fred Dawson, 3/20/95, p. 8A. With customers asking for asophisticated cablephone product, S-A looks to apartner to help develop such a
product.
SNET starts tests of voice over hybrid fibercoaxial (MCN), Fred Dawson, 10/30/95, p. 57.
Voice service over an HFC network is started by
Southern New England Telephone in Stamford,
Conn.
Sprint/cable venture wins 29 PCS licenses (CED),
May 1995, p. 14. News item on long distance carrier/cable consortium's $2.1 billion acquisition of 29
personal communication service licenses and its
commitment to spend another $2.3 billion on related infrastructure.
Standards (CED), Return Path poll, March 1995, p.
114. Operators express growing approval of setting
standards, but disagree on what standards should be
set and who should set them.
Taking technology into the real world (CED),
Dana Cervenka, July 1995, p. 18. Profile of TCI's
vice president of telephony services, Jerry Gaines.
TCG Comcast phone test will target Baltimore
(MCN), Joe Estrella, 8/28/95, p. 53. Teleport and
Comcast will test cablephone in Baltimore by the
end of the year.
TCI unveils software platform tied to frame
relay network (CED), April 1995, p. 14. News
item on TCI's sneak preview of its advanced software platform for back office operations, e.g.,
billing, customer service and workforce management.
Technology race tightens for MSOs, telcos
(CED), Fred Dawson, Sept. 1995, p. 88.
Technology advances on all fronts make choosing a
network architecture even tougher.
Telco networks have come full-circle (CED), Fred
Dawson, Dec. 1994, p. 90. Fast moving technology
developments and the slow moving Section 214
approval process have telcos considering ahybrid
HFC /FTTC topology for their video dialtone.
Telecom reform coming up fast (CED), Wendell
Bailey, NCTA, July 1995, p. 20. Progress on the
telecommunication bill is reviewed.
Telephone system engineering (CED), Steve Day,
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Comm DOC Services, March 1995, p. 46. Given
the increased demands on CATV networks that are
just around the corner, anew approach to designing
CATV/HFC systems is discussed.
Three more MSOs plan cablephone tests (CED),
April 1995, p. 16. Time Warner Cable, Cablevision
Systems and Comcast join NewChannels Corp. to
test telephony-over-cable hardware.
Time Warner demos phone service ability
(CED), July 1995, p. 16. News item on TW's
efforts to answer critics who disparage its ability to
provide telecommunication services in Ohio.
Time Warner shows off telecommunications
nerve center (CED), Dec. 1994, p. 14. News item
on the unveiling of TW's new National Operations
Center (NOC) that will serve as anetwork monitoring facility and aone-stop shop for cable/telephony
transactions between customers and NOC staffers.
Two-way activation for telephony (CED), Fred
Rogers, Quality RF Services, June 1995, p. 135.
Some basic concerns about return path reliability
that should be kept in mind when setting up telephony services.
Two-way services will finally work (CED), Jim
Farmer, Antec Technology Center, July 1995, p. 22.
Farmer believes two-way service is (finally) just
around the corner.
User-perceived availability of HFC networks
(CED), David Large, Connections Group, June
1995, p. 118. A reliability analysis of several architectures with performance comparisons.
US West rethinks broadband deployment, wants
to contemplate MMDS and DBS (CED), July
1995, p. 14. News item on how FCC approval
delays have forced the telco to expand their options
when it comes to delivering video to consumers.
US West teams with Cablevision on competitive
access (MCN), Fred Dawson, 4/10/95, p. 65. US
West Interprise teams with several MSOs to develop bypass networks.
Utlilities energized for telecom business (Cony),
Judith Lockwood, Nov. 1994, p. 20. Utilities are
looking to generate new revenues by building
advanced telecommunication networks.
Utilities and outages (CED), Return Path poll,
August 1995, p. 88. Operators express high interest
in joining forces with local utilities, but outages
continue to raise concerns about providing fullfledged telephony services.
Vendors find demand high for cable telephony
gear (MCN), Leslie Ellis, 8/14/95, p. 45.
Momentum is growing for cable telephony gear.
Viacom, Tellabs team up on trial (MCN), Leslie
Ellis, 10/16/95, p. 3. Viacom's Castro Valley system is the latest to announce atelephony trial using
Tellabs gear.
Video dial tone sputters along (CED), Jeffrey
Krauss, Telecommunications and Technology
Policy, Jan. 1995, p. 5. Potentially astrong competitor to cable, telco video dial tone (VDT) service
is mired in an ongoing debate about who pays for
its implementation.
WDM technology poised to enter fiber market
(CED), Fred Dawson, April 1995, p. 74.
Compelling options the industry should keep in
mind when thinking about implementing wave-

length division multiplexing.
Will broadcasters, FCC derail digital TV?
(CED), Fred Dawson, March 1995, p. 92. The
future of digital TV is far from clear with competing standardization pressures from cable and telco
industries.
Winning at the numbers game (CED), Sept. 1995,
p. 18. Some thoughts about the North American
Numbering Plan from Wendell Bailey of NCTA.
Wireless technologies and PSC applications
(CED), Raymond Schulz, GLA International,
March 1995, p. 60. Personal Communication
Service offers an array of opportunities and pitfalls
for MSOs.

Tests and measurements
Beyond the basics of FCC test compliance
(CED), Bruce McPherran, HP CaLan, July 1995, p.
46. Full-time video signal monitoriing can lead to
improved customer satisfaction and retention.
Billing vendors retool for ops' new demand
(CED), Dana Cervenka, May 1995, p. 84. Billing
companies make surprising changes to meet changing needs of aconverging marketplace.
CableLabs issues RFP, is awarded 2patents
(CED), June 1995, p. 16. News item on CableLabs'
call to over 200 companies for telecommunications
study and its acquisition of two wireless technology
patents.
Cable, telecom convergence on display (CED),
CED staff, May 1995, p. 88. Important developments and product debuts at Supercomm '95 are
detailed.
Is CDMA aviable choice for the upstream path?
(CED), Gihad Ghaibeh, Ericsson-Raynet Corp.,
August 1995, p. 40. The allure of Code Division
Multiple Access is explored.
Comprehensive testing of fiber infrastructures
(CED), Steve Grady, ADC Telecommunications
Inc., July 1995, p. 40. Details of how successful
management of fiber systems can be accomplished
through thorough testing and on-line documentation
techniques.
A field-installable fusion connector (CED),
Rodney Throckmorton and Rudolf Bragger, Siecor
Corp. and Siemens AG, August 1995, p. 24. Details
of anew field-installable connector are revealed.
Five ways to enhance the life of test gear (CED),
Michael McCaffery, CTV Inc., Oct. 1995, p. 74.
Tips on how to keep test gear in tip-top shape and
accurate.
Getting close to the edge (CED), Dana Cervenka,
July 1995, p. 34. The coming switch from analog to
digital will be abig leap of faith and abig jump
into awhole new world of digital tests and training.
High-speed data for the consumer market
(CED), Ed Moura, Hybrid Networks Inc., April
1995, p. 44. An overview of anew system network
architecture (i.e., Hybrid Access System) being tested in Castro Valley, Calif. by Viacom, Intel Corp.
and General Instrument.
How one MS0 got started in datacom (CED),
Roger Brown, May 1995, p. 46. An inside look at
"ET Net," ametropolitan area network that ties 12
manufacturing companies together in Arizona.
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TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS

TRADE SHOW COVERAGE

How to measure carrier-to-noise (CED). Rex
Bullinger. Hewlett-Packard Co., Nov. 1994, p. 68.
Review of two important concepts (noise correction
factors & measuring noise in-service) in measuring
the visual carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR) prompted by
new FCC technical standards.
An integrated telecom network trial (CED),
Thomas Staniec. Time Warner EntertainmentAdvance/Newhouse. May 1995. p. 38. The varied
aspects that should be taken into account to provide
awide area and regional telecommunciations network are discussed.
Making it work: Return systems 11)1 ICED).
Thomas Staniec. Time Warner EntertainmentAdvance/Newhouse. August 1995. p. 66. The basics
on operating areturn network.
Making the color measurements (CED). Adolfo
Rodriguez. Tektronix Inc.. Jan. 1995. p. 74. Final
part of series examining the entire suite of video
tests required by the FCC.
Measuring visual and aural levels (CED). Mike
Long. Zenith Electronics. Dec. 1994, p. 85. A
detailed report on the NCTA recommended practice
for signal level measurements that satisfy FCC technical standards.
Microsoft puts focus on broadband networks
(CED). Dec. 1994. p. 16. News item on Microsoft's
announcement that it is working with an array of
companies to develop an end-to-end software solution for interactive broadband networks."
MSO's show apathy on tech standards i
MCN).
Leslie Ellis. 1L14194. p. 53. While numerous standards are being set on everything from protocols to
tests. Few MSOs seem to want to gel involved in the
process.
New products bring hype closer to reality ICED).
CED staff. Jan. 1995. p. 40. Summary ornew products, technologies. field test partnerships and
alliances that made their don't ai the 1994 Western
Cable Show
Op support systems hot at Cable-Tee Expo
WED). Roger Brown. Dana ('ervenka. l.eslie
Ellis. July 1995. p. 64. An overview of the technology. software. sundr systems and other developments that debuted during SCTE's 1995 CableTee Expo.
Optimizing the return path ICED). Jim Harris.
Trilithie. July 1995. p. 50. How easier. more effective return maintenance can he achieved.
Proof tests ICED). Return Path poll. May 1995. p.
112. While performance tests can he areal pain for
some. others report they're showing better results
and the tests are gaining support.
Putting fiber to the test (CED). Todd Jennings.
Siecor Corp.. Oct. 1995. p. 26. Some real-world tips
on how to test fiber in the field.
The return band: Open for business? (CED),
Roger Brown. Dec. 1994. p. 40. A discussion of the
ramifications of an upcoming repon from the
CableLahs Network Integrity Group that challenges
the industry to actually produce what ifs always
advertised. i.e.. a"two-way ready" capability.
Return path afantastic voyage? (CED). May
1995. p. 28. A brief review of CableLabs' study
(and its findings) entitled: "Two-Way Cable
Television System Characterization."

A robust digital link for in-residence distribution
(CED) Alastair Warwick & Robert Thomas.
Broadband Access Technology Applications. Nov.
1994. p. 40. A new look at an old technology BPSK. Bipolar Phase Shift Keying - proves to be
aviable solution for improving digital cable reception in the home.
Reverse testing and alignment for cable TV
(CED), Steve Windle, Wavetek Corp.. April 1995.
p. n8. The reverse sweep option. which provides
fast, accurate measurements of the reverse bandwidth. is detailed.
Spectrum analyzer in-service measurement
CED). Jerry Harris. Tektronix Inc.. March !995. p.
86. Gated and non-gated in-service measurement
techniques ¡applied to CSO. C/N and ICR) are compared, as well as their practical application.
Synergistic swap meet, or no deal? ICED), Dana
Cervenka, May 1995. p. 52. As more cable operator/utility partnerships are announced, the pros and
cons for each partner arc detailed, as well as alook
at what asuccessful partnership might entail.
Technical overview of digital music services
(CED). Ed Krom. Krom Technical Services, Dec.
1994. p. 78. Summary of results from field test of
three major suppliers of digital music programming'
and equipment for cable transmission.
Test track, race track or fast track? 'Cony).
Craig Kuhl. March 1995. p. 34. The Silicon
Valley Test Track is fine tuning products and
technologies.
Three more VISOs plan cablephone tests ICED).
April 1995. p. In. Time Warner Cable. Cabievision
Systems and Comcast loin NewChannels Corp. to
test telephonv-over-cable hardware.
User-perceived availability of HFC networks
ICED). David Large. onnections jroup. June
1995. p. !i8. A reliability analysis of several architectures with performance comparisons.
WDM technology poised to enter fiber market
ICED). Fred Dawson. April 1995. p. 74.
Compelling options the industry should keep in
mind when thinking about implementing wavelength division multiplexing.
Which is the best modulation? QAM vs VSB
ICED). Henry Samueli. Broadcom Corp.. Leo
Montreuil. Scientific-Atlanta Inc.. Woo H. Paik.
General Instrument Corp.. Ron Lee. Zenith
Electronics Corp.. Dec. 1994. p. 44. Proponents for
the two competing digital modulation technologies
go head-to-head to make the case for their respective sides

Trade show coverage
The 1994 Western Show Anaheim Convention
Center (CED). Dec. 1994. p. 106. Floor plan,
exhibitor list and exhibitor contact information for
1994 Western Show.
Antec debuts network management system ware
(MCN). Leslie Ellis. 5/8/95, p. 165. New software
makes its debut during the National Cable Show.
Cable hooks up to data at NCTA (CED). CED
staff, June 1995. p. 104. Attendees to the NCTA
National Show are encouraged by the progress
manufacturers have made with the introduction
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of new equipment at the show.
CableNET 94 doubles in size (MCN), Leslie
Ellis, 11/28/94. p. 173. More than 50 companies
plan to take part in the massive integration project.
Cable, telecom convergence on display (CED),
CED staff. May 1995, p. 88. Important developments and product debuts at Supercomm '95 are
detailed.
Cable-Tee Expo '95 (CED), June 1995. p. 54.
Floor plan and exhibitor summaries for SCTE's
1995 Cable-Tec Expo.
C-Cube unveils first MPEG-2 encoder at
Western Show MCN), Leslie Ellis, 11,28/94. D.
178. C-Cube Microsystems appears to be the first to
()her an MPEG-2 encoder, which it debuted at the
1994 Western Cable Show.
Datacom emerges as next wave (MCN). Leslie
Ellis and Fred Dawson. 5/15/95. p. I. The National
Show is dominated by news surrounding cable data
modems.
Debate still stirs over power-passing taps ,
MCN),
Leslie Ellis. ni12/95. p. 20A. A group of manufacturers is addressing the need for power-passing
cable TV saps.
GI releases server specs, previews show focus
(MCN), Leslie Ellis, 11/14/95, p. 56. Ul intends to
release server specs for DigiCipher and plans io roll
out new products at the Western Show
Hardware is real; MSOs begin to commit WED).
Fred Dawson. Jan. 1995. p. 62. Behind all he azzledazzle of the 1994 Western Show. anumber of
developments show the industry is fina11 ni the
move towards its multimedia, interactive future.
Hundt throws wrench into digital TV future
f
MCN). Fred Dawson. 515/95. p. LThe FCC will
develop its own standards for digital broadcast IV.
throwing cables digital future into uncertainty
Hundt to deliver Cable-Tee keynote WED). lune
1995. p. 50. Preview of program at 1995 SCTE
Cable-Tec Expo.
Lightwave leaps lead OFC show (MCN I. Fred
Dawson. 3/6/95. p. 51. Multi-wavelength lightwave
technology is making significant progress.
Networking, in every sense of the word t
('ED),
Dana Cervenka. Dec. 1994. p. 96. The CableNET
'94: The Convergence Laboratory exhibit at the
1994 Western Show offers great opportunity to network literally and figuratively.
New products bring hype closer to reality ICED).
CED staff. Jan. 1995. p. 40. Summary of new products. technologies, field test partnerships and
alliances that made their debut at the !994 Western
Cable Show.
Operation support systems gain steam at SCIE
Expo (MCN). Leslie Ellis, 6/19/95. p. 40. Status
monitoring gets new life and anew name.
Op support systems hot at Cable-Tee Expo
(CED), Roger Brown. Dana Cervenka. Leslie Ellis.
Jun,' 1995. p. M. An overview of the technology,
software. sundry systems and other developments
hat debuted during SCTE's 1995 Cable-Tee Expo.
A penguin on the telly? (MCN), Leslie Ellis.
15/95. p. 87. Sony shows aset-top prototype during the National Cable Show.
SCTE attendees looking for wide array of
answers (MCN). Leslie Ellis, 6/12/95, p. 9A. A
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VIDEO COMPRESSION

preview of the upcoming SCTE Cable-Tec Expo in
Las Vegas.
Sony allows first look at ad insertion system
(MCN), Leslie Ellis, 12/5/94, p. 14. Sony gives an
early look at its digital ad insertion gear, which is
scheduled for introduction in mid-1995.
Supercomm '95 Booth Guide and Floor Map
(CED), March 1995, p. 104. A handy guide to
Supercomm '95.
Technical execs like data, telephony now (MCN),
Leslie Ellis, 6/19/95, p. 1. Those who attended the
scrE Expo note that data and telephony have overtaken interactive TV on their priority lists.
Video takes back seat at telco meet (MCN), Fred
Dawson, 3/20/95, p. 1. Vendors showing gear at
SuperComm '95 remain focused on telecom applications, not video.

Training and education
Hundt to deliver Cable-Tee keynote (CED), June
1995, p. 50. Preview of program at 1995 SCTE
Cable-Tec Expo.
Getting close to the edge (CED), Dana Cervenka,
July 1995, p. 34. The coming switch from analog to
digital will be abig leap of faith and abig jump
into awhole new world of digital tests and training.
GI focuses on telecom, expands training program (CED). June 1995, p. 18. News item on
General Instrument's establishment of business unit
targeted to serve telco customers and its stepped-up
broadband training program.
Keep your eye on the bear (CED), Ted Harston,
Post-Newsweek Cable, March 1995, p. 24. Harston
believes cable's future depends on customer service, quality control, increased education and the
ability not to get too overconfident.
MSOs prepare employees for digital literacy
(MCN), Gene Koprowski, 5/8/95, p. 184. As the
industry prepares for the digital revolution, anumber of companies are struggling to train their
employees.
NCTA '95 Technology Booth Guide (CED), May
1995, p. 104. Floor plan and exhibitor summaries
for 1995 NCTA exhibition.
NCTA sets technical session slate (CED). May
1995. p. 96. Summary of 11 technical sessions
scheduled for upcoming NCTA convention.
Nuts and bolts issues of interactivity (CED), Dana
Cervenka. August 1995, p. 64. Customer service
and training concerns of the coming interactive age.
Op support systems hot at Cable-Tee Expo
(CED), Roger Brown, Dana Cervenka, Leslie Ellis,
July 1995. p 64. An overview of the technology,
software, sundry systems and other developments
that debuted during SCTE's 1995 Cable-Tec Expo.
Training and education (CED), Return Path poll,
Sept. 1995. p. 106. Results of afax-in poll show
that many are dissatisfied with the training they arc
getting on the job.
Training for emerging technologies (CED), Dana
Eggert, Scientific-Atlanta Institute, Jan. 1995, p. 68.
As convergence becomes more of areality, the case
is made for making aunified approach to training as
part of the strategic plan.
Training the trainers affordably (CED), Dana
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Cervenka, Dec. 1994, p. 98. The Association of
Cable Trainers gives trainers, official and unofficial,
the opportunity to share information and resources
among themselves.

Video compression
ADC pens agreements with OSI and Optivision
(CED), Oct. 1995, p. 12. News item about new
business relationships resulting in new products.
ATM accord may spur VOD (MCN), Fred
Dawson, 2/6/95, p. 35. The ATM Forum makes
progress on routing compressed video.
Cable launches new initiative to find digital common ground (MCN), Fred Dawson, 9/4/95, p. 4.
MSOs want to determine which digital video compression approach is the best one for cable TV.
C-Cube introduces real-time MPEG encoder
(CED), Dec. 1994, p. 14. News item on the introduction of anew family of MPEG-2 real-time
encoder products for digital TV by C-Cube and
some of the customers already in line to receive the
products.
C-Cube unveils first MPEG-2 encoder at
Western Show (MCN), Leslie Ellis, 11/28/94, p.
178. C-Cube Microsystems appears to be the rust to
offer an MPEG-2 encoder, which it debuted at the
Western Cable Show.
Compression comprehension: The quest for standards (Cony), David Smith, June 1995, p. 27.
Digital video compression is the key to vastly
expanding content delivery options.
DBS competition (CED), Return Path poll, June
1995, p. 146. While operators deny DBS has has
had little impact on their customer base, it has sped
up the pace of upgrading systems and bandwidth.
Different things to different people (CV), Chris
Nolan, 5/8/95, p. 42. There are alot of different
kinds of MPEG available, depending on what features you want.
Digital tests hearten wireless cable execs (MCN),
Leslie Ellis, 3/13/95, p. 6. Digital video compression tests undertaken recently have MMDS operators ecstatic over their prospects for success.
The door is open, but ITV stumbles (CED),
Roger Brown, August 1995, p. 30. Reasons why the
bloom is definitely off the interactive TV rose.
FCC's chief engineer promised action on digital
standards soon (CED). Feb. 1995. p. 14. News
item on announcement that FCC plans to begin a
new proceeding on digital transmission standards
for the cable industry soon (and reaction to it).
MPEG encoders make their debut (CED), Nov.
1994, p. 14. News item reporting the debut of two
MPEG-2 real-time digital video encoders, one from
Toshiba. the other from DiviCom.
MPEG-2 market heats up at NAB (CED). May
1995, p. 16. News item on the debut of new MPEG2encoders and servers and the announcement of an
initial royalty model for digital decoders. videodisk
players and pre-recorded storage media.
New products bring hype closer to reality (CED).
CED staff, Jan. 1995, p. 40. Summary of new products, technologies, field test partnerships and
alliances that made their debut at the 1994 Western
Cable Show.

SGS Thomspson gets DigiCipher license (MCN),
Leslie Ellis, 12/12/94, p. 49. SGS Thompson
Mircroelectronics signs on to make DigiCipher
chips.
Sun expands effort into digital area (CED), Feb.
1995, p. 16. News item on two Sun Microsystems
alliances to develop aMPEG-2 encoding system
and anew interactive TV product.
Time Warner unwraps Full Service Network
(CED), Feb. 1995, p. 14. News item on the debut of
TW's new interactive network in amuch touted
(and long delayed) field test in Orlando.
Which is the best modulation? QAM vs VSB
(CED), Henry Samueli, Broadcom Corp.; Leo
Montreuil, Scientific-Atlanta Inc.; Woo H. Paik,
General Instrument Corp.; Ron Lee, Zenith
Electronics Corp.; Dec. 1994. p. 44. Proponents for
the two competing digital modulation technologies
go head-to-head to make the case for their respective sides.
Zenith gets encryption ally (MCN), Leslie Ellis,
11/21/94, p. 81. Zenith signs adeal with Teledyne
for asecure encryption technology it will use in
new digital set-tops.
Zenith, Teledyne ally on digital encryption
(CED), Jan. 1995, p. 14. News item on announcement that Zenith will use Teledyne's military-grade
encryption technology in its new "Media Access"
set-tops.
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Six ways to maximize your
system performance.

Tricor
Hand-held instrument
Anctions as signal level
meter, leak detector and
data logger. Measures signal
levels, hum, carrier to noise,
and performs 24-hour test.
Calibrated leakage optional.

VF Series Filters/
AM-1000 Preampleer
VFpreselectors extend the
range ofcomposite triple
beat, cross-modulation and
carrier-to-noise measurements by up to 20 dB. AM1000-20 dB preampleer
boosts set-top converter output to level neededfor FCC
part 76 testing.

Searcher Plus
The industry standard.
Performs calibrated leakage
measurements down to 2
microvolts per meter. Comes
with mobile mountfor
quarterly drive-outs, and
can be hand carried to pinpoint leak source.

TFC-600 Tunable
Frequency Counter
Automatically strips
modulation from the
video carrierfor accurate
measurement ofvideo
carrierfrequency and auralvisual carrier separation.

Super Plus
The ideal instrument for
detecting signal ingress,
Super Plus offers over 4
times the sensitivity ofany
other leakage detector.
Immune to power line interference and ignition noise.
Special sub carrier tag
ensures that only your leaks
are detected. Perfect for
overbuilt areas. Uses
Searcher Plus mobile mount
and antennas.

9580 Return
Alignment System
Balances the return path
and includes spectral display:*
for measuring ingress and
noise. Updates sweep measurements twice per second.
Optional switcher allows 8
test connections per heaend
unit. Each 9580 headend
unit will support up to 6
field units simultaneously.

Make Trilithic your source for CATV
test equipment.
Trilithic offers afull line of outstanding

performance under the most

CATV test equipment to help you

demanding field conditions.

keep your system in top operating
condition.

For more information on Trilithic's

111 TRILITHIC
The Best Thing On Cable

complete line of CATV test

From signal measurement to leakage

equipment, call today or contact your

9202 E. 33rd Street

detection and headend testing,

local Trilithic representative.

317-895-3600

Indianapolis. IN 46236
1-800-344-2412

Trilithic products are designed to give

Fax: 317-895-3613

technicians reliable, efficient
Circle Reader Service No. 46

After 40 ears,
we're an even
bigger port of the picture.
obody else has the nationwide
coverage or the family of
trusted names we've built up
over the years. So when you need
help shaping solutions for your part
of the broadband picture, don't take
achance on abit player. Call on the
company that has been on the scene
since the opening credits rolled.

Satisfaction is always in stock.

TeleWire

SUPPLY

ANA/VTEC COMPANY

Southeast: Norcross, GA 800-433-3765 •Southwest: Irving, TX 800-643-2288
East: Rockaway, NJ 800-458-4524 •Midwest: Rolling Meadows, IL 800-428-7596 •West: Santa Ana, CA 800-227-2869
Circle Reader Service No. 47

Gel on
Tile nut
Wavelength
Will LED

Wilt Hildenbrand
Vice President
Technology
Cablevision
Systems Corp.

CEE)

THE PREMIER MAGAZINE OF
BROADWee-COMMUNICArONS

THE POWER S
YSTEMS COMPANY THAT
TAKE THIS FOR GRANTED I
SABOUT To Do THE

When was the last time your phone
didn't work?
Most people can't even remember
For over 100 years, our power systems
have been at the heart of the world's most
reliable networks. And now we're bringing
the same rugged, dependable technology
to broadband.
AT&T's Power Systems include afull line
of broadband solutions, designed by Bell
Labs to protect you against service loss.
Even when cabinets are deployed in
uncontrolled outside plant environments.
What makes our power systems more
reliable? For one thing, they're virtually
immune to AC input voltage disturbances
that can knock out most power systems.
Plus, our cabinet power systems are
fully integrated. Everything from rectifier
to generator is engineered to work together
And modular design means they're easy to
grow as your network grows.
AT&T broadband power solutions are
priced competitively with current power
systems. Call 1800 372-2447, extension 936
for more information.

MAKES PEOPLE
S
AME FOR BROADBAND.
Our 6kw Integrated Power Node: part of a
complete line of broadband power solutions.

AT&T

POWER

SYSTEMS

AT&T
Microelectronics
Circle Reader Service No. 49
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Hybrid fiber/coax network carrying:
•Analog cable TV distribution service
•Digital NVOD/IVOD/...interactive services
•Realtime digital TV
•Narrowband service: POTS
•ISDN, leased-line
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ven though the cable industry is less enthused
about providing interactive, multimedia services
than it was ayear ago, most recognize that the
future will feature subscribers accessing adigital network brimming with entertainment and
information in atransaction-type environment.
But can today's hybrid fiber/coax network reliably provide such services, or will it trip over
two huge obstacles: the return path and its treeand-branch topology?
Consensus seems to show that, with fairly
straightforward changes, the current cable
infrastructure can provide subscribers with
access to the broadband information highway.
"There's probably not alot that needs to be
done to improve the downstream direction,"
observes David Large, aprincipal with Media
Connections, aconsulting company.
Major cable TV companies are testing their
networks extensively to prepare for services
such as voice, data and interactive video.
"These kinds of tests form the basis for our
launch of advanced services," says David
Fellows, senior VP of engineering and technology at Continental Cablevision.
Yet much remains to be done. There are
even those who say it would be best to
replace all coax drops with fiber. "It's tragic
for the U.S. to deploy hybrid fiber/coax
(HFC) bus networks," MIT Professor
Nicholas Negroponte told major end-users
during arecent telecom conference. "Fiber all
the way to the home is the only solution consistent with the information age." But the
price tag for this is estimated to be $1 trillion—and it will not be academia that foots the
bill.
Telecommunications engineers are studying
the capabilities of HFC networks to handle
new services, and their findings are encouraging. At Bellcore, the research and development
facility funded by the regional Bell operating
companies, the capability of two-way coaxial
cable to deliver 500 interactive TV programs
to the home has been demonstrated under simulated service conditions.

Figure 1: Full service network demonstrator, Telecom '95
Alcatel 1570 BB +Berlin pilot system

1

By Alan Stewart, President, Network
Interface Corp.

N

As part of an extensive program at its
Morristown, Chester and Red Bank facilities,
Bellcore is conducting extensive tests on up to
5,000 feet of coaxial cable to determine Level
1(physical layer) transmission properties for
500-channel interactive video systems at frequencies below 1.0 GHz (See CED, October
1995). These tests use distributed scattering
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THE BEST SOURCE OF REVENUE SINCE TV.

It's the MetroAccessTM system from Zenith Network Systems. Acomplete solution to the growing need for
community-wide data communication services. And it's ready to install. Ready to generate revenues. Ready to do
for you what it's already doing for other communities. Today.
The MetroAccess system is atotal headend-to-customer hardware system for inexpensive, real-time, two-way data
communication over hybrid fiber/coax or coax-only lines — with desktops, portables and networks.
THE POWER AND PROFITS OF THE METROACCESS SYSTEM
With the MetroAccess system, your customers can tap into every interactive computer service they want today, as
well as every service they'll demand tomorrow. Ademand certain to explode due to data communication's ability
to bring dispersed community resources together on asingle network.
This makes your community avast source of potential profits, particularly from such important community
institutions as government, business, medicine, education and public safety.
PLUG IN TO THE POWERTM
Zenith's MetroAccess system is ready to plug you in to the power and profits of data communication technology.
And our technical marketing and sales staff will work with you to help sell the system throughout your community.
Another reason to plug in to the power of Zenith. Today.

To receive our free information kit, call us today at 1-800-788-7244.
©1995 Zenith Electronics Corporation. MetroAccess

" WATCH US.

is atrademark of Zenith Electronics Corporation. Zenith Network Systems is aDivision of Zenith Electronics Corporation.
CD9514-2
Circle Reader Service No. 51
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Relevance to the cable TV industry
Although Large feels that Bellcore's program tends to downplay the capabilities of
existing coaxial networks, some of the tests
being undertaken are important, he says.
"For example, there is adebate in the
industry on the degree to which microreflections from the home, particularly those that
are time variant, will impact high order digital
modulation systems such as 64- and 256QAM systems that will be used for digital
video.
"Tests at CableLabs have shown that changing channels on aTV set causes substantial
mismatches when connected to asplitter with
acable modem or similar device at the other
port," Large continues. "This leads to avarying mismatch that may only be 20 dB down.
This level is high enough to disrupt multi-level
transmission systems. Although an adaptive
equalizer can solve the problem, it has to be
fast enough to keep up with the time variant
reflections."
Another factor is radio frequency ingress at
the customers' premises. These signals are
short duration, narrowband and of high amplitude. It is this last factor that can cause problems in the network. If it's high enough, the
return laser at the node goes into clipping,
impacting the entire spectrum.
"The fact is we need to learn statistically
how bad these kinds of problem really are,"
Large continues. "This can be done by going
out in the field and making measurements,
simulating things in the lab, just as Bellcore is
doing. Then, in many cases, we can come back
and say, yes, this aone percent problem. You
can put an isolation amplifier on that drop
going to the TV set and eliminate the problem.
If it's a20 percent problem, then the cost of
such fixes gets really high, and we have to

80

500 compressed
digital TV channels

7-61

2-6

I

on coax ''last mile."

60 analog TV channels
2-61

750
MHz

companies use today. We interface
with television sets using standard
NTSC signals."
As aresult of the studies, tests
and deployments discussed here, it
is possible to predict the shape of
things to come in cable TV networks. Further evidence is provided
by amajor vendor in Europe.
During the recent Telecom '95
trade show in Geneva, Alcatel
demonstrated its 1570 BB full service cable network based on apilot
system in Berlin, Germany (see
Figure 1). This network provides
conventional analog cable TV, real1000 time digitally encoded MPEG comMHz
pressed video via satellite, and both
POTS and ISDN (Integrated
Services Digital Network) telephone services.
The key elements in this network include a
broadband video switch, an optical access
device and ahybrid fiber/coax termination
unit.

look at abroad-based solution."
Although Fellows says he is unfamiliar with
Bellcore's cable TV research program, he points
out that cable TV companies are conducting
similar research. "CableLabs has performed two
extensive sets of tests across the country—one
Tomorrow's networks
looking at reverse path noise and performance,
and another on digital transmission over FSA
"The design of the broadband access porplant. It is this kind of evaluation that forms the
tion of this network is crucial to its overall
basis for our launch of advanced services in the
performance," explained Jurgen Otterbach, of
network," he concludes.
Alcatel's Stuttgart Research Center. The equipAs part of the network upgrade program
ment multiplexes video, voice and data on to a
detailed earlier, Continental is addressing simifiber feeder, which terminates at the coaxial
lar issues as Bellcore, including:
network. At this point, cable TV, VOD, interV How signal reflections are handled by adapactive data and voice signals are analog modutive equalizers in the receivers
lated and distributed in aconventional manner.
V How to power remote sites over the coaxial
At the residence, the set-top box is connected
cable
to the coaxial drop wire.
V How to utilize concentration to improve
The set-top thus forms an integral part of
voice and two-way data grade of service.
the Alcatel system (see Figure 2). This con"We can control concentration in the radio
tains circuits that tune, demodulate and error
frequency plant and between the headend and
correct the incoming RF signal. Conditional
the switch, as well as in the links to other caraccess and descrambling are controlled using a
riers," Fellows explains. "The interactive voice
smart card interface. This is followed by an
and data signals are terminated at the side of
MPEG-2 demultiplexing and decoding unit.
the home, avoiding interference from in-home
Finally, avideo/audio backend provides conwiring. Digital set-top boxes
can contain adaptive equalizTable la: HFC system equipment for telephony
ers."
ADC...
Homeworx
In summary, Continental
AT&T..
HFC-2000
believes that many of the stanCOM21...
ComPORT
Ericsson Raynet...
RVS
dards that will enable voice,
FPN...
FPN-1000
data and video-on-demand to
GI...
Mediaspan
be transmitted are already in
Motorola...
CableComm
place. "We interface with teleNEC...
/SC-303
phones with standard tip and
Nortel...
Cornerstone
Broadband Communication Gateway
ring," says Fellows. "We interS-A...
CoAxiom
face with computers using stanTel/abs...
Cablespan
dard Ethernet connections. We
Unisys...
Digital Cable Services System
interface with other carriers in
Source: Bellcore
the same manner that telephone
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The SL 754 "CHANNELIZER" Features:
All Freq./Channel Tuning from 5-810 MHz
Extended Measuring Range from -35 to +60 dBmV
Channel Planning Capabilities for custom channel planning
or choose from 8pre-set channel plans
Automatic Pass/Fail Testing of all system parameters including:
Tilt
Max AN Ratio
PN
Min. C/N Level
Flatness
Max. Hum
Ch. to Ch. Variation
All Ch. to Ch.Variation
Rugged Design for use in all types of weather conditions

_

The SL 753 "CHANNELIZER" Installer's Meter Features:
All Freq./Channel Tuning from 50 to 810 MHz
(5-810 MHz with sub-band option)
Extended Measuring Range from -35 to +60 dBmV
Signal Quality Tests includes video and audio carrier, plus
"on channel" °i) of Hum
Channel Planning Capabilities for custom channel planning
or choose from 8pre-set channel plans
Rugged Design for use in all types of
weather conditions
-Both the SL753 and SL754 are covered by
Sencore's New 3 Year Extended Warranty

Sencore, 320 Sencore Drive, Sioux Fal s South Dakota, 57107 Phone (605)3 9-010 or 1-80 -736-2673 Fax (605) 3 9-0317
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FUTURE NETWORKS
to an ONU serving smaller groups of subscribers (see Figure 4). In this deployTable 1b: HFC system equipment for data
ment, broadcast analog cable TV signals
Down/up bit rate
Channel Works
10/10 Mbps
are carried on one-way HFC, while voice
DEC...
PCLinX
30/1.5
GI...
and switched video are carried on what
H-P...
(n.a.)
30/10
amounts to an FITL system.
27/0.096
Intel...
CablePort
At the subscriber pedestal, atwisted
LANCity Router
10/10
LANCity...
pair drop carries voice and data, while
CyberSURFR
Motorola...
10/0/768
27/1.5
S-A...
(n.a.)
switched video is carried at baseband
4/4
ChannelMizer
Zenith...
frequencies on coax, frequency multiZenith...
Homeworks
0.5/0.5
plexed with analog television signals.
Source: Bellcore 101
This arrangement supports large
; MINI
M
upstream signaling and communications
nectors for TV, VCR and audio.
channels.
Such system configurations offer several
advantages:
The vendor role
V Fiber is deployed to the neighborhood
The vendor community plays amajor role
V The existing coaxial access infrastructure
in determining the configuration of future
remains in place
HFC networks. In many cases, de facto stanV Separate fibers carry upstream voice and
dards for transmission loss, frequency
data; downstream switched video; and convenresponse, signal-to-noise ratios, signal reflectional cable TV.
tion, crosstalk, and so forth are established
In the United States, the signals in this netfor products designed, tested and deployed
work will utilize aspectrum within the coax of
by this community.
from 5MHz to 750 MHz (see Figure 3). In
The downside to this is that there is no
this hybrid system, 60+ channels of analog TV
common approach to network configuration,
occupy the conventional cable TV band.
particularly in the upstream direction.
Frequencies from 450 MHz to 750 MHz can
"A major problem is that everyone is doing
accommodate 500 channels of MPEG-comsomething different," observes Large. "A highpressed digital video (for video-on-demand in
speed downstream channel and avirtual lowhighly compressed form).
speed upstream channel look dynamically difThe diagram shows the frequency allocation
ferent from aLAN-like network where everyfrom the optical networking unit to the home.
one shares one wideband pipe up and one
Most typically, the analog video and digital
video will be carried separately on the fiber
wideband pipe down."
His point is valid. In Europe, most cable
backbone between the headend and the optical
telephony deployments utilize asubscriber carnetwork unit (ONU).
rier approach where subscriber access is
A network deployed by US West as part of
switched by the network.
its trial program extends the reach of the fiber

Some of the vendors involved in HFC system equipment for telephony and data are
shown in Tables la and lb. The rapid pace of
change in the industry is personified by
LANCity's data modem, which provides sufficient error correction to provide areliable
upstream channel in the 5MHz to 25 MHz
band. The company recently lowered the price
of this product to around $500.

Conclusions
Although many believe that the long-term
interests of U.S. subscribers would be best
served by fiber-to-the-curb, it is too expensive
and time-consuming to deploy on anational
basis any time soon. On the other hand,
hybrid fiber/coax can evolve gracefully from
today's predominantly coax cable TV network. Fiber is already being deployed from
the headend to the city and, in many cases, to
the neighborhood.
The examples shown in this article have
demonstrated that HFC provides adequate
bandwidth in the downstream direction to
accommodate future services. Laboratory evaluations at Bellcore, and field tests by
CableLabs and Continental Cablevision prove
that with minor changes, analog and digital
multimedia services can be provided over this
network.
The upstream direction poses the most
problems. Reflections and interference caused
by TV tuner switching and ingress can lead to
deterioration of signals across the spectrum.
The best solution in this area appears to be
the provision of some kind of subscriber network interface unit either adjacent to, or
located at, the house. CEO

Figure 4: US West switched video deployment. 1995 deployment (?)
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¡PI TEK offers the FiberHub distribution platform for
fiber optic AM video transport Now realize wider bandwidths,
ultra-high linearity and greater optical power than ever before.
The FiberHub system is designed for superior
performance, flexibility and reliability. FiberHub equipment
can be used in avariety of architectures, has redundant
switchover features and provides you with excellent CNR over

long distances. The FiberHub system's modular approach also
allows the user to easily upgrade, maintain and expand the
network into telephony, data and other services.
Art Now -Whether you're building anew fiber optic
network or upgrading an existing one, call IPITEK to see how
the FiberHub system can provide outstanding transport of AM
video and other enhanced services.
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C ABLE M USEUM

Cable TV Center's
new home
taking shape

Various Prog rams
are being weighed

By Michael Lafferty

W

hile the decision to relocate the National
Cable Television Center and Museum to the
University of Denver received scant attention
nearly ayear ago, recent developments will
soon refocus industry attention on the matter.
And, according to those involved in coordinating the relocation, increased industry attention
and input is abig part of the plan to switch the
center from its present location at Penn State
University.
Planning for the Penn State facility began
in 1984 as an outgrowth of discussions begun
among members of the Cable Television

opened atemporary facility in 1988.
The impetus to move the center and museum began in May 1993 when the managing
board of the Cable TV Pioneers voted unanimously to relocate the facility. Few close to
the situation then or now are willing to discuss
the details of the departure from Penn State.
But there appears to have been differences of
opinion between the school that administered
the day-to-day operations of the center and
cable industry professionals who made up a
majority of the managing board. In fact, discussions are still underway to finalize the
details of the departure, including the dispensation of the archives, artifacts and programs

The Cable TV Center and Museum's new home, the University of Denver, is the oldest
independent university in the Rocky Mountain region.

Pioneers, an informal group of men and
women who have distinguished themselves in
the field. The Pioneers, working in association with such groups as the National Cable
Television Association, the Community
Antenna Television Association, the
Pennsylvania Television Association and
Penn State University, raised the money and

84

currently housed at Penn State.
Once the relocation decision was made, a
committee was formed under chairman
William Bresnan, president of Bresnan
Communications Co. in White Plains, N.Y.
As the search began, discussion involved
such cities as Washington, D.C., New York,
Philadelphia, Atlanta and Exton, Pa. (home

of the SCTE) among others.
It was also during this period that the Cable
TV Pioneers relinquished its advisory role
with the center and museum they helped
found. An independent, non-profit corporate
entity was formed, and its board of directors,
chaired by Bresnan, took charge of the search
and long-range planning for the center.
When it was all said and done, "No one
rolled out the red carpet like Denver did. They
really went all out to make us feel at home,"
says Bresnan. Since the Denver decision in
December 1994, the board has been pursuing
the relocation on several levels, retaining consultants where needed.
A key factor in the Denver decision was the
establishment of aspecial relationship with the
University of Denver, the details of which are
still being worked out as plans for the new
center take shape. While aspecific site for the
center and museum has not been settled on
yet, Bresnan reports the university "has
offered us several sites for $1 ayear in a99year lease-type arrangement."
But, before adefinitive site decision can be
made, says Bresnan, the board is determining
exactly what the center and museum will actually do. To help them determine that, the board
retained the services of White Oak Associates
Inc., aMassachusetts-based consultant that has
advised on and planned various science centers, museums and cultural tourism sites
around the world since 1974.
"I am so grateful and thankful that we have
them on board," exclaims Bresnan. "They are
real professionals and they know their business....They have really forced us to think
about the center and museum and what it
should do. They've come up with important
issues that we probably would have eventually
faced on our own, or would have blindsided us
farther down the road."
Three broad functions of the new facility
have been identified by the board. They
include the museum itself; afull-fledged, multimedia library for research and preservation
of industry archives; as well as an active educational institute that will tap University of
Denver resources on various levels.
The institute is aparticularly lively topic of
discussion among board members, which
includes SCIt's president, William Riker.
Riker thinks the institute will serve the invaluable task of working with other universities
and learning institutions throughout the country, and someday overseas, to create avariety
of degreed programs in broadband communications.
"This is due in part," explains Riker, "to the
fact that most, if not all of the people in our
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business right now didn't really go to school for the business they're in
per se. We all learned on the job. You really can't go someplace and
come out with something that will prepare you for all that goes on in
our business. There's certainly the desire to help speed up the process
of being able to bring people into the business that have awell-rounded
background in all that we do."
The board and White Oak consultants have also been discussing the
role the new center and museum will play outside the industry. "What
we're doing right now," says Bresnan, "is defining some alternative scenarios. Is it atotally captive thing for industry people? Or do we want
to reach out to the public as well? There are so many different ways
you can go on aproject like this one." He says this includes the possibility of establishing "satellite" displays or exhibits around the country
to help educate the public on cable television's role in telecommunications, past, present and future.
Bresnan reports White Oak is
putting together what is called a"concept development plan" that will present possible programs and activities
that might take place in the new facility, how such programs might be funded (e.g., membership dues, endowments, admission fees, etc.) and general space allocations for such activities.
Once those programs have been discussed within the board, the ideas will
be circulated among other industry
professionals for additional feedback.
With all that input, the board will then
make some hard decisions about the
exact breadth and scope of the new center and museum, ideally by
January 1996. White Oaks will take those decisions and produce a
"strategic development plan" by mid-1996 that will include plans for an
actual facility. Toward that end, the board has retained the services of
one of Denver's larger architectural firms, RNL Design.
The strategic development plan will also recommend various ways to
fund the new facility and its future operating expenses. That aspect of
the project will be directed by Robert F. Harstook & Associates in
Wichita, Kan., aprofessional fund-raising consultant hired by the
board.
Bresnan reports the board is also on the lookout for achief executive
officer for the non-profit organization. "It's almost aperson who doesn't exist," jokes Bresnan. "It has to be aperson who is agood executive. Someone who can get things done, particularly during the first
three years or so. Ithink it's important that the person understand the
industry...that they have an appreciation for what the industry is trying
to do. But, it's like any other search. You have anumber of criteria, and
nobody fits all of them the same way."
To assist in the search, the board has retained Mike Wein at Media
Management Resources (Gulfbreeze, Fla./Denver), an executive headhunter with considerable experience in the industry.
Additional members of the board of directors overseeing the relocation include: William Arnold, Texas Cable TV Association; Yolanda
Barco, Pennsylvania Cable TV Network; Frank Drendel, Comm/Scope
Inc.; Marlowe Froke, State College, Pa.; Joseph Gans, Northeast Cable;
Richard Leghorn, Leghorn Telepublishing; Richard Loftus, Lake Lure,
N.C.; Trygve Myhren, Providence Journal; Sandford Randolph,
Bridgeport, W.Va.; Leslie Read, Home Box Office Inc.; Michael Rigas,
Adelphia Communications Corp.; and Robert Russo, Daniels &
Associates. MED
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companies connecting with
Amphenol CATV Connectors?
..Non-Rotational*, 40dB @ 1GHz Hardline Connectors.
From the first true non-rotational hardline
connector to a completely weather-sealed
F drop cable connector to a full range
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Amphenol CATV Connectors
provide superior products at
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would you expect from one of
the largest manufacturers of
coaxial cable connectors in the
world? For more information,
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TELECOM PERSPECTIVE

Suddenly, ISDN is
available on a
dialup basis at
low monthly
rates

question is, how can the industry reach consensus on
protocols fast enough to avoid seeding the market with
aconsiderable amount of incompatible and potentially
obsolescent equipment.
"We don't see any way around afirst wave of commercialization that implements some degree of incompatibility," says asenior engineering executive, asking
not to be named. "But we're determined to make that
phase as short-lived as possible—probably much shorter
than many people realize."
Horowitz acknowledges that, with some MSOs moving to high-speed solutions in the 28-40 Mbps range,
while others are deploying modems at anywhere from
500 kilobits to 10 Mbps, the best hope for compatibility
is to ensure that all systems conform to certain basic
protocols so that content providers can adjust to variations in speed from one operator's territory to the next.
"Everyone's intent is to get to agreement," Horowitz
says. "The key word is scalability, where the speed will
fit the machine at the end of the network, but agreement on protocols will permit scalability on the content
side as well. MTV might offer service that takes full
advantage of ahigh-speed modem, but it has to look
good at 9,600 baud as well."
Along with the downstream speed variations, another key point of incompatibility is between equipment
that supports symmetrical connections, with the same
speeds up and downstream, and those with asymmetrical data rates. While the vendor community as awhole
appears to be moving in the direction of asymmetrical
connectivity as the speeds increase on the downstream
side, there will remain disparities in upstream
approaches.
For example, Gerald White says LANcity is not
wedded to asymmetrical approach, given the option to
go to higher speeds downstream. "But we believe 10
Mbps upstream remains the appropriate level," he adds,
drawing adistinction between his company's approach
and others which are pegged to 1.5 Mbps upstream.
As things now stand in CableLabs' efforts to sort
through the many vendor approaches, it looks like there
is one point of consensus that has already been reached

that will be important to achieving compatibility early
on, says Scott Bachman, vice president for operations
technologies performance at CableLabs. "There's widespread support for 10baseT between the PC and the
modem," he notes. "It makes alot of sense because of
the availability of PC cards off-the-shelf that support
that interface."

The competition

Along with sorting out the protocol issues, the cable
industry must be alert to the growing support telcos are
providing for ISDN after years of letting the service
languish. Suddenly, in Pacific Bell, Bell Atlantic,
BellSouth and Southwestern Bell territories, ISDN is
available on adialup basis at low monthly rates.
"ISDN is becoming adriving force in those telephone territories where dialup service is offered at low
flat rates," says Jeffey Shapard, senior product manager
at Performance Systems International Inc., aleading
Internet access provider which has worked with
Continental in offering ahandful of users high-speed
access via cable modems.
While PSI's cable connection is in limbo pending a
clearer picture of where the industry is going on the
protocol front, the company is now equipped to deliver
ISDN rate Internet access at 128 kilobits per second in
20 cities and will soon be able to do so in all its markets, Shapard says. The company charges the same flat
rate of $9 per month for the first nine hours of usage
for 64 or 128 kbps Internet access, as it does for standard analog access, with apremium of $1.50 per hour
over the standard $1.50 rate for additional prime time
usage at 128 kbps, and no premium for 64 kbps.
ISDN modems are becoming easier to use and
cheaper, as is evidenced from anew line introduced by
3Com Corp. of Santa Clara, Calif. Designed for home
or small office use, the firm's new 128 kbps unit allowing for bandwidth-on-demand applications ranging
from two-line voice or voice/data combinations to fullthrottle data throughput, is priced at $649. ZyTEL,
another ISDN modem supplier, says it, too, is delivering amultiple use unit with prices starting at $549.
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To bend glass without breaking it is impressive.
To do it decades from now is amazing.
Alcatel fiber with the revolutionary AFC3
coating system actually gets stronger and
stays flexible as it ages. Not convinced that's
amazing? Consider for amoment. What else
in the world defies the unwritten natural law
that everything gets weaker, more brittle and
less flexible with age? Yet few attributes could
be more important for the fiber you install in
your network. Because after you install it,
you need to access it. Tomorrow. Months from
now. And years from now. Get Alcatel
AFC3 protected fiber, and you won't worry
about flexing, stripping or splicing. For years
and years. For a brochure on Alcatel world
class fiber and cable products, please
call 1-800-ALCATEL.
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W HAT'S AHEAD

DECEMBER
4-7 Fiber Optic Installation &

Splicing, Maintenance &
Restoration for CATV
Applications. Produced by Siecor
Corp. Location: Hickory, N.C. Call
(800) 743-2671, ext. 5539 or 5560.

4-8 Broadband ComForum

and TecForums. Produced by the
International Engineering
Consortium. Location: Sheraton
Bal Harbour, Bal Harbour, Fla.
Call Customer Support (312)
938-3500.

5Southeast Texas Chapter,
Testing Session. BCT/E and
Installer Certification exams to be
administered. Location: Walden,
Texas. Call Richard Grahn (713)
579-6319.
5Southeast Texas SCTE

Chapter, Testing Session.
Location: Houston, Texas. Call
Richard Grahn (713) 579-6319.

5-6

Interactive Broadband
Delivery System Overview, produced by Scientific-Atlanta
Institute. Location: San Antonio.
Call Bridget Lanham (800) 7222009, press 3.

6Delaware Valley SCTE

Chapter, Technical Seminar.
Topic: Advanced systems and
competitive access. Location:
Williamson's Restaurant,

January
8-10 SCTE Conference on
Emerging Technologies.
Location: San Francisco,
Calif. Call SCTE headquarters
at (610) 363-6888.
February
14-15 Sixth Annual Northern
California Vendors Day.
Location: Holiday Inn,
Fairfield, Calif. Call Steve
Allen (916) 786-1610.

Horsham, Pa. Call Chuck Tolton
(215) 657-6990.

6Smokey Mountain SCTE

Chapter, Technical Seminar
and Testing Session. Topic:
Cable Technology Expo '95
(Vendor Show). BCT/E certification exams to be administered.
Location: Quality Inn, Johnson
City, Tenn. Call Roy Tester (615)
878-5502.

6-8 Hybrid Fiber/Coax

Operation & Maintenance, produced by Scientific-Atlanta
Institute. Location: Atlanta, Ga.
Call Bridget Lanham (800) 7222009, press 3, to register or for
information.

7New England SCTE Chapter,
Technical Seminar. Topic:
Convertors—current and future

compatibility, with representatives
from Scientific-Atlanta, General
Instrument and Prevue. Location:
Best Western Motel, Marlboro,
Mass. Call Tom Garcia (508)
562-1675.

7-8 Utility Industry Handheld
and PDA Forum. Location: San
Francisco, Calif. Call World
Market Strategies (415) 2528008.

11-13 Fifth Annual Safety &
Training Conferences &
Exhibition. Location: Inverness
Hotel and Golf Club, Denver,
Colo. Call Gary (303) 393-7449,
ext. 225.
12-15 Antec Fiberworks
Digital Networks Training
(DNT). Location: Denver, Colo.
Call Karen Olheiser (800)
FIBER-ME.
13 Heart of America SCTE
Chapter, Testing Session. BCT/E
certification exams to be administered. Location: Kansas City, Mo.
Call David Clark (913) 599-5900.
13 Miss/Lou SCTE Chapter,
Technical Seminar. Location:
Ramada Inn, Slidell, La. Call
Austine Matthews (601) 3745904.
13-14 Building the Optimum
Business Model:
Telecommunications Providing
Internet Access and Services.
Produced by ICM Conferences

Inc. Location: The Sheraton
Hotel, Washington, D.C. Call Pam
Watson (312) 540-3856.

14 Mount Rainier SCTE

Chapter, Testing Session.
BCT/E certification exams to be
administered. Location: Viacom,
Everett, Wash. Call Bruce
Gladner (206) 869-4116.

14 SCTE Satellite TeleSeminar Program. Topic: Fault
location in fiber optic and coaxial
cables (part II) from Expo '94 in
St. Louis. To be transmitted on
Galaxy 1R, Transponder 14, 2:303:30 p.m. eastern time. Call
SCTE national headquarters (610)
363-6888.
14 Northern New England
SCTE Chapter, Technical
Seminar. Topic: Telephony/headends, with speaker TBA.
Location: Ramada Inn, Portland,
Maine. Call Bill DeRochers (207)
646-2672.
14 Central Florida SCTE

Chapter, Technical Seminar.
Location: Sheraton Inn East,
Tampa, Fla. Call Pam Kernodle
(813) 371-3444.

18-19 Antec Fiberworks
Compressed Video: Concepts
and Transmission (CVCT).
Location: Denver, Colo. Call
Karen Olheiser at (800) FIBERME.
29 Wheat State SCTE

Chapter, Testing Session.
BCT/E certification exams to be
administered. Location: Great
Bend, Kan. Call Joe Cvetnich
(316) 262-4270.

JANUAlle
3days of informative, cost-effective, up-to-date
instruction for cable tv technicians.
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22-24 Technology Forecasting
for the Telecom Industry. This
three-day course includes coverage of video-on-demand and
interactive TV. Location: Stouffer
Hotel, Austin, Texas. Call (800)
TEK-FUTR or (512) 258-8898.

The calm before the storm can be just as
damaging to your voltage-sensitive equipment.

When lightning strikes, the effect on

level transients that gradually compro-

your equipment can be instantaneous

mise your system. It also acts as a

and obvious. But even on the calmest

diagnostic tool to localize the problem.

day, low-level surges in your sensitive
digital equipment can be damaging.

Install it permanently as aconstant

Unnoticed for months, this activity
can degrade the performance of your

guard. Let an AMP Product Specialist
find both current and potential problems. Or turn to AMP for continuous,

equipment. Now, there is away to

off-site monitoring to stop trouble

guard against these constant attacks in

before trouble happens. Any way you

real-time. The AMP ACCU-SCAN 804
Electrical Environment Monitor.

use the ACCU-SCAN System, its

The ACCU-SCAN Monitor alerts
you to potential problems before they
become real ones. Unlike periodic
audits, the ACCU-SCAN System

annual savings in down time and damaged equipment usually means afirst
year payback.
The ACCU-SCAN System is an
example of the rapidly expanding world

provides continuous monitoring of up

of AMP technology Learn more about

to 16 channels. The ACCU-SCAN

it today. Because today's calm may just

Monitor profiles and warns of the low-

be alull before tomorrow's storm.
AMP, ACCU-SCAN and ACCU-SCAN SO4 Electrical
En‘ironment Monitor are trademarks.

For more information, call 1-800-835-7240 (fax: 910-727-5858). AMP Harrisburg, PA 17105-3608.
In Canada, call 905-470-4425.
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People on the move
Zenith Electronics Corp.'s board of directors has named William Luehrs as president
of the Zenith Network Systems Division.
Luehrs is responsible for
all aspects of Zenith's
business that are related
to set-top boxes, cable
modems and related
equipment. With overall
P&L responsibility for
the division, he oversees
its engineering and
research, sales and marWilliam Luehrs
keting, and purchasing
and manufacturing activities. Luehrs joined the
company in November 1994 as corporate vice
president, Zenith Electronics Corp., and senior
vice president for Zenith Network Systems.
Scientific-Atlanta Inc. has named Donald
Upton as president of the new Worldwide
Service Organization
reporting to Larry
Enterline, president of
the International
Division for the
Broadband
Communications Group.
Upton is the former president of the company's
Private Networks
Donald Upton
Division responsible for
sales, service and system integration.
Thomas Richards has joined Ameritech as
president of its network services unit. Richards
replaces Gary Drook, who has retired.
Previously, Richards was vice president of network operations for Bell Atlantic. In his new
position, he heads the unit responsible for
managing and operating Ameritech's five-state
communications network and for providing
related technical and operations support.
Randy Lintecum has been promoted to
president and general manager of U.S.
Computer Services subsidiary International
Billing Services. IBS currently produces over
33 million cable bills for USCS subsidiary
CableData. Lintecum was previously senior
vice president of marketing and business
development for USCS. In his new role, he
will oversee all of IBS' operations, including
production, sales, customer service, finance,
postal relations, engineering and development.
¡FR Systems Inc. has named Fred Arnold
as chief operations officer. He now oversees
strategic and tactical planning, marketing and
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new product development. Arnold has more
than 20 years of experience in operations and
general management. He has served as president and CEO of Dome and Margolin/CHU
Technology and ANCOM Electromagnetique.
Pioneer New Media Technologies has
appointed David Nicholas as senior vice president for sales. Nicholas will manage the previously separate sales teams for Pioneer's cable,
broadcast, multimedia and optical storage
product lines. Nicholas had previously served
the company as senior vice president of its
cable and display groups.
Belden Wire & Cable Company has
appointed Stephen
Lampen to the newlycreated position of technology development
manager.
Hughes
Communications Inc.
(HCI) has announced
several organizational
changes. Hal
Stephen Lampen
McDonnell has been
promoted to executive vice president and a
member of the HCI executive office.
McDonnell was previously senior vice president of HCI's systems engineering and technology unit, aposition he maintains in an acting capacity. Carson Agnew has been named
vice president of the newly-formed business
development unit. In addition to developing
business strategies for HCI, Agnew will evaluate technology for commercial applications
and assess the potential for joint venture,
acquisition and merger opportunities.
ADC Telecommunications Inc. has named
Lakshmi Raman as director of network management for its Access Platforms Systems
Division. In her new position, Raman heads
the network management engineering organization responsible for ADC's Homeworx
hybrid fiber/coax access platform. Before joining ADC, Raman was the director of network
operations protocols and standards for
Bellcore. She sits on standards boards for
Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) and
Common Management Information Service
Element (CMISE) development.
Rod Cormier has been appointed manager
of the test department at Fiber Options Inc.
Cormier moves into the position to administrate the interdepartmental liaison work and
expansion for the test department.

Newlin Warden has been named the new
international sales manager at Standard
Communications Corp.'s Satellite and
Broadband Products Division. Before joining
Standard, Warden served as director/national
sales for an industrial products division of
Pioneer Electronics. In his new position, Warden
is heading up international sales and marketing,
including establishing new overseas markets.
Brian Boyd has been named to the position
of Internet services coordinator for United
Video Satellite Group Inc. Boyd is responsible
for coordinating and developing Internet and
World Wide Web applications throughout the
UVSG companies, including Prevue Networks,
SpaceCom Systems, Superstar Satellite
Entertainment, UVTV and SSDS. Boyd was
promoted to his new position from another
UVSG company, SpaceCom Systems, where
he was project manager.
Telstra Corp. has named William Costa as
the new vice president of its U.S. corporate
sales and marketing division. Costa was promoted from the position of regional manager,
where he was responsible for generating new
business and overseeing account activities for
Telstra's existing multinational customers in
the greater New York area.
Digital Video, adivision of Antec Corp., has
announced the appointments of Dennis Campo,
Dave Allen, Nancy Cramer and Charles
Ahnand to the organization. Campo, who has
been appointed vice president of sales, was president of Marketing Source Ltd. before joining
Digital Video. Dave Allen
has joined Digital Video
as regional sales manager
for the company's southeast territory. He previously served as vice president of sales for Salt Lake
City-based SkyC,onnect
Ad Systems, responsible
Charles Aimand
for the company's commercial insertion hardware products. As product manager/general
manager, programming services, Cramer is
responsible for new business development for
Digital Video's program provider market. She
previously served as vice president, sales and
marketing for New York City-based Personal
Network Partners. And Charles Altnand brings
more than 13 years of experience in the telecom
industry to his position as product marketing
manager responsible for business development
for Digital Video's telephony market. Almand
most recently served as business manager for
AT&T Tridom, with the responsibility for private video network products and services. Clip
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the highest signal power
with the greatest subscriber reach available.
Broad bandwidth and high power allow AELINK products
to provide superior performance with the lowest cost per
subscriber. High-performance reliable system features include
full channel and digital capability, 50+ km transmission, full
duplex remotes, and wavelength selection —all of which
multiply the capacity and enhance the revenue for both
installed and new networks.
All AELINK products feature advanced external modulation plus proprietary signal conditioning and temperature

compensation for optimum transmission quality.., even at
maximum distance. Best of all, bandwidth for future service
upgrades is already built in —making AELINK products
"future-proof." So call AEL today and find out how your
system can work harder for you —now and tomorrow.
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C-COR to supply StarVision newbuild

Zenith enters Malaysian pay TV market

STATE COLLEGE, Pa.—C-COR Electronics
Inc. will supply RF and AM fiber optic equipment to StarVision Cable for a1,000 mile newbuild in Clinton, N.C. Construction, which is
underway, is slated to be completed in about
three years. At that time, the operator plans to
deploy apersonal communications system.
StarVision is owned by Star Telephone
Membership Corp., the telephone cooperative in
the area. The equipment is being purchased
through adistributor, Communications Supply
Service Association (CSSA).

GLENVIEW, 111.—Zenith Electronics Corp.
has announced plans to supply wireless addressable set-top decoders to Malaysian cable operator Mega TV.
According to Shamsul Khalid Ismail, CEO of
Mega TV, Malaysia's exclusive pay TV provider,
Zenith will be the sole decoder source for the
multi-year project, which could reach nearly 3.6
million TV households, when completed.
The first Malaysian deployment will utilize
Zenith's wireless technology in the city of Kuala
Lumpur. Another roll out in three other
Malaysian markets will follow soon afterward.
Zenith plans to supply 100,000 set-top decoders
in the balance of 1995, and another 100,000 during 1996, according to Bryan 011ila, vice president of sales, Zenith Network Systems.
Zenith Electronics Corp. also announced that
it has produced its 10 millionth set-top decoder
at its plant in Chihuahua, Mexico.
Al Moschner, Zenith Electronics Corp. president and CEO; Bill Luehrs, president, Zenith
Network Systems; and Eduardo Solis, director
of manufacturing, Zenith Network Systems,
were all on hand to witness the milestone.
Enrique Terrazas, director of economic development for the state of Chihuahua, was presented with the decoder.

GI will sell to Indian market
CHICAGO—General Instrument Corp. has
signed amemorandum of understanding with
HCL Corp. to enter into an India-based joint
venture agreement to manufacture and sell
broadband communications equipment in the
Indian market. Products include cable set-tops,
RF and fiber optic distribution equipment and
headend electronics. The venture is expected to
generate $300 million in revenue by the fifth
year of operation.
"General Instrument and HCL will establish
the capability in India to design, manufacture
and distribute broadband communications products as well as provide technical support to meet
the needs of the Indian market," said Richard
Friedland, CEO of General Instrument, in aprepared statement.
India's cable subscriber base is expected to
pass 50 million by 2000. Nearly 80 percent of
India's installed base of television sets presently
have the capability to tune 12 channels or fewer,
and there are virtually no set-tops in the market.
Pending Indian government approvals, GI
and HCL plan for the venture to commence
operation in early 1996, with manufacturing
operations expected to begin by the end of that
year. HCL is a$430 million transnational group
with interests in computers, networking, office
automation equipment, computer education and
software services.

Lasertron wins big AT&T order
BURLINGTON, Mass.—Lasertron has
announced amulti-million dollar contract with
AT&T Network Systems in Andover, Mass. to
supply 980-nm pump lasers over aperiod of 18
months. Initial product shipments have already
begun and will be used in AT&T's Next
Generation Lightwave Network (NGLN) program. The pump lasers will be used to drive
AT&T erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs).
EDFAs are used to boost light signals over fiber
optic telecom lines without first converting them
to electronic pulses, further increasing network
reliability.
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Coming beets up fiber production
CORNING, N.Y.—Corning Inc. will add $100
million to apreviously-announced expansion of
its optical fiber manufacturing facility, for atotal
investment of $250 million.
The decision was made in order to keep pace
with the growth in worldwide fiber demand that
has occurred during the past year, according to
Robert Forrest, senior vice president and general
manager of Corning's Telecommunications
Products Division.
Overall, Corning expects to increase its fibermaking capability by more than 75 percent over
the next three years. Fiber production will
increase throughout 1995 and '96, fueled by
manufacturing process enhancements. The most
significant portion of the capacity increase will
begin in mid-1997 and will be fully on-line in
1998 as the result of investments in equipment
upgrades and new equipment.
In related news, the Telecommunications
Products Division of Corning Inc. has been
awarded the Malcolm Baldridge National
Quality Award for excellence in quality management in the large manufacturing category.
The Commerce Department's National
Institute of Standards and Technology manages
the annual award, which is named for the late
Commerce Secretary Malcolm Baldridge and
was first made in 1988.

Coming formed its Telecommunications
Products Division (TPD) in 1983 to commercialize the optical-fiber product and process
technology the company first developed in 1970.
U.S. companies applying for the Baldridge
Award are judged by aboard of examiners on
seven quality-management criteria: leadership,
information and analysis, strategic planning,
human resource development and management,
process management, business results and customer focus and satisfaction.

Irilithic signs Mega Hertz as rep
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind.—Trilithic Inc. has
signed Mega Hertz to be sole sales representative for Trilithic broadband instruments in the
states of Colorado, Iowa, Kansas, Missouri,
Nebraska, New Mexico and Wyoming. Mega
Hertz' home office is located in Englewood,
Colo, and may be reached by calling (800)
525-8386, or (303) 779-1717; fax (303) 7791749.

Reliance Comm/lec now RELTEC
CLEVELAND, Ohio—Reliance Comm/Tec
Corp. has been renamed: the company's new
moniker is RELTEC Corp.
Reliance Comm/Tee was recently sold by
Rockwell International Corp. to K-Tec
Holdings, an affiliate of Kohlberg Kravis
Roberts & Co., following Rockwell's acquisition
of the former Reliance Comm/Tec parent,
Reliance Electric Co., in January. RELTEC
Corp. is now an independent, privately-held firm
focused exclusively on the worldwide communications industry.

S-A to support Scarlet for Games
ATLANTA—Scientific-Atlanta will provide
advanced video processing and transmission
equipment to support the Scarlet video distribution network for the 1996 Olympic Games.
As the Official Broadband Television
Distribution Systems Sponsor, S-A will supply
the system that provides broadband video to
competitive venues and Olympic Committee
sites including the Olympic Village and the
International Olympic headquarters hotel. The rn
video distribution system will incorporate a
broadband network that includes digital video
compression encoders and decoders, modulators, broadband integrated gateways, advanced
analog Home Communications Terminals and
fiber optic and coaxial cable distribution systems.
S-A will provide video distribution systems
and more than 6,600 advanced analog 8600X
Home Communications Terminals to control
10,000 television monitors supplied by
Panasonic, according to Dr. H. Allen Ecker,
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chief technical officer at Scientific-Atlanta. The
system also includes MPEG 2digital encoders.
analog and digital headend equipment, S-A's
digital Broadband Integrated Gateways, and RF
and fiber optics electronics equipment.
In other news, Scientific-Atlanta has shipped
its 500th headend system for the delivery of the
Sega Channel. The Sega Channel is utilizing
headend equipment and in-home adapters
designed and manufactured by S-A. Cable operators use the Scientific-Atlanta equipment to offer
subscribers avariety of different Sega Genesis
video games, as well as game play tips, news,
contests and promotions. Customers include
Time Warner Cable, Tele-Communications Inc.,
iones Intercable, Post Newsweek, Falcon Cable
and Continental Cablevision.
Utilizing asatellite transmission system, the
Sega Channel is delivered to the operator's
headend, where aspecially-designed S-A receiver and modulation system re-transmits the signals over the broadband network.
And finally, Scientific-Atlanta also
announced that the New York Racing
Association (NYRA) has chosen its digital video
compression equipment to enable the horse racing broadcaster to expand its live simulcast program offering to asecond channel, to better support New York State off track betting.

Siecor adds to training capabilities
HICKORY. N.C.—Siecor Corp. has announced
the opening of its new West Coast training facility,
located in Santa Ana, Calif. The center is part of
the company's network of training sites, including
numerous regional and two other permanent facilities—Hickory, N.C. and Keller, Texas.
The new, 1,500 square-foot center will house
astate-of-the-art training room and acompletely-equipped product demonstration room. The
new building was designed specifically for
hands-on fiber optic training, according to Scott
Andrus, Siecor training supervisor, and includes
unique features such as 6,000 feet of liber optic
cable for training, and hardware racks for a
complete system mock-up.
"The training room is set up to allow our customers to build an entire passive fiber optic system, just as it would be done in the field,"
according to Andrus. Courses for Siecor's training program are taught by the company's engineers and technicians, who rotate between the
classroom and the field.

Augat Photon Systems receives award
MANSFIELD, Mass.—Augat Photon Systems
Inc. has won the Canada Awards for Excellence
in the category of Innovation.
Augat Photon was chosen for its achievement
in the design, manufacture and installation of
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SCIE announces Emerging Tech program details
The Society of Cable
Telecommunications Engineers (SCTE)
has released the program for its upcoming and highly successful Conference on
Emerging Technologies, which will take
place Jan. 8-10, 1996, in San Francisco.
Predictably, the conference will focus on
four major themes that are occupying the
thoughts of many broadband engineers:
system reliability, data communications,
telecommunications and digital TV
Panel discussions get underway on
January 9, beginning at 9a.m.
Presentations will include:
V "HFC network availability—The real
world" by Jim Farmer of Antec and Tony
Werner of TCI;
V "Evolution of HFC networks to ahighreliability, full-service network" by Raja
Natarajan and Paul Vilmur of Motorola;
V "Integrating residential telephony into
the HFC network" by Andy Paff of Antec;
V "Analysis of the capital, operating
cost and reliability effects of choices in
network powering" by David Large of
Media Connections Group;
V "Alternate power sources for
telecommunications applications" by
Peter LeBlanc of SatCon Technology; and
V "Monitoring HFC network devices"
by Brett Price of Superior Electronics.
On Tuesday afternoon, the focus shifts
to implementation of telecom networks
and services. Presentations include:
V "Cable telecommunications services
business perspectives" by John Harrison
of Sprint Telecommunications Venture
and Ken Wright of Intermedia Partners;
V "Modeling new service payback" by
Carl Podlesny of Scientific-Atlanta;
V "Home education and telecommuting services implementation" by Don
Sawyer of Bell Northern Research;
V "Customer premises
equipment—beyond set-tops" by Shawn
Hayes of Digital Video;
V "Two-way cable plant telephony and
data experience" by Tony Werner of TO,
Jim Farmer of Antec, Paul Gemme of
Time Warner, Charles Cerino of Comcast
and Mark Millett of Cox Communications;
V "Cable telecommunication digital
transmission techniques" by Jack Terry of
Nortel; Edward Granger, Charles
Anderson and Lawrence Wang of ESP;

and Kenneth Williams of Cox
Communications; and
V "ATM in MPEG-2 transport—or vice
versa?" by ltzhak Gurantz of Comstream
Corp., Mike Maslaney of Digital Video
and Adrian Jones of Nortel.
On Wednesday, the focus turns to data:
V "Considerations for deploying packet
switched data services on broadband
HFC networks: An overview of frame
relay and SMDS" by Gaylord Hart of XEL;
V "Broadband data—More than acable
modem" by lea Bedner and Daniel Pitt of
Hewlett-Packard;
V "HFC return system: Management of
subscriber induced noise" by Bob
Chamberlain, Brian Johanson and
Aravanan Gurusami of Philips;
V "Broadband interactive networks for
full digital services" by William Beck,
David Brown and Dean Stoneback of GI;
V "Field evaluation of reverse band
channel impairments" by Majid
Chelehemal, Richard Prodan and Tom
Williams of CableLabs; and
V "The design and operation of the
reverse path" by Henry Kallina of
Broadband Engineering Solutions and
Technology.
The conference's final session focuses
on delivering digital video signals over
HFC networks, with the following:
•"An end-to-end digital services delivery system for EPA and VOD" by Thomas
duBreuil and Cecil Dean of AT&T Bell
Labs and Wilt Hildenbrand of Cablevision
Systems;
•"End-to-end integration and delivery
of MPEG-2 digital video in an HFC environment" by Keith Bechard and Jim
Wood of US West Technologies;
•"Overcoming problems in the CATV
return path" by John Barsellotti and Brian
Langlais of West End Systems;
•"Performance of multichannel
AM/256-QAM video transmission systems
for HFC" by Hongxing Dai, Chin/on Lin
and Shlomo Ovadia of Bellcore;
•"Employing the OFDM technique in
hybrid multichannel analog/digital transmission over the HFC network" by Qun
Shi of Panasonic Technologies; and
•"Using frequency domain digital techniques for de-ghosting and demodulating
VSB transmission" by CableLabs.
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MOORE MAKES IT AS EASY
AS 1-2 -3!
1. INSTALLATION

Moore puts the proper tools in

your hands right from the start for the installation of fiber optic cable.
For example the popular OptiRack, which
provides for figure-8 looping of slack
cable for aerial installation. The bend
radius of this aluminum slack rack
maintains the integrity of your cable. It's
another way Moore ensures trouble-free
performance right on down the line.

2.

MANAGEMENT

At the heart of any cable network are its fiber
nodes, and here again,
Moore takes quality
to heart. Our Fiber
Node Cabinet
combines easy access
doors with amultipoint locking system
for security. Rugged
12 gauge frame
construction and a
tough exterior
polyester paint
system stand up to
any weather conditions. Universal
Vertical Mounting
Rods let you quickly
install any brand
amplifier or splice
enclosure with strand
mounting brackets. You
can store up to 300 feet of cable for future
deployment. Finally, amanagement concept
you can rely on.
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3. STORAGE Building areliable

fiber optic network requires equipment that is
durable, safe and easily accessible. The Moore
Surface Entry OptiVault offers acost-efficient
alternative to buried concrete chambers. Light
enough to be installed by hand, yet durable
enough to last for centuries, the OptiVault
provides an excellent below grade, surface access
chamber for storage of up to 800 feet of cable.
Flexible design, in-field assembly, watertight
fittings, and fiber storage racks make this unit an
installers dream, and proof that Moore continues
to build quality from the ground up.

With innovative solutions like these, it's no wonder so many companies
turn to Moore for all their fiber optic equipment needs. We offer afull line
of durable, high performance products designed to make your job easier.
If you count on quality, you can count on us.

Moore Diversified Products, Inc.
1441 Sunshine Lane • Lexington, Kentucky 40505-2918
800-769-1441 • 606-299-6288 • FAX 606-299-6653
Circle Reader Service No. 68
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fiber optic equipment for the telecommunications industry. These awards are Canada's only
honors to recognize excellence in both private
and public organizations on anational scale.
Recipients of the Canada Awards are selected
by an independent panel of private sector
experts. The program is sponsored jointly by the
National Quality Institute (NQI) and Industry
Canada.

CSC, Continental sign contract
ENGLEWOOD, Colo.—CSG Systems Inc. has
finalized acontract with Continental
Cablevision to provide aconvergent customer
management system for the operator's expanding array of global services, including cable and
telephony.
"Continental Cablevision is the first major
customer to purchase our newest product,
called CSG Phoenix, through alicensing
arrangement that allows Continental or
Continental-designated personnel to run the
system," according to Dr. George Haddix, president of CSG Systems.
Phoenix offers Object-oriented development
that is flexible, reusable, and which can be modular. It runs on aUnix platform and features a
three-tiered architecture, graphical user interface
presentation logic, transaction processor to capture processes and business rules and adatabase
to manipulate and store data.
Over time, the contract will add more than
four million new subscribers to CSG Systems'
customer base, which is currently estimated at
about 17 million.

Applied Signal Technology tapped by ¡Cl
SUNNYVALE, Calif.—Applied Signal
Technology Inc. has been selected by TeleCommunications Inc. as aprimary supplier of
advanced digital test equipment for qualifying
and maintaining TCI's 500-channel digital cable
network.
Under the terms of the contract, Applied
Signal will provide an initial 80 QAMalyzers and
related accessories. The QAMalyzer is designed
to provide the necessary analysis capability to
properly qualify and maintain cable systems carrying 64 QAM digital modulation.
Field techs will have access to aportable
unit that can quickly diagnose common cable
problems and provide diagnostics to aid in
troubleshooting and repair of those problems,
according to the company. The technology is
made possible through apatented advanced
application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC)
and patent-pending DSP algorithms.
Applied Signal Technology has been conducting 64 and 256 QAM digital TV field tests
since 1993.
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Prevue, SeaChange ink agreement

EAS passes second round of tests

TULSA, Okla.—Prevue Networks Inc. and
SeaChange Technology Inc. have finalized a
technology exchange and license agreement
which signals the next step in Prevue's planned
deployment of adigital video file server network, in addition to astrategic alliance which
will impact current products and potential future
businesses for both Prevue and SeaChange.
The agreement means that both companies
will work closely on the development of new
products, applications and services in their
respective areas of expertise.
The server network, which was announced
last year, will transform Prevue's existing
3,500 site distribution infrastructure into adigital platform capable of delivering current services such as Prevue Channel and Sneak
Prevue, interactive services and other services
in development.

SANTA CLARA, Calif.—The Emergency
Alert System (EAS) mandated by the FCC to
replace the Emergency Broadcast System (EBS)
has successfully completed asecond round of
tests, held in California. The tests proved that
EAS works not only with television and radio,
but also with cable video systems.
EAS is adigital technology, specified by the
FCC, that will alert the public to natural and
manmade disasters. The technology allows broadcasters and cable operators to either issue or pass
through alerts, according to the geographic area
of the reported disaster. The latest EAS test was
conducted in San Francisco, between KCBS-FM
and Viacom's Castro Valley cable system.

Singlemode market to hit S3.1 billion
NEWPORT, Rhode Island—The worldwide
market for singlemode optoelectronic devices
will grow at acompound annual growth rate of
22 percent from 1994 to the year 2000, according to anew study from KMI Corp.,
"Worldwide Markets for Fiber Optic
Singlemode Transmitter and Receiver
Components."
Strong growth in demand for transmission
equipment by cable TV, telecom and other networks is driving the market for transmitter and
receiver devices, according to Richard Mack,
who directed the research.
The market is expected to grow to $3.1 billion
in the year 2000. The projection includes markets for all communications sources used with
singlemode fiber, such as ELEDs, Fabry-Perot
lasers, distributed feedback lasers and hybrid
transmit modules, as well as corresponding
detector and receiver products.
The figure also includes duplex transceiver
modules, lasers used to pump gain media in
doped fiber amplifiers, lasers and detectors used
in instrumentation, and devices used in research
and development.

Primestar wins Emmy
NEW YORK, N.Y.—Primestar Partners has
been honored with an Emmy Award for
Outstanding Achievement in Technological
Development in the category of "Pioneering
Development of Direct-To-Home Digital
Satellite Broadcasting."
The Primestar partners are Comcast Cable,
Continental Cablevision, Cox Cable
Communications, Newhouse Broadcasting, TeleCommunications Inc., Time Warner Cable and
G.E. American Communications Inc.

CEO: CommUNICATIONE ENGINEERING at

CableData makes pact with Tandem
RANCHO CORDOVA, Calif.—CableData Inc.
has reached an agreement with Tandem
Computers Inc. to port CableData's Intelecable
to Tandem's Integrity NR and Non Stop Kernel
platforms. Intelecable, atransaction management
system designed specifically to support converged telephony and cable operations, is currently available only on the IBM AIX platform.
Tandem's Integrity NR platform features a
range of integrated, scalable servers running on
the Unix operating system. Non Stop Kernel is
the foundation software that enables Unix personality and other standard interfaces to have
access to the Tandem fundamentals of scalability and reliability.
CableData expects to begin abeta test of
Intelecable on the Integrity NR platform in the
fourth quarter of 1995, with ageneral release in
the first quarter of '96. Beta testing for the
OSS/NSK platform is planned for mid-1996.

Motorola picks Ortel's linear fiber optics
ALHAMBRA, Calif.—Oriel Corp. has been
selected by Motorola to supply fiber optic products for use in the latter's INReach in-building
wireless system. Ortel's Series 5800 in-building
fiber optic antennas will be used in the Motorola
INReach system, which enables cellular telephone
coverage indoors. INReach enables aperson to
use acellular phone to place and receive calls
throughout abuilding or acampus-like setting.

Pioneer supplies set-tops to Time Warner
LONG BEACH, Calif.—Pioneer New Media
Technologies announced acontract with Time
Warner Cable to supply 85,000 advanced capability home terminals over atwo-year period. Time
Warner will install the BA-6310CA version of
Pioneer's BA-6000 Series addressable home terminal units in homes in the Houston ama to provide subs with enhanced TV viewing and recording capabilities. CIED
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[IT TAKES THE "STALL" OUT OF "INSTALL."1

The Deltec Cable Support System from Thomas &

easy on coaxial, fiber optic, and twisted pair cable. All of

Betts can make areal difference in your installation time. It

which makes the Deltec System easy to work with. And of

installs with just asingle wrap. Saving you time and money.

course, it's fast, too.

Here's another difference -- it's not metal, it's homopolymer acetal. A material that has more than proven itself

Last but not least, the Deltec System is versatile. It
supports cable either horizontally or vertically.
For more information, just call 800-685-9452. We'll

in 20 years of harsh outside plant testing.
What's more, the Deltec System has no sharp edges or

try to keep it brief, because we

points. So it's easy on your hands. Easy to hold on to. And

know how valuable your time is.

Thomaseeelts

ISO 9000 Registered

£1995 "norms & B. All rights resenTd.

Delltec®
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Uncooled return
path DFB lasers
ALHAMBRA, Calif.—Ortel Corp. has
announced further details on its new product
line for return path applications.
The Model 1650A and 1651A lasers for
return path links are uncooled DFB lasers. They
use aproprietary new high-temperature DFB
chip design which minimizes the variation in
chip performance over wide temperature ranges
that are encountered in standard chip designs.
This eliminates the need for internal thermoelectric coolers, which dramatically reduces the
size of the package. The result is aDFB laser
module that can be manufactured at high volume and low cost.
The Model 1650A is areceptacle-style package with aDFB laser designed for data signals
such as telephony and high-speed modems. The
Model 165 IA adds alow-cost optical isolator,
providing asignificant performance advantage
for operators who wish to provide upstream AM
video signal transmission in their networks.
Each product provides up to 250 MHz of bandwidth, enabling the use of "frequency stacking"
architectures.
Circle Reader Service number 121

Fiber optic monitoring

CONOVER, N.C.—Norscan Inc. has introduced
the 2000 CMS, which monitors outside plant
fiber optic cable and splice enclosures for damage, security and moisture ingress. Operating
over the cable armor, Norscan's system is able
to monitor 1,000 cable kilometers and more
than 7,000 splice enclosures.
Alarms and routine status reports are sent
over the DDD network to maintenance centers with precise damage location information. Remote control and outside plant data
retrieval are available via computer modem.
The system consists of acentral office terminal and coded sensor units at each enclosure.
Circle Reader Service number 122

Power supply upgrades

ROS WELL, Ga.—Performance Cable TV
Products has announced anew series of power
supplies designed to simplify the transition
from 60 volts to 90 volts.
The company's new Flexi-Power power
supplies consist of an inverter and aferro,
configured with triple output taps so that the
user may select either 60, 72 or 90 volts
RMS. The power supplies will work with present-day 60 volt systems and can then be
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Network management system
switched to ahigher voltage later on. An
intermediate voltage of 72 volts is offered as
asafer alternative to 90 volts, which is acontinuing topic of controversy, according to the
company.
The power supplies have an output rating
of 960 VA and are specifically designed to
operate into highly capacitive power factor

Power supply upgrades to 90 volts

loads without tripping the power line circuit
breaker during transfer. Performance inverters all feature aunique pulsating battery
charger that ensures that batteries will last
four or more years. The "Flexi-verter" multiple output inverter operates in tandem with
the "Flexi-ferro." The standby unit operates
from 24 volts and has exceptionally long

standby time due to the efficiency of the
advanced design inverter and the increased
life expectancy of the batteries.
Circle Reader Service number 123

Heat shrinkable products

MENLO PARK, Calif.—A family of heatshrinkable tubing and molded part products is
now available from Raychem Corp. for providing sealing and strain relief to wire and
cable terminations at the back end of connectors and switches.
The connector sealing products are
designed for the most common connector
types used in the communications market:
those are cylindrical, coaxial and fiber optic
connectors. The product family provides solutions that can be installed in aone-step
process.
Technicians would place heat-shrinkable
tubing or molded shapes in position over the
termination of wire or cable to the connector
or switch. When heat is applied, the tubing or
molded shape shrinks, conforming to whatever
objects are contained within its walls. The
inner adhesive layer melts and flows, providing aseal and additional strain relief.
Circle Reader Service number 124
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AppliedView, a network management
system

DUBLIN, Ohio—Applied Innovation Inc. has
introduced AppliedView, anetwork management tool for the connections between operational support systems and network elements.
AppliedView is an open standards-based
management system for the AISwitch. The
management system's graphical user interface (GUI) is based on OSF/Motif. Because
it is based on Hewlett-Packard's Open View,
the same platform may be used to manage
other data comm networks. AppliedView
may be used as aplatform for telecommunications management network (TMS) and the
element manager layer (EML) functions in
support of providing efficient telecommunications services.
Whether from acontrol station or aremote
PC or laptop, staff can ascertain
status—through color-coded reports—of connections between various AISwitches as well as
connections between AISwitches and NEs or
OSS. Network alarm conditions are immediately displayed on the administrator's screen
and predetermined responses can be launched.
Circle Reader Service number 120

Broadband power systems

BELLINGHAM, Wash.—Alpha Technologies
has introduced acomplete line of Broadband
Power Systems, the BPS Series, for use in combined and full-service broadband applications.
The fundamental design premise for the

through aprocess of selecting the appropriate
component blocks, then fitting them into one of
several enclosure configurations.
Also new from Alpha is the CPS
Series—expandable UPS systems for cable television and broadband communications networks. Designed for local powering of HFC
nodes, CPS provides powering flexibility.
The standard CPS configuration consists of
asingle power supply module and battery
string. By adding an additional power supply
module, the overall capacity can be expanded
to more than 3KW.
Circle Reader Service number 125

OPSK modem

PHOENIX, Ariz.—RF Networks Inc. has
announced the availability of its high-speed
QPSK modem, the RF Networks Model 5750
Frequency Agile Broadband Coaxial Cable
Modem. Frequency agility over the 5-750
MHz range, data rates to 10 Mbps and arange
of data interfaces provide the flexibility to
meet varying customer needs.
The Model 5750 is ideal for LAN interconnect as well as telephone (T-1) bypass, compressed video distribution and high-speed
computer links. Frequency agility allows the
Model 5750 to operate in high frequency channels or between existing signals. Signals are
spectrally limited to coexist with other signals
for transmission over broadband coaxial cable,
wideband microwave and modulated fiber
optic cable.
Data rates can be easily changed through
field exchange of asmall daughter board and
configuration switch settings providing customers with aconvenient growth path. Early
shipments have begun to both U.S. and
European customers.
Circle Reader Service number 126

Signal level meter

The CPS Series

series is modularity. Equipped with programmable output voltage levels, the BPS series
allows the use of 90, 75 or 60-volt output. With
input from many customers, Alpha has developed amenu of power system components that
can be used as functional blocks. System engineers can create acustom powering solution

INDIANAPOLIS, Ind.—Wavetek Corp. has
introduced the Interceptor CLI-1450, acombination leakage detection and signal level
meter.
The CLI-1450 incorporates ahighly sensitive leakage detection mode and MicroStealth
measurement technology. It's alightweight,
handheld meter which still incorporates all of
the features of the MicroStealth Signal Level
Meters, including; multi-channel measurement
displays, aGo/No-Go Quick Check function
(ensures FCC compliance and reduces subscriber call-backs) and an easy-to-read, high
resolution LCD. The unit can also be used by
leakage crews and with leakage GPS tracking
systems. It also provides signal level measure-

ments in cases where
repairs are required. In
addition, the headend
video "tagging" option
differentiates leaks in
overbuilt systems,
increases detection
range and limits false
alarms.
Wavetek Corp. has
also released anew
fiber optic power loss
measurement convertor, the FPC850KIT.
The Interceptor CLI- The convertor, corn1450
bined with aWavetek
or any brand digital multimeter (DMM) with
aDC millivolt range, is atool for qualifying
fiber optic connections and cables easily and
conveniently.
The power meter module's output has standard banana-style connectors which directly
plug into the DMM's jacks. The module is
coded for correct polarity and outputs millivolts
directly proportional to dBm. The output is 1
mV per 1dBm. Because it measures loss, typical readings are negative; for example, -6.8.
The FPC850KIT can be used with any
DMM with a ±100 or ±200 mVDC input
range and banana-style input jacks. Higher
performance DMMs with arelative measurement mode or differential reading function can
he used most effectively as they allow the
power losses of the connectors to be zeroed or
nulled out.
Circle Reader Service number 127

Frequency agile processor

VENTURA, Calif.—Holland Electronics Corp.
has introduced two low-cost agile processors,
model HP40 and HP60. The new units feature
microprocessor-based controls and afront
panel LED channel display for easy operation.
The HPs use SAW filtering to maintain
exceptionally clean conversions, as well as a
switching power supply for efficient low heat
operation with AC inputs between 80-230VAC.
The units are available in both 40 and 60 dB
outputs respectively and are available from
stock with atwo-year warranty.
Circle Reader Service number 128

Trenchless equipment

NEWTON, Kan.—StraightLi ne Manufacturing
Inc. has announced another in its series of
DirectLine horizontal directional drills. The
DL2610 is aself-contained unit, with a152 hp
Cummins diesel providing power to the track
drive, drilling fluid delivery system and the
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drill rack's robust thrust and rotary systems.
The DL2610 can be configured with simultaneous drilling fluid delivery and mixing
capabilities, allowing for uninterrrupted bores.
The drill provides 24,900 pounds of thrust,
2,400 ft/pounds of torque and 1,900 psi maxi-

MHz from the center frequency.
Input and output connectors are 75-ohm
Type F(female). The unit measures 3x4x15
inches and weighs five pounds.
Circle Reader Service number 131

Oscilloscope

HAUPPAUGE, N.Y.—Leader Instruments Corp.
has introduced the Model LS 1020, anew 20
MHz dual-trace oscilloscope to meet generalpurpose bench and field needs. The unit features amaximum sensitivity in both channels
of 0.5 mV per division and amaximum cali-

Loop carrier test

MORGAN HILL, Calif.—LoopMate, aloop
carrier test system providing acomplete solution for testing POTS, special services and
ISDN circuits at aNext Generation Digital

Efflumwmipimmeniumpr

LoopMate loop carrier test system

Loop Carrier (NGDLC) or DLC facility, is
now available from Wiltron Telecom.
The LoopMate family provides amodular
solution for testing POTS, specials, ISDN or
any combination of these services, in small to
large configurations. The family features a
space efficient remote unit requiring only one
rack mounting space, allowing it to fit into virtually any remote digital terminal.
Circle Reader Service number 130

Bandpass filter

EAST SYRACUSE, N.Y.—Communications &
Energy Corporation Inc. has introduced the
Model 4001-BPF(5)-429(6) hyperband cable
TV bandpass filter, which suppresses adjacent
channel interference in the hyperband.
The filter has abandwidth of 6MHz with a
pass band insertion loss of 1.0 dB (maximum). Selectivity is typically 20 dB at ± 12
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Right angle boot

LISLE, Ill.—Amphenol has announced the
availability of its new right angle boots for
fiber optic cable assemblies. The new boots
are designed to increase the reliability of any
fiber optic system by ensuring that the mini-

DL2610 directional drill

mum drilling fluid pressure delivery. The
DL2610 is designed to directionally bore distances of 800-plus feet and pullback 12 inches
and under product pipe, dependent upon soil
conditions.
Circle Reader Service number 129

video and audio RF levels, modulation depths,
frequency deviation and input switching.
When used in conjunction with Barco's FMS
860 headend supervisor, alignment of RF levels can be accomplished automatically.
The modulators are supplied as fixed channel units to provide the highest carrier-to-noise
performance. Frequency agile (tuneable) versions are also available. Phase Locked Loop
(PLL) techniques are employed to assure
longterm signal stability.
Circle Reader Service number 133

The Model LS 1040, delayed sweep oscilloscope

brated sweep speed of 50 nanoseconds per
division.
Also new is the Model LS 1040, a40 MHz
analog oscilloscope added to Leader's line. It
features three-channel operation with up to 6
traces on screen in the delayed sweep mode.
Sensitivity ranges from 5V/div down to 5
mV/div in 10 steps (to 0.5 mV/div with the
X10 magnifier). Bandwidth drops to 5MHz
with the magnifier on. CH 3only is switch
selected to 0.1 or 0.5 V/div.
Vertical modes are CH1, CH2, CHOP, ALT
and ADD (subtract with CH2 inverted) and
CH3 (TRIPLE).
Circle Reader Service number 132

Modulator

ATLANTA—Barco has introduced Pulsar, a
microprocessor-controlled modulator for cable
TV headend applications where high output
RF signal quality, remote monitoring and automatic provisioning/alignment are desired.
Pulsar modulators feature complete software
control capability via an RS-485 interface,
providing remote monitoring and control of all
modulator functions.
In the event that alost or degraded signal is
detected, software control enables alternative
signal routing and remote configuration for
back-up modulators to quickly restore programming without the expense or delay of dispatching atechnician to the headend.
Pulsar provides both remote and local control. Front panel keys allow direct control of

Right angle boots

mum bend radius of the cable is not violated.
The design (patent pending) consists of two
halves which totally enclose the cable after
they are snapped together. These boots are
quickly and easily installed and are available
for FC, SC or ST connectors.
The right angle boots can be ordered separately, or can be ordered already assembled
onto the cable.
Circle Reader Service number 134

OTDR

UTICA, N.Y.—GN Nettest, Laser Precision
Division, has introduced the TD-3486 Optical
Time Domain Reflectometer.
The new OTDR incorporates a486DX
processor and adesign architecture which permits very fast waveform capture. In addition,
FAS, Fiber Analysis Software, ensures accurate, almost instantaneous analysis and display
of trace information, according to the company. Users can test, display and print results in
many instances, in less than 22 seconds,
according to company officials.
The TD3486 retains true, one-button test
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capability first introduced in the TD-3000. The
unit not only selects pulse width, range and
resolution, but also runs FAS and automatically displays each features type, loss, reflectance
and distance from the origin, the loss and
average loss of each fiber section, and the end
of fiber. Dual wavelength testing, printing and
results storage, including file naming, are also
fully automated so that an entire test suite is
done with the push of asingle button.
Circle Reader Service number 135

Mini pulse suppressor

ORISKANY, N.Y.—New to Fiber Instrument
Sale's line of manufactured fiber optic products is the FIS Mini Pulse Suppressor.
The pocket-sized pulse suppressor or break

FIS Mini Pulse Suppressor
out box is well suited for use as an OTDR
launch box or for field troubleshooting. The
pulse suppressor holds up to 200 meters of
fiber in any core/clad size and is connectorized
with achoice of connector styles with PC,
Ultra and Angle finishes available. It's
designed to be used with the industry's latest
OTDRs and measures only 4.5 x0.875 x2.75
inches.
Circle Reader Service number 136

Fiber design

ATLANTA—Cadix International Inc. has
launched its new Fiber Design and
Management software.
The CX-2001 is afull-featured cable TV
design system that totally automates the plant
design process, performs engineering analysis
and assists in plant maintenance.
The CX-2001 was developed to automate
cable TV plant design and analysis. The system automatically calculates signal losses and
analyzes each component for design specification compliance as the plant is being designe.d
In addition, it only takes one minute to scan a
base map which can immediately be used to
start adesign. The flexibility of the system also
allows the designer to perform repetitive "what
if" designs that result in optimum plant layout.

The CX-2001 design system operates on a
Hewlett-Packard RISC-based workstation. The
structure of the system's database manages all
the data for adesign in one database, regardless of its size or complexity.
Also new from Cadix is the FX-7001 Series
for cable management. The FX-7001 delivers
decision-making information to all segments
of cable and telephone company operations.
The user-friendly system removes the traditional barriers caused by differing computer
technologies, merges fiber, RF design and
analysis data with business application files
and provides the tools to manage anew, enterprise-wide relational database.
Circle Reader Service number 137

frame, requiring no modifications to the puller.
The frame provides asecure mount for the
cable puller for both vertical and horizontal
applications on wood or steel poles. For added
stability, aframe spike is included for insertion into wood poles.
Circle Reader Service number 139

Winches

TREVOSE, Pa.—General Machine Products
Company Inc. has announced two new models
in its Adams CD Winch family—the CD3
Continuous Duty Winch and the Adams CD
lite Continuous Duty Winch.
The CD3 features acompact design—taking
up less than 52 inches of space between cabi-

Character generators

SASKATOON, Canada—Display Systems
International Inc. has announced its enhanced
line of Elite character generators, which
includes the Elite2000, the TextPro Sr. and the
TEBBS (Televised Educational Bulletin Board
System).
The TEBBS is designed for small cable
companies and in-school display systems. It's
alow-cost, text-only system, according to the
company, that includes 20 different typing colors, multiple fonts and sizes, 23 page transitions, analog clock display, easy-to-use scheduler and unlimited page capacity.
The TextPro Sr. is designed to meet the
needs of medium cable TV and private cable
TV companies. The text-only system includes
all the features of TEBBS, and in addition, has
ahorizontal crawl line, remote communications, graphical scheduler and optional local
weather display.
The Elite2000 is well-suited for photoadvertising and real estate channels, as well as
classified advertising channels.
It has all of the features of the TEBBS
and TextPro Sr., and includes advanced features such as graphic page creation, compatibility with .PCX, .BMP and .GIF computer
images, sound capture, advanced scheduling,
multiple crawl lines and remote communications.
DSI's new products are available as software only, or as full turnkey systems including
all hardware and software.
Circle Reader Service number 138

Pole mounting frame

MANKATO, Minn.—For overhead fiber optic
cable installations, Condux International has
developed aPole Mounting Frame for use
with fiber optic cable pullers.
The puller attaches to the pole mounting

Adams CD3 Continuous Duty Winch
nets—with no sacrifice in capacity. Other
advances include abare drum pulling capacity
of 24,000 pounds, 230 ft./min. maximum line
speed and a24-inch drum with acapacity of
1,500 feet of 9/16-inch wire rope.
The Adams CD lite Continuous Duty
Winch is computer-designed from the frame
up to efficiently handle innerduct and
fiber/coax placement. Performance features of
the CD lite include 7,400 pounds max. bare
drum pull, 2,000-pound top layer line pull and
400 ft./min. maximum line speed (100 rpm @
24 gpm).
Circle Reader Service number 140

Fiber testing

VANIER, Quebec—EXFO E.O. Engineering
Inc. has introduced the IQ-200 product family,
designed to offer flexibility for fiber optic testing in laboratory research and industrial testing.
The IQ-200 system is comprised of the IQ203 optical test system controlled via
Windows application software. The addition of
akeyboard, mouse and color monitor give the
IQ-203 PC-like characteristics.
Using IQ-206 Expansion Units in arackmount format, up to 27 IQ modules can be
monitored and controlled simultaneously, such
as power meters, laser/LED sources, variable
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attenuators, return loss meters, variable reflectors and optical switches.
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ISDN enhancement

MERIDEN, Conn.—ADC Video Systems Inc.
has announced enhancements to its Pix1Net
Multipoint Videoconferencing System.
The PixINet system now includes two
Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN)
interfaces using astandalone, PC-based device
called the Primary Rate Interface controller.
Using this device, both Basic Rate Interface
(BRI) and Primary Rate Interface (PRI) capabilities with multisession bonding are available. Multisession bonding is aprotocol for
allowing the transmission of multiple users
over asingle PRI line, providing efficient
bandwidth management.
Additionally, ADC is implementing NonFacility Associated Signaling (NFAS) and
triple BRI interface. Using NFAS allows up to
20 PRI lines to be controlled by asingle "D"
channel.
The Pix1Net system is ADC Video Systems'
real-time, interactive multipoint videoconference control system which provides multiple
virtual networks for both private and switched
network applications. The system provides
multipoint video connectivity and real-time
conference management to what have traditionally been point-to-point networks.
Circle Reader Service number 142

ATM switch

HERNDON, Va.—Newbridge Networks has
announced Release 3of the 36150 MainStreet
ATMnet Access Switch. The new release adds
significant new capabilities and applications to
the company's ATM access/edge switch.
Release 3addresses both end user and service provider ATM needs by enhancing the
switch's overall system to make it more robust,
as well as adding new interface cards to give
end users more capabilities. The new interfaces include FDDI, 4-port Ethernet, 3-port
Token Ring, E-1/T-1 ATM, E-3 G.804 (for
markets outside North America), T-3 TDM
(circuit emulation), OC-3/STM-1 Electrical
and SMDS DXI.
Additionally, the new release will facilitate
higher quality video through an enhanced
version of the existing JPEG video card and
the inclusion of JPEG/PAL, for markets outside North America. Specific enhancements
for the card include aprogrammable quality
factor and auser selectable option for frame
or field discard. These enhancements will
ensure consistent video quality for diverse
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applications, according to the company.
Altogether, Release 3of the 36150
MainStreet ATMnet switch will offer users
more than 15 interface cards, the largest number of available interfaces on an ATM switch
today, says the company.
Circle Reader Service number 143

Economy network analyzers

MORGAN HILL, Calif.—Anritsu Wiltron has
introduced its 54000A Series Scalar
Measurement Systems offering low-cost RF
models to 1.0 and 3.0 GHz. Microwave models are available to 8.6 GHz and 20 GHz. The
analyzers perform traditional transmission and
return loss (SWR) measurements for manufacturing applications. A rugged housing allows
reliable use in field service applications.
The 54000A offers: low harmonic sources,
linearized YIG tuning for stable sweeps, 50
ohm and 75 ohm measurement systems, a
small, portable package and 10,000 hour
MTBF.
Circle Reader Service number 144

Singlemode splitter

SYOSSET, N.Y.—Porta Systems Corp. has
announced that its line of Aster Products has
been expanded to include two new devices
which address the special requirements of
cable TV networks.
The Asymmetrical Unitary Singlemode lx3
Splitter is well-suited for application in cable
TV architectures. It provides acost-effective
means of dividing transmitted light into three
paths with different loss requirements. The
unitized construction eliminates the need for
concatenating 1x2 components, thereby
increasing performance and reliability in the
form of low excess loss, stable coupling ratio
and superb environmental characteristics,
according to the company.
Another device applicable to cable networks
is the Optical Amplifier Wavelength Division
Multiplexer. This WDM distinguishes itself by
providing low insertion loss over the optical
bandpass, while maintaining high isolation.
The product is ideal for use in 980 nm laser
pump systems for erbium-doped fiber optical
amplifiers.
Circle Reader Service number 145

Video codec

RICHARDSON, Texas—The Alcatel 1743 VC
video codec (release 2.0) now features up to
four encoders or decoders per shelf, bi-directional DS-3, a4:2:2 serial digital component
video interface, two transparent AES/EBU

stereo audio channels or four 20 kHz analog
channels, one bi-directional DS-1 interface, an
RS-422 remote control interface, alinear time
code interface and abasic supervisor.
The Alcatel 1743 VC uses aDiscrete
Cosine Transform (DCT)-based algorithm to
process the high bitrate component
(4:2:2/CCIR 601) digital video format into a
45 Mbps stream for transport across the telephony network.
Circle Reader Service number 146

Field data collection

CORVALLIS, Ore.—PenMetrics has announced
anew release of its automated field data collection software package with mapping functionality. FieldNotes 4.0 includes major
enhancements in its FieldForms custom form
generator, anew one-to-many database capability, and integration with PenMetrics' new
FieldNotes Manager product for data management, migration and merging from the office
to the field and back again. FieldNotes continues its support of ODBC compliant databases
as well as seamless integration with popular
GPS receivers.
The new additions to FieldForms simplify
custom data entry. FieldForms supports multiple page forms with tabbing to keep data organized. Images associated with specific records
can be dynamically linked into the form.
Control over the data table setup makes viewing data easier.
Databases can now be linked to multiple
drawings or multiple drawing layers, simultaneously. This is essential for large applications
that use many different maps but need to keep
attributes consolidated in one file. The introduction of the one-to-many feature links database records in aparent database to many
records in associated child databases.
In addition, images can be dynamically
moved and resized, image registration is interactive with the map and support is provided
for retrieving images from TWAIN-compatible
digital cameras.
Circle Reader Service number 147

Digital modulator

MILLERS VILLE, Md.—Gould Fiber Optics
has announced the addition of a10 Gbps digital modulator to its line of distributed products. The 10 Gbps modulator from IOC Ltd. is
designed for use within Sonet OC192 and
SDH STM64 transmitter systems. This device
incorporates many new design concepts and
process innovations.
The 10 Gbps modulator combines the
advantages of IOC's device stabilization tech-
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nology with excellent 50 Ohm impedance
matching, low drive voltages (< 4.5 volts) and
extinction ratios in excess of 20 dB. The
device is housed in apackage that is footprint
and pin compatible with IOC's 2.5 Gbps modulator.
Circle Reader Service number 148

Ad insertion system

ANAHEIM, Calif.—At the Western Cable
Show, Sony Electronics will introduce new
features and benefits to its VideoStore diskbased ad insertion system. The enhancements
include options that provide Wide Area
Networking (WAN) capability, increase the
number of channels to which aVideoStore system can playout, offer the ability to playout
commercials at two resolution levels and provide increased video quality through an expansion board that augments horizontal and vertical motion estimation/compensation.
Other newly-announced options for the
VideoStore system include embedded clip
identification for absolute traffic and billing
verification, adedicated RS-232C port for
remote diagnostics and avertical interval
closed caption board.
Sony's VideoStore system is designed to
replace tape-based ad insertion and NVOD
systems. It can be used to increase the operating efficiency of small cable systems, or to
automate the complex feeds of larger interconnects and MSOs through aflexible integrated
data network.
The newly-announced enhancements will
provide the VideoStore system with: digitally
encoded MPEG 2output via an Ethernet connection, variable compression rates selectable
at 5or 10 Mbps, embedded clip ID numbers
for precise trafficking records on aired spots,
selectable two or four channel audio, closed
caption support, advanced motion
estimation/compensation to improve video
quality for fast motion sequences, simultaneous two-channel loading into the VideoStore
unit, four GPIs per playout channel, asingle
video/four channel audio channel gen-lockable
decoder board, real-time clip exchange
between multiple VideoStore systems and a
new, cost-effective data tape streamer drive
and cassette.
Circle Reader Service number 149

Digital video ICs

SAN JOSE, Calif.—VLSI Technology Inc. has
unveiled three new Digital Video Broadcast
(DVB)-compliant ICs for set-top box applications. The VES4143X, an enhanced, variablerate version of the VES4123 QPSK demodula-

tor chip serves primarily direct broadcast satellite (DBS); the VES4113 64/256 QAM digital
demodulator is used primarily in digital cable
television (set-top box) applications; and the
VES5453X is aforward error-correcting
(FEC) digital channel decoder for either digital
cable or DBS applications.
Both of the demodulator products, the
VES4113 for digital cable, and the VES4143X
for satellite systems, are designed to seamlessly interface to the VES5453X FEC channel
decoder. This provides the system integrator
with one-stop shopping for two critical components in the set-top and also reduces glue logic
requirements. Two reference platforms are also
available today to provide engineers with realworld design evaluations and speed time to
market.
For cable applications, the VES4113 is a
fully DVB-compliant digital demodulator for
16, 32, 64, 128 and 256 QAM modulated signals. The device directly interfaces to the
bandpass input signal after analog-to-digital
conversion and provides demodulated output
that is fed directly to the VES5453X FEC
channel decoder. The VES4113 requires only a
pair of RC filter circuits and avoltage-controlled crystal oscillator (VCXO) to complete
the demodulator design. It performs digital
downconversion and filtering with ahalf
Nyquist filter DVB-compliant with aroll off
factor of 0.15.
Circle Reader Service number 150

Digital base manning

DENVER, Colo.—CompuSyst Inc. has
announced anew package of "intelligent" digital base mapping and GIS (geographic information system) services designed for the cable
telecommunications industry.
CompuSyst utilizes aerial stereoscopic photogrammetry, which allows CAD operators to
remotely digitize as-built roads, structures, railroads, hydrological features and aerial utilities.
Using MapInfo, aWindows-based GIS software package, CompuSyst is able to geocode
(link database information to geographic map
points) and visually display customer data,
addresses, actives, power supplies, pole data
and many other types of user specific data, on
top of or "overlayed" on the digital base map.
Applications for aGIS system using digital base mapping include construction projects, system status monitoring, marketing
analysis, dispatch operations, system troubleshooting, routing, monitoring field operations to help assure "on-time guarantee commitments" and others.
Circle Reader Service number 151

F-Connectors

HARRISBURG, Pa.—The AMP sealed F-connector offers enhanced performance up to 1
GHz and is designed to meet the requirements
of Bellcore TA-NWT-001503 (4.3 and 4.4) and
SCTE specifications. Connector impedance is
75 ohms nominal with an operating temperature of -40 degrees to +115 degrees
Fahrenheit.
There are several versions available in
sealed and unsealed styles for indoor and outdoor applications. The sealed version for standard or quad shielded cable uses 0.250/0.250
standard strip dimensions.
The outdoor sealed connector, available in
crimp and clamp styles, offers an 0-ring
interface seal and agrease-free gel in the
back end of the connector to provide environmental protection and eliminate the requirement for an external sealing boot or nut during field assembly. The indoor unsealed connector is available in crimp or screw-on
styles.
The crimp connector is terminated using a
standard hex-crimp hand tool, and the clamp
and screw-on connectors require no special
tools and are reusable. A positive stop in the
sealed connector enables proper insertion and
arotating coupling nut reduces twisting of the
cable.
Also available are board-mount receptacle
connectors with polypropylene dielectric or
high-temperature tolerant Teflon dielectric for
surface-mount processing compatibility.
Circle Reader Service number 152

ATM load testing

COVINA, Calif.—Ameritec Corp. has introduced its Vista Model 155 ATM Load Tester
product line.
Vista represents the latest in Amerite,c's
expanding family of switch and network load
testers and simulators.
Vista provides 100 percent density load testing of Asynchronous Transfer Mode switches
with Switched Virtual Connections and
Permanent Virtual Connections while simulating all ATM Adaptation Layer types and traffic
profiles via user programmable scripts and
protocols.
Vista is equipped with an X-Windows
Graphical User Interface and is accessed via a
LAN from aworkstation or PC. It accommodates eight to 16 ports with various optical and
electrical interfaces. The product also provides
extensive cell layer testing and awide range of
statistics used to evaluate ATM switch performance.
Circle Reader Service number 153
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Two spacers connected by the
"Protection Bar" allow cable expansion,
preventing damage from clamp to cable,
and lock in place to eliminate "walking".
NOW AVAILABLE FROM:

Boom-tip
mounted (niche
puts your operator
two feet closer
to that
hard-torea

Budco

See us at the Western Show, Booth #140

ORDER TOLL-FREE!

It's TIME to check out VERSALIFT!

ita
TIME

800-331-2246

Ui
Ui

0

FAX: 918-252-1997

0

•BRADY INDUSTRIAL •M&B •AERVOE -PACIFIC •REDINGTON •

Downlink High Quality and Low Prices
with DH Satellite's Complete Line
of Antenna's and Mounts.

The DH 3.7m Spun Aluminum one piece antenna gives you
high performance gain, easy assembly with outstanding
stability and delivery to your installation site.

CALL FOR PRICING
OR NEAREST 01ST.
(800) 627-9443

DH Satellite
600 N. Marquette Rd.
Prairie du Chien, WI USA 53821
Phone (608) 326-8406
Fax (608) 3264233

P.O. Box 20368 Waco, TX 76702-0368
(817) 776-0900 TELEX (910) 894-5218
FAX (817) 776-7531

VERSALIFT
•ovverful truly relational database system,
Front-end data query tools
CD-ROM training
Interactiv e
dtelephony
•Integrated cable an
ction management systems
transa
systems
•PC-based billing
•Custom billing, inserting and mailing

CableData Does.
Does yours?
See the industry's most comprehensive suite of
transaction management and billing technologies and
services at CableData's Western Show Booth 1117

caple
Data
Gain from the experience
Profit from the vision

(800) 835-8389

CATV TRAPS

PRODUCT SHOWCAS
Program Manager

I..à

\

File

EAGLE

Options

Window

ICU

Help

cm
LodE for Windows.
Lode Data Drafting and Design

COMTRONICS INC

TELEPHONE
TRAPS

The most popular broadband engineering
software is now available for:

Windows. 3.1x
Windows, NT
Windows. '95
New Drafting Assistant Import
Features:

CALL FOR

>
I>
>
>

FREE SAMPLE

(800) 448-7474

EOL signals
Power supplies
Device-to-device footages
Housing and self terminators

Call now for details!
All versions are available to current customers for
immediate download on the Lode Data BBS

.

EAGLE COMTRONICS INC.
4562 Waterhouse Road, Clay, New York 13041
(315) 622-3402
Telex #937361

(800) 448-7474
Fax#(315) 622-3800

See us at Western Show, Booth # 600
1

.
4141iie

QUALITY FIBER
OPTIC ASSEMBLIES

Lode Data Corporation
7120 E. Hampden AvEnuE
DenvEr, CO 80224
TE1: (303)759-0100 Fax: (303)759-0214

INTRODUCING
SERIES
300 0
SUPER TRUNK SWITCH

SINGLEMODE/MULTIMODE
•PC/APC >65 dB
•FDDI
•ESCON
•SMA

•BICONIC
•FC
•SC
•ST

I

AUTOMATIC

PROTECTION

FROM TRUNK LINE LOSS

MULTI-FIBER DESIGN/TERMINATION

SAME DAY DELIVERY
Custom designed fiber optic
cables for CATV, Telecomm

and Datacomm applications.

ARIA

.9

TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

5309 Randall Place
Fremont, CA 94538

Ph: 510-226-6222

Fax: 510-226-6242

The NEW Series 3000 Super Trunk
Switch provides automatic monitoring of
3 trunk lines in your supertrunk. It will
switch automatically to a secondary
source upon the loss of the video trunk
signal. The Series 3000 Super Trunk
Switch
will
provide
insurance
for
customer satisfaction. So call Monroe
today and we'll keep your supertrunk
anxieties under control.
MADE
.IN.
USA

FvE

MONROE
ELECTRONICS

LYNDONVILLE, NY 14098

800 821 6001
716 765 2254
FAX 716 765 9330

THE CBLinxTM-1
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MS Over 50
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ABC CABLE PRODUCTS, INC.
offers afull line of:
o

0

CC

o

•Optical links for video, audio and data transmissions, return paths.
LO. feeds, ethernet and distance learning. Campuses and many
other applications are served by the CBLinx line of optical products.
•Acomplete line of quality OEM compatible and universal remote
control units.
6950 South Tucson Way. Suite C
Englewood, CO 80112
Tel: (303) 792-2552: (800) 777-2259
Fax: (303) 792-2642

CABLE
PRODUCTS
INC.

Kiss your battery
budget goodbye!
By developing state of the art advances in battery

50 Yoao of Exporioneo"
Ain-M.1am W.. lorammon,14.111.1
In Me .14.,..130111110.11111 1.160111)11111.111
0•011.101111

RMS Electronics is aleading manufacturer/supplier of
cable equipment. We are becoming the fastest growing
supplier of cable components in the world. The new
RMS American catalog contains an extensive line of
over 400 products which are used in the construction or
rebuilding of cable television systems. Call for your
FREE catalog today!

RMS Electronics Inc. (800) 223-8312

T
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T
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CORES!

charging, we've eliminated the single most costly
element in power supply maintenance. Our PS1600
Standby Power Supply's pulsating charger keeps
batteries on-line for at least four years by not overcharging them! The result -longer battery life and
fewer replacements, saving your system time and
money.

SET Series Strippingoring Tool

I Creates beveled-edge to prevent "0" ring damage.
MI Removes outer conductor and dielectric in one easy step.
• Can be used with Ratchet T-handle or drill.

JCS Series Jacket Stripping Tool
Model PSI 600 Standby Power Supply system.
Priced at only $990.00 and guaranteed for as long
as you own it.

CALL JUD WILLIAMS AT 800-279-6330
Pee
ttleeteaaetee CABLE TV PRODUCTS
P.O. BOX 947, ROSWELL, GA 30077
AN EDWIN=ROSS INDUSTRIES COMPANY

II Fast, safe jacket removal.
la Plastic guide prevents scoring.
II Knurled body provides positive grip.

CablEPrep

Tools You Trust.
A
am woes Cournicalon Probes Carom

For More Information
Call: 1-800-394-4046

o

•
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Sencore continued
can afford." Sencore's new line of cable analyzed testing equipment feature innovative
tests specifically designed to give the engineer
or technician the information they need for
complete system performance testing or just
getting the customer back on line. Sencore
knows the importance of keeping your customer satisfied with your service, after all
they've been doing it for over 45 years. If you
have questions about any of Sencore's new
line of cable system analyzing equipment call
1-800-SENCORE today.
Sequent Computer Systems Inc
Siecor Corporation
Signal Vision Inc.
Smith Advanced Technology
Sony Electronics, Inc.

1530
155
1079
2520
42

Sprint

North Supply

Sprint/North Supply
Booth 2421
Phone
800-639-CATV
Spring/North Supply is on line, on call and on
time exhibiting its full-line nationwide distribution capabilities and products. Displays
include cable television, data and telecommunications equipment. As aleading nationwide
provider of integrated product solutions,
Spring/North Supply offers more than 30,000
products through 11 strategically located distribution centers.
Standard Communications Corp.

1I
FC
Superior Electronics Group Inc. .Booth 2479
Phone
941-756-6000
Superior Electronics, through its Cheetah
product line, offers acomplete network monitoring solution for video and data applications. Cheetah solutions include status monitoring for headend and active devices
throughout the cable plant including fiber
nodes, power supplies and amplifiers.
Cheetah monitors all major manufacturers
devices. Cheetah also provides performance
monitoring capabilities including spectrum
analysis in the headend and end-of-line. FCC
Proof-of-Performance are fully automated with
the Cheetah System.
Synchronous Communications Inc.
Tektronix, Inc
Telecom Solutions
Telecorp Systems, Inc.
Telecrafter Products
Telect

TeleWire
An

ANTEC

2347
1000
376
702
1322
2505

SUPPLY

Company

408

Stanford Telecom
Booth 1502
Phone
408-541-9031
Stanford Telecom will display its line of modulator and demodulator solutions for HFC
upstream applications. Featured is anew standard headend receiver for burst demodulation
of upstream signals. This assembly provides
data rates up to 2.56 Mbps, QPSK technology,
and tunable RF input frequency from 5to 40
MHz.

Telewire Supply
Booth 200
Phone
303-799-4343
Telewire Supply is aleading distributor of
products needed to build and service acable
television system. The company stocks an
expanded selection of brands from abroad
range of manufacturers to meet the changing
requirements of today's broadband networks.
Product categories include drop and installation material; aerial and underground construction hardware; tools and safety equipment;
taps and passives; fiber cable and apparatus;
headend and distribution electronics test
equipment and coaxial cable. Linked by a
sophisticated on-line computer system, multiple sales and warehouse locations provide the
strong national distribution network necessary
to deliver orders rapidly and economically
throughout the country.

StarNet
Storage Concepts, Inc.
Sun Microsystems Inc
SunTech Systems, Inc.

Tellabs
Texscan Corporation
Thomson Sun Interactive Allin.

STANFORp
_
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=
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2353
1442
925
61
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Times Fiber Communications, Inc.
Division of Amphenol Corporation

Times Fiber Communications Inc.
462
Phone
203-265-8500
FAX
203-265-8422
TFC is aISO 9001 registered manufacturer of
coaxial cables for the telecommunications
industry. Committed to quality, service and
technology, TFC is standardized on 1GHz
bandwidth for trunk, feeder and drop cables,
featuring T10 Semi-flex, TX10 Low-Loss and
T10 Drop cables with lifeTime. Times Fiber
Communications...where technology meets the
bottom line. Stop by and see us at Booth 462.
Toner Cable Equipment, Inc
Transwitch Corporation

2079
1320

TRILITHIC
Trilithic
Booth 608
Phone
800-344-2412
For 25 years, Trilithic has been atrusted supplier of CAN and RFLAN test equipment. At
this year's Show, Trilithic is featuring afull
range of products including: an innovative
return path test system, arugged fiber optic
power meter and laser source, and new members of the Tricorder SLM family and the costeffective EVS-30 emergency video switch.
Stop by Booth #608 for afull demonstration.

11'ilogy

COMMUNICATIONS INC.
Trilogy Communications, Inc
Booth 523
Phone
800-874-5649
Manufacturer of exceptionally high quality, low
loss, MC 2 air dielectric trunk and feeder
cables, ideal for fiber-rich architectures. Also
offering afull line of quality drop cables including UL listed and corrosion protected. Stop by
our Booth #523 and be the first to receive our
new catalog.
Triple Crown Electronics Inc
TV Guide On Screen
TV/COM International
NC Incorporated
Underground Service Alert
Universal Electronics Inc.
Vela Research Inc
Video Data Systems
Vikimatic Sales Inc.
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1072
250
444
1347
553
555
2268
2310
709

W AVE TE K
Wavetek Corporation
Booth 1248
Phone
317-788-9351
Measure signal levels and cable leaks using
one instrument! Stop by to see Wavetek's new
Interceptor-1450, acombination signal level
and leak detection meter. Designed for service
technicians and installers worldwide, the 1450-1
uses MicroStealth technology to deliver comprehensive testing capability in an easy-to-use
hand-held package at the lowest price. In addition, along with areverse sweep option, the
popular Stealth System Sweep, Models 3SR,
3ST and SAM 4040, now feature adigital QAM
carrier level measurement option, allowing
accurate power measurements of digitally

modulated carriers. Other recent enhancements include the 3SRT option, allowing testing
of particular segments of anetwork, and anew
reverse noise feature to be added to the 3SRV
option. Wavetek also manufacturers products
for the wireless communications, telecommunications, ATF, metrology and LAN markets.
West End
Westec Communications, Inc

2414
565

Zenith Electronics Corporation ..Booth 234
Phone
708-391-8000
Zenith is recognized as aleading provider of

cable and data communication products for
the cable TV and telephone companies.
Showcased at the Zenith booth will be the
Multi-Media 2500 advanced analog addressable set-top box, featuring real-time, interactive two-way communications and on-screen
program guides (including StarSight) and displays. In addition, as the industry-leading supplier of cable modems, Zenith will also demonstrate its MetroAccess system for data
communications over coax and hybrid
fiber/coax. Amajor component of
MetroAccess is the HomeWorks Universal, a
powerful cable modem that offers such applications as high-speed access to the Internet
and on-line services, work-at-home and distance learning. Zenith is also aleader in digital
technology, with its rugged VSB technology,
which will play amajor role in future delivery of
video entertainment.
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EQUIPMENT DIRECTORY

White Sandi
1111111111

11111111111

1-800-Jumpers
CUSTOM MADE CABLE ASSEMBLIES INCLUDING
F to F. N to N. BNC, RCA, F-81
Belden
RG-56
Gilbert AHS
Times
LAC
AG-59
Off Shore
AG-il
Comm/Scope
lntercomp
Amphenol
AG-213
AG-214
We will make any cable assembly. Quick delivery on all colors and lengths.
Fax: (602) 582-2915. Ph (602) 581-0331

335 W. Melinda Drive, Phoenix, Az 85027

1

COMMUNICATIONS & ENERGY
FILTERS & ANTENNAS FOR CA .I

SMAT V /MMDS /LPTV

Quaeity Repai at Competitive Pticing

REPAIR

REPAIRS &

CENTER

Manufacturer specializing in fast delivery of Filters for
CATV and other video systems. MMDS & LPTV

£

In Warranty Repair

Transmitter Channel Combiners and other broadcast

0

Jerrold Addressable Repair Specialist

a

DP5, DP7 & DPV7 /Panasonic 1402, 1403

£

Remote Repair (URC 450, 550)

filters and Terrestrial Interference filters for TVRO systems.

East Syracuse,

NY 13057

US/CAN 800-582-1587

Contact:

For more information contact:

Tel 315-452-0709
Fax 315-452-0732

7395 Taft Park Drive

Sieve Shafer or Iince Clippies

TC1

AFF11-

> Your complete electronics source <

FUSES • CONNECTORS • HAND TOOLS

UNINTERRUPTIBLE

POWER

SUPPLIES

MULTIMETERS AND OTHER
TEST INSTRUMENTS

800-247-5883
'OD]

GTS ENTERPRISES, INC.

• Fiber Fusion Splicing Specialists
• Optoelectronic Equipment Installation
• CW Proofs to 750MHz
• Upgrade/Rebuild Construction
• Computer Drafting and Design

HYBRIDS + SEMICONDUCTORS or> WIRE • CABLE

TRANSFORMERS • SURGE PROTECTORS

508 Industrial Drive
PH (770) 591-1670

A Division of CE!

C., CALAN WAVETEK TRILITHIC CALAN WAVETEK TRILITHIC

CT

iNc.

Cable '1'est Equipment
Repai
RF &r
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E
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Fax 717/828-6335

RR 1, Box 86-V7 Dingman's Court,
Dingman's Ferry, PA 18328

r=

CALAN WAVETEK TRILITHIC CALAN WAVETEK TRILITHIC

CED:

COMMUNICATIONS

• FX (770) 591-1484

THE 1VIAPPING INNOVATORS
A Division of GLA International

rn

717/828-6235

• Woodstock, GA 30189

DESIGN
EXTENDER

Need repair? Don't despair!
Specializing in Repair,
Calibration & Upgrade

Free delivery
& pickup in
certain areas

TKR Repair Center
Tel: (908) 583-2026 •Fax: (908) 290-1677
25 Industrial Drive •Cliffwood Beach, NJ 07735

G
is

OMMERCIAL ELECTRONICS & SUPPLY

ice

SALES

ENGINEERING &

Strand Mapping
As Built Mapping
Rebuild Mapping
Fiber Optic Routing
MDU Surveys
Map Digitizing
System Design

Est. 1982
FTF-FTSA Design
Fiber Optic Design
Lode Data -AutoCad
Lynx, Focus, CableView
Microstation (DON) Experts
File Conversions DWG -DON -DXF
CAD System Sales & Training

425 Woods Mill Rd. South Ste. 300 Town &Countiv, Mo. 63017
Phone: 314-579-462 7or 800-875-8786 Fax: 314-579-4628
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PRODUCTS, SERVICES & EQUIPMENT DIRECTORY

illoCb

Inc.

k J.,

Integrated Network Services, Inc,

Se—

4,
rtén76er

MIDWEST CABLE SERVICES

Covering North and South America

ENGINEERING. DRAFTING & DESIGN
e Consulting
• Base & Strand Mapping
e As-Built Mapping

e Xact Software
e Novell Authorized
e Premise Wiring

-NATIONWIDE BUYERS CATV SCRAP CABLE AND USED LINE GEAR

Se Habla Espanol

e Design 8, CADD Drafting

Offices in Apharetta, GA and Santiago, Chile, S.A.
Contact: Bruce Lane 404-442-8738
2001 Westside Drive, Bldg. 103, Suite 103 Alpharetta, GA 30201

800-852-6276
P.O. Box 96, Argos, IN 46501
Phone: (219) 892-5537 •FAX: (219) 892-5624

NATIONWIDE INSTALLATIONS
NaCom acontractor with over 24 years experience
offering outstanding customer service for:
•
•
•
•

Residential Premise Wiring
MDU's
Drop Buries
DBS

Mapping and E.nginuering Solutions

NaCom

Call (8(X)) 669-8765 Ext. 3046

"Mapping the 21st Century's

Building Communication Systems Throughout America

Information Super Highway"
Cable TV •Power •Gas •Telephone •Water/Waste Water
Services include:
Consulting • Data Conversion

• GIS/Facility Mapping

Data Base Design • Field Walkout • Fiber/Coaxial Design
CADDSTAR sn'
(Applications softwarefor AutoCad
MICROWAVE

FILTER

and MicroStation

)

COMPANY

Filters for CATV, Wireless Cable, LPTV, TVRO
•Super Selective Bandpass Filters

eADDSI<Alem

•Channel Deletion/Reinsertion Filters
•Pay-TV Traps
•Channel Combiners
•Antennas

GIS Software

•Terrestrial Interface Filters
Contact Terry Owens, Sales Manager
6743 Kinne St., East Syracuse, NY 13057
800-448-1666 •(315) 437-3953 •FAX (315) 463-1467 or 437-3893

CABLE CONSTRUCTORS, INC.
COMPLETE TURNKEY CONSTRUCTION
• Coaxial and Fiber
• Mapping and Design
• Make Ready
• Splicing and Activation
• Fusion Splicing
• Material Supply
• Aerial, Underground &
Fiber Construction

For more information contact:
405 N. Reo Street • P.O. Box 20112 • Tampa, FL 33622-0112
Telephone: (813) 289-4119 • Facsimile :(813) 287-3674

FCC PROOF OF PERFORMANCE TESTING

•Headend Services

- COMPLETE HEADEND RELOCATION SERVIE I
- RERACK AND REWIRE
- OPTIMIZE
- PROOI

1-800-338-9299

• Emergency Fiber
Restoration
• System Sweep
• Proof of Performance
•Turnkey Headend
• Complete Turnkey
Project Management

•FCC Proof Performance

1-800-292-0126
605-426-6140
I
PSWICH. SD

RI PK,
VIL )E.

•

\

r: •

•On Site Training

•Design and Drafting

- STRAND MAPPING
-ASBUILT MAPPING
- SYSTEM DESIGN
- MAP M ANAGEMENT & SYSTEM UPDATES

quality service performed on atimely basis

Call Tim Reeder to reserve space in the next
available issue of CED! 800-866-0206
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> CLASSIFIEDS
PRODUCTS, SERVICES

FIDE

ià

EQUIPMENT DIRECTORY

Base Mapping •Strand Mapping •As-Builds •Make Ready •
Digitizing •Broadband Network Design •Fiber Optic Network Design
New England Distributor of American Digital Cartography Maps

*Design

•Installation

•Testing

•Full Turn Key Services

APPLICATIONS:Telephone •Cable TV.
-- P.O. Box 571
Danielson, CT 06239-0571
802 Networks •Process Control •Security • Tel: 860-774-4102; Fax: 860-774-4783
IVHS •Educational Networks
Planes 1057

SERVICES INCLUDE: System Engineering & (1405) Buenos Aires
Republica Argentina
Design •Outside Plant Construction •Project Tel: 582-2915; Fax 582-1372
Management •Aerial &Underground Cable
Installation •Systems Integration •Premises
Wiring •Splicing •Termination •Testing •
Activation •Training •Emergency Service

•Door to Door Sales
•System Audits

AutoCA0
Lode CADO
Lode DATA

P.O. Box 365 •North Springfield, Vermont 05150
Voice: (802) 885-9317 Fax/Modem: (802) 885-9328

gOEN-COMM COMMUNICATIONS INC.
SURVEY

im Converter Placement
Campaigns

RcH
CABLE

609-786-1701
301 Route 130 South /Cinnaminson, NJ 08077
Fax 609-786-0121

cart Cable

MATEJKA

DESIGN

AUTOCAD

FIBER
CABLE NETWORKING

C.A.T.V.
COAX

"C1 ,011A1, COMMUNICATION DESIGN"

Serving the industry since 1977

We Buy Scrap

MicroStation
Lynx CAPO
FOCUS

CALL:

1-800-819-6939

Quality Cable & Electronics Inc.
1950 N.W. 44m Street, Pompano Beach, Florida 33064

C)4

t

B

un,

6 ÉLICTRCNIC5

LE

INC

r coNVERTERS
I

liEADENDS
DROP MATERIAL
LINE EQLIIPMENT

Cable Recovery Inc.
(800) 831-2925
COAST TO COAST SERVICE
818 W. 3rd St. •P.O. Box 1224 •Winona, MN 55987

PrÓPeeliati

inc.

RR6, P.O. Box 20, Metamora, IL 61548

Your One Stop Design Shop!
Full Service Design

Construction

Mapping

Aerial

Digitizing

Underground

Lode Data and Lynx (FOCUS)

Directional Boring

File Conversions DWG-DGN

Splicing

*All Architectures/Upgrade/New Builds/Extensions
Contact Tony Lasher at (309) 383-2655
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New IUsed All Equipment! Competitive Prices
Phone: 305-978-8845 • Toll Free: 800-978-8845 •Fax: 305-978-8831
CALL OR FAX US TODAY WITH YOUR REQUEST! CREDIT TERMS AVAILABLE Ill'ON APPROVAL!

NEW BOOKS
Bill Grant, author of the widely read textbook
"Cable Television," offers two soft cover books.
"A Study on Integrating Exchange Tele.phone and
Cable TV ervices on aCommon ransnussion Facility"
Basic information on both Telephone Exchange plant and Cable TV system.
'Presents a method of integrating both on any broadband system.110 pgs.
"BroadbandTransmission"
Includes 12 examples of hybrid fiber/coax engineering and how to establish
system specs or specs for seperate elements for end performance. 150 pgs.
$40 per book or both for $72

Prices incl. USA vostaae.
GWG Associates, Dept 3, RD 3 Box 3670, Schoharie, NY 12157
Phone 518-295-7954 ----FAX 518-295-8876

CED: COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING & DESIGN

DECEM BER

1995

PRODUCTS, SERVICES & EQUIPMENT DIRECTORY
Looking for "the best" in Mapping & Design?

PRO-TEL

Field Mapping Services
Design Engineering

•Full Service E.E&L Telecommunications Contractors

Asbuilt Digitizing
High Capacity
,

•Central Office, Controlled Environment Vaults/Manholes
Huts, Cabinets and Customer Prem. applications.

On-time Delivery
First Class Quality

International Expertise

•Designed, built and installed to your spec's. Call on us
to be your "Partners in Quality."

SE

350 Indiana Street, Suite 200, Golden, Colo
(303) 279-7322 •fax: (303) 279-2546 •email: mapping@seca.com

"Partners in Quality"

'

Professional Teleconcepts, Inc. NY, IL, CA (800) 283-2794

Professional Installation

JONESuRpLus =-=

& Technical Services Inc.

WE BUY AND SELL QUALITY CATV EQUIPMENT

LINE AMPLIFIERS, TAPS, CONNECTORS
CONVERTERS -ALL TYPES AND MAKES
HEADEND EQUIPMENT

An Engineering Servi,ces Company dedicated to:

FAX US YOUR SURPLUS INVENTOR Y LIST
PH:(619)757-3008 ** FAX:(619)757-4048

•SWEEP -BALANCE -PROOF

•SPLICING & ACTIVATION

•CALAN EQUIPPED -1GH z

•SYSTEM MAINTENANCE & REPAIR

•COMPUTERIZED REPORTING

•750 MHZ SWEEP EXPERIENCE

TEST EQUIPMENT
Reconditioned Wavetek, HP, Tektronix and more. Signal Level Meters,
Sweep Systems, IDR's, Power Meters, Spectrum Analyzers, Frequency Counters
end
Fiber Test
Equipment.
Guaranteed
to
meet/exceed
manufacturers specs. 90 day warranty standard.
SATELLITE ANTENNAS
Used Scientific Atlanta, Andiews, Vertex, RSI and others. 7meter &up.
PTL Cable Service, Inc., USA
Phone (407) 747-3647
Fax (407) 575-4635

•ELECTRONIC UPGRADES -RESPLICE

CINCINNATI, OHIO
FAX: 513-583-1140

800-457-4569

BUY-SELL-TRADE

RocKY M OUNTAIN

Industry
Service
Since

JUMPER CABLES

1966

P.O. BOX 9707 •HELENA MT 59604

Custom Made Jumper Assemblies
All Brands Fittings/Cable

•FMale
•RG -56
•PL

•FIG -59
•BNC
•Other

•FFemale
•RG -11

CTS, SERVICES & EQUIPMENT
DIRECTORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 130

Our jumpers never leave our plant during construction. insuring inspection of each phase of construction. Our
quality control insures you the lowest RF leakage possible. Call for pricing and free sample. (406) 458-6563

dB-tronics
Cable Television Equipment
Sales & Service Center

Check Us Out For

o.sÂlranizi

MI•

Splicing by Alcoa Fujikura Ltd., whether
Mass Fusion or Single Fusion, is accomplished with state-of-the-art Fujikura
equipment. Our field forces are equipped
with high quality OTDIZ's for final test
measurements. Service is on time, meeting
your specifications. And the splice is right
... the first time.

Parts & Services

•

Genuine S-A Parts In Stock

4
,f

Factory Trained Repair

./

Sales of New & RMF Equipment

•

Purchase of Wreck-Out & Excess
Equipment

•

450 & 750 MHz Equalizers

CALL

••

•

OR

FAX

US

NEED SOME WIND IN
YOUR SALES?
ADVERTISE IN
CEP CLASSIFIED!

1-800-552-5688

FIRST

INFORMATION •SCHEDULING •PRICING

Telephone: 803-574-0155
• USA Toll Free: 800-356-2730
Fax: 803-574-0383

Alcoa Fujikura Ltd.
ALCOA

dB-trafics. Inc.
145 Tradd Street

Telecommunications Division
Spartanburg Operations
150 Ridgeview Circle
Duncan. SC 29334

Spartanburg, SC 29301
USA

r—
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C LASSIFIEDS
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

PRODUCTS, SERVICES
EQUIPMENT DIRECTORY
HIGH TECH CABLE, INC.
NEW, USED and REFURBISHED LINE
GEAR
SA, JERROLD, SYLVANIA, MAGNAVOX,
AND C-COR
Warranty Available
CONVERTERS also AVAILABLE
We always BUY EQUIPMENT
PHONE: 407-375-9458
706-213-0385
FAX: 407-375-8631

WE BUY Id SELL
SURPLUS NEW & USED

CDI Telecommunications, Inc
is hiring experienced people
for the following positions:

DICITEt

DESIGN ENGINEERS
Design Fiber & Coax
Broadband Routes.

NETWORK SERVICES. INC

the nation's fastest growing HFC
network design contractor, is presently
accepting applications for the

TECHNICIANS

CONNECTORS, TAPS,
HEADEND, LINEGEAR, MISC.

TM BROKERS

5402 HIGHWAY 95 -COCOLALLA, ID 83813
TEL: 208-683-2797 OR 208-683-2019
Fax: 208-683-2374

EMERGENCY
ALERT SYSTEMS

following positions:

Installation, Cut-over,
Testing, Upgrades

BROADBANDS/RF DESRS.
• CADD DRAFTERS
DATA ENTRY PERSONNEL

Call: (800) 669-1890

• SYSTEM PROOF/SWEEP &
BALANCE TECHNICIANS

Ext. 895

'-- FIRER SPLICERS

Fax: 800-875-1904

By

• FIELD ENGINEERS
FIELD MAPPERS

Attn. C8895

Idea/onies
*up to 90 channels

=DID

Openings for Telecommunications
personnel with Engineering,
Installation and Data experience
for work throughout the United States.
Please contact John Taylor of Wolters
Communications at 918-473-2611 or
FAX resume to 918-473-1121.

Excellent Compensation & Benefits

.14 day delivery

.compatible with all headends
-AFFORDABLE—

Mail resume to:

Mail Resume lo:

P.O. Box 4056, Dept. 95

DIGITEL NETWORK SERVICES
470 N. Clayton Street NW. Atlanta. GA 30245

Scottsdale, Arizona 85261-4056

or fax to: (404)682-4500

Tel: 701-786-3904 Fax: 701-786-4294

Video Units Also Available
ASK ABOUT COMPLETE SYSTEMS TO
MEET THE NEW FCC MANDATE

•SERVICE
TECHNICIAN
Troubleshoot common system and drop line faults; calculate DB losses, insertions losses, cable

losses, and taps and splitter devices of all distribution lines. Maintain system levels; diagnose and
change out power supplies; use and maintain CATV customary construction equipment. The
requirements of the position are: the ability to lift and carry 70 lbs; climb poles, ladders and towers;
2years prior cable n/ experience; valid driver's license and agood driving record; ability to be On
Call as needed. Completion of NCTI Service Technician course and previous Service Technician
experience is preferred.

CAREER O PPORTUNITIES
SCTE Sustaining Member

oeh
Froeh
Fr

•SYSTEM TECHNICIAN

Set levels, set-up and change out system electronics, including fiber. Calculate signal level losses;
conduct system tests and semi-annual proof of performance testing; responsible for troubleshooting
and repair of the entire distribution system. The requirements of the position are: the ability to lift and
carry 70 lbs; drive company vehicles and use bucket trucks when necessary; 3years cable TV experience; valid driver's license and agood driving record; ability to be On Call as needed. Completion of
NCTI System Technician and Fiber course; previous System Technician experience.

Peter

lich
lich & Co.
search

•ADVANCED TECHNICIAN

Repairs and maintains SMATV headend and microwave equipment; designs new plant extensions and
rebuild and existing plant; maintain records of performance tests and inventory. The requirements of
the position are: the ability to lift and carry 70 lbs; drive company vehicles and use bucket truck; 5
years cable TV experience; valid driver's license and agood driving record; knowledge of National
Electrical Code. Completion of NCTI course through Advanced Technician and Fiber course; previous
headend experience; FCC General Class License or SCTE BCT/E certification is preferred.
It you are interested in one of these positions, send resume to:

PO. Box 339 Weatherford, TX 76086
(800) 742-4947 FAX (817) 594-1337

Attn: Employee RelationsfTCO

TCI of Colorado, Inc.

All levels of Technical

1617 South Acoma Street, Denver, CO 80223

An interview and adrug screen is required of successful candidate. If you need an
accommodation for the interview or test, please contact TCI of Colorado. FOE

Positions -Corporate to
Hourly. Positions
Available Nationwide.
Call or Write. Fees Paid.
130
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
•CHF TECH-( ROCKIES) MID 30' sK

•CHF TECH-(TX)30' sK

•CHF TECH-( FLA) +/- 40K

• HEADEND TECH-( NE)35K

•MICE TEcH-(SW)To $14/HR

•Svc TEcH's-( FLA) +/- $11/HR

• HEADEND TECH-(W EST) +/- 40K

• DIR

•CH ENG-( NE)65K

• LINE TECH-(SW)+/-

• SR

OFENG-(SW)OPEN SAL

EXPERIENCED AERIAL ANI)
UNDERGROUND CREWS
AND EXPERIENCED SUPERVISORS
NEEDED IN THE MIDWEST AND
SOUTHEAST PARTS OF THE U.S.
CALL OR SEND RESUME TO:

$11/HR

•CONST Supv-( NO)+/- 40K

ENG's-(SE)60-80K

•SWEEP TECH-(EAST) +/-

CONSTRUCTION
AERIAL, UNDERGROUND ar
SUPERVISORS
PERSONNEL NEEDED

$14/HR

•CHF TECH-(SE)MID 30' sK

ERVIN CABLE
CONSTRUCTION INC.

JIM YOUNG & ASSOCIATES
One Young Plaza -1235 Ranger Highway -Weatherford, Texas 76086
Call (817) 599-7623 or Fax (817) 599-4483

P.O. BOX 548, SHAWNEETOWN, IL 62984

800-232-7155

VIDEO
MAINTENANCE
ENGINEER

Multimedia Cablevisión, with systems in the suburban Chicago, Illinois
area, is currently seeking qualified candidates for the position of

gib LAINIT

MANAGER

Prefer 7+ years previous cable experience or equivalent with a thorough knowledge of
transportation, distribution, installation, troubleshooting, CATV design, extensive
headend/plant CATV testing skills and documentation. Excellent leadership,
communication, interpersonal and customer service skills. Salary range commensurate
with experience: $35-50,000
All replies will be held in the strictest of confidence. Qualified candidates, please send
cover letter and resume to:
Attn: David Reyment
4
Multimedia Cablevision
IL
10545 South Cicero Avenue
Oak Lawn, IL 60453
CABLEI/ISION
EDE -M/FN/D •Drug Free Workplace

MULTiMEDLII

Technical Trainer

Continental
Jacksonville,

Cablevision

of

progressive

Multi-

a

Service Operation,

has an immediate
opening for a video maintenance
engineer. The ideal candidate will have a
thorough understanding of video
systems maintenance, measurements,
post-production/editing, master control
and production studio operations, and
will assist in preparing financial budgets.
Must be available for 24-hour on-call
emergencies. SBE Certification or FCC
General Class License preferred. Please
send resume and salary requirements to:

Continental Cablevision is seeking aSystem Technical Trainer, to join our team
in Southern Florida. Responsible for assessing training needs of technical staff;
designing, developing and implementing training programs.

Paul Christensen
Continental Cablevision
5934 Richard Street
Jacksonville, FL 32216

Qualifications include 1-3 years' adult training in CATV or Telecommunications;
excellent verbal, written and presentation skills; must be detail oriented, and a
self starter with the ability to work independently. A valid Florida driver's
license and agood driving record is required. Drug screen/background check.
EOE M/F/D/V
Apply in person at:
14121 NW 16th Street, Pompano Beach Florida 33060
OR
Mail Resumé to Address Above
Attn: Carolyn Thorpe

No phone calls please.
E.O.E. M/F/D/V

A DRUG

FREE WORKPLACE

When you put
your recruitment ad in
the right haystack ...
finding the
needle is easy.

To Place An Ad...

Use the

•Call Tim Reeder at 800-866-0206 or 610-964-4982 by the first of the
month preceding the month of desired issue.

CED CLASSIFIED

•Fax copy and insertion order to 610-964-4663.

SECTION
It Makes Sense.

•Mail ad materials to:
CED CLASSIFIEDS, 1CHILTON WAY

(4TH

F
LOOR), RADNOR, PA 19089.

If you have any questions please call 800-866-0206.
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nhis commentary in the October issue celebrating the
20th anniversary of CED, Roger Brown graciously
referred to my prediction in the January 1988 issue of
the magazine as a"rare miss." Here is
what Iwrote in 1988:
"One thing seems certain: within
five years, we will see wide-screen TV
sets in dealer's show rooms, with most
of the artifacts scrubbed and the scan
lines no longer visible, even at close
viewing distance."
Actually, Ihave seen awide-screen
set in adealer's show room, but with an
NTSC picture slightly distorted to make
it look like it nearly fills the screen. I
believe we will see more of this,
although it is more likely to be SDTV
(standard definition TV), than HDTV.
If Iwere looking for an alibi for my
"rare miss," which Iam not, Iwould be
inclined to point to the cable TV industry, or at least General Instrument. It was
not until June 1990 that Jerrold detonated its explosive all-digital DigiCipher
proposal in the midst of the more or less
orderly HDTV standards procedures.
Painstakingly crafted schedules were
shattered. Shrapnel screamed in all
directions, cutting down 20 years of
Japanese R&D on the MUSE system.
Names like Yves Faroudja, Karen and
Bill Glenn of the N.Y. Institute of
Technology, Richard Iredale of the Del Rey Group and
Scientific-Atlanta's HD-MAC simply faded away. Even
the Europeans had to acknowledge that their analog D2MAC system was obsolete before it got agood start.
The survivors—Zenith, Samoff Laboratories, Philips
and the MIT group—quickly moved to get on board with
GI. The future of HDTV was in ashambles, wallowing
badly. After excruciatingly difficult negotiations over
patents, pride and paternity, the survivors formed a
Grand Alliance to submit what they hoped would be the
best of all worlds. Nevertheless, the schedules had been
moved back far enough for the broadcasters, who had
promoted the idea in the first place, to have second
thoughts about the cost, marketability and regulatory
consequences of HDTV Now, five years after my failed
prediction, it is appropriate to speculate that SDTV and
MPEG compressed digital programs may well leave
HDTV to the history of what might have been.
Thus, it was Jerrold, the long-time provider to the
cable industry, which led the way with its stunning proposal that shook the world. That is how Imissed. But I
do acknowledge asense of pride that one of cable's
own actually led the parade in such asubstantial way.
That may have been a"rare miss," but there are others. Iremember the time in 1944 when Iwas chatting
with my boss, Dan Hunter, chief engineer of WMAL
radio in Washington. RCA had introduced television to

Thoughts
on arare
miss and
probability

By Archer S. Taylor,
Director and Senior
Engineering Consultant,
Malarkey-Taylor Associates
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the nation in adramatic presentation at the 1939 New
York World's Fair. Within afew months, preparations
for war forced an end to the establishment of new TV
stations and the manufacture of TV sets.
By 1944, people like Dan and the WMAL management were dreaming of sugarplums. They could hardly
wait for the war-time freeze to be lifted so the gold
rush could begin. Dan was excited. Television was
going to change the world. With my 28 years of accumulated wisdom, Isaid Ijust could not visualize
myself sitting in front of aTV set watching movies all
the time. It sounded like aloser to me. Now, that was a
genuine miss, although Istill do not spend much time
watching movies.

The magic of probability
A couple of years before my "rare miss," Iadopted
the technique used by the U.S. Weather Service for
reporting rain forecasts. Imade abunch of rash predictions, all securely armored with the magic of probability. One of the worst was a"90 percent chance that
cable TV will abandon the convertor interface in favor
of IS-15 [the Multiport] or other user-friendly technology compatible with modern TV receivers." Like the
meteorologist who forecast a90 percent chance of rain,
we also forecast, by implication, a10 percent chance
that it wouldn't happen. That is one way to avoid a
"miss." Another is to surround the prediction with so
many nullifying conditions that there will always be an
escape route. Roger caught me with my armor down.
Probably the most risky endeavor in the prediction
business, at least in our industry, involves prospects for
interactivity, however that elusive term may be defined.
More than 30 years ago, Iwas amember of the NCTA
Policy Council. The council chairman was J. Leonard
Reinsch, president of Cox Broadcasting and Cox
Cablevision and former radio secretary to President
Truman. The council was charged with investigating
the potential of "auxiliary services" that might be provided by cable TV networks. Ten years later, my firm
was engaged by the White House Office of
Telecommunications Policy (OTP) to identify all possible services that might be provided by cable TV networks, examine the technology and suggest ways in
which the government might help to bring about the
"critical mass" needed to demonstrate viability.
One by one, ideas such as remote utility meter reading, load management, remote home security alarms,
home shopping, home banking, education, teleconferencing and all the others have, from time-to-time,
seemed to be "killer apps." One by one, each has failed
to achieve aviable market, partly because of inadequate
technology, but primarily because it has been all too
easy to project personal enthusiasm to the marketplace.
Gary Arlen, "contributing curmudgeon" to
Multichannel News, quotes David Abraham, president
of acommunications investment firm, with the warning: "Extrapolation is an extremely dangerous form of
self-delusion." CIED
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Looking at the "big picture" Cheetah''
came up with asimple idea: anetwork
management system that is designed to
evolve and adapt to changing technologies.
Flexible Solutions to Complex Problems,
As new products for signal distribution and alternative services come
into the market, the Cheetah System architecture will be compatible. This
system was designed by the Cheetah development team, which includes the
best hardware and software engineers from around the world. Simply put, their
job is to develop an open system that offers compatibility and flexibility.
The Cheetah System allows you to grow from afew line monitors for FCC testing to anetwork
management system that meets your evolving system requirements for network reliability and
deployment of new services. By integrating equipment from multiple vendors into one global
network management system, Cheetah provides aflexible solution that offers seamless interconnections. In addition, as you add services like interactive video and data transmissions, be
assured that you can expand your Cheetah System to provide one integrated management tool.
The International Standard.
From this big picture perspective, we offer you asimple network solution. This is what has made
Cheetah System astandard around the world. From the Pacific Rim to Europe and North America,
the Cheetah System has been selected to monitor the world's broadband networks.
Network Management. Performance Monitoring. Status Monitoring.
The Cheetah solution will work for you now and in the future.
Visit us at booth #2479

(Cheetah
SUPERIOR ELECTRONICS GROUP, INC.
6432 Parkland Drive

• Sarasota, Florida 34243

• (941) 756-600()

Circle Reader Service No. 70

• (941) 758-3800

Strap yourself in. Tighter. Access to new applications is instant, flexible and custom-fitted to your choice of broadband crchiitecrures.
New markets and incremerital revenues .dre closer than imagined,
via solutiois like our Regal Pbwerkip and Digital Video file servers.
We are paving the higliiway to the drivewcy. Radar clocks us at Now.
1.800.TO.ANTEC
Ci'de Reeer Service No. 71

letwark know—Fow

NOW.

